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Introduction
In the Name of God, the most Compassionate, the most Merciful
َ م
َّرون
ُّ ب َم ْكنُون ال يَ َم
ٍ إِنهُ لَق ُ ْرآنٌ كَريم في ِكتا
ُ سهُ إِالَّ ا ْل
ُ طه

This is an honorable Quran
Preserved in a Hidden Book which
No one can touch it except the purified ones!

AC

LASSIFICATION

of

A

LMIZAN

A Preface to Work:
This is a "Reference Book"
Or the "Theological Encyclopedia of the Holy Quran,"
Classified and Summarized from Allameh Tabatabaii's
most famous Commentary of Quran
"Almizan"
About of the work:
"... In Tehran, I found this book in a library, I read a hundred pages, but in
Mashhad I did not find it anywhere. It's a real pity! The book had taken the
substantial Verses of Quran and quoted their interpretation from Allameh's
Almizan ... Really, anyone who has this book, I buy it twice as much, let me
know...! "

On the website of the Goodreads (www.goodreads.com/book/show...,)
where the people introduce their most interested books they have read, a
young reader from the holy city of Mashhad has mentioned the
characteristics of the first volume of "The Classification of Almizan,"
along with his favorite books, and wrote the above comment.
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Nowadays, a great number of websites and digital libraries
have quoted most of these 77 volumes at their digital libraries. The
books had also been recommended by some university teachers to
their students, as their reference book.
The Purpose of Classification
The Verses of the Glorious Quran include various subjects
regarding Fundamentals of the Religion of Islam, its Requirements,
Laws, Morals, Living Principles, as well as the topics regarding the
Creation of the Universe, Heavens, Earth, Human; Verses foretelling the
life after Resurrection, Paradise, Hell, and so on…, and the Human Final
Destination, and his Return to the Almighty God.
These Topics and Rules have all been mentioned and developed
throughout the Verses of the Holy Book, during the twenty three years
of its Revelation according to the conditions of places and times, of
course, without Classification.
It is evident that the Interpretations of Quran, as well as the famous
Commentary of Almizan, have also followed the original arrangements,
because the importance of such method for a Book of Guidance is well
understood.
To facilitate a comprehensive study on the topics and laws of the
Holy Quran there was a need to categorize the materials, these classified
books served to comply with that need, which have originally been
edited in 22 Volumes on 2007, then expanded to 77 pocket size books
on 2012.
Translation of the Classified Commentaries
When the author completed the classification of 77 books in Farsi
language, and after publishing a few early editions of it, he began to
simplify them in Farsi and set them up in his Website, later on he started
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to prepare another abridged editions in English language and published
them also at his website.
At his new attempt, the author tried to present the Complete
Translations of these Valuable Classified Commentaries of Holy Quran
to the International readers of Muslims and non-Muslims all around the
world.
Up to this date the complete English Translations of the following
editions has been published in the under-mentioned website:
BOOK 1 - INTRODUCING GOD, HIS COMMAND AND HIS CREATION,
BOOK 2 - DEVISING, PREDESTINATION, AND DESTINY
BOOK 3 - DIVINE DECREE AND DIVINE TRADITIONS
BOOK 29 - MUHAMMAD Last Messenger of Allah
BOOK 31 - Specifications of HOLY QURAN - Revelation, Collection, Interpretation
BOOK 38 - ISLAMIC FAMILY LIFE (Present Volume)
BOOK 41 - ISLAMIC SOCIETY
BOOK 42 - BASIS OF ISLAMIC ETHICS
BOOK 54 - PARADISE
BOOK 56 - MEETING WITH GOD

Please refer to the Editor's Website www.almizanref.epage.ir
and www.almizanref.ir and the following digital libraries:
https://library.tebyan.net/fa/170080/...
www.ghbook.ir/index.php?option=com_dbook&task...
www.tafsirejavan.com/index.php/.../
https://cafebazaar.ir/.../com.abrar.tafsiremozoueequranvaaghayedva...
https://sites.google.com/site/almizanclassified
https://sites.google.com/site/almizanrefrence
********

I hope my Merciful God will help me to finalize my long road to
Complete English Translations of all these Books, as He Granted me the
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life and opportunity to find my way to His Glorious Word through the
Commentary of Almizan from my years of 41 up to now of my old year
of 83, and same to His devoted servants all around the world to study
these books, and achieve to a deep understanding of the concepts of
the Divine Revelation of Holy Quran and the Muslims Belief and
Religion.
Seyyed Mehdi Amin (Habibi)
TEHRAN.

July 31, 2020 – December 9, 2020.
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ISLAMIC
FAMILY LIFE
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Chapter One

MARRIAGE
A HEAVENLY COMMAND

Marriage of Girls and Boys
Commanded by God
« َو أَن ِك ُحوا األ َ َي َمى ِمنك ْم َو الص ِل ِحينَ ِم ْن ِع َبادِك ْم َو ِإ َمائك ْم
َّللاُ ِمن فَض ِل ِه َو ه
ِإن يَ ُكونُوا فُقَ َرا َء يُ ْغنِ ِه ُم ه
»!ع ِلي ٌم
َ َّللاُ َوا ِس ٌع
) سوره نور34-33 :( آيه

"And urge your single boys or girls,
and your male or female servants,
if are able, to marry.
If they are poor, Allah will enrich them out of His Grace.
That Allah is the All-Knowing Extender!"
(Holy Quran, Noor: 32.)

This Verse encourages the single boys and girls, and male or
female servants, if they are Righteous (i.e. able to marry), to go ahead, and
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Marry!
The Clause: "If they are poor, Allah will enrich them out of His
Grace…," is a nice Promise that the Almighty God has given them, in
order that, they do not be afraid of poverty, as God will enrich them, and
will expand their livelihood. The Verse ended to Phrase : "Allah is the
All-Knowing Extender," emphasizes the Promise of Allah!
The fact is that everybody will receive his sustenance from God to
the extent of his ability, the most the best, providing that God also
wishes so.
(Almizan: V.15, P.159)

Marriage Expenses
Undertaken by God
يجد ُونَ نِكاحا ً َحتى يُ ْغنِي ُه ُم ه
»!...َّللاُ ِمن فَض ِل ِه
ِ « َو ْليَست َ ْع ِف
ِ ف الهذِينَ ال
) سوره نور33: ( آيه

"And let those who are not able to marry continue to be chaste
until God enriches them of His Bounty…!"
(Holy Quran, Noor: 33)

'Marriage Expenses' are mainly consisting of dowry, money for
spending, maintenance, alimony, and all other needs of a family to
marry and live.
The Verse states that those who have no money to marry, should
avoid from adultery until God makes them wealthy out of His Grace.
It is quoted in "Kafi" from Muhammad bin Jafar (AS) that the
Holy Messenger of Allah said: "One who does not marry fearing of
poverty, he distrusts God. God Says: "…If they are poor, Allah will
make them wealthy out of His Grace…!"
(Almizan: V.15, P.159)
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The Ultimate Target of
Marriage Law in Islam
علَ ْي ُك ْم َو ه
« ي ُِريدُ ه
ع ِلي ٌم َح ِكي ٌم
َ َُّللا
َ َّللاُ ِليُبَينَ لَ ُك ْم َو ي ْه ِديَك ْم سنَنَ الهذِينَ ِمن قَ ْب ِلك ْم َو يَتُوب
َ
ه
َ
ُ
ً،ع ِظيما
ً
َ
ه
َو ه
ِ عليْك ْم َو ي ُِريدُ الذِينَ يَتبِعُونَ الش َه َو
ِ ت أن
َ تميلوا َم ْيال
َ َّللاُ ي ُِريدُ أن يَتُوب
ُ
ي ُِريدُ ه
»!ً االنسن ض ِعيفا
َعن ُك ْم َو ُخلِق
َ َّللاُ أَن يخ َِفف
) سوره نساء28-26 :(آيه

"God wants to guide you,
explain to you the customs of those who lived before you,
and grant you forgiveness. He is All-knowing and All-wise!
God wants to be merciful to you
but those who follow their evil desires
seek to lead you into a great diversion!
Allah Wills to lighten the burdens [of punishment] for you;
for man was created weak!”
(Holy Quran, Nessa: 26-28.)

The above Verses aimed to explain the ultimate goal of the laws
legislated in the next three Verses:
"You are forbidden to marry your mothers, daughters, sisters,
and…, and lawful for you are all besides those…!" And:
"Then as such of them with whom you have Temporary
Marriage (mut'ah,) give them their dowries as appointed…!" And:
"And whoever among you has not within his power ampleness
of means to marry free believing women, then (he may marry) of
those whom you possess from among your believing maidens…!"
The Verses also explain the benefits that are derived when
society follows the mentioned laws strictly.
The meaning, accordingly, will be as follows: Allah desires to
explain to you the Rules of His religion, as it leads you to the good of
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this world and the Hereafter, and contains many underlying knowledge
and wisdom.
The clause: "And to guide you into the ways of those before
you…," means, the life-styles of the prophets and the good people, who
spent their days seeking Allah's Pleasure, and through it enjoyed the
happiness of this world and the Hereafter.
The clause: "And to turn to you mercifully, and Allah is Knowing,
Wise," refers to Allah's turning to His servant with Favor and Mercy,
ordaining the "Shari’ah" (the religious law) and explaining the "Reality,"
and guiding him to the "Right-Path." All these are various facets of
Allah's Turning, as is the acceptance of the servant's repentance and
erasure of the effects of sins and its consequence from him.
The ending clause: "And Allah is Knowing, Wise," covers all the
Clauses of the Verse.
"Allah Wills to accept your Repentance by His Mercy,
but those who follow their lusts, wish that you [believers] should
deviate a great deal from the Right Path!"
The "great deviation" implies transgression of Allah's Limits
described in the Verses of (Surah Nessa: 22-24, and Part 8, hereunder.) Those
who follow their lusts, wish that you [believers] violate all these limits:
Having incestuous relations with your mother, sister, daughter, and
others [who have been forbidden to you because of the parentage
relationship and blood effects;] and the other prohibited persons to
marry with, like: Your foster sister, mother in law, step-daughter etc.,
[who have been forbid-den to you because of the marriagerelationship;] or consider the adultery as lawful, refusing the Straight
Tradition of Marriage laid by Allah!
"Allah wills to lighten the burdens [of punishment] for you;
for man was created weak [in resolution]."
Allah desires that He should make light your burdens, and man is
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created weak: Man is weak. Why? Because desire is an integral part of
his creation; it unceasingly incites him to indulge in lust, and thus creates
an internal turmoil. Allah in His Mercy and Favor, has made lawful for
them the ways to calm down their desire, i.e., He has ordained the
institution of marriage to lighten their burdens and lessen their hardships, as He has Said: "And lawful for you is all besides that." This
includes “marriage” and “possession;” in this way He has guided them
to the ways of those who were before them. Then He has given them
another concession by legalizing the "Mut`ah" (fixed time marriage), as it
does not entail as much hardships as the permanent marriage does, i.e.,
heavy dowry, regular maintenance, etc.!
(Almizan: V. 4 , P. 414)
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Chapter Two

LAWFUL
MARRIAGES

LAWFUL MARRIAGES
Permanent & Temporary
« َو أ ُ ِح هل لَ ُكم هما َو َرا َء ذَ ِلك ْم أَن ت َ ْبتَغُوا ِبأ َ ْم َو ِل ُكم
».... ََير ُمس ِف ِحين
ِ ْمح
َ صنِينَ غ
)24 :( سوره نساء

"And lawful for you are all women, besides those
(who mentioned in Part 9,)

provided that you seek them with your property,
taking them in marriage not committing fornication…!"
(Holy Quran, Nessa: 24.)

The Clause: "And lawful for you are all besides those…," means it
is lawful for you to have sexual relation after marriage with the women
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other than the sixteen prohibited groups (mentioned in Part 9 of this
book.) The fact is that the Verse aims at describing permission for the
acquisition of women, other than those mentioned in Part: 9, by
“marriage” or by “possession.”
The Clause: "That you seek them by means of your wealth,
taking them with chastity, not committing fornication," explains the
lawful way of approaching women and having sexual relation with
them. The preceding exceptional Clause: "And lawful for you is all
besides those…," could be applied to three things:
1-Marriage

2-Possession by Slavery 3- Fornication

This Clause: "…That you seek...," forbids Fornication and restricts
permission to the remaining two:
1- Marriage

2 - Possession by Wealth.

Then God gave importance to seeking them by means of one's
wealth: In "Permanent-Marriage" it is dowry, which is one of its chief
elements. In "Fixed-Time Marriage" the fixed regular payment should
be paid. The dowry in the first, and the payment in the second case are
the important base or so-called Pillar of Marriage Contract.
In case of slaves, the price is the main procedure of acquiring
slave-girls. However, in slave purchase, the wealth is not a base, since
someone can grant us his slave. In any case, the ordinary practice is to
purchase slaves by wealth.
The meaning of the Verse now will be as follows: Apart from the
prohibited categories, you are allowed to seek other women by spending
your wealth on dowry of those whom you marry permanently, or on a
fixed payment for a fixed-time marriage, or on price of slave girls. In all
these cases, you have to remain chaste and avoid illicit sexual relations.
The word, chastity, as used here is opposite of illicit sexual
relations of all types. It tells men to restrain themselves from unlawful
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sexual activities and restrict themselves to what Allah has allowed of the
sexual enjoyment; in any way you prefer which is ordinary among the
human beings, to enjoy more of what man is attracted by natural instinct
God has bestowed to human beings.
(Almizan: V. 4

P. 414)

ORDER TO PAY
DOWRY
ًصد ُقاتِ ِه هن نِحْ لَة
َ « َو آتُوا النِسا َء
»!َيءٍ ِم ْنهُ نَ ْفسا ً فَ ُكلُوهُ هَنيئا ً َمريئا
ِ فَإ ِ ْن
َ طبْنَ لَ ُك ْم
ْ ع ْن ش
)4/(نساء

"Pay the women their dowry as though it were a gift.
However, if they allow you to keep a part of it as a favor to you,
you may eat it with pleasure!”
(Holy Quran, Nessa: 4)

"The Dowry" is a certain amount of money or property, ordered in
the marriage rules, to ascertain and pay in cash, or on time, to Bride by
Bridegroom.
The ordainment to grant dowry to women is not an issue established only by Islam, but it is an issue that has been fundamentally common
among people and in their marriage traditions. That is a price to be given
to women as a dowry and as if to replace this money with her chastity
Just as the price and money of a commodity (in buying and selling)
are opposed to the commodity, and it is common among the people that
the buyer takes his money and goes to the seller, so in the matter of
marriage man is the seeker, he is the one who has to take his money and
go to pay to provide his need. (We shall discuss more on this issue late in the
forthcoming volumes of this book.)
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In any case, it was not this Verse, which established the order to
pay the dowry, the Verse only endorsed the common custom, which was
prevalent among the people. It was possible to think that the husband
was not allowed to use the dowry at all even if the wife was pleased with
it. Probably it was to remove that possible misunderstanding that the
following conditional clause was added:
"If they allow you to keep a part of it as a favor to you,
you may eat it with pleasure!"
The imperative: "Eat it," is qualified with the Phrase: "With
pleasure." It puts emphasis on the previous Phrase containing basic rule,
and shows that if a wife is pleased to give her husband a portion of her
property spending it is permissible to him not obligatory.
(Almizan: V. 4

P. 238 )

The Faith Clause

In Marriage
« َو ه
»!... َّللاُ أ َ ْعلَ ُم بِإِي َمنِ ُكم
)25 :(نساء

“God is more aware of your faith!”
(Holy Quran, Nessa: 25.)

In this Phrase the God Almighty makes it clear which aspect of the
Faith is to be observed in marriage, inward faith or outward faith.
Since the Faith is a matter relating to the heart, then no one can
know the truth of the faith of somebody else, because, there is no
medium or a tool like thermometer or other material standards to
measure the heart beliefs of humans.
There may be some people who think that the God Almighty has
made it difficult for Muslims to marry by bringing this restriction, and
even prevented it at all, causing hardship to the obligated Muslims,
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because they cannot recognize whether a woman who they want to
marry has an inward faith or not, therefore, God States in this Phrase:
"God knows best about your faith," and makes it understand that you
are not obliged to discern the truth of women's faith, it is only the work
of God, but your duty is to act according to outward means, such as her
reciting the article of Islamic Faith [testifying Oneness of God and Prophethood of Muhammad (PBUH,)] participation in the Muslim group prayers,
and performing the general duties of the religion, which indicate the
faith of its owner, and this outward faith is the criterion, not the inward
faith!
(Almizan: V. 4

P. 441 )
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PART TWO
MARITAL
RELATIONSHIP
IN ISLAM
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Chapter One

JOINT MARITAL LIFE
In
ISLAMINC FAMILY

Best Conduct with Wives
In Joint Marital Life
"! هر كس او را گرفت مراقب باشد ضايعش نسازد،« زن لعبت است
) نبی اکرم:(از
“A woman is a beauty, whoever married her

Should be careful not to waste it!”
(Holy Prophet.)

There are many narrations about the treatment with wives in the
narration books through Shiites and Sunnis, and among all those
narrations, the most beautiful is the narration narrated in "Book Kafi"
from Imam Musa ibn Ja'far (AS) who said: "The Wife's Jihad is to
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perform a nice marital relationship!"
One of the most comprehensive words in this regard is the word
that is mentioned in Nahj al-Balaghah, a word that in addition to
comprehensiveness is the basis of legislation on women. This word is
quoted from Imam Ali (AS), who wrote it in a letter to his son:
“The woman is a flower, not a hero!”
Also another word that has been quoted in this regard from the
Holy Messenger of God, who said:
“A woman is a beauty, whoever married her should be careful
not to waste it!”
Yes, the Messenger of God, was surprised by a man who beats
his wife, and then hugs her with the same hand.
There are so many such statements in the narratives that if one
pays attention to them, he will understand the Islamic theory about
women.
(Almizan: V. 4

P. 544 )

Your Wives are Your
Planting Ground!
ٌ « نِساؤُ ُك ْم َح ْر
ث له ُك ْم
فَأْتُوا َح ْرث َ ُك ْم أَنى ِشئْت ُ ْم
َو قَ ِد ُموا ألَنفُ ِسك ْم
َو اتهقُوا ه
»! َشر ْال ُمؤْ ِمنِين
ِ َّللاَ َو ا ْعلَ ُموا أَنهكم ُّملَقُوهُ َو َب
)223 :(بقره

"Your wives are as fields for you.
You may enter your fields from any place you want.
Reserve something good for your souls [for the life hereafter!]
(Holy Quran; Baqara: 223.)

The relation of women to human society is the relation of the
field to the man of cultivation, just as the field is necessary for the
survival of the seed, and if it is not, the seeds are completely
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destroyed, and there is no food left to sustain the life and its
continuation. It is the same, if there is no women, the human kinds
will not last, and its offspring will be cut off.
Yes, the God Almighty to originate and develop the human being,
or say, to change the matter to the form of a human, has used the womb
of mothers only. On the other hand, God has positioned the nature of
men in such a way that it is inclined towards women, although part of
that principle matter is in men too, as a result, the God Almighty has
placed kindness and mercy between these two groups of human beings,
and since this was the case, the purpose of creating such attraction and
absorption was certainly to create a means for the survival of human
kind. Considering this fact, it does no longer make sense that God to
restrict it to a specific time or place and forbid it from being done at
another time and place, yes, unless in a particular case it interferes with
something else, something that is obligatory in itself, and negligence is
not permissible. In consideration of this statement, the meaning of the
Phrase: "Reserve something good for your souls [for the life
hereafter!]" will be good understood.
(Almizan: V. 2

P. 319 )

Concept of Men’s
Guardianship on Women
ساء ِب َما فَض َل ه
ض
ِ الن
ِ على
ٍ على َب ْع
َ َّللاُ َب ْعض ُه ْم
َ َالر َجا ُل َق هو ُمون
ِ «
َو ِب َما أَنفَقُوا ِم ْن أ َ ْم َو ِل ِه ْم
ب بِ َما َح ِفظ ه
»!... َُّللا
ِ فَالص ِل َحت قَنِت َتٌ َح ِفظتٌ ِل ْلغَ ْي
) 34 : (نساء

"Men are overseers and maintainers of women
because Allah has made one of them excel to the other,
and because the husbands provide the livelihood of the family.
Therefore, Righteous women are obedient
and guard husband's rights in his absence
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for Allah guarded their rights!”
(Holy Quran; Nessa: 34.)

The meaning of man's guardianship is that the man, because he
pays for the woman's life from his own property, in order to enjoy her,
so it is also necessary for her to obey him in everything that is related to
the man's enjoyment and cohabitation. She has also to preserve man's
honor in his absence, when he is absent not to let a stranger into his bed,
not to enjoy that stranger from the beauties of her body which are for his
husband, and not to betray in the property that his husband has entrusted
her within the cohabitation in family life.
Thus, the meaning of the Verse is that Muslim women deserve to
assume the quality of virtuousness, that if they do so, they will naturally
be the obedient, that is, they will always obey their husbands in whatever they ask of them, of course, something that has to do with the
pleasure of the husbands, and it is obligatory on them to keep their side
in all things that belong to the right of the husbands in the absence of the
husbands.
The meaning of the Phrase: "For Allah guarded their rights," is
that women are obedient to their husbands, and are the guardians on
their absence, for the protection that God has made of their rights,
because He has legislated their guardianship, and made obligatory for
their wives to obey them and guard their rights in their absence.
(Almizan: V. 4

P. 545 )

Duties of Spouses
In Joint Life
ب بِ َما َح ِفظ ه
»!... َُّللا
ِ فَالص ِل َحت قَنِت َتٌ َح ِفظتٌ ِل ْلغَ ْي
) 34 : (نساء

“Righteous women are obedient
and guard husband's rights in his absence!”
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(Holy Quran; Nessa: 34.)

The meaning of "Righteousness" is the same literal meaning of the
word, and it is the same thing that is also interpreted as the merit of a
person, and "the obedience" is the permanence of obedience and
humility, and that in the face of such women God placed naughty
women: "As for those wives whose misconduct you fear...," it shows
that the meaning of righteousness is the righteous wives, not every
righteous woman. In short, the ruling that God has made on the
righteous, and said that the Righteous are such and such, is for women
who are getting married, not absolute Women.
In this Phrase, which says (righteous women are so and so,) the
God Almighty, in fact, stated the ruling related to the affairs of marital
life and the quality of association at home. This ruling is at the same
time a ruling subject to its cause, that is, the same guardianship of man
over a woman in terms of the joint marital life, so it is obligatory on a
woman to obey her husband, and to protect him in every respect that
relates to the affairs of joint marital life.
(Almizan: V. 4

P. 544.)

Husband’s Right
In Islamic Family
ساء بِ َما فَض َل ه
ض
ِ ِعلى الن
ٍ على بَ ْع
َ َّللاُ بَ ْعض ُه ْم
َ َالر َجا ُل قَ هو ُمون
ِ «
َو ِب َما أَنفَقُوا ِم ْن أ َ ْم َو ِل ِه ْم
ب بِ َما َح ِفظ ه
»!... َُّللا
ِ فَالص ِل َحت قَنِت َتٌ َح ِفظتٌ ِل ْلغَ ْي
) 34 : (نساء

"Men are overseers and maintainers of women
because Allah has made one of them excel to the other,
and because the husbands provide the livelihood of the family.
Therefore, Righteous women are obedient
and guard husband's rights in his absence
for Allah guarded their rights!”
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(Holy Quran; Nessa: 34.)

A guardian means one who is responsible for another person.
The Phrase: "Allah has made one of them excel to the other,"
refers to the excesses that God Almighty has given to men, according to
their strength over difficult deeds and the like. Because the life of
women is an emotional life, which its basis and source is tenderness and
kindness.
From the generality of the “Reason” it is understood that the
Decree of God which is based on that Reason, namely, the guardianship
of men over women, it is also a general rule, and is not limited to the
husband towards the wife, but it is a legislated ruling for the kind of
men and kind of women, of course, in the general aspects that are
related to the life of both kinds. Therefore those general aspects in
which all men in general have guardianship over all women in general
are: The Positions of Governing and the Judging, on which the life of
society depends, and the consistency of these two responsibilities, or say
two Positions, is on the Power of Reason, which is naturally more and
stronger in men than in women, as well as the Defense of the land with
weapons whose consistency is on the power of physique as well as the
power of reason, both of which are more in men than in women.
Therefore, the fact that God Said: "Men are overseers and
maintainers of women," is an absolute ruling, but the next Phrases
which refer to the Righteous and Obedient Women are apparently about
the wives and husbands, but does not restrict this application and wants
to mention a sub-branch of this absolute rule and to state a part of the
details of the general rule, so it is a part from that general rule not its
limitation.
(Almizan: V. 4

P. 543.)
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Wife’s Right
In Islamic Family
Just as the guardianship of the class of men over the class of
women in the human complex relates only to the public aspects in which
both women and men share, and because it is the aspects that require
more reason and more power that exist in men. It means, like the
government and the judiciary and war, without compromising the
independence of the woman in her personal will and individual action,
and without the man having the right to protest why you like something
or do something, unless the woman likes the ugly deed, or commits it, as
evidenced by the fact that God Said: “There will be no sin upon you in
respect of what they may do with themselves in accordance with
honorable norms!” (Baqara: 234.)
The guardianship of a man over his wife does not mean
depriving a woman of her freedom of will and possession of what she
owns, and the guardianship of a man does not mean depriving a woman
of her independence in protecting her individual and social rights, and
defending her interests. Women still have their independence and
freedom, they can both protect their individual and social rights, and
they can defend them, and they can resort to the necessary preconditions
for achieving their goals.
(Almizan: V. 4

P. 544.)

Behavior of Wife against
Husband's Reluctance and Discord
ً « َو إِ ِن ْام َرأَة ٌ خَافَت ِمن بَ ْع ِل َها نُشوزا ً أ َ ْو إِع َْراضا
ْ
ْ علَي ِه َما أَن يُص ِل َحا بَيْن ُه َما
»! َير
صلحا ً َو
ٌ الصل ُح خ
َ فَال ُجنَا َح
)128 : (نساء

“If a woman fears from her husband misconduct or desertion,
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there is no sin upon the couple if they reach a reconciliation
between themselves; and reconcilement is better.
The souls are prone to greed;
but if you are virtuous and God wary,
Allah is indeed well aware of what you do!”
(Holy Quran; Nessa: 128.)

The context of the Verse implies that what is meant by peace and
reconciliation is that the wife renounces some of her marital rights in
order to attract the love, affection, and agreement of the husband,
thereby preventing divorce and separation, and knowing that peace is
better.
If God set the condition of reconciliation on the fear from
misconduct or desertion but not on that two themselves, it was because
the issue of peace is realized from the time when its frightening effects
and signs are realized.
In the Phrase: "The souls are prone to greed," seeks to point out
the fact that the instinct of miserliness is one of the carnal instincts on
which God Almighty has subjected man to that instinct. By this instinct,
man preserves his interests and refrains from losing it, so every self has
greed and avarice and its avarice is always present with him. A woman
is stingy in relation to her rights in marriage, namely, in clothes, food,
marital life and affairs, and she tries to prevent it from being lost and
usurped. A man, if he is reluctant to live with his wife, is stingy in
agreeing and loving and expressing interest in her. In such a case, the
two have no problem to make peace between themselves, that is, one of
them gives up some of their rights.
“But if you are virtuous and God wary,
Allah is indeed well aware of what you do!”
This is an admonishment for men to be careful not to transgress the
way of benevolence and piety, and to remember this meaning that God
Almighty is aware of what they do, so do not oppress women when
associating with them and do not force them to give up their rights, even
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though they can do so!
(Almizan: V. 5

P. 163.)

Behavior of Husband against
Discordance of Wife
 َو الهتى تخَافُونَ نُشوزَ ُه هن...«
اضربُو ُه هن
ضاجع َو
ِ فَ ِعظو ُه هن َو ا ْه ُج ُرو ُه هن فى ْال َم
ِ
ًعلَي ِه هن سبِيال
َ فَإ ِ ْن أَط ْعنَك ْم فَال ت َ ْبغُوا
ِإ هن ه
»!...ً ع ِليًّا ك ِبيرا
َ ََّللاَ كان
)34 : ( نساء

“As for those wives whose misconduct you fear,
first advise them, and if ineffective keep away from them in the bed,
and as the last resort beat them.
Then if they obey you, do not seek any course of action against them.
Indeed Allah is all-exalted, all-great!”
(Holy Quran; Nessa: 34.)

The word "Discordance" means rebellion and arrogance of
obedience, and "fear from discordance," means that its symptoms appear
gradually, and it becomes clear that the woman wants to be
incompatible. In the Phrase: "First advise them," God put the "Advice"
as the result of the fear of discordance, not of discordance itself. It was
perhaps for the sake of respecting the status of "Advice" among the
other treatments, and wanted to understand us that among the three
treatments, the "Advice" is a treatment that is useful both in case of
discordance and before discordance and when its symptoms are found.
The three treatments are those which is stated in the Phrase: "First
advise them, and if ineffective keep away from them in the bed, and
as the last resort beat them!" We know from the meaning of the Verse
that there is an order between these three treatments, and the God
Almighty wants to mention that: Advise her first, if the advice does not
work, refuse to talk her and sleep away from her, and finally, if that
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treatment also doesn't work, hit her. The reason why it is necessary to
observe gradual order is that the mentioned order is by nature a different
means of punishment. Whoever wants to punish someone he naturally
starts first with a weak degree, and then gradually makes the punishment
more severe.
The appearance of the Phrase: "Keep away from them in the
bed," implies to a point that the bed should remain safe, if man is angry
he may sleep in bed, but for example, he turns his back on her in bed, or
does not play with her, or in another way he expresses his reluctance to
her. The appearance of the Verse does not indicate the separation of the
beds.
It is narrated in Commentary of "Majma 'al-Bayyan" in the interpretation of the captioned Verse from Imam Abi-Jafar (AS) that: Man
has to sleep with her in the bed but turning his back to her. In the sense
of hitting, Imam said: Man should hit her by a toothbrush. (The toothbrush
at that time was a small stick of the Misvak tree used to clean the teeth.)

"Then if they obey you,
do not seek any course of action against them!”
It means that if they obey you as a result of those three ways of healing,
do not make excuses against them anymore, and even though they obey
you, do not look for more excuses to harass them. The God Almighty, at
the end of Verse. explains that “Indeed Allah is all-exalted, all-great,”
and by this Phrase He declares that the position of their Lord is allexalted and all-great, therefore do not be proud of the power and
superiority you have over your wives, and do not apply oppression,
transcendence and arrogance over them out of that imaginary pride, but
always remember the exaltation of their Lord.
(Almizan: V. 4

P. 546.)
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Fear of Separation,
Resolving Discord between Couples
 َو إِ ْن ِخ ْفت ُ ْم ِشقَاقَ بَيْن ِه َما... «
فَا ْب َعثُوا َح َكما ً ِم ْن أ َ ْه ِل ِه َو َح َكما ً ِم ْن أ َ ْه ِل َها
ق ه
َّللاُ بَيْن ُه َما
ِ ِِإن ي ُِريدَا ِإصلَحا ً ي َُوف
إِ هن ه
! ً ع ِليما ً َخبِيرا
َ ََّللاَ كان

)35 : (نساء
"And if you fear a split between the two of them,
then appoint an arbiter from his relatives
and an arbiter from her relatives.
If they desire reconcilement, Allah shall reconcile them.
Indeed Allah is all-Knowing, all-Aware!”
(Holy Quran; Nessa: 35.)

The word Discord means anger and enmity.
In cases where the problems of the couple is likely to lead to
enmity, the God Almighty has ordered an arbiter on the part of the wife,
and an arbiter on the part of the man, to look into the problems, because
the intervention of one arbiter has the risk of taking him the one side,
and the Judgment becomes forced.
The meaning of what God Said: "If they desire reconcilement,
Allah shall reconcile them," is that if both parties of the dispute have a
real wish to reconcile and there is no stubbornness, the God Almighty
through these two arbiters will establish agreement and reconciliation
between them. It does, because when the two sides give their authority
to their arbiters (the one who they themselves have chosen,) naturally an
agreement will be reached.
But in the holy Verse, achieving an agreement is attributed to the
God Almighty, in spite of the fact that the desire for reconciliation of
both of them to submit to the decision of the arbiters was the ordinary
cause, therefore, the result had to be attributed to this cause, but the Holy
Verse attributed it to the God Almighty just to understand us that the
real cause who establishes the relationship between the apparent causes
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and their effects is the God Almighty, He is the One who gives every
right to the rightful owner of right. At the end of the Verse God States:
"Indeed Allah is all-Knowing, all-Aware!”
It is narrated in Book Kafi through Abi Basir from Imam Sadiq
(AS) that in the interpretation of the Phrase: "Then appoint an arbiter
from his relatives and an arbiter from her relatives," that Imam said:
These two arbiters should ask the wife and husband that what they rule
the both parties should accept it, if they ruled that they should separate,
they have to accept, and if they ruled that they should be together, they
should accept.
(Almizan: V. 4

P. 547.)
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Chapter Two

PURIFICATION
IN

MARITAL LIFE

Purification in Islam
Cleanliness in Marriage
،يض
ِ « فَا ْعت َِزلُوا النِسا َء فِي ْال َم ِح
» !...َو ال ت َ ْق َربُو ُه هن
)310 :(بقره

“So keep away from wives during the menses,
and do not approach them…!”
(Holy Quran; Baqara: 310.)

"Purity and Cleanliness" vis-a-vis "Impurity" are words that have a
common meaning in the Islamic nation, more rules and specifications
have been legislated for them, and constitute a major part of religious
issues. These two words because they are very much common among
people, it has become a religious truth or at least a canonical truth that
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the meaning of these two kinds of truths has been expressed in the art of
principles.
Islam has validated the meaning of "Purity and Impurity," and has
also accepted both material and spiritual purity and impurity, but has
also spread it in the general teachings and in the prescribed laws, calling
some laws purified and some impure, including:
"So keep away from wives during the menses, and do not
approach them till they are clean...!" (Baqara: 222,) which means
purifying from menstruation, and:
"And purify your cloak!"
(Muddathir: 4,) and:
"But He desires to purify you!"
(Maeda: 6,) and:
"They are the ones whose hearts Allah did not desire to purify!"
(Maeda: 41,) and:
"No one can touch it except the purified ones!"
(Vaqea: 79.)

Islamic law also considers some things impure, such as:
- Blood, urine, feces, and semen - from humans and some animals.
- And some living animals like pigs, which has decreed that they
should be avoided in prayer, eating, and drinking.
Islamic Law has also called some actions as "Purification," such
as:
- Washing clothes and body from impurity that has touched them,
which are called "Purification from outer dirties."
- Purification achieved by means of Ceremonial Washing before
Muslim Prayer and Ablution as described in jurisprudential books, are
called "Purification from inner dirties."
Islam is the Religion of Monotheism, and all its branches go back
to the same single Principle, and it is the same single Principle, which is
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spread in all Branches of the Religion.
From this it becomes clear that the "Principle of Monotheism" is
also "Purification," the Major Purification in the sight of God Almighty,
and after this “Major and Principle Purification," all other General
Teachings are also Purifications for human beings, and after that
General Teachings, the "Principles of Moral Ethics" are also purification
of the Inner Vices, and after the moral principles, the practical rulings
that have been legislated for the good of this world and the hereafter of
mankind are other purifications, and the above Verses correspond to the
same scale, both the Verse: "But He desires to purify you!" (Maeda: 6,)
and: "And purify you with a thorough purification!" (Ahzab: 33,) and other
Verses that have been included in the meaning of "Purification."
(Almizan: V. 2

P. 313)

Monthly Cleanliness of
Women’s Womb
يض
ِ ع ِن ْال َم ِح
َ « َو يَسئَلُونَك
»!... قُ ْل ُه َو أَذًى
)222 :(بقره

"They ask you concerning [intercourse during] menses.
Say: "It is hurtful!"
(Holy Quran; Baqara: 222.)

Menstruation is a well-known blood flow that has special characteristics, and menstruating women know those characteristics.
That menstruation is hurtful, because the blood of menstruation,
which is related to women's habit, is obtained from a special action that
a woman's nature performs in the temperament of a woman's natural
blood, and corrupts some of her natural blood, making it out of the
normal state and sends it into the womb, thereby purifying the womb, or,
if the fetus is in it, feeding the fetus with that blood, or, if the baby is
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born, preparing the main substance for making milk for the baby.
(Almizan: V. 2

P. 311)

Time to Quit
The Intercourse
يض
ِ « فَا ْعت َِزلُوا
ِ النسا َء فى ْال َم ِح
»!... ََوال ت َ ْق َربُو ُه هن َحتى َيط ُه ْرن
)222 :(بقره

"So keep away from wives during the menses,
and do not approach them till they are clean!”
(Holy Quran; Baqara: 222.)

Some Commentators said that the Verse refers to the menstrual
period and gathering with women who are menstruating, so that the
meaning of the Verse is: "They ask you, is it permissible to gather with
women in such a situation? The answer is that this operation is
harmful!” This is a real fact, because doctors have said: The nature of a
woman during menstruation is busy cleaning the uterus, and preparing it
for pregnancy, therefore, sexual intercourse at this time disrupts the
system of this operation, and it harms the result of this natural action,
that is, it harms the pregnancy and the uterus of woman.
(Almizan: V. 2

P. 312)

Time to Quit Marital Intercourse
In Different Nations
Different tribes of people and religions have different opinions on
the issue.
The Jews were very active in this matter, and during the
menstruation of woman, they even kept away from her food, water, and
the place of her living and the bed of her sleep. In the Torah there are
strict commandments about menstruating woman and about those who
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live with her, and sleep in her bed, or make intercourse.
As for the Christians, there is no ruling in their religion about
associating with menstruating women and approaching them.
As for the Arab polytheists, they did not have any ruling in this
regard, except that the inhabitants of Medina and the surrounding
villages avoid doing so. This was because the customs of the adjacent
Jews had spread among them, and they had the same strictness of the
Jews in associating with menstruating women, but other Arabs, perhaps,
also recommended this practice. They said that the sexual intercourse
with menstruating women causes a child to be born who grows to be
bloodthirsty and savage. The bloodthirsty has been a desirable trait
among nomadic tribes.
In any case, what the God Almighty Said: "So keep away from
wives during the menses!" (Baqara: 222,) although the appearance of the
Phrase is an absolute abstention, as the Jews used to say, and although to
emphasize this appearance, God Said a second time: "and do not
approach them till they are clean,” but the Phrase: "But when they
have purified themselves, you may approach them from where
ordained for you by Allah!" Given that the meaning of "from where
ordained for you by Allah," is the same blood channel, which indicates
that the Phrase: "Keep away," and the second Phrase: "Do not approach
them," are a kind of remark not an assertion, and the meaning of women
coming and approach with them is the intercourse through the place of
blood, only, neither absolute relationship and association, nor absolute
enjoyment of them.
So it turned out that Islam had taken the middle way in the matter
of women's menstruation, the middle way between the intensification of
all that the Jews had taken, and between the absolute negligence of the
Christians, and the middle way was that men at the menstrual period of
women do not approach them through the secretion place of blood, but
they can take other pleasures and enjoyments.
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(Almizan: V. 2

P. 312)

Allowed Times
For Intercourse
 فَإِذَا ت َط هه ْرنَ فَأْتُو ُه هن ِم ْن َحيْث أ َ َم َر ُك ُم ه، َ َحتى يَط ُه ْرن... «
َُّللا
ِإ هن ه
»!َطه ِرين
ِ يحب الت ه هوبِينَ َو
ِ ََّللا
ِ يحب ْال ُمت
)222 :(بقره

"But when they have purified themselves,
you may approach them from where ordained for you by Allah!
God loves those who repent and those who purify themselves!”
(Holy Quran; Baqara: 222.)

Purification referred to in the Phrase: "Till they are clean,” means
the cessation of blood flow from women, and in the Phrase: "When they
have purified themselves," means either washing the place of blood, or
it means bathing for ablution. The Phrase: "You may approach them
from where ordained for you by Allah,” is a Command that only
conveys the permission, and does not imply obligation, because it is
stated after the prohibition, and God wants to understand us that after the
wife purifying herself, or bathing for ablution, it is permissible to
approach her. This is a Divine Etiquette worthy of the Holy Quran!
If the God Almighty bound the above-mentioned Commandment
with the adverb: "From where ordained for you by Allah," it was
because He had completed that etiquette, because the act of Sexual
Intercourse in the primitive view is an inane and amusement, so God
bound it to the Command of God, and with this bind He considered it
from the things that God has genetically Commended for it, in order to
indicate that sexual intercourse is one of the things on which the
whole system of mankind depends both in its life and in its survival,
so it is not appropriate to play with such a thing, but it should be
considered one of the Principles Laws of the Creation.
The Holy Phrase: "You may approach them from where ordained
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for you by Allah,” is similar in context to the Holy Phrase: "So now
consort with them, and seek what Allah has ordained for you...!"
(Baqara: 187,) and the Phrase: "Your wives are as a farm for you, so come
unto your farm any time you wish [as long as it is an act of natural and
for preserving generation;] and forward for your souls good deeds,
[through good offspring!]" (Baqara: 223.) So from this similarity of Verses
it seems that what is meant by men's coming to the wives refers to a
Genetic matter, which the creation and evolution of man also signifies it,
because the creation of man is equipped with organs that, if it were not
for the issue of reproduction, would have been useless. These organs are
also equipped with the powers that invite man to the act of intercourse,
so that the human race is not cut off. Considering above this matter is
not a religious matter. The same is the meaning of "Ordained" in the
Phrase: "And seek what Allah has ordained for you," which is the
reproduction, it is well understood from the Phrase.
Some commentators have argued in this Verse that it is forbidden
to gather with women from behind, but the argument is very weak and
distasteful, because its origin is one of two ideas, both of which are
wrong, or they have thought the concept of the Phrase: "Approach them
from where ordained for you by Allah,” is that you should not approach
from behind, that this concept is a reversal, and certainly not an
argument. This Phrase is God's Creational Command that the human
race must be preserved. It is obeyed with closeness from the front, it has
nothing to do with the Permission and forbiddance of other types of
closeness.
(Almizan: V. 2

P. 315)

The Importance of
Cleanliness in God's View
»!« ان هللا يحب التوابين و يحب المتطهرين
)222 :(بقره
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"God loves those who repent and
those who purify themselves!”
(Holy Quran; Baqara: 222.)

"Repentance" means turning to God Almighty, and the "Ready to
purify," means accepting and beginning "purification," or say, to
seriously renounce evil and return to the Principle (i.e.: Purification), so
as a result, both the titles of "Repentance" and "Ready to purify," are
true in respect of God's Commands and Forbiddances, specially about
the "purification and dirtiness." Because to obey God's Commands and
to give up everything that God has forbidden is both being ready to
purify from impurity - which is itself contrary to the Principle and is
corruptor - at the same time it is repentance and return to God, therefore,
the God Almighty has interpreted the Decree in the Verse to the Phrase:
“God loves those who repent and
those who purify themselves!”
Because it is necessary that there is an appropriateness between the
ruling and the reason mentioned for it, at the same time there is different
rulings in the Verse under discussion, one is to abstain from sexual
intercourse during menstruation, and the other one is to perform this act
on the other times and cases, and at the same time the Repentance and
purification are also mentioned in absolute case in the Phrase, so the
ruling includes all levels of repentance and purification.
Since the word "repentance" is an exaggeration mode and means
someone who repents a lot, it is not unlikely that we also apply this
exaggeration in regards those who are "ready to purify," as a result, if the
multiplicity in repentance and purification is used in both sides, the
multiplicity on the kind of repentance and purification, and on the
number of them, then the meaning of the Phrase would be that the God
Almighty loves all kinds of repentances, whether it is by asking for
forgiveness, or obeying all His Commands and Forbiddances, or by
believing in all True Beliefs. God also loves all kinds of purifications,
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whether it is by performing ablution and bathing, or by performing
righteous deeds, or by acquiring the truthful knowledge, He loves all this
kind of repentance and purification, and also loves the repetition of both.
(Almizan: V. 2

P. 317)

Chapter Three

CHILD
CARE
Result of Pious Marital Relations:
Birth of a Righteous Child,
A Provision for the Hereafter
« َو قَ ِد ُموا ألَنفُسِك ْم
َو اتهقُوا ه
َُّللاَ َو ا ْعلَ ُموا أَنهكم ُّملَقُوه
»! َشر ْال ُمؤْ ِمنِين
ِ ََو ب
)223 :(بقره

“…And send ahead for your souls,
and be God wary,
and know that you will encounter Him;
and give good news to the faithful!”
(Holy Quran; Baqara: 223.)

The Holy Verse: “…And send ahead for your souls,” which is
addressed to men or to both men and women, encourages human beings
marry and reproduce, so that humankind remains on the earth. It is also
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known that the purpose of God Almighty from survival of mankind on
the earth is the survival of His Religion, and the emergence of the
Monotheism and worship of God, as well as human societies to be
developed and worship Him with their general piety, as He said: "I did
not create the jinn and the humans except that they may worship
Me!" (Zariyat: 56.)
Therefore, if the God Almighty gives the instructions which are
related to the lives and survival of human being, is for the sake of
leading them to the worship of their Lord, not to make more pleasure in
the world and to sink into their lusts, going astray in the depth of
ignorance and negligence.
So, although the purpose of the Phrase: "Send ahead for your
souls," is the issue of birth and dedication of new beings to humanity
and society, the humanity from which many people die every day, and
gradually its number is decreasing, but yet it is not more considered, the
purpose is not the issue of birth itself, but the purpose is that by the issue
of new birth and arrival of new people on earth, the Mention and
Remembering God will survive on the earth, and the righteous people
with righteous deeds will appear, that their good deeds and rewards
reach their own benefit, as well as the fathers who gave rise to them, as
God Said: "and records the deeds of human beings and their
consequences of continual effects!" (Yassin: 12.)
The statement that passed from the reader's point of view confirms
the possibility that the purpose of "Send ahead for yourself,” is to send
righteous deeds in advance for the Day of Judgment, as God has said in
another place: "...The day when a person will observe what his hands
have sent ahead...!" (Nessa: 40,) again God Said: "Whatever good you
send ahead for your souls you will find it with Allah in a form that is
better and greater with respect to reward!" (Muzammil: 20.)
Therefore, the Phrase: "…And send ahead for your souls, and be
God wary, and know that you will encounter Him," is in context
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similar to the Verse: "O you who have faith! Be wary of Allah, and let
every soul consider what it sends ahead for tomorrow, and be wary of
Allah. Allah is indeed well aware of what you do!" (Hashr: 18.)
So what is meant by the Phrase in discussion (God knows better,)
is that offering a righteous deed, namely, offering a righteous child is in
the hope that the children will also be righteous people for society.
In the Phrase: "And be God wary," the purpose of being "God
wary" is in fact doing a righteous deed when entering the planting
ground. In short, God wants to Say: Do not transgress the limits of God
in time of sexual relation with woman and respect the sanctity of God’s
Commands, and do not violate what God has forbidden.
The meaning of the Phrase: "And know that you will encounter
Him," is to encourage to piety and observe its meaning. The God
Almighty Says: Fear the day of meeting God and your bad record, as in
other Verse States: "And be wary of Allah. Allah is indeed well aware
of what you do!" (Hashr: 18.) The God-wary (Piety) means the fear of
God! The absoluteness in the Clause: "Know that" and its necessary
will, which is the same care, protection, and piety, is something that is
common in discourse, as God used it in other Phrase: "Know that Allah
intervenes between a man and his heart!" (Infaq: 24,) which the purpose
is its requirement, which is the same piety, that is, fear and wary of God,
and God's intervening between you and your hearts! Since the virtuous
deed, and fear of the Day of Judgment both is the special necessities of
Faith, therefore at the end of the speech the God Almighty Said: “And
give good news to the faithful!”
(Almizan: V. 2

God’s Command of Breastfeeding

P. 310)
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And Responsibility of Parent
ين
ِ ين
ِ « َو ْال َو ِلدَت ي ُْر
ِ َكامل
ِ َض ْعنَ أ َ ْولَدَ ُه هن َح ْول
َ عة
ِل َم ْن أ َ َرادَ أَن يُتِ هم ه
َ الرضا
»!...وف
ِ سوت ُه هن بِال َم ْع ُر
َ َو
َ على ال ُم ْولُو ِد لَهُ ِر ْزقُ ُه هن َو ِك
)233 :(بقره

"Mothers shall suckle their children for two full years,
that for such as desire to complete the suckling
and on the father shall be their maintenance and clothing,
in accordance with honorable norms…!”
(Holy Quran; Baqara: 233.)

The Command in the Verse is legislated only for the mother and
the child and the child born to him, that is, the father, but why did God
instead of father use “the one to whom the child was born?” This is
because God has pointed to the wisdom of the Commandment that He
has legislated, that is, to understand us the child is born to father and
joins him in most rulings of his life, although in most of them not all, the
relative rulings will be mentioned in the Verse related to Prohibitions.
Inevitably, the father is responsible for the necessities of child's living
and upbringing, including food, clothing, and the alimony of the mother
who is breastfeeding the child. On the other hand the responsibility of
the mother is also that not to harm or harass the father of the child, since
the child was born for his father.
The fact is that the system of creation joins the child to both the
father and mother, because the existence of the child is documented in
both of them, but of course the social validation is different in this
regard, some nations consider the child to be attached to the mother, and
some to the father, and the Holy Verse, accepted the second theory as
valid and with the interpretation of the "father" to "the one whom the
child is born for him," referred to this validity.
It is narrated in Ayashi’s commentary from Imam Sadiq (AS) that
he recited the Verse: "Mothers shall suckle their children for two full
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years...," and then he said: The child, as long as he or she is breastfeeding, belongs to his mother and father, and both are related to their
child equally, but as soon as he is weaned, the father is more closer and
deserving to keep him than his mother and relatives, and if the father
finds a woman to breastfeed him for four dollars a day, and the mother
says I ask for five dollars, the father can legally take the child from his
wife, and give it to the wet nurse, but this is not morally right, and it is a
kind of coercion and violence against the child, but leaving him in the
arms of his mother is more of grace, kindness, and tolerance!
(Almizan: V. 2

P. 360)

The Full Breastfeeding
Course
»!...ين
ِ ين
ِ « َو ْال َو ِلدَت ي ُْر
ِ َكامل
ِ َض ْعنَ أ َ ْولَدَ ُه هن َح ْول
)233 :(بقره

"Mothers shall suckle their children for two full years,
(Holy Quran; Baqara: 233.)

“Breastfeeding" means sucking the breast in order to drink milk
from it, and if in the above Phrase instead of word "year" God used the
world (complete circulation,) it is because the year has many parts,
twelve months and three hundred and fifty-five days, and it is possible
that carelessly eleven months or three hundred and fifty days are also
called a year, for example the people most times say by forbearance: “I
stayed in a city for a year, while it was a few days or months less.”
Therefore the Almighty God intentionally mentioned it “the Complete
Circulation!”
(Almizan: V. 2

Right of the Divorced Mother

P. 361)
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To Continue Breastfeeding
»!... َعة
ِل َم ْن أ َ َرادَ أَن يُتِ هم ه
َ الرضا
)233 :(بقره

“For such as desire to complete the suckling…!”
(Holy Quran; Baqara: 233.)

The above Phrase indicates that the custody (raising a child in
mother's lap) and breastfeeding is the right of a divorced mother, and is
left to her discretion. If she wishes, she can breastfeed her baby and
bring up him/her, and if she does not want to, she can refuse to do so,
and it is her right to fulfil the two-year period, if she wishes, she can
breastfeed for two full years. If she does not want to, she can breastfeed
for a period of two years and refuse to complete it, but the husband does
not have such a right to take or not to take the child from his divorced
wife from the beginning. Of course, if his wife agrees, he can take one
of the two options, as God Stated in the Phrase: "And if the couple
desire to wean, with mutual consent and consultation...!"
(Almizan: V. 2

P. 361)

Observing Mother's Right of
Custody and Breastfeeding
وف
ِ سوت ُه هن بِال َم ْع ُر
َ « َو
َ على ال ُم ْولُو ِد لَهُ ِر ْزقُ ُه هن َو ِك
س ِإال ُوس َع َها
ٌ ال تُكلهف نَ ْف
ضار َو ِلدَة ُ بِ َولَ ِدهَا َو ال َم ْولُودٌ لههُ بِ َولَ ِد ِه
ال ت ُ ه
»!...ث ِمثْ ُل ذَ ِلك
ِ على ْال َو ِار
َ َو
)233 :(بقره

“The father has to pay them reasonable expenses.
No one is responsible for what is beyond its ability.
None of the parents should suffer any loss
from the other because of the baby.
The heirs are responsible to look after the children of a deceased…!”
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(Holy Quran; Baqara: 233.)

Wherever in this Verse the word "Born for him" is used it means
the father of a child, and the meaning of sustenance here means "expenses and clothes" The God Almighty applied the title of "reasonable
expenses" on this expense and alimony, namely, in accordance with
honorable norms and the conventional status of such a husband and
such a wife, and then interpreted the matter in this way and Said: No
one is responsible for what is beyond his ability. The God Almighty,
then added two other rulings to this ruling:
First: The right of custody and breastfeeding and the like
belongs to the wife, so the husband cannot force the separation between
mother and child, or prevent the mother from seeing her child, or
kissing or hugging, because this act is a clear example of harm and fear
to a woman, which is forbidden in the Holy Verse.
(Almizan: V. 2

P. 361)

Observing the Father's Right
By the Mother
Second: The wife also cannot cause harm and fear to the
husband in the case of the husband's child, for example, the mother does
not allow the father to see his child, or the mother provides such
inconveniences, because the God Almighty Says in the Holy Verse:
"Neither the mother shall be made to suffer harm on her child's
account, nor the father on account of his child!"
Therefore, in the Holy Phrase both the rule of legislation and the
rule of creation have been observed, that is, according the Holy Phrase,
in terms of creation the child belongs to both the father and the mother,
and on the other hand the Holy Phrase states: In terms of legislation and
religious law, the child only belongs to the father.
(Almizan: V. 2

P. 361)
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Child Costs and Alimony of
Divorced Wife after Father's Death
»!...ث ِمثْ ُل ذَ ِلك
ِ على ْال َو ِار
َ  َو... «
)233 :(بقره

The heirs are responsible to look after
the children of a deceased…!”
(Holy Quran; Baqara: 233.)

It appears from the Verse that: What is owed to the father
according to the Shari'a, such as expenses and clothing, will be owed to
his heir if the father dies.
(Since the principle of these issues is related to jurisprudence, in
these cases we should refer to the books of jurisprudence, and what we
said in the meaning of the Verse here agrees with the order of the Imams
of the Prophet's Household (AS), because from the narratives that
received from them, the same meaning is applied, and also agrees with
the appearance of the Holy Verse.)
It is narrated in Ayashi's commentary from Imam Baqir or Imam
Sadiq (AS) that he said about the above Phrase: "It means expenses. If
the husband dies in this interval, the mother's expenses should be paid
by the heir of the father."
Again it is narrated in the same book from Imam Sadiq(AS) about
the meaning of the above Phrase that: The heir, like the deceased father,
should not harm the divorced woman, for example, he may say that I
will not let her child go to see mother, and the divorced mother also
should not bother the heir, for example, if the heir has something with
her, she should not bother him to give it back, and the heir also should
not take it hard on that child.
(Almizan: V. 2

Weaning

P. 362)
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Course
»!... علَي ِه َما
ٍ عن ت ََر
َ َشاو ٍر فَال ُجنَا َح
َ ً« فَإ ِ ْن أ َ َرادَا فِصاال
ُ اض ِمن ُه َما َو ت
)233 :(بقره

"And if the couple desire to wean, with mutual consent and
consultation, there will be no sin upon them.
And if you want to have your children wet-nursed,
there will be no sin upon you so long as you pay
what you give in accordance with honorable norms,
and be wary of Allah, and know that Allah sees best what you do!”
(Holy Quran; Baqara: 233.)

This Phrase is a part of the right which has already been legislated
for the wife, and by which any protest has been abolished, so custody
and breastfeeding are not obligatory and unchangeable for a woman, but
it is a right that she can use, and she can leave.
So the result of their consultation may be that they are both
satisfied to wean the baby without one of the parties being dissatisfied or
forced, and it may also be the result that the father leaves his child to
another woman to breastfeed, and his wife is not satisfied with
breastfeeding, or if her milk is spoiled, or she has no milk at all, or in
other ways, of course, all this is if the man gives her well and happily
what the woman deserves, and in all cases it should not be in conflict
with the rights of women, and the Clause: "So long as you pay what you
give in accordance with honorable norms!”
“And be wary of Allah, and know that Allah sees best what you do!”
In this Phrase, the God Almighty Commands to observe the piety
and that this piety is to correct the form of these deeds, because the
above-mentioned rules were all related to the appearance, and therefore
at the continuation of the Phrase said: "And know that Allah sees best
what you do!” This was in contrary to the end of the previous Verse that
was: "Be wary of Allah, and know that Allah has knowledge of all
things!" (Baqara: 231,)
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Because the above-mentioned Verse (Baqara: 231,) contained the
Phrase: "And do not retain them maliciously in order that you may
transgress...!" and it is clear that the harming and enmity exceed the
appearance of the deeds and spreads to the intentions, as a result one
may do part of the hostilities which are not seen in practice, the hostilities whose effect will be known later.
(Almizan: V. 2

P. 362)

PART THREE

RELATION INSIDE
THE
ISLAMIC FAMILY
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Chapter One

INDOOR COEXISTENCE
AND

RELATION AMONG FAMILIES

Behavior of Children and Servants
During the Rest Time of Family
« يَأَيُّ َها الهذِينَ َءا َمنُوا ِليَستَئْذِن ُك ُم الهذِينَ َملَ َكت أ َ ْي َمنُك ْم َو الهذِينَ لَ ْم يَ ْبلُغُوا ال ُحلُ َم ِمنك ْم
ٍ ثَلَث َم هر
ير ِة
َ ت ِمن قَ ْب ِل صلَو ِة ْالفَجْ ِر َو ِحينَ ت َضعُونَ ِثيَا َب ُكم ِمنَ الظ ِه
ٍ ع ْو َر
ت له ُك ْم
ِ َو ِمن بَ ْع ِد صلَوةِ ْال ِع
َ شاء ثَلَث
ض
ٍ على بَ ْع
َ علَيْكم بَ ْعضك ْم
َ َطوفُون
َ علَيْك ْم َو ال
َ لَيْس
علَ ْي ِه ْم ُجنَا ُح بَ ْعدَ ُه هن ه
 َو ه.ت
َكذَ ِلك يُ َبي ُن ه
»!ع ِلي ٌم َح ِكي ٌم
ِ َّللاُ لَ ُك ُم االَ َي
َ َُّللا
)58 :( نور

"O you who believe! Your slaves and your immature ones
must ask your permission three times a day:
before the morning prayer,
and when you put off your garments at noon,
and after the late evening prayer;
these are three private times for you.
No problem for you and them thereafter
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to frequent one another freely.
This is how God explains His revelations to you.
God is All-knowing and All-wise!”
(Holy Quran; Noor: 58.)

“The Private Time” is when a man or woman has taken off the
garments and are ashamed of revealing the body.
The Phrase "O you who believe," is addressed to those who were
already ordered in the previous Verse that: "Not to enter others' houses
without permission!" As a result, the Verse in question is an exception
to that general rule, because in the case of slaves and maids, God
considers it sufficient to obtain permission in three times, and does not
consider it more than that obligatory.
The meaning of what God said: "Your slaves ... must ask your
permission three times a day," is that you command them to ask
permission to enter. The appearance of the Phrase shows that it refers
only to man-slaves.
The meaning of Phrase: "And your immature ones must ask your
permission...," refers to the children who have reached the level of
distinguishing things about human body, but have not reached adulthood, and the reason for reaching the level of distinguish is the Phrase
"These are three private times for you," that in fact refers to the three
naked time of your body.
The purpose of the three times is the three times a day, because
God followed it in detail and Said: The first before the dawn prayer, the
second at noon when you come home and get undressed, and the third
after the late evening prayer. In the Phrase: Your three naked times,
refers to the reason of the ruling and Says: These three times are three
naked or private times for you, which of course it is not appropriate for
anyone other than you to be informed about your condition.
The meaning of what God Said: "No problem for you and them
thereafter," is that there is no problem for you to instruct them to ask
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permission to enter after these three times, and no problem for them not
to ask your permission.
In the Phrase "To frequent one another freely," God refers to the
reason of this ruling (removing the above-mentioned obstacle) and Says:
Because other than these three times, slaves and maids are constantly
coming and going, and they are serving, so it is enough to ask permission for these three times only.
"This is how God explains His revelations to you!”
This means that God expresses the rules of His Religion in such a
way, because these Verses indicate those rules.
The Phrase: "God is All-knowing and All-wise!” means that the
Almighty God knows your condition, and observes also what the
Wisdom requires!
(Almizan: V. 15

P. 226. )

Behavior of Matured Children
During Parent's Rest Hours
« َو ِإذَا َبلَ َغ األَطفَ ُل ِمن ُك ُم ْال ُحلُ َم فَ ْل َيستَئْ ِذنُوا
ك َما استَئْذَنَ الهذِينَ ِمن قَ ْب ِل ِه ْم
ُ ََكذَ ِلك يُب
ين ه
َّللاُ لَك ْم َءايَتِ ِه
َو ه
»!ع ِلي ٌم َحكي ٌم
َ َُّللا
)59 :(نور

“When your children become mature,
they must ask your permission before entering your house,
as the rest of the mature people do.
Thus does God explain to you His revelations!
God is All-knowing and All-wise!”
(Holy Quran; Noor: 59.)

The beginning Phrases express the fact that the above-mentioned
ruling, that is, obtaining permission three times, is valid for children for
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a certain period of time, and that is their reaching puberty, and after that,
like those mentioned earlier, that is, adults of the matured free men and
women, have to ask for permission.
(Almizan: V. 15

P. 227. )

God's Definitive Decree to Honor
Parents and Show Favor
»!...« َو قَضى َربُّك أَال ت َ ْعبُدُوا ِإال ِإيهاهُ َو ِب ْال َو ِلدَي ِْن ِإحْ سنا
) 23 : (اسراء

"Your Lord has decreed that
you shall not worship anyone except Him,
and He has enjoined kindness to parents.
Should they reach old age at your side one of them or both
do not say to them," Fie!"
And do not chide them, but speak to them noble words!”
(Holy Quran; Isra: 23.)

Kindness to parents is the most obligatory duty after the issue of
Monotheism of God. Just as the issue of sin for disobedience of parents
is of the greatest sins after associating partners with God! For this
reason God has named this issue after the issue of Monotheism and
before all other rulings. This point is not only mentioned in these
Verses, but God has used the same method in several cases of His
Word.
As we mentioned about the Verse 151 of Surah An'am, which is
similar to the verse under discussion, that the emotional relationship
between parents on the one hand and between children on the other
hand is one of the greatest social relationships that the consistency and
stability of the human society is based on it. This is the same natural
means that it keeps the couple associated with each other and does not
allow them to be separated, so according to the social tradition and by
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nature, it is necessary for a person to respect his parents and do good to
them because if this ruling does not apply in the community and the
children deal as a stranger with their parents, that emotion will
definitely disappear and the binding of the community will be
completely broken.
Should they reach old age at your side one of them or both
do not say to them,"Fie!"
And do not chide them, but speak to them noble words!”
If the Ruling referred to the aging of the parents, it is because
the parents are in the most difficult situations at that time, and they feel
the need for the child's help more, because they are unable to do many
of the duties of their lives. This meaning is one of the aspirations of
parents who always hoped from their children, yes, one day when they
were caring for their children and another time when they endured their
hardships, and again in the day when they took the trouble to train and
raise them, in all these periods when the child was unable to fulfill his
duties, the parents dreamed such hope from their children to help them
at their old ages.
So the holy Verse does not want to limit the ruling to the old age
of the parents, but it wants to understand the obligation of respecting the
parents and observing full respect in association with and talking to
them, whether they need the help of the child or not.
“Lower the wing of humility to them, out of mercy,
and say: "My Lord! Have mercy on them,
just as they reared me when I was a small] child!" (Isra: 24.)
Lowering the wing of humility, or spreading wings is a remark
to the exaggeration in verbal and actual humility and modesty. This
meaning is taken from the same scene where the chicken opens its
wings to stimulate the love and affection of the mother and to cause her
to provide food, and for this reason the God Almighty extended the
lowering of wings to the humiliation. The meaning of the Verse is: Man
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should face and communicate with his parents in such a way that the
parents feel his humility, and to understand that the child humiliates
himself before them, and has mercy and compassion on them.
Where God Said: And say: O my Lord! Have mercy on them, as
they brought me up when I was a child. By this Phrase the God
Almighty reminded the child the period of his inability and asked him to
see how his parents became unable like his childhood, then he should
request the God Almighty to have mercy on his parents, as they had
mercy on him and raised him in his childhood!
It is in book Majma Al-Bayan that: This Verse indicates that the
prayer of a child is heard for his parents who have passed away, because
if it was not heard and had no effect on them, it would not make sense
for God to order to pray in this Verse.
The author, Allameh Tabatabaii, says: But the Verse does not
mean more than that the child's prayer is possible to be accepted, and
such a prayer is not without effect, because we said that it may be
answered and at the same time it is a religious virtue, that the child may
take benefit of it, even in some cases it may not be answered, and the
parents could not take use of it. Meantime, the late Tabarsi author of
Majma al-bayan, considered prayer to be specific to the situation after
the death of the parents, while the Verse is absolute.
“Your Lord knows best what is in your hearts.
Should you be righteous
He is indeed most forgiving toward penitents!” (Isra: 25.)
This Verse is subject to the fact that the child may have made a
vicious move from which the parents have been offended and abused,
and if God did not explicitly mention the name of the child and did not
mention the name of that act, it was to make him understand as it is not
deserving to commit these acts, it is not expedient to express it and it
should not be repeated.
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So when God Said: “Your Lord knows best what is in your
hearts,” it means that your Lord knows better than you what you have
done, and this is a prelude to the next case, which Says: "Should you be
Righteous," and the total meaning of the Phrase is that it is possible that
if you are righteous and God sees this goodness in your souls and
selves, He will forgive the repentant.
(Almizan: V. 13

P. 108. )

Divine Decree on
Goodness to Parents
»!...ً « َو َوص ْينَا االنسنَ بِ َو ِلدَ ْي ِه إِحْ سنا
)15 :(احقاف

“We have enjoined man to be kind to his parents!”
(Holy Quran; Ahqaf: 15.)

Kindness to parents is one of the general rules of God, which has
been legislated in all Religions, and for this reason God Said: “We have
enjoined man…,” and so generalized the Ruling to every human being,
not only Muslims.
Then following this order, God referred to the discomforts that the
human mother endures during pregnancy, childbirth, and breastfeeding,
in order to point out the criteria of the Ruling, and to cause the emotions
and instincts of human mercy and compassion.
"When he comes the utmost maturity and reaches forty years,"
the utmost maturity means reaching a time of life at which human
powers are strengthened. The forty years of puberty is usually associated
with reaching perfection of intellect.
"My Lord! Inspire me to give thanks for Your Blessing with which
You have blessed me and my parents, and that I may do righteous
deeds which may please You!” The inspiration used in this Verse is not
the inspiration of those things that if God does not provide, man will not
know them according to his nature, but it is in the sense of the Verse:
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"By the soul and Him who fashioned it, and inspired it with
discernment between its virtues and vices!" (Shams: 7-8,) which is the
practical inspiration, and means forcing and inner invitation to good
deeds, thanking for blessings, and finally righteous deeds.
In this Verse, the God Almighty does not mention the name or
kind of Blessing requested by the seeker, to include both outward
blessings such as life, sustenance, consciousness and will, as well as
inward blessings such as faith in God, Islam, humility, trust in God, and
yield to God.
Therefore, the Phrase "My Lord! Inspire me to give thanks for
Your Blessing...," is a request to grant him the blessing of Praise, in
order to express His Blessing by his word and deed. Expressing with
his word is a known matter, but expressing God's Blessings in action is
that the one tries to use the Blessing of God in such a way that everyone
understands that his blessing is from God Almighty and God has given it
to him, it is not from his own side. The requirement for such a use is that
his servitude and dependence to be evident in his words and deeds.
Interpreting the word "blessing" with the Phrase: "Thanks for Your
Blessing with which You have blessed me and my parents," understands that the said thanksgiving is sought both by himself and by his
parents, and in fact the child after the death of his parents is a praising
language for his parents.
"That I may do righteous deeds which may please You!”
The thanksgiving for blessings is something that adorns the
appearance of human deeds, and the qualification to be accepted by God
Almighty is an ornament that adorns the inner side of deeds, and makes
it pure for God.
"And make my progeny be righteous as well!" Correction in the
offspring means to create goodness in them, and since this creation is
from God, it means to make the offspring succeed in doing righteous
deeds, and these righteous deeds causes their heart to be qualified. If he
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says, "Correct my offspring for me," it is to make him understand that
he is asking for an correction so that he himself can benefit from their
amendment, that is, his offspring will be favored to him, just as he is
benevolent to his parents.
The summary of the prayer is that God may inspire him with
gratitude for his blessings and righteous deeds, and make him good to
his parents, and make his offspring for him as He had made him for his
parents.
Thanksgiving for God's blessings in the true sense means that the
servant of God is pure for God, so returning the meaning of prayer is
asking for sincerity of intention and goodness of action.
"Indeed I have turned to you in penitence, and I am one of the
Muslims!" That is I have returned to you and I am one of those who
submitted matters to you! So that they did ask what You have willed,
and they wanted nothing but what you want.
This Phrase is illustrating the cause of matters that were in the
prayer, and this Verse, since it quotes the prayer, and did not reject it,
but confirms it with the promise of acceptance in the following Phrase
and says: "Such are the ones from whom We accept the best of what
they do," and clarifies the point that when repentance and submission to
God are gathered in a person, then after, God inspires in his heart what
makes him pure, and consequently he becomes from the Purest servants
inherently, and becomes as a sincere servant actually!
(Almizan: V. 18

P. 307. )

Different Religious Relation of
Child with Parents
ً « َو َوص ْينَا االنسنَ ِب َو ِلدَ ْي ِه ُحسنا
»!... شرك بى َما لَيْس لَك بِ ِه ِع ْل ٌم فَال ت ُ ِط ْع ُه َما
ِ ُ َو إِن َج َهدَاك ِلت
)8 :(عنکبوت
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“We have enjoined man to be good to his parents.
But if they urge you to ascribe to Me as partner
that of which you have no knowledge,
then do not obey them
(Holy Quran; Ankabut: 8.)

At the beginning of the Verse God Says: We recommended man to
be kind to his parents, but in the Phrase: "But if they urge you to ascribe
to Me as partner...," which is the end of the same advice addressed to
man, forbids man from obeying his parents in polytheism. This was
because one may not think that this obedience is obligatory even if the
parents invited the child to believe in partner to God, so God forbade
such obedience, and said if they insists, the child should not obey in
polytheism.
The meaning of the Phrase is as follows: We forbade man from
polytheism even though his obedience is the obedience of his parents,
and we did not leave any ambiguity in this order.
In the Phrase: "That of which you have no knowledge," God
refers to the reason for the prohibition of obedience, and the result is
that: If we said do not obey the parents in polytheism, it is because if the
parents of the child invite him to associate partners with God, in fact,
they have been invited to ignorance, unawareness, and defamation of
God, and God has always forbidden the pursuit of ignorance, as in the
Phrase: "And do not involve yourself with that which you have no
knowledge of !" (Isra: 36.)
The meaning of the Verse is: We made a good covenant with
human beings regarding their parents, and We commanded them to do
good to their parents, and if they tried to associate partners with Me, do
not obey them, because this obedience is following something you do
not know.
In this Holy Verse, there is a remark to some of those who believe
in God and then turn away from their faith at the insistence of their
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parents.
“Those who believed and did righteous deeds
We will surely admit them to the Paradise
along with the righteous!
This Phrase offers a sympathy to those who are caught up in
polytheistic parents, and those parents insist on leading them to
polytheism, and they have not bowed down, forcing them to leave their
fathers and the mothers. In the meantime the Phrase makes such children
happy with a beautiful promise.
The Almighty God States that: If the parents called the child to
polytheism, and he disobeyed them by the Command of God, and he
was forced to withdraw from them, and he lost his parents for the sake
of God, he has no responsibility in this regard. We bestow on him better
than the parents he has lost, and We make him one of the righteous as a
reward for his faith and righteous deeds, as the righteous are with us in
Paradise. This meaning is also expressed by the following Holy Verse:
“O, you soul who are sure of Allah's Favor
and are sure of your own obedience to Allah's Commands!
Return to your Lord well pleased with him
and He will be pleased with you!”
(Fajr:27-28.)
(Almizan: V. 16

P. 153. )
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Chapter Two

FAMILY RECEPTIONS
AND

ITS ETIQUETTES

Eating Etiquette
In Family House
يض َح َر ٌج
ِ على ْال َم ِر
َ على األَع َْرج َح َر ٌج َو ال
َ على األ َ ْع َمى َح َر ٌج َو ال
َ « لهيْس
»!...ت
ِ ت َءابَائك ْم أ َ ْوبُيُو
ِ على أَنفُسِك ْم أَن ت َأْكلُوا ِمن بُيُوتِك ْم أ َ ْو بُيُو
َ َو ال
)61 :(نور

“It is no sin for the blind, the lame, the sick ones,
and yourselves to eat at your own homes,
or the homes of your father, mothers, brothers, sisters,
your paternal and maternal uncles, aunts,
or at the homes of your friend,
and the homes with which you are entrusted.
It makes no difference whether you eat all together
or one person at a time.
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When you enter a house,
say the blessed greeting which God has instructed you to say.
Thus does God explain to you His revelations
so that perhaps you will understand!
(Holy Quran; Noor: 61.)

The appearance of the Holy Verse is that the God Almighty has
considered a right for the believers, that they can eat something in the
house of relatives, or those who consider them trustworthy, or the house
of their friends, as much as they need. They should not eat to the extent
of extravagance and corruption.
“It is no sin for the blind, the lame, the sick ones, and yourselves
to eat at your own homes…!” Counting these people had no
particularity in the issue of reception, but for the sake of the defect they
had in their organs they probably cannot earn their sustenance, so it is
permissible for them to meet their needs from the houses of others,
otherwise there is no difference between the blind and the lame and the
sick and the others.
"To eat at your own homes, or the homes of your father...,"
If it is mentioned here and referred to the houses of yourselves and
your relatives, it means that in Islam, the houses of the mentioned people
are not different from your own house, because in this religion the
believers are the guardians of each other, and in maintaining each other's
house and supervising their life they do not make any difference with
own house and life. The way they have the authority and guardianship of
their own house, they supervise the houses of relatives and those whom
they are as their guardian and friend. In addition, the word "your own
house," includes also the house of one's child and spouse, as some
narration implies in this sense.
"And the homes with which you are entrusted." God Says that
there is no sin for you if you eat in your house (including house of your
children and spouses too,) or the house that its key has been given to a
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you, like the house of whom you have their guardianship or its key has
been entrusted to you as (a friend.)
"It makes no difference whether you eat all together
or one person at a time!”
This Verse, although it was revealed according to the narrations
about a specific case, but its meaning is general.
(Almizan: V. 15

P. 228. )

Salutation Etiquette
Entering Family Houses
« فاذا دخلتم بيوتا فسلموا على انفسكم
»!... تحية من عند هللا مباركة طيبة
)61 :(نور

"So when you enter houses,
greet yourselves with a salutation from Allah,
Blessed and Pure!”
(Holy Quran; Noor: 61.)

The God Almighty after talking about the houses mentioned the
etiquette of entering them, and said that when entering the houses, say
Salaam to yourselves.
The purpose of greeting oneself is to greet everyone in the house.
Here, too, if God did not say: Greet the people of the house, He wanted
to unite Muslims with each other, because all are human, and God
created all from one man and woman. Moreover, all are believers, and
their faith gathered them together, because faith is stronger than the race
and every other factor for unity.
It is not unlikely that the meaning of the Phrase: "Greet yourselves," is that when someone enters a house, he greets them, and they
respond with greetings.
The Phrase: "A Salutation from Allah, Blessed and Pure,” presents
the state of the greeting, that is, Salaam is a greeting came down from
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God, He legislated it and revealed its Ruling so that Muslims can greet
each other with it, and it is a blessed and precious greeting, surviving
and pious, because it is peaceful and harmonic with the self and soul
of humans.
Yes, the truth of this greeting is to extend safety and peace to
whom the man greets, indeed, safety and peace is the purest thing that
can be achieved between two people who are facing together. The God
Almighty then concluded the Verse with the Phrase: "Thus does Allah
clarify His signs for you so that you may apply reason," in order that
you may be aware of the teachings of your religion and act on them.
(Almizan: V. 15

P. 227. )

Preventing Viewing
Inside Secrets of Others’ Houses
َير بُيُوتِك ْم
َ « َيأَي َها الهذِينَ َءا َمنُوا ال ت َ ْد ُخلُوا بُيُوتا ً غ
»!...على أ َ ْه ِل َها
ِ ُ َحتى ت َست َأْنِسوا َو ت
َ سل ُموا
)29-27 :(نور

"You who have faith!
Do not enter houses other than your own
until you have announced your arrival and greeted their occupants.
That is better for you. Maybe you will take admonition…!”
(Holy Quran; Noor: 27-29.)

Warning or announcing the residents of a house can be done by a
greeting and saying Salaam, or by other forms, in order the owner of the
house understands that someone wants to enter and prepares himself for
his entry. It is possible that the landlord is in a situation where he does
not want anyone to see him like that, or to be informed of his condition.
It is clear from this point that the expediency of this ruling is to
cover the nakedness of the people, and to maintain the respect of the
faith, so when a person entering in another's house gives notice and
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informs the owner of the house of his entering, then he enters and says
Salaam, thus in fact, he has helped the owner to cover what he has to
cover, and has given him self-confidence.
It is clear that the continuation of this good practice is the source of
the strength of brotherhood, affection, and public cooperation among
people by presenting good characters and avoiding immoral tempers.
The Phrase: "That is better for you. Maybe you will take admonition,”
refers to the same benefits, namely, by continuing this behavior you may
mind your duty that what you should observe, and how to revive the
tradition of brotherhood among you, and in the shadow of it, unite your
hearts and reach all social bliss.
“But if you do not find anyone in them, do not enter them
until you are given permission,
and if you are told: Turn back, then do turn back.
That is more decent for you.
And Allah knows best what you do!”
That is, if you know that no one is in the house - of course, the one
who is authorized to allow you to enter - then do not enter until you are
allowed by the owner of the house.
It does not mean that one first enters the house of the people, if he
does not see anyone, then does not enter, because the context of the
Verses is evident that all these restrictions are for the purpose that no
one looks at the private parts and secrets of the people.
This Holy Verse states the ruling of refraining to enter another's
house if the one who allows it is not in it. The previous Verse stated the
ruling on the presumption that there is a permissive person in the house,
but does not allow to enter. The Verse: "And if you are told: Turn back,
then do turn back. That is more decent for you. And Allah knows best
what you do,” expressed the ruling for such case.
“There will be no sin upon you
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in entering without announcing uninhabited houses
wherein you have goods belonging to you.
And Allah knows whatever you disclose
and whatever you conceal!”
This Verse prescribes entry into houses that are built for public use
and where no one has a natural residence, such as inns, baths, mills, and
the like, because as soon as it is made for the public, it is the general
permission to enter.
(Almizan: V. 15

P. 153. )

Narratives about
Family Relationship
It is narrated in Majma 'al-Bayan, through Abi Ayyub Ansari who
said: I asked the Messenger of God how is the form of announcing the
inhabitants of house to give enter permit? He said it is enough to say one
of the Praises of God or just a coughing to make them understand!
It is narrated in Qomi's commentary through Abd al-Rahman ibn
Abi Abdullah, from Imam Sadiq (AS) that for asking enter permit to
enter house of other people saying a Salaam or just the sound of feet is
enough.
It is narrated from Sahl ibn Sa'd that a beheaded man entered one
of the rooms of the Messenger of God. The Messenger of God was
combing his head. He said: If I knew that you were looking, I would
strike the same comb with both of your eyes. This kind of announcing is
as watching illegal and is forbidden.
Again it is narrated that a man asked the Messenger of God,
whether I should ask my mother for permission to enter? He said: Yes.
The man said: Even if she has no servant other than me, should I ask for
permission every time I enter upon her? The Messenger of God said:
"Would you like to see her naked?" The man said no! He said: Then ask
for permission!
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It is also narrated that a man wanted to enter the house of the
Messenger of God and he just sighed: Oh! The Messenger of God asked
a lady in nearby to get up and teach the man instead of sighing Oh, say:
Salaam and Peace be upon you, may I enter?
The man heard and said so.
Then the Holy Messenger of God said: Please Enter!
It is narrated in Durr Manthur that a person asked the Messenger of
God: Why should one seek permission when entering houses? He said:
Whoever looks in the house of people before asking permission and
greeting them, he has disobeyed God, and has no respect, so can be
rejected to enter!
In Qomi's commentary regarding the Verse: "But if you do not find
anyone in them, do not enter them until you are given permission!"
Imam said: It means that if you do not find someone who allows you to
enter, refrain entering, till somebody comes and allows you.
In the same book, it is narrated from Imam Sadiq (AS) about the
Verse "“There will be no sin upon you in entering without announcing
uninhabited houses wherein you have goods belonging to you," that
he said: The purpose of these houses are baths, caravanserais and mills
that you can enter without permission.
(Almizan: V. 15

P. 158. )
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Chapter Three

ORDERS REGARDING HIJAB
Women's Conduct with
Close Families and Strangers

General Order of
Women’s Hijab
َساء ْال ُمؤْ ِمنِين
ِ ِى قُل أل َ ْز َو ِجك َو بَنَاتِك َو ن
ُّ « يَأَي َها النهب
علَي ِه هن ِمن َجلَبِيبِ ِه هن
َ َيُ ْدنِين
ذَ ِلك أَدْنى أَن يُ ْع َر ْفنَ فَال يُؤْ ذَيْنَ َو كانَ ه
َ َُّللا
»! ً غفُورا ً هر ِحيما
)59 :(احزاب

“O, Messenger!
Tell your wives, your daughters, and the believers’ women
to let down their jilabib (garment/scarf)
That makes it likely for them to be recognized
and not be troubled,
and Allah is all-forgiving, all-merciful!”
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(Holy Quran; Ahzab: 59.)

"Jilabib" is the garment covers the whole body, or a special scarf
that covers the face and head. The meaning of the Phrase: "To let down
their jilabib (garment/veil/scarf)," is to wear it in a way that it covers
under their throat and breasts not to be seen by observers
“That makes it likely for them to be recognized
and not be troubled!”
Covering the whole body will make them different and known as
the people of chastity. This is better for them, because when they are
known as such, they are no longer bothered, and the immoral vulgar men
stop to cause any trouble for them.
(Almizan: V. 16

P. 510. )

Older Women, Exception to
General Order of Women's Hijab
ً ساء الهتى ال يَ ْر ُجونَ نِكاحا
ِ ِ« َو ْالقَ َو ِعدُ ِمنَ الن
»!...علَ ْي ِه هن ُجنَا ٌح أَن يَض ْعنَ ثِيَابَ ُه هن
َ فَلَيْس
)60 :(نور

“And those elderly women
who have given up the hope of marriage
there is no sin on them if they do not wear their veil or outer garment
without displaying their ornaments;
and if they are covered it is more appropriate for them.
And Allah is the Knowing Hearer!”
(Holy Quran; Noor: 60.)

The Verse refers to a woman who has no hope to be married, that
is, no one wants her because of her old age.
This Verse serves as an exception from the general rule of hijab,
and it means that hijab is obligatory on every woman except old women,
who can be without hijab, of course, if they do not use attractiveness or
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charm to inspire emotion in others.
The Phrase: "And if they are covered it is more appropriate for
them," means the self-covering, that is, if these same old women cover
themselves, it is better than being uncovered.
The Phrase: "And Allah is the Knowing Hearer," is the justification
for the ruling which God did legislate, it means that God hears what the
women desire according their nature, and is All-knowing to the kind of
rulings that they need!
(Almizan: V. 15

Order to Men to Cast Eyes down
The Strange Women

P. 227.)

»!...ْصر ِه ْم
ِ « قُل ِل ْل ُمؤْ ِمنِينَ يَغُضوا ِم ْن أَب
)30 :(نور

“Say, to the believing men
not to stare in the women's eyes…!”
(Holy Quran; Noor: 30.)

In the above Phrase "Say" means "Order," and the meaning of the
Phrase is to command the believers to cover their eyes. The purpose is
that you command them to cast down their eyes, if you command, they
will cover their eyes. This Verse, instead of forbidding the ogling, it has
commanded to cover the eyes, and it does not matter, that command also
expresses this prohibition, since it is absolute, it forbids looking the men
at strange women and looking the women at strange men!
(Almizan: V. 15

P. 154.)

Order to Men to Cover their
Private Parts of Body from Strangers
 َو يحْ فَظوا فُ ُرو َج ُه ْم ذَ ِلك أ َ ْزكى ل ُه ْم... «
إِ هن ه
»!... َير بِ َما يَصنَعُون
ُ َِّللاَ َخب
)30 :(نور

“…And to guard their private parts.
That is more decent for them.
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Allah is indeed well aware of what they do.!”
(Holy Quran; Noor: 30.)

In the above Phrase the God Almighty instructs His Prophet to
command the believers to keep their private part of body. The term
“Private parts," refers to the sexual organs, and the Holy Quran, which
is full of morality and politeness, has always used this term, so that as
"Raghib" said in his book, it has become a custom and is used for the
sexual organs due to its many uses as an explicit name.
The contradiction between the Phrase: "Say, to the believing men
not to stare in the women's eyes," and the Phrase: “…And to guard
their private parts," conveys the meaning that the purpose of guarding
the private parts is to cover it from the strangers, not to protect it from
adultery and sodomy, which some scholars said wrongly. As it has also
been narrated from Imam Sadiq (AS) that he said: All the Verses in
Quran about the guarding the private parts of body mean guarding from
fornication, except for this Verse which means guarding from the looks
of strangers.
Then God refers to the expediency of this ruling, and by expressing
it He incites people to be careful of this ruling, and that reference is that
God Says: This will purify you better, and He is aware of what you do!
(Almizan: V. 15

P. 155.)

Order to Women to Cast down Looks, and
Cover their Private Parts from Strangers

ْصره هِن
ِ َ« َو قُل ِل ْل ُمؤْ ِمن
ِ ت يَ ْغضضنَ ِم ْن أَب
»!... َو يحْ فَظنَ فُ ُرو َج ُه هن
)31 :(نور

“And tell the faithful women to cast down their looks
and to guard their private parts…!”
(Holy Quran; Noor: 31.)

It is not permissible for women to look at what is not permissible
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for men, and it is obligatory upon them to cover their private parts from
strangers, whether men or women!
(Almizan: V. 15

P. 156.)

Preventing Women to Display
Their Ornamented Positions
»!...« َو ال يُ ْبدِينَ ِزينَت َ ُه هن ِإال َما ظ َه َر ِم ْن َها
)31 :(نور

“and not to display their charms, except for what is outward!”
(Holy Quran; Noor: 31.)

In the above Phrase forbidding the adornment of women means the
positions of adornments, because exposing the adornment itself, such as
earrings and bracelets, is not forbidden, so the forbidden is exposing of
their places, but the God Almighty has excluded from this ruling what is
apparent. It is stated in the narration that the apparent places are the face,
the two palms of the hands, and the steps.
(Almizan: V. 15

P. 156.)

Order to Women
How to Cover the Veil
»!... على ُجيُوب ِه هن
َ ضربْنَ ب ُخ ُم ِره هِن
ِ َ« َو ْلي
)31 :(نور

“And let them draw their scarfs over their bosoms,
and not display their charms!”
(Holy Quran; Noor: 31.)

"Scarf" is the garment with which a woman wraps her head, and
hangs its excess part on her chest. The God Almighty asks His Prophet
to instruct the women to put veils around their breasts and cover them.
(Almizan: V. 15

P. 156.)
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Seven Class of Relatives whom
Women May Display Adornment
»!...« َو ال يُ ْبدِينَ ِزينَت َ ُه هن إِال ِلبُعُولَتِ ِه هن أ َ ْو
)31 :(نور

“And not display their charms
except to their husbands, or their fathers,
or their husband's fathers, or their sons,
or their husband's sons, or their brothers,
or their brothers’ sons, or their sisters’ sons,
or their women, or their slave,
or male dependents lacking sexual desire,
or children uninitiated to women's organs…!”
(Holy Quran; Noor: 31.)

The seven groups that the Holy Quran permits to look at the
ornaments of women are the close relatives of them, both from bloodrelatives and from marriage-relatives. Their husbands' ancestors are like
their fathers, and the grandchildren of the husbands are as their children.
The purpose of mentioning "or their women," is the women of the
believers who are not allowed to expose themselves naked in front of
non-believing women. The same meaning is also used in this regard in
narrations of the Imams (AS.)
The term "or their slave" includes both male-slaves and maids.
This meaning is also used in the narrations.
“Or male dependents lacking sexual desire.” What is meant by
these men are idiots who are under the tutelage of others and have no
masculine lust.
“Or children uninitiated to women's organs…!” These group of
children who have not overcome the private parts of women, that is,
what from the affairs of women the men are ashamed to specify, the
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children does not understand it, and this, as other scholars have also
said, points to maturity.
(Almizan: V. 15

P. 157.)

Forbidding Women Striking Feet
To Display Adornment
»،« و ال يضربن بارجلهن ليعلم ما يخفين من زينتهن
)31 :(نور

“The believing women should not strike their feet in order to show
the ornaments of their ankles to draw attention to themselves…!”
(Holy Quran; Noor: 31.)

The believing women are not allowed to put their feet firmly on the
ground to make the sound of their jewelry such as anklets, earrings and
bracelets!
“O, you who believe!
Turn you all to Allah with repentance and obedience
so that you may receive salvation!”
The meaning of repentance, as it appears from the context, is to
return to God Almighty, to obey His Commands, and to observe His
Prohibitions and, in short, to follow His Way and Path.
(Almizan: V. 15

P. 157.)

Narratives about Hijab and
Women's Conduct with Strangers
In Book Kafi, it is narrated from Imam Sadiq (AS) that he said in a
hadith about the obligations of the body organs: God has made it
obligatory to the eyes not to look at what God has forbidden, and to
overlook what is not permissible. This is the faith and duty of the eyes.
The Glorious God has Stated: "Say, to the believing men not to
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stare in the women's eyes and to guard their own private parts,” thus
God has forbidden the believers to look at the private parts of others,
even at his brother's private part, and he himself avoids to show others
his private parts of body. At the same time, God Stated: “And tell the
faithful women to cast down their looks and to guard their private
parts,” and forbade the believing women from looking at their sister's
private parts, and also to protect their own private parts from being
looked at by others.
Then Imam added that wherever there is a Verse in Quran about
guarding the private parts, the purpose is to protect it from adultery,
except for this Verse, which means guarding it from looks of others.
It is narrated also in Book Kafi that one of the companions of
Imams asked from Imam Sadiq (AS): How much is it lawful to look at a
stranger woman? He said: Face and palm of two hands, and two steps.
Again it is narrated in Book Kafi from Imam Sadiq (AS) that:
There is nothing wrong with looking at the heads of the people of
Tahamah, and the Bedouin Arabs, as well as the infidels, because if you
prohibit them they do not accept. Also Iman said: In case of a mad and
mindless woman, there is no problem looking at her hair and body, if the
look is not intentional.
Author, Allameh Tabatabaii says:
It seems that the purpose of Imam saying "if it is not intentional,"
is looking with lust.
It is narrated in Book Khessal that the Holy Messenger of God said
to Imam Ali (the Commander of the Faithful: ) O Ali, there is nothing wrong
with the first look that you are at a stranger woman, but the second look
is accountable for and is not permissible.
Author, Allameh Tabatabaii says:
A similar narration has been narrated by “Dur Al-Manthur” from
the Holy Messenger of Allah, that he said to Imam Ali(AS): That do not
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look at stranger women twice, since the first look is enough for you, and
you have no right to the second.
It also is narrated in Book "Javamae al-Jamei" from Umm Salma
(Prophet's wife) that she said: I was with Holy Messenger of God, while
Maimuna (Prophet's wife) was also present, when the son of Umm
Maktum came in. This was at a time when God ordered us to wear the
hijab. The Prophet said to us: Cover your veils! We asked him that he
(Ibn Umm Maktoum) is blind, does not see us? He said: "He is blind to see
you, but are you also blind? Don't you see him?"
It is stated in "Book Faqih" from Imam Sadiq (AS) that he said: It
is not proper for a woman to be naked in front of Jewish and Christian
women, because they go and describe to their husbands.
In "Book Majma 'alBayan" says about the Phrase: "Or their slave,”
that some of the scholars said the meaning is both the Slave and maid.
This has also been narrated from Imam Sadiq (AS).
In Book Kafi, it is narrated from Abd al-Rahman ibn Abi Abdullah
that he said: I asked Imam Sadiq(AS:) What it is meant by "Or male
dependents lacking sexual desire?” He said: Fools and people under the
guardianship of others, who do not want a woman.
(Almizan: V. 15

P. 160.)
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PART FOUR

TEMPORARY
MARRIAGE
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Chapter One

BASIS OF
TEMPORARY MARRIAGE
IN QURAN

Permission for Temporary Marriage
(Fixed-Time and Fixed Wage)

ًور ُه هن فَ ِريضة
َ « فَ َما است َْمت َ ْعتُم ِب ِه ِمن ُه هن فَئ َاتُو ُه هن أ ُ ُج
علَ ْي ُك ْم فِي َما ت ََرض ْيتُم ِب ِه ِمن بَ ْع ِد ْال َف ِريض ِة
َ َو ال ُجنَا َح
إِ هن ه
»! ً ع ِليما ً َح ِكيما
َ ََّللاَ كان
)24 : (نساء

"…For the enjoyment you have had from them thereby,
give them their dowries, by way of settlement,
and there is no sin upon you in what
you may agree upon after the settlement.
Indeed Allah is all-knowing, all-wise!”
(Holy Quran; Nessa: 24.)

The meaning of the Phrase is that whenever you enjoyed by taking
pleasure from women, you must pay them their wages. The previous
issue was that you should seek your spouse with your property, as long
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as you observe chastity and do not commit adultery, and this issue
includes both types of cohabitation, i.e. permanent marriage and the
enjoyment with a slave-maid. So, the Phrase: "For the enjoyment you
have had from them thereby, give them their dowries," when added to
the above issue will certainly be due to the partial addition to the whole.
Undoubtedly, the enjoyment mentioned in the Verse refers to the
temporary marriage "Mut'ah" (in Arabic,) because the Verse was revealed
in Medina, and this marriage, i.e. "Mut'ah marriage," or say temporary
marriage, was common among Muslims at that time, whether Islam
legislated it, or it is not one of the establishments of the Religion of
Islam - but it was common even before Islam - so the origin of such a
marriage in the time of the Holy Messenger of God, and in front of his
eyes and ears is not in doubt. There is no doubt that in those days the
name of this type of marriage was the same name and it was not
interpreted except as "Mut'ah."
The same meaning is used in the narrations from the forefathers of
the commentators, i.e. the commentators from the companions and the
followers such as Ibn Abbas, Ibn Mas'ud, Abi Ibn Ka'b, Qatadah,
Mujahid, Sudai, Ibn Jubayr, Hassan, and others, and the opinion of
Imams of Prophet’s Household is the same in the issue of "Mut'ah."
In the Phrase under discussion, the enjoyment is conditioned to pay
of wages: If you enjoy a woman, it is obligatory to pay her wages, while
in a permanent contract, the enjoyment is not a condition, when a man
marries a permanent woman for himself as soon as the marriage contract
is signed the dowry becomes obligatory to man, if there is an entry, he
has to pay all the dowry, and if he does not, he has to pay half of the
dowry.
Therefore, it is obligatory to give a dowry in a permanent marriage,
and it is not conditional on the fact that a pleasure has taken place, or
that the man seeks pleasure, even though we consider it merely a mere
courtship ceremony and the performance of a marriage contract, but as
we have said the half of the dowry becomes obligatory upon closing the
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wedding, and the other half upon entering.
(Almizan: V. 4

P. 428.)

A Legal and Social Discourse

On Temporary Marriage
[Written under the Verses: 5-7, of Surah Mumenoon.]

Marriage is a natural tradition that has existed in human societies
since the beginning of human existence, and no obstacle other than
adultery has prevented and disturbed it. Yes, the only impediment of
marriage is adultery that does not allow a family to be formed, and both
parties to endure the burden of marriage, for this reason one calls lusts
toward himself, and burns families and cuts off generations.
All religious, natural, simple, and healthy communities consider
adultery to be abominable and ugly, and call it prostitution and indecent,
and fight against it by any means possible, the civilized communities,
though they do not prevent it generally, but at the same time they do not
consider it a good deed, because they know that this work is deeply
opposed to the formation of a family and prevents a large population and
the survival of the generation, therefore by any means they try to reduce
it and promote the tradition of marriage. They give reward to those who
had more children, raise their ranks, and use other incentives.
The fact is that in spite of all those strictures against adultery and
encouragements in the matter of marriage, we see again that in all lands
and countries, large and small, this family damaging act is done either
openly or secretly. Of course, its openness or secrecy depends on the
differences between the current traditions in that community.
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This is the clearest reason that the tradition of permanent
marriage is not enough for human beings to meet this animal need,
and the human race, by having an open marriage tradition, seeks to
complete its short-comings.
Therefore, those who have the rule of law in human societies
should be in a position to develop and facilitate marriage.
That is why the Shari'a of Islam has combined the tradition of
permanent marriage with temporary marriage, in order to facilitate the
matter of marriage, and has placed in it conditions that avoid the
problems of adultery, like the mixing of sperms, overset of the family
chain, cessation of generations, and obscurity in determining the father
of the child. The conditions are that a woman belongs to a man, the
woman should observe a known waiting period after the separation from
her husband, and to have the right in what she has stipulated to her
husband. Islam, therefore, by legislating these rules, has removed the
problems of adultery, and by rectifying other laws of permanent
marriage, such as the right of alimony and the like, has removed the
hardship of permanent marriage, and has facilitated the temporary
marriage.

Really, I swear by God, this ruling (the legislation of Temporary
Marriage,) is one of the honors of Islam in its simple law, such as
divorce and polygamy, and many other laws, but according to the Holy
Quran: "But neither miracle nor warner will be effective on those who
do not believe!" (Yunus: 101.) Where is the logical and reasoned word and
where are the deaf and dumb people? They still say that I like adultery
more than temporary marriage!!?
(Almizan: V. 15

P. 18.)
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Chapter Two

PHILOSOPHY OF
LEGISLATION
THE

TEMPORARY MARRIAGE

Philosophy of Legislation the
Temporary Marriage and
Marriage with Slave Girls
« ي ُِريدُ ه
عن ُك ْم
َ َّللاُ أَن يخ َِفف
ُ
»! ً االنسن ض ِعيفا
ََو ُخلِق
)28-23 : (نساء

“Allah desires to lighten your burden,
for man was created weak!”
(Holy Quran; Nessa: 28.)

Man's weakness is due to the fact that God Almighty has combined
in him the forces of lust, the forces that constantly strive with man over
his desires, and force him to commit those wishes, and the God
Almighty made a favor for man and made some lusts permissible to him,
in order to break the severity of his lust by this means, He prescribed
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marriage to the extent that it removes the burden of his hardships and
troubles, and Said: "...All others are Lawful for you...!" (Nessa: 24.) These
other lawful are those two ways of: Marriage, and Purchase of a slave
girl! The God Almighty by means of this guided them to the traditions
of the nations before them, and gave them a greater relief, that was the
temporary marriage, which God made it prescribed and legislated for
them, since by prescribing temporary marriage, they no longer had the
difficulties of permanent marriage and the hardships of its means, like
the dowry, alimony, and so on.
(Almizan: V. 4

P. 449.)

Need for Temporary Marriage
At Present Conditions
[Written under the Verses:23-28 of Surah Nessa.]

Is the necessity that caused the legitimacy of Temporary Marriage
more crucial and greater in the atmosphere of Islam today, or in the time
of the Holy Messenger of God, Abi Bakr, or the first half of the age of
Umar? Although poverty and misery cast their shadow over all Muslim
lands and colonial governments and reactionaries of Islamic governments, who are the descendants of the colonialists and the Pharaohs of
the Muslim lands, suck the blood of Muslims and haven't left much from
their financial resources?
On the other hand - those who plundered the financial resources of
Muslims to lull Muslims to sleep, promote lust in all its manifestations
on radio, television, newspapers, cinema, etc., and decorate it in the best
way imaginable, with the loudest invitations invite Muslims to perform
it! This family destroying disaster is becoming more and more severe
and widespread in the lands and peoples to the point that the great
human populations and the useful groups of society, that is, students,
soldiers, and factory workers, who are usually the youth of society, are
their prey and victims.
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There is no doubt for anyone that the necessity that draws the
youth to the mire of prostitution, adultery, sodomy, and any other lustful
motives is, in the main, the inability to provide for living expenses and
employment in temporary jobs, for those who do not leave in the
workplaces to provide a house so that can get a permanent marriage, or
those who are studying in abroad, or are the employees who live
temporarily in a place. The question is that, what happened to these
necessities in the early days of Islam - although the necessities were less
and tolerable than today - it led to the allowance of the temporary
marriage? Why it should not be allowed today which the necessity is
more devastating, and the temptation is greater?
In short, there is no doubt that the issue of the temporary marriage
and the temporal married women were in the tradition of the Holy
Quran, and the language of the Muslims of the first century (from the
companions and their followers!)
(Almizan: V. 4

P. 479.)

Discussion on Narrations about
Temporary Marriage
In "Tabari's commentary," he narrated from Mujahid that in the
interpretation of the Phrase: "For the enjoyment you have had from
them thereby...," (Nessa: 24,) he said: The purpose of the Phrase is the
temporary marriage.
In the same book, he quoted from "Sudai," in the interpretation of
the above-mentioned Phrase that this Phrase is about the temporary
marriage. The issue is that a man marries a woman on the condition of a
certain period of time. When the time terminated he has no right on her
and she is not permissible to him. The woman is required to clean her
womb - that is, to observe a known time as the waiting period - so that it
becomes clear that she is not pregnant by the man. She will neither
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inherit from the man, and the man from woman.
It is narrated in the book Dur al-Manthur, through "Ata," from IbnAbbas that he said, God may forgive Umar!! The Temporary Marriage
was not but a Mercy from the God Almighty upon the nation of
Muhammad (PBUH,) if there was not the prohibition of Umar from it,
there would be no one needed to commit adultery except the worst
wicked people. Then he added that this Temporary Marriage is the same
as God Said about it: "For the enjoyment you have had from them
thereby...," (Nessa: 24,) that is a marriage for a fixed time and for a fixed
amount, and there is no inheritance between such a couple. If they want
to extend the period to each other's consent, they can, and if they
separate, that is enough, and there is no marriage between the two. The
narrator "Ata" said at the end of narrative that he heard from Ibn Abbas
that he considers the Temporary Marriage as the lawful today, even
though Umar has forbidden it.
It has been narrated in Tabari's book "Mustabin" from Umar that
he said: There were three permissible things in the time of the Holy
Messenger of God that I forbade them and will punish those who may
commit them: 1- Major Pilgrimage of Hajj. 2- Temporary Marriage, and
3- Saying hurry towards the best of deed, in the call to prayer!!!
All the narrations agree that the Temporary Marriage was a
tradition at the time of the Holy Messenger of Allah that has been
practiced to some extent by his prescription. It was either established by
Islam, or at least was common before it, and Islam did underwrite it.
Among the Companions of the Holy Prophet those who practiced such a
marriage never were accused to do adultery, such as Jabir ibn Abdullah,
Abdullah ibn Mas'ud, Zubayr ibn Avam, and "Assma" the daughter of
Abi Bakr, who gave birth to Abdullah ibn Zubayr through the temporary
marriage!
It is worth to explain that in the subject of Temporary Marriage
there is a theological debate as to whether Umar ibn Khattab or
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anyone else who takes charge of the Nation of Islam has the
right to forbid what was lawful by God, or not? This debate is
open between the two sects of Islam, the Shiite and the Sunni sect which the Shiites believe he did not have such a right, and the Sunnis
believe otherwise.
(Almizan: V. 4

PART FIVE
OTHER AUTHORIZED

MARRIAGES

IN ISLAM

P. 467.)
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Chapter One

MARRIAGE WITH
WOMEN OF THE BOOK

Permission to Marry
Women of the Book,
Its Conditions and Reasons

« ْاليَ ْو َم أ ُ ِح هل لَ ُك ُم الطيِ َبت
َو طعَا ُم الهذِينَ أُوتُوا ْال ِكت َب
ِح ٌّل لهك ْم َو ط َعا ُم ُك ْم ِح ٌّل ل ُه ْم
ت
ِ ََو ال ُمحْ صنَت ِمنَ ال ُمؤْ ِمن
»!...َو ال ُمحْ صنَت ِمنَ الهذِينَ أُوتُوا ْال ِكت َب ِمن قَ ْب ِل ُك ْم
)5 :(مائده

“On this day, all pure things are made lawful for you (as food.)
The food of those who were given the Book is lawful to you,
and your food is lawful to them
and the chaste ones from among faithful women,
and chaste women of those who were given the Book before you,
provided, you pay their dowry, maintain chastity,
and avoid fornication or lustful relations outside of marriage.
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The deeds of anyone who rejects the faith, certainly, become fruitless.
He will be of those who lose on the Day of Judgment!”
(Holy Quran; Maeda: 5.)

Apparently, the believers did not calm down of the anxiety and
doubt they had about the lawfulness of the food of the People of the
Book, because they had previously been strictly forbidden by God
Almighty to associate and make friends with the People of the Book.
Therefore in this Holy Verse the God Almighty to relieve their anxiety
added the lawfulness of the Pure things to the food of the People of the
Book, and the believers realized that the food of the People of the Book
is one of the examples of Pure things and of their kind, as a result their
anxiety became less intense and their hearts calmed down. It was the
same method that God used in the Holy Phrase: "And the chaste ones
from among faithful women, and chaste women of those who were
given the Book before you!" Thus God added the lawfulness of Muslim
women to make it clear that chaste women from the People of the Book
are lawful also for Muslims, and they should not have any doubts about
it.
In this Verse, God does not want to oblige the infidels, but He
wants to say that there is no marriage, intimacy, and legality between a
Muslim woman and an infidel husband, so that the legacy belongs to one
party.
In the above Verse, the God Almighty did not name clearly the
addressee of the Ruling - that were Jews and Christians - but identified
them by quoting their attributes and Said: “And chaste women of those
who were given the Book before you," and did not even mention them
as People of the Book, and did not Say: the chaste women of the People
of the Book! This refers partly to the reason of Ruling. Considering this
aspect and that the tone of the Ruling is the tone of beholden, the
position of speech is the position of easing and simplification of duties,
then the meaning of the Verse should be: We honored you Muslims, that
we have made the task easy for you, and we have removed the prohibit-
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tion of marriage between your men and the women of the Book, the
reason was that they were the owners of the Book before you, and
naturally they were more close to you than the other nations that they are
not Muslims. They are closer to Muslims, because they believe in
Monotheism and Prophet-hood, unlike the polytheists and idolaters who
deny the prophet-hood, so it turned out that the Phrase: "Who were
given the Book before you," refers to this point. As well as adding the
Phrase: "Before you," to that confirms this reference, because it clearly
refers to the closeness, connection and association.
(Almizan: V. 5

P. 326.)

Marriage only with Chaste
Women of the Book
Now let us see what is meant by the word "The Chaste Women" in
the Holy Verse?
Of course, this word has many different meanings, but here it
means chaste women, because it is opposed to the chaste of believing
women, which means unmarried and chaste women, and this is clear,
that the chaste women of the People of the Book are gathered in one
word with the chaste women of the believers, considering the meaning
we have given to the word, it is understood that the meaning of the word
Believing Women is the same in both positions, and that meaning cannot
be "Chastity caused by believing in Islam," because the same word is
used for the chaste women of the Book in the Phrase: "And chaste
women of those who were given the Book before you," although the
religion of the women of the Book is not Islam. Meantime the word does
not refer to the "free women" only, because the sense of God's Favor in
the Verse does not accord with the restriction of legality to marry only
the free women of the Book, but it senses that the women of the Book is
lawful for the Muslim man, even though they are not free, therefore the
word Chastity refers only to the chaste women of the Book.
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(Almizan: V. 5

P. 330.)

Marriage with Women of the Book,
Permanent or Temporary?
After all this, we turn to another point of the Verse and say that the
Verse does not specify that the meaning of this legality is the legality of
their permanent marriage or temporary marriage? The only thing that
indicates in the Verse that it refers to the temporary Marriage is the word
"Wage," and that the enjoyment from the women of the Book is done by
maintaining chastity, avoiding fornication or lustful relations outside of
marriage. So the result of this discussion is that what the God
Almighty has made it permissible for the believers of the Christian
and Jews women to have intercourse through marriage with dowry
and wage, not marriage with adultery, but there is no other condition
in the Verse, neither permanence nor interruption. Furthermore, as we
discussed on the Verse: "…For the enjoyment you have had from them
thereby, give them their dowries!" (Nessa: 24,) the temporary marriage is
like the permanent marriage and is a real marriage!
Of course, this discussion has a conclusion that should be understood in the Jurisprudence Discussions.
“…Provided, you pay their dowry, maintain chastity,
and avoid fornication or lustful relations outside of marriage!”
This Verse has the same context as the Holy Verse: "And lawful
for you are all women, besides those (mentioned in Part 8; Verses: 23-24,)
seek them with your property, taking them in marriage not
committing fornication…!" (Nessa: 24,) and the Phrase: "…Provided, you
pay their dowry," in the captioned Verse, indicates that the purpose in
the Holy Verse is marriage with the chaste women of the Book, and it
does not include the purchase of the slave-maids of the People of the
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Book.
(Almizan: V. 5

P. 330.)

Philosophy of Marriage Legalization
With Women of the Book
« و من يكفر بااليمان فقد حبط عمله
»،و هو فى االخرة من الخاسرين
)5 :(مائده

"The deeds of anyone who disbelieves in Faith,
certainly become fruitless.
He will be of those who lose on the Day of Judgment!”
(Holy Quran; Maeda: 5.)

The word "Disbelief (in Arabic)" basically means "to cover something," therefore in the realization of the meaning of "Disbelief" it is a
condition that there should be a fixed meaning on which the veil falls,
just as the word "Veil" which it finds the meaning where a fixed and
visible thing exists and it disappears when the veil falls on it. This
meaning is true concerning the Word "Disbelief," and the disbelief is
also realized when there is something fixed and obvious, which the
disbeliever covers it. This meaning is true in other cases like: Disbelief
or Covering the Blessings of God, disbelief in God's Revelations and
signs, disbelief in God and His Messenger, and disbelief in the Day of
Judgment!
So, in the Verse in question, God used the word disbelief in the
faith, and said that whoever disbelieves the Faith, according to what we
have said about disbelief, there must be a fixed faith that disbelief covers
it.
Certainly the meaning of faith here is not - to believe - but the
meaning here is the effect resulted from it and the attribute fixed in the
heart of the believer, that is, the rightful beliefs that are the source of
righteous deeds. So the meaning of covering the right or disbelief in the
Faith is that one knows that something is right but he does not act on it,
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for example, to love the polytheists, to mix with them, to participate in
their deeds, even though he knows the legitimacy of Islam. Also like
that one abandons prayer, fasting, zakat, Hajj, and the other pillars of
Islam, although he is sure of their authenticity and their being the pillars
of his religion.
So disbelief in Faith is true in the said sense, but there is another
point regarding this meaning. Since the disbelief in this sense means
"Covering," and covering the fixed things is true when it is constant.
Therefore, disbelief in faith is also true for a person who constantly
abandons to act upon the necessities of his Faith, and always and
permanently acts against his knowledge, but one who covers the truth
once or twice in his life and acts in contrary to his knowledge and faith,
such a person is not called a disbeliever in his faith, but is said to have
committed immorality.
We have mentioned this in order to make it clear that the meaning
of the Phrase: "...Anyone who disbelieves in the faith," are those who
persist in covering up their truth, knowledge, and faith, although in the
Phrase it is interpreted as disbelief, which shows the constancy and
stability. Therefore, he who does not follow what is right in his opinion,
and does not act upon what has been proved to him which is one of the
Pillars of Religion, he is a disbeliever in Faith, and whatever righteous
deeds that he has acted will be nullified and unrewarding, as God Stated
in the above Verse: “The deeds of anyone who disbelieves in Faith,
Certainly become fruitless!”
(Almizan: V. 5

P. 331.)

Danger of Associating Freely
With Women of the Book
"!...« و من يكفر بااليمان فقد حبط عمله
)5 :(مائده
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"The deeds of anyone who disbelieves in Faith,
certainly become fruitless…!”
(Holy Quran; Maeda: 5.)

In the above Phrase, which refers to the previous issue, the God
Almighty wants to warn the believers of a danger that may befall
them due to negligence of the warnings of God, and unknowingly
become engaged in free association with the infidels. God wants to
understand them that if in the previous Phrases, He has made the
food of the People of the Book, and marriage with the chaste women
of them lawful for the believers, it was in order to facilitate their
association with the People of the Book, so that they may associate
with the Jews and the Christians according to their Islamic morality,
and make them fascinated by Islam, and be their caller to beneficial
knowledge and righteous deeds.
Therefore, the main purpose of legislating that ruling was this
fact, not to make Muslims use this ruling as an excuse and a means to
plunge themselves into the abyss of lusts, to be unrestrained in
friendship and love with Jewish and Christian women, more as well to
fall in love with their beauty, as a result, to obey their temperament,
liked or disliked, and not more long before the temperament of
Judaism and Christianity dominates the Muslims and dominates the
temperament of Islam, overshadowing it, and overmastering their
corruption over the qualifications of Islam! This will be itself a great
calamity, which returns the Muslims to regression, as a result of
which, the Commandment that God Almighty has enjoined on the
Muslims in His legislation changes to a big sedition, destruction, and
disaster of Muslims, and substitutes the Divine Relief in a great
torment.
For this reason, the God Almighty, after stating the permissibility
of the food of the People of the Book and their chaste wives, warned
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the Muslims against being unrestrained with this blessing, and the
lawfulness of food and the women of the Book, lest their unrestrained
actions pull them towards the disbelief of the Faith, abandonment of
the Pillars of Religion, and heresy of the Truth, because if they do so,
it will cause their deeds to be nullified, and in the Hereafter find no
result of their endeavors in life of the world.
(Almizan: V. 5

P. 333.)

Narratives on Marrying
Women of the Book
It is narrated in Qomi's Commentary that the Holy Messenger of
God said: Out of the women of the Book, it is only lawful to marry with
who pay tax to the Islamic government, but other than them, marriage
with their wives is not lawful.
Author: Allameh Taba-tabaii: The reason is that when the People of

the Book do not pay tax, they will be forcibly warring, namely, a
military infidel, and it is clear that marriage with them is not
permissible.
It is narrated in Book "Faqih" from Imam Sadiq (AS) that a person
asked him about a man who marries a Christian or a Jewish woman,
whether his marriage is legal or not? He said: If this man has access to a
Muslim woman, why should he marry a Jewish or a Christian woman?
The man said that he loves her. Imam said that if he marries her he has
to prevent her from eating wine and pork. Also know that this practice
creates a defect in his religion.
It is also narrated in Book Tahzib from Imam Sadiq (AS) that he
said: There is no problem in the temporary marriage of a Muslim with a
Jewish or Christian woman and even though he has a free wife.
Also it is narrated in Book Kafi from Imam Sadiq (AS) that he,
while quoting a hadith, said: I do not like a Muslim man to marry a
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Jewish or Christian woman, because there is a danger that his child may
convert to religion of Jews or Christians!
(Almizan: V. 5

P. 348.)

Chapter Two

MARRIAGE WITH
DIVORCED WIFE OF
THE ADOPTED SON

Permission to Marry
Adopted Sons’ Divorced Wives
 َفلَ هما قَضى زَ ْيدٌ ِمن َها َوطرا ً زَ هوجْ نَ َك َها... «
على ْال ُمؤْ ِمنِينَ َح َر ٌج فى أ َ ْز َوج أ َ ْد ِع َيائ ِه ْم
َ َِل َك ْى ال َي ُكون
ً ضوا ِمن ُه هن َوطرا
ْ َِإذَا ق
َو كانَ أ َ ْم ُر ه
»! ًَّللاِ َم ْفعُوال
) 38 :(احزاب

”When Zayd set her free,
We gave her in marriage to you so that
the believers would not face difficulties
about the wives of their adopted sons
when they are divorced.
God's decree has already been issued!”
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(Holy Quran; Ahzab: 38.)

This Verse is about Zayd ibn Haritha, who used to be a slave of the
Holy Messenger of God, then he freed him and took him as his son.
This was a reward that the Messenger of God granted him. The Prophet's
second reward was that he prepared the marriage of this son with his
cousin "Zainab bin-Jahish." Later on Zayd came to the Messenger of
God to consult that if you deem it expedient for me to divorce her. The
Holy Messenger of God forbade him from doing so, but eventually Zayd
divorced his wife, and the Messenger of God married her. This Holy
Verse was revealed in telling this story.
The God Almighty made it obligatory on His Prophet to marry
Zayd's divorced wife, the divorced wife of his adopted son, so that
everyone would know that the marriage with adopted son's divorced
wife is not a forbidden marriage, and other Muslims can also marry
their adopted son's divorced wife.
The captioned Verse revealed to justify this kind of marriage, and
to express the expediency of this Ruling. God Says that the reason why
We brought Zainab into your marriage, and we have made this practice
lawful and permissible, is because We wanted the believers, without
feeling any agitation, to marry the divorced wives of their adopted sons,
after that the sons enjoyed of them.
(Almizan: V. 16

P. 483.)
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Chapter Three

MARRIAGE OF
SLAVE GIRLS TO
SLAVE BOYS

Marriage with
Slave Girls
ت
ِ َت ْال ُمؤْ ِمن
ِ َطوالً أَن يَنك َح ْال ُمحْ صن
ْ « َو َمن له ْم يَست َِط ْع ِمن ُك ْم
»!...ت
ِ َفَ ِمن هما َملَ َكت أ َ ْي َمنُ ُكم ِمن فَتَيَتِ ُك ُم ْال ُمؤْ ِمن
) 25 : (نساء

"If any of you do not have the means to marry
a chaste believing free woman,
marry of your believing slave-girls!”
(Holy Quran; Nessa: 25.)

Considering that not every Muslim can take from believing and
free women, because his financial means are not so much that he can
bear the burden of her dowry and alimony, he can marry the faithful
slaves in the hands of other Muslims. He does not have to keep himself
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under the pressure of celibacy so much that to be exposed to the danger
of prostitution and consequently to affliction and misery.
Therefore, this marriage means permanent marriage.
The purpose of this Holy Verse is to facilitate the task, it says, so
called, if you do not have access to it, be content with this.
The meaning of the phrase: "Marry of your believing slave-girls,”
is the slaves who are in the hands of other believers, not those who are in
the hands of a man who wants to get married, because marrying a man
with his own maid is void and illegitimate.
In the above Phrase, the God Almighty has restricted the marriage
with the free women as well as the slave-girls to the condition of the
believing ones, in order to point out that it is not permissible for a
Muslim to marry an unbelieving woman, that is, from women of the
Book or polytheist women, neither with their free women nor with their
slave-girls. (This issue has, of course, a remnant that we shall discuss later.)
(Almizan: V. 4

P. 439.)

Marriage with Slave Girls,
The Permanent Marriage
Here a question may come to the reader's mind, and that is: Now
that the Holy Verse is in the position of facilitating the task, and
although it can suggest two ways to escape from prostitution: Marriage
with slaves, and temporary marriage with the free women? Why it
suggested only one of them? The answer is that:
The law of temporary marriage is in fact a facilitation for
Muslims to have contact with a woman if they are forced to do it, in
travel, at home, or at some point, at the same time not to be
responsible for her alimony and dowry, moreover, this contact may
not be in the form of adultery, but do it in the form of a temporary
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marriage. Yes, the legislation of temporary marriage was to make
sure that under no circumstances would there be an excuse for
prostitution at the hands of God's servants and that the root of
corruption would be uprooted.
(Almizan: V. 4

P. 440.)

Religious Faith, a Clause
In Marriage with Slave-Girls
« َو ه
»!... ض
ٍ َّللاُ أ َ ْعلَ ُم بِإِي َم ِن ُكم بَ ْعض ُكم ِمن بَ ْع
)25 :(نساء

“God is more aware of your faith,
you are all fellow-creatures;
then no difference is between free or slave!”
(Holy Quran, Nessa: 25.)

Since in the previous Verses, the "Faith Clause" was mentioned
together with the word "Believing Women," in this Phrase the God
Almighty makes it clear which aspect of the Faith is to be observed in
marriage, inward faith or outward.
Since the Faith is a matter relating to the heart, then no one can
know the truth of the faith of somebody else, because, there is no
medium or a tool like thermometer or other material standards to
measure the heart beliefs of humans.
There may be some people who think that the God Almighty has
made it difficult for Muslims to marry by bringing this restriction, and
even prevented it at all, causing hardship to the obligated Muslims,
because they cannot recognize whether a woman who they want to
marry has an inward faith or not, therefore, God States in this Phrase:
"God knows best about your faith," and makes it understand that you
are not obliged to discern the truth of women's faith, it is only the work
of God, but your duty is to act according to outward means, such as her
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reciting the article of Islamic Faith [testifying Oneness of God and Prophethood of Muhammad (PBUH,)] participation in the Muslim group prayers,
and performing the general duties of the religion, which indicate the
faith of its owner, and this outward faith is the criterion, not the inward
faith!
Because the God Almighty guided only the poorest of the
obligated ones to marry slaves-girls, and there was a danger that the
public may think God confirmed the humiliation of the class of slavegirls by this statement. On the other hand, this class itself may be
disappointed by this address, and the general public also considers itself
a separate fabric and has not associated with the class of slaves.
Especially men may refrain from marrying slave-girls, and women
refrain from marrying with slave-boys, and feel ashamed of associating
with them and mixing their flesh and blood with them. To avoid this
sense in mind of people and among the slaves, the God Almighty added
the Phrase:
"You are all fellow-creatures; then no difference is
between free or slave!"
God prevented this misunderstanding and pointed to an explicit
truth, in which the corrupt illusion mentioned above is carefully
removed, because He Said: The slave, like the free, is human, and in
terms of humanity and the criterion by which a being becomes human,
there is no difference between them. The slave, like the free, has all
aspects of humanity, the only difference between the two is in a series of
rulings that have been legislated in order to persevere the affairs of the
human complex in bringing it to its happiness! These differences are by
no means a standard with God Almighty, the only thing that is a
standard with God Almighty is "Piety," which causes man's dignity
and honor with Him!
Therefore, people who believe in God Almighty should not be
influenced by these imaginary mental turmoil and superstitious thoughts,
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which divert them from the truths of knowledge that guarantee their
happiness and salvation! Yes, getting out of the middle of the straight
path, although at the first glance, it is insignificant and unimportant, but
it always and gradually diverts a person from the path of guidance, in
order to eventually lead him to the valleys of doom.
From here it becomes clear that what God has mentioned in the
beginning of the conditional Verse: "If any of you do not have the
means to marry a chaste believing free woman, marry of your
believing slave-girls!” (Nessa: 25,) in order to facilitate issue of marriage, it
is in fact a natural and habitual way, not to force the people to something
unnatural and unusual. God did not mention that the permission to marry
with the slave-girls is conditional on a Muslim not being able to marry
free women. No, God does not want to say that, but the people do it
according to their own nature, and that is why God Almighty has
addressed them that if you do not have the ability to marry free women for liberation from the pressure of celibacy - you can marry maids, and
do not be disgusted by this act, and at the same time reminded that the
free and slave are both human beings and of the same kind.
(Almizan: V. 4

P. 441 )

Conditions of
Marriage with Slave Girls
« فَان ِك ُحو ُه هن ِبإِذْ ِن أ ْه ِل ِه هن
وف
ِ ور ُه هن ِب ْال َم ْع ُر
َ َو َءاتُو ُه هن أ ُ ُج
ٍ َير ُمس ِف َح
ٍ َمحْ صن
» ! ... ان
ِ َت َو ال ُمت ه ِخذ
ٍ َت أ َ ْخد
َ تغ
)25 :(نساء

“So marry them with the permission of their family (masters)
and give them their dowries in an honorable manner,
provided that they are chaste,
not adulterous nor taking boyfriends!”
(Holy Quran, Nessa: 25.)
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From the properties of the slave-girls to marry, at first step is their
being chase, neither licentious ones (open adultery,) nor those who take
boyfriends (hidden adultery.)
Because the issue of friendship was common among Arabs before
Islam, even among free women and their slave women, and people did
not blame anyone for this, but blamed free women for open adultery.
The meaning of the Phrase: "So marry them with the permission
of their family (masters)," is to instruct people to marry slave women,
but only if it is with the permission of the owner of the slave, because
the authority of the affairs of the slaves is only in the hands of their
owners, not other individuals. On the other hand, if the God Almighty
interpreted the owner of the slaves to their family, He asked them to act
in accordance with the Phrase: "You are all fellow-creatures; then no
difference is between free or slave," and to understand us that the slave
girl is also one of the members of the master's family, and her master is
her family.
The meaning of the Phrase: "And give them their dowries in an
honorable manner," is that you pay their dowry in full and up to the last
penny. Of course, paying their dowry means that they pay that dowry to
their master. The purpose of giving emphasis to the Clause: "In an
honorable manner," the God Almighty wanted to counsel them to this
meaning that never hold off her payment, never lessen the amount
because she is a slave, and do not offend her!
(Almizan: V. 4

Punishment for the
Prostitution of Slave Girls

P. 443.)

ص هن
ِ ْ« فَإِذَا أُح
فَإ ِ ْن أَتَينَ بِفَ ِحش ٍة
»! ...ب
ِ َعلى ْال ُمحْ صن
ِ ت ِمنَ ْالعَذَا
َ فَعَلَي ِه هن نِصف َما
)25 :(نساء
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"If after marriage they commit adultery,
they should receive half of the punishment of a free woman
who has committed the same crime!”
(Holy Quran, Nessa: 25.)

If the Clause of "chastity" in the above Phrase refers to the chastity
in marriage the reason for stating it as a condition is only because the
Phrase explains about the marriage before the commitment of adultery,
since the religious law in punishment of the slave-girls if they commit
adultery, whether married or not is half of a free women, and their
chastity adds nothing to their punishment. If it refers to the chastity in
the law of Islam, the meaning is that if the slave-girls commit adultery,
they have half the punishment of a free women, whether they have a
husband or not.
The meaning of punishment is only flogging, not stoning, because
stoning has no half, and this itself proves that the meaning of the chaste
women in the Phrase: "They should receive half of the punishment of a
free woman...," are the free women, not the married women.
As a result, the meaning of the Verse is that if the believing maids
commit adultery, they will have half the punishment that the free and
unmarried women have, that is fifty lashes.
(Almizan: V. 4

P. 444.)

Prohibition of Forcing the
Slave Girls to Adultery
ً َاء ِإ ْن أ َ َر ْدنَ ت َحصنا
ِ على ْال ِبغ
َ « َو ال ت ُ ْك ِر ُهوا فَتَيَ ِت ُك ْم
ع َرض ال َحيَوةِ الدُّ ْنيَا
َ ِلت َ ْبتَغُوا
َو َمن يُ ْك ِره ُّه هن فَإ ِ هن ه
َ َّللاَ ِمن بَ ْع ِد إِ ْك َر ِه ِه هن
»! ور هر ِحي ٌم
ٌ ُغف
) 33 :(نور

“Do not force your slave-girls into prostitution
to make money if they want to be chaste.
If they have been compelled to do so,
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God will be All-merciful and All-forgiving to them"!
(Holy Quran, Noor: 33.)

If the God Almighty conditioned the prohibition to force the slavegirls to prostitution to their reluctance (if they want to be chaste,) it is
because the reluctance will not be fulfilled otherwise, then in case of
reluctance God promised them forgiveness and said: The slave-girls
whose owner reluctantly forced them to commit adultery, and they did
so reluctantly, God will be Forgiveness and Merciful on them!
The author of Qomi's commentary on the following Verse: “Do not
force your slave-girls into prostitution to make money if they want to
be chaste," explains that: It was a tradition among the Arabs and the
Quraysh tribes that they used to purchase slave-girls and forced them to
pay a heavy tax or to commit adultery and bring them money. The God
Almighty forbade them from doing so in this Verse, and finally Said that
God will forgive such slaves if they are forced to do so.
(Almizan: V. 15

P. 158.)

Patience over the Difficulty of Celibacy,

(Avoiding Adultery and Problems of Marrying Slaves)
َشى ْال َعنَت ِمن ُك ْم
َ  ذَ ِلك ِل َم ْن خ... «
َير له ُك ْم َو ه
َ َُّللا
»! ور هر ِحي ٌم
ٌ ُغف
ٌ َصبروا خ
ُ َو أَن ت
)25 :(نساء

“[This type of marriage is for]
those who are afraid of
getting involved in hardship [of Adultery if not marry the slave-girls.]
It is better for you to practice self-restraint [to avoid adultery,]
and Allah is All-forgiving and All-merciful!”
(Holy Quran, Nessa: 25.)

It seems that the Phrase: “Getting involved in hardship,” means
adultery, which is the result of man's stay in hardships of celibacy and
lust of sex relation, that itself is the cause for human destruction.
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"It is better for you to practice self-restraint." It means that if you
practice patience with marrying slave-girls or abstaining from adultery,
it is better for you!
There is, of course another possibility, that is the necessity of
marriage with slave-girls, and or, it refers to the absolute obligation of
marriage. The both meaning depends on the use of the aspects of the
Holy Verse, and understand from context - God knows best!
However, according to the first possibility about the preference of
the Patience to marry slave-girls is for the following problems: The fact
is that their owners, as explained in jurisprudence, have the right to the
slaves themselves and their children, because according to the public
Fatwa (Ruling) and in accordance to the Fatwas of some scholars,
including the Author, in the Book of Rules, if the owner of the slave girl
stipulates in marriage that whatever child is born to you from this slave
girl is my slave, this condition must be fulfilled. As for the slave herself,
the owner has the right to ask her to serve for him, and even to sell her.
So these are the problems for a man if he marries a slave-girl.
But according to the second possibility, that is quite clear, patience
is better than committing adultery, because this patience purifies the soul
and prepares a second habit of piety in the self. When a man abandons
the desire for adultery in his self, unmarried or married, gradually his
self finds a second nature of Piety!
"And Allah is All-forgiving and All-merciful," means that the God
Almighty, by His Forgiveness, erases the evil effects of the thought of
committing adultery in one's self, and entitles the pious people of His
servants to His Forgiveness and Mercy.
(Almizan: V. 4

Order to Create Facilities to Marry
And Free Slave-Girls and Boys

P. 445.)
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»!.. « َو أَن ِك ُحوا األَيَ َمى ِمنك ْم َو الص ِل ِحينَ ِم ْن ِعبَادِك ْم َو إِ َمائك ْم
 َو الهذِينَ يَ ْبتَغُونَ ْال ِكت َب ِم هما َملَ َكت أ َ ْي َمنُ ُك ْم...«
ً ع ِل ْمت ُ ْم فِي ِه ْم خَيرا
َ فَكاتِبُو ُه ْم ِإ ْن
َو َءاتُو ُهم ِمن هما ِل ه
»!... َّللاِ الهذِى َءات َا ُك ْم
)33-32 :(نور
“Urge the single or unmarried people of the family

to marry and also the male or female servants…!”
“Let the slaves who want to buy their freedom
have an agreement with you in writing
if you find them to be virtuous.
Give them money out of God's property
which He has given to you!”
(Holy Quran, Noor: 32-33.)

(The first part of these Verses, which were related to the marriage of single
boys and girls, was explained in Chapter one of Part one: "Marriage, a Heavenly
Command." Here, the second part of the Verses is discussed, which is related to
the marriage of slaves and maids.)

The written agreement between the slave and his master refers to
an agreement that the owner of the slave has already agreed with the
slave that he can pay his freedom price through his work to his master
and be freed. In the new case the slave asks his master to correspond
with him to take money from him and set him free.
In this Holy Verse, the God Almighty instructs the slave owners to
accept the request of the slaves, of course, if they find reliability in them.
The reliability here means the reliability to be free!
"Give them money out of God's property which He has given to
you!” In this Phrase the God Almighty instructs to allocate a share of
alms from the Muslim Government Treasury to those whom the Quran
has called them “slaves to be ransomed,” and pay all their freedom fee,
completely, or a part.
(In this Verse and the previous Verses, there are some important
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jurisprudential discussions that should be referred to the jurisprudential books.)
(Almizan: V. 15

P. 157.)

PART SIX
POLYGAMY
LAW
IN ISLAM
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Chapter One

BASIS OF
POLYGAMY LAW
IN QURAN

Polygamy Legitimation
Rooted in Orphan Girls Marriage
« َو ِإ ْن ِخ ْفت ُ ْم أَال ت ُ ْقسِطوا فى ْال َيت َ َمى
ساء
ِ ِفَان ِك ُحوا َما طاب لَ ُكم ِمنَ الن
ع
َ َمثْنى َو ثُلَث َو ُربَا
فَإ ِ ْن ِخ ْفت ُ ْم أَال ت َ ْع ِدلُوا فَ َوا ِحدَة ً أ َ ْو َما َملَ َكت أ َ ْي َمنُ ُك ْم
» !...ذَ ِلك أَدْنى أَال تَعُولُوا
) 3 : ( نساء

“And if [as a guardian] you fear that
you may not be able to deal with the orphan girls justly,
then marry other women of your choice,
two or three or four;
but if you fear that you may not be able to deal justly with them
then only marry one free woman
or choose from among the slave girls that you own;
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that is more possible to prevent you from doing Injustice!”
(Holy Quran, Nessa: 3.)

There were always a great number of orphans among the Arabs of
the era of ignorance, since they were always in invasion, war, fighting,
and murdering, therefore among them the death by killing was a very
common practice. Usually, the leaders of tribes and people of power
took the orphan girls with properties as wives. They mixed the orphans'
properties with their own and then behaved with them unjustly. Often
they turned them out after swallowing their property. The helpless girls
became poverty-stricken and needy, they had neither any money to live
on, nor was there anyone willing to marry and maintain them.
The Holy Quran has reproached them very severely for this evil
habit and disgusting injustice, and prohibited very strongly doing any
injustice to orphans or devouring their property.
As a result, the Muslims reportedly became afraid for their own
souls and were so panic-stricken that they turned out the orphans from
their own homes in apprehension, lest they inadvertently do something
wrong with those orphans' property or fail to give them their just dues. If
someone kept an orphan with him, he set apart the orphan's share in food
and drink; if the orphan could not finish it, nobody else would touch it. It
remained as it was until it was spoiled. It caused difficulties for the
people.
When you, dear reader, ponder on this fact, and then look at the
Verse under discussion, it will be clear to you that why the God's
warning regarding the marriage of orphan girls was connected to the
facilities of polygamy? As God States:
“And if [as a guardian] you fear that
you may not be able to deal with the orphan girls justly,
then marry other women of your choice,
two or three or four…!”
If you are afraid that you would not be able to treat the orphan
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girls justly and therefore you do not like to take them as your wives,
then better do not marry them; instead you should marry others such
women as seem good to you: two, three or four!
(Almizan: V. 4

P. 238 )

POLYGAMY
Conditioned To Justice
» !... ً فَإ ِ ْن ِخ ْفت ُ ْم أَال ت َ ْع ِدلُوا فَ َوا ِحدَة
) 3 : ( نساء

"… But if you fear that you may not be able
to deal justly with them then
only marry one free woman…!”
(Holy Quran, Nessa: 3.)

The important point to be noted is that the God Almighty has made
this order conditional on fear, not on knowledge, and Said: “if you fear
that you may not be able to deal justly with them…!” God did not
mention: If you know that you will not do justice between them. The
reason is that: The knowledge in such affairs is usually difficult to
achieve, especially when knowledge is clouded by the devil temptations;
the underlying benefit of God’s Command, would be lost if the rule
were made dependent on knowledge.
(Almizan: V. 4

P. 238 )

Injustice Avoidable by
Slave-Girls Marriage
« أ َ ْو َما َملَ َكت أ َ ْي َمنُ ُك ْم
» !...ذَ ِلك أَدْنى أَال تَعُولُوا
) 3 : ( نساء

“Or choose from among the slave girls that you own;
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that is more possible to prevent you from doing injustice!”
(Holy Quran, Nessa: 3.)

If a man is afraid that he will not do justice between his wives,
then he should marry only one; and if he wants more, then he should
take slave-girls, because they are not entitled to justice in division of
love or turn.
From this point it becomes clear that the purpose of this order is
not to prescribe oppression to the slaves and to say: It is necessary to
observe justice among free spouses, but it is not necessary among the
slaves, and it is permissible to treat them oppressively. The God
Almighty has said in another place that: God does not love the
oppressors! He has also stated: "God is certainly not unjust to His
servants!" (Hajj: 10,) but this means that since the division of intercourse
turn among the slaves is not legislated, therefore observing the Justice is
easier between them.
For this reason, we must say that the Phrase: "“Or choose from
among the slave girls that you own,” means that the Muslim men when
owns a slave-girl can have sexual intercourse with her (without Marriage
contract,) but the issue of their marriage to four or more women is not
the subject of this Verse, it is also a separate matter which will soon
return to it under the Verse: “If any of you do not have the means to
marry a chaste believing free woman, marry of your believing slavegirls!” (Nessa: 25.)
The Phrase: “That is more possible to prevent you from doing
injustice,” means that, the law as ordained above, brings you nearer to
the point whence you shall not deviate from justice or transgress the
women's rights.
The above Phrase, which mentions the underlying reason of this
legislation, proves that the foundation of the marriage laws in Islam is
laid on justice and equity as well as on rejection of oppression and
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usurpation of rights.
(It is worth to note that what is mentioned in this chapter was the relation of
the Orphan Marriage with polygamy, but the Rulings related to justice in joint
living with multiple wives with equal Rights and Justice will come in the next
chapter.)

It was narrated in book Elal from Imam Reza(AS) that the reason
why man has right to marry four women and why woman is forbidden to
marry more than one husband, is that when a man marries four wives,
the child that each of them brings is his child, but if a woman has two or
more husbands, the child she gives birth to is not known which husband
the child is from, because all the husbands have participated in
cohabitation with her, and it is obvious that in such a situation, the
parental relationship is also disrupted. It interferes with the issue of
inheritance, and ultimately destroys all identifications.
The Narrator said: One of the reasons that a man can marry four free
women is that they are more in number than men. If we look at the
Verse: "… Then marry other women of your choice, two or three or
four," it seems that, this is the determination which Allah has done, to
give amplitude to rich and poor, so that man may marry according to his
ability.
(Almizan: V. 4

P. 238 )
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Chapter Two

JOINT LIVING
WITH
MULTIPLE WIVES

Equal Rights and Justice
Condition for Joint Living
ساء َو لَ ْو َح َرصت ُ ْم
ِ ِ« َو لَن ت َست َِطيعُوا أَن ت َ ْع ِدلُوا بَينَ الن
فَال ت َِميلُوا ك هل ْال َم ْي ِل فَتَذَ ُروهَا َك ْال ُمعَلهقَ ِة
َو ِإن تُص ِل ُحوا َو تَتهقُوا فَإ ِ هن ه
َ ََّللاَ كان
»! ً غفُورا ً هر ِحيما
)129 :(نساء

"You will never be able to regard perfect justice
among your wives [concerning love and affection]
even if it be your serious desire;
so do not incline too much to one of them,
so as to leave the other one hanging;
and if you establish peaceful relationship and employ piety
[know that] verily, Allah is the Merciful Forgiving!”
(Holy Quran, Nessa: 129.)
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This Verse expresses the Rule of Justice between wives, which the
God almighty legislated at the beginning of this Surah, and Commanded
men: if you are afraid that you will not be able to establish justice, be
content with one woman only. Also, the Phrase: "…But if you are
virtuous and God wary...," which was in the previous Verse, refers to
this meaning, because that phrase is not free from the smell of threat,
and this threat causes the listener to be amazed in recognizing the truth
of justice between women.
The word Justice means the middle limit between extremes and
excesses, and it is very difficult to distinguish this middle ground from
things, especially when it has to do with hearts, because it is a matter of
impossible to observe a just friendship between spouses and the fact that
a man can love equally his wives, because it is permanently beyond
one's control.
Therefore, the God Almighty States that observing justice in its
true sense among wives and that a man observes the true midmost of
friendship among his women is something that no human being is able
to do, no matter how much he tries to achieve and be greedy for it. So
what is obligatory for a man in this regard is not to deviate completely
from the middle to one of the two sides of extreme and excess, and to
observe justice as much as possible, and to be especially careful not to
deviate towards the negligence and omission in fulfilling his wife's
rights to leave his wife in suspension like an unmarried woman, who
neither has a husband benefits from her husband, nor has not a husband
to marry another one, or pursue her own business.
Therefore, the amount of justice among women that is obligatory
on men is to maintain equality and equality between them in practice
and behavior. If he observes the rights of one of them, to give the right
of others too, lest his friendship and love to one of them causes to waste
the right of other ones. This is the obligatory amount of justice, but the
justice that is recommended is to do good to all of them and does not
express hatred and reluctance to associate with any of them, and do not
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show ill temper to any of them, just as the Holy Prophet of God behaved
like this with his wives.
The Phrase: "So do not incline too much to one of them, so as to
leave the other one hanging," is a proof that the meaning of the Phrase:
"You will never be able to regard perfect justice among your wives
[concerning love and affection] even if it be your serious desire," is
not that it absolutely denies the power of man to make justice, so that the
result of it in addition to the Phrase: “But if you fear that you may not
be able to deal justly with them then only marry one free woman,” is
that the multiple marriages in Islam will be annulled, as some commentators have so concluded. (The first sentence says: No matter how hard
you try and be greedy, you cannot be fair to multiple wives and the
second sentence says: If you cannot do justice, be content with one wife,
then the result of the union of these two Phrases are that polygamy is
forbidden and abrogated in Islam,) and this is a big mistake, because the
Phrase: "So do not incline too much to one of them, ..." says: It should
not be the case that one of the wives has become completely neglected
by the husband, to be like a woman who has no husband at all. This is
the reason that the Phrase: "You will never be able...," wants only to
deny the Real Justice and say that you cannot establish the real justice
between several spouses (even divide your heart's desire equally among
them,) therefore, the amount of justice that has been legislated is the
approximate justice, that is possible in the stage of behavior, not in the
stage of heart's affection! The approximate justice in the stage of
behavior is possible! (As we see many Pious and religious people
observe this kind of justice and they treat their spouses the same, even
though they love one of them more than others in their hearts.)
The Tradition of the Holy Messenger of God and the practice of
the Muslims according to that tradition was before the eyes of the Holy
Messenger of Allah. He was aware of the behavior of Muslims with
their wives, and never objected it. The same tradition has been continued
among Muslims until the present time. All this is a reason for the
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invalidity of that illusion.
Furthermore, the above-mentioned illusion leads us to say: The
Verse of Polygamy, which says: "Then marry other women of your
choice, two or three or four," is merely a conceptual theory that has
even not an example in outer life. In fact, it is an invalid theory that is
not worth to be assigned to the Word of the Glorious God!
The God Almighty, after giving His instructions and advice in the
matter of associating with spouses, such as: "And if you establish
peaceful relationship and employ piety [know that] verily, Allah is the
Merciful Forgiving,” encourages and persuades the husbands whenever
they see any sign of incompatibility or conflict try to rectify it soon. God
has stated that this reform itself is one of the examples of piety, and the
piety will bring Forgiveness and mercy! This Phrase after the Phrase:
"And reconcilement is better," (Nessa: 128,) and after the Phrase: "And if
you establish peaceful relationship and employ piety," is in fact an
emphasis after another emphasis.
(Almizan: V. 5

P. 163 )
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Chapter Three

OBJECTIONS
AGAINST LAW OF POLYGAMY
AND
RESPONSES OF ALLAMEH TABA-TABAII

Islam has legislated the law of marriage with one woman and
validated it with more than one spouse, up to four spouses, if it was
possible for man to observe justice among the wives. The God Almighty
corrected all the problems of this validation, as we shall discuss hereunder, and Said:
"And for the women shall be similar rights
over men in fairness!"
(baqara: 228.)

Some people have made several objections to the law of polygamy
marriage, as under:
Objection One
Wounding Woman's Feeling
The first objection says: This Ruling has negative effects on
society because it hurts the emotions of women and spoils their desires,
extinguishes their love and affection for their husbands, and disguises
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their sense of love to sense of revenge, as a result, such a wife no longer
works at home and refuses to raise the children, and in return for the
mistake of her husband that made against her, she takes revenge and
commits adultery with the strange men. This very act causes the spread
of ugly deeds, betrayal in property and family chastity and..., no longer
it takes to degenerate the whole society!
1st. Answer to Objection One
Obedience of Feelings and Emotions
From Habits and Customs
Islam has established the foundation of human life and human
society on rational and intellectual life, not emotional life, so the goal to
be pursued in Islam is to achieve intellectual virtues in social traditions,
not the virtue and worthiness that the emotions love and want, and are
drawn toward it. This meaning does not in any way require the killing of
the soft and kind emotions and feelings of women, and annulling the
ruling of Divine Blessings and natural instincts.
Since it has been proved in psychological discussions that spiritual
attributes, inner emotions and feelings differ in quantity and quality by
differences of trainings and habits. Such as we see with our own eyes
that many customs and habits are liked and praised in the view of the
Easterners, but disliked and condemned in the view of the Westerners,
and on the contrary, there are many customs and habits that are
acceptable with the Westerners, but It is disliked by the Easterners. It
never is found that the two nations have the same opinion in all customs,
after all, they differ in some of them.
Religious training in Islam trains a woman in such a way that she
is never upset by acts such as polygamy and her emotions are not hurt,
(as soon as she sees that God Almighty has allowed her husband to
have multiple wives, she submits to God's will, and when she hears
that endurance against her feelings entails her in the high positions in
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the sight of God Almighty, she becomes more eager to attain those
degrees, her endurance becomes more pleasing to her.) [The note is added
by Persian translator of Almizan.]

Of course, a Western woman who has been accustomed for
centuries to being the only wife of her husband and has instilled this
meaning in herself for centuries, a false emotion is embedded in her soul
and that emotion opposes polygamy.
The reason for this is that some of Western women are well aware
that their husbands are committing adultery with the women of their
nearby and they are not upset at all, so this emotion that is found among
civilized women today is an induced and false emotion.
This is not only some Western men who make love with any
woman (whether she is a virgin or a widow, whether she is single or
married,) but also it is some Western women who has illicit intercourse
with any man they love.
It is astonishing how those Western women do not feel sorry for all
the dishonesty that their husbands see, their hearts and emotions are not
hurt, and how it is the feelings and emotions of those men that on their
wedding night find that their wives are widow and will not become upset
and their emotions are not hurt?
We have said that emotions and feelings differ with the difference
of trainings and upbringings. These acts have become accustomed to
their hearts because they are repeated in the societies of the West and
people are completely free to commit them, to the extent that it has
become a common habit. It is rooted in the hearts, that is why the
emotions and feelings tend to it, and it hurts to find traditions oppose it.
2nd. Answer to Objection One
Historical Background of Polygamy
It is not true that they said: Polygamy discourages women in
running the house and causing reluctance to raise children, and what
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they said: Polygamy causes the spread of adultery and infidelity.
Because the experience has proven otherwise.
In the early days of Islam, polygamy was ruled, and there is no
historian or expert in history to claim that women became reluctant to
work at home that day and work was suspended or adultery spread in
society, but history and historians prove to the contrary.
In addition to the fact that, in Islamic society and other societies
that allow this practice, the women who marry after the first women,
they voluntarily marry as the second, third or fourth wife, and these
women are the women of these societies and men do not bring them
from other societies as slaves or have not been deceived by another
world other than this world, and if we see that these women tend to such
a marriage it is because of the reasons that prevail in society, and this is
a clear reason that the nature of the female kind does not refuse
polygamy and their hearts are not offended by this act, but if there is an
annoyance, it is out of the problems that may cause by the first wife,
because the first wife, when she is the only wife of her husband, does
not like another woman to enter her house, because she is afraid that her
husband's heart will be inclined towards her or she will be superior to
her. Or the child that arises from her to be incompatible with her
children, and it is like such fears that cause dissatisfaction and spiritual
suffering of the first woman, not a natural instinct.
Objection Two
Violation of Natural Law of “One Man for One Woman”
Polygamy is contrary to the situation we observe from the practice
of nature, because the statistics that have been done from the nations for
many centuries show that the number of men and women has always
been equal or there has been a slight difference. It turns out that nature
has provided a woman for a man, so if we prescribe the opposite, we
have acted contrary to the state of nature.
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Answer to 2nd. Objection:
A Permit from Law of Nature and Creation
As for the second problem that polygamy is contrary in terms of
male and female statistics, the answer is that this argument is distorted
and incorrect in several ways:
Argument One
The matter of marriage does not rely only on the issue of statistics
(for someone to say that the woman should also be rationed, otherwise if
a man takes four wives, three other men will remain unmarried,) [note by
Persian translator,] but also among all the factors and conditions, there is
another one which is intellectual development, which the women grow
up earlier than men and became ready for marriage. For example,
women, especially in the tropics, qualify for marriage when they are
over nine years old, while many men do not reach this growth and
readiness before the age of sixteen (and this is the standard by which
Islam considers the Marriage valid.)
The reason for this is the current tradition and common practice
among girls in civilized countries that it is rare to find a girl whose
virginity is preserved until the legal age (for example, sixteen years old).
This loss of virginity happens because nature had prepared her for
marriage a few years before her legal age, and because the law did not
allow her to marry, she lost her virginity for free.
The reproductive property, or in other words the male reproductive
system, is longer than the female reproductive system, because most
women menopause at the age of fifty and their uterus no longer develop
the children, while the male reproductive system years after fifty one
year old is able to produce offspring, and it is possible for men to be able
to produce for the rest of their normal life span, which is one hundred
years old. As a result, men's lifespan in terms of productivity, which is
almost eighty years, is twice as long as women, that is forty years.
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If we compare this aspect with the previous one, we come to the
conclusion that nature and creation have allowed men to go beyond
marrying a woman and have more than one, and it is not reasonable that
Nature gives the power of production to men and at the same time
forbids them from production, because the running tradition in the
causes does not accept this meaning!
In addition to the fact that events that destroy members of society,
i.e. wars, conflicts, and crimes, threaten men more than women, so that
the destruction of men is not comparable to the destruction of women.
As we have already mentioned, this meaning is the strongest factor for
the prevalence of polygamy in the tribes, and therefore women who lose
their husbands according to the above have no choice but to either
accept polygamy, deprivation, or commit adultery, because with the
death of their husbands, their sexual instinct does not die and is not
invalidated.
One of the things that confirms this fact is what happened in
Germany a few months before these papers were written (about 1970,)
and it was that the population of unmarried women expressed their
concern about not having husband in a complaint to the government, and
they demanded that in order to solve this problem, the issue of polygamy
law in Islam to be legalized in Germany, and that German men be
allowed to marry as many women as they wished, which the government
did not do because the Church barred them from doing so.
Yes, of course the Church agreed to allow adultery and generational corruption to spread, but it did not agree to legalize polygamy in
Germany.
Argument Two
The argument that human nature equates the number of men with
the number of women, regardless of its imperfections, it is a valid
argument when all men marry four wives or have at least more than one
wife, while this was neither true in past, nor will happen in future,
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because nature does not provide such an opportunity for everyone, and
of course having more than one wife is not provided except for some
men, and the Religion of Islam, which has all its commands in
accordance with nature, has not made it obligatory to every man to have
four wives, but only made it permissible (not obligatory) only for those
who have ability to fulfill its conditions and can do justice between two
women and more.
One of the clearest reasons that this legislation does not create
difficulty and corruption is the practice of Muslims in this legislation
and their way of living according to this tradition, as well as nonMuslims of the tribes who consider this practice permissible, not only it
does not create disaster and famine, and the shortage of women, but on
the contrary, the prohibition of polygamy in the tribes that have banned
it, has caused thousands of women to be deprived of the husbands and
family community, and to be content with committing adultery.
Argument Three
The above-mentioned argument, regardless of its defects, will be
correct on the law of polygamy, if it has not been amended and restricted
or adjusted with a clause that corrects that illusory problems.
But Islam has done the same, and stipulated for men who want to
have multiple wives to observe justice in their association with them and
to divide the marital bed between them equally.
Islam has also made it obligatory to pay alimony for those wives
and their children. It is clear that the observance of justice in almsgiving
and the payment of the living expenses of four wives and their children,
as well as the observance of equality in association with them, are
provided only for some understanding and wealthy men. This is not
available to the general public.
In addition, there are other religious and legitimate ways in which
a woman can oblige her husband not to take another wife and be content
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with her alone.
Objection Three
Encouraging Men to Lust
The third objection alleges that the Legislation of Polygamy
encourages men to be greedy in lust and to spread this animal instinct
(lust) within the society.
Answer to 3rd. Objection
Preventing Prostration against Natural Instinct
The owner of this objection does not have knowledge and insight
in Islamic Education and the purposes that this Religion pursues. He
does not know that religious education towards women in a religiousfriendly Islamic society is to train the woman with modesty and chastity
by covering herself. Islam educates women in such a way that they
automatically have less lust than men, (contrary to popular belief that
lust for marriage is greater and more in women than in men.)
They argue that women are very greedy in adornment, beauty, and
self-adornment, and the existence of this nature in women is evidence
that her lust is greater than that of men, but our claim is so clear that
Muslim men who married the religious women raised in the skirts of
religious parents, they have no doubt about it, so altogether, men's
sexual lust is equivalent to the lust that exists in one woman, but also in
two women and three women.
On the other hand, Islam considers this meaning that the minimum
and obligatory portion of requirements of nature and the desires of the
self has to be satisfied, and no one should be deprived of this minimum,
therefore Islam has considered this meaning that the lust of any man at
any time must not be confined in his body, forcing him to be infected
with abusage, prostitution and transgression.
If a man is condemned to have a wife, in the days when the woman
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has an excuse, that is, close to one third of her relationship time, which
is the days of monthly habits, some days of pregnancy, childbirth, and
the days of her breastfeeding and the like, man will inevitably look for
an alternative. As we have repeatedly mentioned in the previous discussions of this book that it is necessary to hurry to meet this instinctual
need. The point was that we said Islam has built human society on the
life of reason and thought, not on the emotional life, therefore remaining
a man in a state of feeling that makes him free in the desires and ugly
memories, like the state of being single and unmarried. It is one of the
greatest dangers that threatens human beings according to Islam.
On the other hand, one of the most important goals and objectives
in the view of the Religion of Islam is the increase of the Muslim
generation and settlement of the land by them. Yes, the Muslim community by whom the settlement of the earth will be actualized, is a
righteous settlement and a special settlement that eradicates polytheism
and corruption.
Therefore, these aspects and the like have been considered by the
Legislator of Islam that legislated the ruling of permitting polygamy, not
to promote lust and to persuade people to drown in lust.
If the scholars who objected this Law of Islam had fairness
about legislating this ruling, they would have pointed the sharp
edge of their attacks at the founders of Western civilization,
accusing it of promoting prostitution and inciting men to lust,
not Islam that has laid the foundation of society on religious
prosperity.
In fact, in prescribing polygamy is an effect that breaks and
relieves the intensity of a man's greed, because as the famous saying
goes: Whoever is forbidden from something becomes greedy for it, and
such a person has nothing but to rip the veil of prohibition to reach what
they have been deprived of.
Men are in the same situation with the enjoyment of women. If the
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law forbids him from other than his first wife, he becomes more greedy,
but if the law allows him to take his second and third wives, even if he
does not have more than one wife, his thirst of greed is quenched and he
thinks to himself that there is an open way to get another wife and no
one can stop me, if I find myself in trouble one day, I will use this right.
The very open way, cuts off his excuse of committing adultery.
Among the Westerners, some writers have observed fairness and
said: In the spread of adultery and prostitution among Christian nations,
there has been no stronger factor than the prohibition of polygamy by
the church. The writer of the Book: “An Apology for Mohammed and
Quran” has used such fairness and confessed to this truth.
(This book is written by John Dion Port, a nineteenth-century English writer,
scholar, and researcher. First published in 1869 in London. In this valuable book,
English scholar and author “John Dion Port” defends the character of the Holy
Prophet of Allah (PBUH) and the Holy Quran, and rejects the slanders of the
opponents of Islam and the Orientalists to Islam.)

Objection Four
Degradation of Women's Social Status
The forth objection says: This law lowers the social status of
women in society, and in fact equates the value of four women with the
value of one man, and this is an oppressive and cruel assessment, it is
not even compatible with the taste of Islam itself, because Islam in the
law of inheritance and in the matter of martyrdom equates a man equal
to two women, on this account should prescribe the marriage of a man
with two women, no more, so prescribing marriage to four women, in
any case, it is to deviate from justice, it also is without reason.
The above were the four objections which the Christians or
civilized pro-equality activists have brought to Islam.
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Answer to 4th. Objection
Islam, the Founder of Social Status of Women
In response to the fourth problem which claimed that prescribing
polygamy lowers the status of women in the complex! It should be said
that this is never the case, as in the discussions (in Part Seven of this
book,) we proved that women in any of the old or new religious or
secular traditions has not been respected the same as in Islam. Also the
Women Rights have not been observed more than Islam neither in any
traditions of the old, nor of the present. To clarify this issue, we will
give more detailed explanations.
The permission of polygamy for a man is not in fact an insult to the
woman and the destruction of her social status and rights, but it is for the
sake of the interests that we already mentioned some of them.
Many Western writers and scholars (both male and female) have
acknowledged the goodness of this Islamic law, and have acknowledged
the corruptions that have plagued societies in terms of the prohibition of
polygamy. The esteemed reader con refer to same essays and books.
Objection Five
Family Problems Caused by Multiple Wives
The strongest reason that the Western opposition and scholars has
taken and adhered to the law of polygamy, is the same troubles and
calamities that exist in the homes of the Muslims who have two wives
and more, it can be seen that these houses are always a place for
shouting and envy to each other, and the people of that house (both men
and women) from the day when the second, third, and the forth woman
enters the house until the day they enter the house of the grave, they do
not see happiness and joy, to the extent that the Muslims themselves
have called this jealousy the disease of polygamy.
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It is the time that all the subtle and delicate instincts and feelings of
a women, such as: Love, affection, tenderness, compassion, loyalty,
benevolence, kindness, mercy, sincerity, etc. towards the husband and
his children from first wife, as well as the love for the house and all its
belongings, which is one of the instinctive traits of a woman, return and
give way to hostility, and as a result, the house, which should be the
place of residence and rest of man and place to refresh the mental and
physical sufferings of human beings, becomes a battlefield in which
there is no respect for anyone's life, neither for his reputation and
respect, nor for his wealth and property, in short, no one is safe from
anyone else.
It is clear that in such a house, the purity of life is turned into
displeasure and the joy of life moves from there and gives way to
beatings, swearing, insults, trying, gossiping, competition and trickery.
The children of such a house are also different from the children of other
houses and they are constantly arguing and disputing. Often it is possible
that (the man reaches extreme anger and kills his wife, or the woman
tries to destroy husband, or the children kill each other or try to kill the
father. The kinship and brotherhood may be replaced by revenge and
blood feuds. It is known that in such a house the bloodshed, destruction
of the generation, and the corruption of the house continue in the
generations of a man who has two wives.
Apart from all this, the effects of polygamy spread outside the
home, that is, to society, and cause cruelty, moral corruption, oppresssion, prostitution, and deprivation of security and trust, especially if we
add the divorce permit to this law (polygamy permit,) it becomes clear
where these two provisions (polygamy permit and divorce,) lead the
work of men in society, when a man can marry whoever wants and
wants to divorce each of his wives, will automatically become tasteful
and lustful, such a man, except following his lusts and extinguishing the
fire of his greed and taking this woman and leaving other, honoring this
and humiliating other, has nothing to do in society. This situation has no
effect other than ruining and making miserable half of the people of the
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society (the women.) In addition by destroying half of it, the other half
(men) are also ruined.
Answer to 5th. Objection
Correct Legislation against
False Social and Family Customs
This was the output of the words of the opponents who have fed
the society, it is fairly true and we accept it, but none of them is the
fault of Islam and Islamic Legislation, but it is all the faults of
Muslims!
Yes, if the opponents can show an era and a period in which
Muslims practiced the truth of the rules of the religion and its teachings,
and in that period these negative effects were attributed on the issue of
polygamy and the permission of divorce, then they can claim that the
aforementioned effects are in terms of permissibility of polygamy and
divorce but unfortunately Muslims have not had an Islamic
government for centuries and those who were the leaders of the
Muslims were not competent to teach Muslims according to Islamic
education and its higher teachings. They should have been trained, but
the leaders themselves were more pioneering than the people in breaking
the laws and invalidating the limits of religion, and it is clear that the
people are subject to the creeds of their kings.
If we want to quote here a part of the history of the rulers and the
events that took place in their courts and the scandals caused by the
kings of the Islamic countries from the day of the change of the religious
government into a monarchy. To retell all those events we must have a
separate book here, and write our commentary, but, unfortunately it does
not accord with our promise to be short-spoken.
In short, if there is a problem, it is the Muslims who have arranged
their family community in such a way that it does not provide for the
happiness of their lives, and they adopt a policy that they cannot
implement, and in implementing it, do not deviate from the straight path.
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The guilt of these works is on the necks of men, not women and
children, although everyone is responsible for his own sin, but the root
of all these corruptions and misfortunes and subversions and ... are the
men who sacrifice their happiness, their wives, their children, and the
purity of their society for their lust and ignorance.
But Islam has not legislated the law of polygamy unconditionally,
and has not made it obligatory and necessary for all men at all, but
has paid attention to the nature and condition of individuals, as well
as the complications that may occur to some individuals. As we
mentioned before, God has conditioned the definite competence and
enumerated the corruptions and problems that exist in polygamy,
then it is in such a situation that it has considered it permissible, in
order to provide the interests of the Islamic complex of human
beings.
The God Almighty has bound the ruling of the permission in such
a way that none of the above-mentioned heinous corruptions occur,
and the permission is only for the man who is confident that he can
do justice between several wives.
Therefore, the only person who has such self-confidence and the
God Almighty has given him such success, according to the religion of
Islam, can have more than one wife.
But as for those men who, (some narrators have narrated their
situation with lots of embellishment,) who have no concern for their own
happiness and that of their wives and children, and nothing is more
precious to them than the satisfaction of their stomachs and lusts, and
women are for them nothing but a means created only for the their lusts.
They have nothing to do with Islam and Islam has not signed their deeds
in any way! According to Islam, at this situation, it is not permissible
for them to marry at all, and if they are qualified, and they do not
consider a woman an animal, they can only adopt a woman.
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In addition, in principle, the problems are confused between two
aspects that are not separate from the Islamic point of view, namely the
aspect of legislation and the aspect of guardianship.

More Explanation:
In the opinion of today's scholars, the criterion in judging which
law among the legislated laws, which tradition among the running
traditions is correct or corrupt, are the effects and results of that law, if
after its implementation in society its effects turned out as acceptable
they consider it a good law, and if it does not produce good results, they
say that this law is not good. In short, their criterion for a law being
good or bad is the like or dislike of the people, it does not matter in what
level the people are, and whatever understanding and desire they have.
I do not think that these scholars have neglected the fact that: It is
possible that a society has certain traditions, habits, and customs that
they do not accord with the above-mentioned ruling, and have to equip
the society in a way to accord with that ruling or tradition, in order the
society knows its way and understands that where its activity leads and
what effect its work leaves, good or evil, benefit or loss? The fact is
that, these scholars consider only in the laws the will and demand of the
society as a criterion, that is, the demand that arises from the current
state and appearance of the thought of society, now, whatever that state
is, whatever that thought is, and whatever the society wants and
demands.
According to these scholars, the correct and righteous law is the
same law, but other laws are unrighteous (although it is in accordance
with reason and nature.)
That is why when they see Muslims wandering in a valley of error
and on the precipice of doom, and corruption rains down from all their
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material and spiritual lives, what they see as corruption they attribute it
to Islam, the religion of the Muslims. If they observe lies, betrayal,
abuse, trampling on each other's rights, spread of oppression and corrupt
tion of families, and disorder and chaos in society, they attribute it to the
religious laws running among them, and imagine that the run of the
Islamic tradition and its effects are like the other social traditions that are
imposed on them by propaganda, brainwashing, and concentration of
emotions among the people.
As a result, they conclude from this notion that: Islam causes social
corruption that is prevalent among Muslims and all these oppressions
and corruptions originate from Islam! While the worst atrocities and the
most heinous crimes have been common among them. It is the result of
this misconception that they say: If Islam was the true religion and if its
rules and laws are good and guarantee the good and happiness of the
people, it had a blissful effect on its people, not a burden upon them.
This is not true, because these scholars have confused between the
nature of righteous judgment and the reformer, as well as the ruling
between the corrupt people and the corrupter. Islam is a set of ethical
and ideological teachings, and practical laws, which all three parts of it
are proportionate and related to each other, and with all its wholeness, it
affects when the whole is practiced, but if one acquires its ideological
and moral teachings but omits the stage of action, of course, it will not
have an effect, like potions when one part of it becomes corrupt, it
corrupts all of it and leaves the opposite effect, and also when it gives
the desired effect when the patient's body is ready to enter the potion and
act on it, if a human being who consumes it, but does not observe the
conditions of consumption, its effect is neutralized, and it may have a
result and effect contrary to what was expected.
If the Islamic tradition, as the opponents say, does not have the
power to reform the people and eliminate the general vices due to the
weakness of its legal foundations, why does the democratic tradition not
have this power, and in the eastern bloc of the world, namely, Islamic
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lands with democratic governments, have not the same effect that in
European lands? Was it good that the democratic tradition after the
inability of Islam could reform us? What has happened to us that the
more we go forward and the more we strive for progress, the more we
go back, no one has any doubt that the ugly deeds and vicious morals in
this age of so-called civilization, has become more ingrained in us, even
though we have imagined ourselves intellectuals for almost half a
century, while we are nothing more than a licentious animal, we have no
benefit from social justice, and no human rights have been revived
among us. We do not benefit from any higher and general education and
social happiness except words that became meaningless and heartbreaking, only words of these rights are exchanged over our languages.
Can you answer for this objection that we have inflicted on you?
No, never, and you cannot excuse yourself from saying in our answer
that the democratic system has not been able to correct you because you
did not follow the orders of the democratic system, so that, it will have
good effects on you! Yes, if this answer of you is right, why not it is
right with the school of Islam?
Let us skip this, and assume that Islam, due to the so-called weakness of its foundation, has not been able to penetrate into the hearts of
the people and fully penetrate into the depths of society, as a result its
rule has not lasted in society and has not been able to continue its life in
Islamic society and preserve its existence, then inevitably it became
abandoned, but why the democratic method, which was accepted and
liked by the whole world before the Second World War, expelled from
Russia after the war and the Bolshevik method took its place?!
Assuming that they may find an excuse for this expulsion and overthrow
in Russia in another way? Why did the democratic ideology changed to
communism in China, Latvia, Estonia, Lithuania, Romania, Hungary,
Yugoslavia and other countries? Why even though it threatened other
countries and was deeply rooted in them, finally did suddenly disappear
in such a way?
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Why did this same communism, after nearly forty years of his life
and ruled over almost half of the world's population, and its preachers
and leaders were constantly proud of it and spoke of its virtue and
declared it that: The communist system is the only system that is not
tainted with the tyranny and exploitation of democracy and the countries
that were ruled by the communist system were introduced as the
promised paradise.
But suddenly the same communist propagandists and leaders years
later rebuked and denounced the unique leader of this regime, Stalin,
and stated that: Stalin's 30-year rule was a government of force, tyranny
and slavery in the name of communism. Inevitably during this period
his government had a huge impact on the enactment of laws, their
implementations, and other belongings of them. Unfortunately, all these
deviations were not originated but from the authoritarian will, the
exploitative mentality, and autocratic rule of an individual who killed
thousands and kept thousands alive without any criteria. He made some
nations prosperous and other nations miserable with no reason!!! God
knows who will come to power after the current leaders and what
tragedy will they bring upon the poor people!!?
How many traditions and customs (both right and wrong) have
been prevalent in the society and then due to various factors (the most
important of which is the betrayal of the leaders and the weak will of its
followers,) have disappeared from that society. One who refers to the
history books will eventually, reach them.
I wish I knew what (according to Western scholars) is the
difference between Islam as a social tradition, and between these
traditions that have changed? How is it that they accept this excuse in
the mentioned traditions but they do not accept the same excuse from
Islam, what is the reason for this difference?
Yes, it must be said that today the "Word of Truth" has been left in
between the horrible power of the West and the ignorance, blind
imitation, in other words, the intimidation of the East by their power, so
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there is no sky to cast a shadow over it, nor the earth to keep it on its
shoulder. (The West is not willing to accept the legitimacy of Islam,
because its science and technology have made it proud, and the East
cannot accept it, because it is intimidated by Western civilization.) [Note
by Arabian Translator.]

In any case, what is necessary to point out from our previous
detailed statements is that influencing and not influencing, as well as the
survival and disappearance of a tradition among the people, has little to
do with the rightness or wrongness of that tradition, so one may do argue
about the legitimacy of a tradition and say that because this tradition
remains among the people, then it has Truth, and also argue that because
a tradition has been abandoned and became ineffective in society, then it
has no Truth and is false, never, but other causes and reasons have effect
on this issue!
So we see that every tradition that has been and is prevalent among
the people in all eras, one day it gives its effect and the next day remains
barren, one day it remains among the people and another day due to
various factors it migrates out of those people. According to the Holy
Quran: The God Almighty turns the time among the people, one day to
the wishes of one people and failure of another people, and the next day
to the failure of the first group and to the wishes of the second group.
God turns time to find out who are the faithful people, to make them
witness to others.
In short, the Islamic laws and the rules that are in them are
different from other social laws that exist among the people in terms of
basis and harmony. The difference is that human laws and traditions
differ from the difference of ages and changes that occur in the interests
of man, but Islamic law, because it is based on the real interests and
corruptions, does not accept differences and changes in its legislations,
neither in its obligatory rules nor in its forbidden rules, nor in recommended duties, nor in disgusting actions, nor in permissible practices.
The fact is that: A person can do or leave duties in the society and
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he can do whatever he wants and he cannot do, it is up to the ruler of the
Islamic society to make the people to do that - if it is obligatory, and to
forbid it - if it is forbidden, and ..., it seems that the Islamic society is a
single body and the governor and ruler is as its intellectual power and
administrator.
Therefore, if the Islamic society has a ruler and a governor, it can
forbid the people from the oppressions that you mentioned in the
polygamy license, and prevent the ugly deeds that they may do under the
guise of polygamy, at the meantime the Divine Ruling permitting the
Polygamy should remain intact and those corruptions should not occur.
Yes, the ruling on polygamy is a permanent decision legislated in
the public interest, such as a person's decision to leave polygamy for the
sake of his own interest, and if he does not take several wives for his
own interest, he did not change the ruling of God and did not want to say
with this action that he does not accept polygamy, but he wanted to say
that this ruling is a permissible ruling and I cannot act on it.
(Almizan: V. 4

P. 293.)
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Chapter Four
A DISCUSSION
ON

THE POLYGAMY OF
THE HOLY MESSENGER OF GOD

Church Protests Polygamy of
The Holy Messenger of God
Another objection (from the church) to the issue of polygamy of
the Holy Messenger of God is that the companions of the church have
said: Polygamy is nothing but greed in lust and impatience in facing the
lust. For this reason the Messenger of God prescribed polygamy for his
nation and even he himself was not satisfied with the amount he
prescribed for his nation (four wives) and brought the number of his
wives to nine.

Allameh Responds:
This issue is related to many different Verses of the Holy Quran
that if we want to start a detailed discussion that covers all aspects of the
issue, naturally we must bring this discussion in the interpretation of
those Verses one by one, therefore we keep the detailed discussion for
its proper place, and only a brief mention we discuss here.
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First of all, it is necessary to draw the attention of those who
objected the polygamy of the Holy Prophet of God on the fact that the
subject of his polygamy was not as simple as they imagined, and his
motive to marry several wives has not been out of his excessive lust for
women, but during his life he has chosen each of the women for a
special reason and in a special way.
The first marriage of the Holy Messenger of God was to Khadijeh
(SA,) and he spent about twenty years and a half of his honorable life
with only one wife, which is almost one third of his life, thirteen years of
this period was early years of his Mission in Mecca, before his
emigration to Medina. Then, while he had no wife, he emigrated from
Mecca to Medina and tried to spread the Word of Religion, and then he
married women, some of whom were virgins, some of whom were
widows, some of whom were young and some were old and infirm. All
these marriages took place in a period of nearly ten years, after these
marriages, all the women were banned from him, except those few
wives whom he had already married them.
It is clear that such an act with these characteristics cannot be
justified by the motive of love for women, because intimacy and
association with such women, especially at the end of his life and from
such a man who was not thirsty for this act even in his early life.
It is clear that such an act with these characteristics cannot be
justified by the motive of love for women, because intimacy and
association with such women, especially at the end of his life can never
be a motive for a man who was not thirsty for this act even in his early
life.
Besides, we have no doubt that according to the current habit,
those who love women and are captive to their friendship and association with them, usually love beauty and are enchanted with the young
girls' coquetry and charisma, who are in the age of lushness and
freshness, but the manner of the Holy Prophet of God does not indicate
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such a situation, we have actually seen that after a virgin girl, he married
a widow and after young women he married an old woman, that is, after
marrying young Aisha and Umm Habiba, he married Umm Salma who
was old and Zeinab, the daughter of Jahsh, who was more than fifty
years old on that day.
On the other hand, he asked his wives to have choice between the
prosperity to continue living with him, or a fair divorce! In case to
choose to continue to live with him, he made them free to choose
between his simple life in the world and forsaking embellishment and
luxury life - if they like marriage with the Messenger of Allah to acquire
God, His Holy Messenger, and the House of the Hereafter - and if they
seek his marriage to acquire enjoyment, adornment, and the worldly life
the following Verse bears witness to this story:
“O prophet, say to your wives:
If you are seeking this worldly life and its glitter,
then come, I will make a provision for you
and release you in a graceful manner!”
“But if you are seeking God and His messenger,
and the abode of the Hereafter, then God has prepared
for the righteous among you a great reward!”
(Ahzab: 28-29.)

This meaning, as you can see, does not make sense with the
situation of a man who is a womanizer, a lover of beauty, and a greedy
one to do love affair with of women!!!
Therefore, for a scholar who is a researcher, if he is fair, there is no
other way but to justify in another meaning the polygamy of the
Messenger of God, and his marriages at the beginning of his Mission
and at the end of his life besides femininity and lust.
Now, in justifying it, we say: The Holy Messenger of God married
some of his wives in order to gain strength and gain more tribes, and as a
result, to gather more helpers and supporters, and He married others in
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order to placate and reconcile them, and thus to be safe from the evil of
that wife's relatives, and he married others with the motive of supporting
her living expenses and teaching others to protect old women from
poverty and homelessness, and let the believers make the behavior of the
Holy Prophet of Allah as a tradition among themselves. He married
some others in order to fight against a tradition of ignorance and to
practically invalidate it. His marriage to Zainab, the daughter of Jahsh,
was for this purpose, because she was first the wife of Zayd ibn Haritha,
the adopted son of the Holy Messenger of God, and Zayd divorced her
and according to the customs of ignorance, marriage with the wife of the
adopted son was forbidden, because the adopted son was considered the
real son in the opinion of the ignorant Arabs, just as a man could not
marry his real son's divorced wife. According to the Arabs marriage
with the wife of an adopted son was also forbidden. The Holy
Messenger of God married Zainab in order to dispel this false custom.
The Verses from the Holy Quran were revealed in this regard.
His marriage to Soodeh, the daughter of Zam'eh, was due to the
fact that she lost her husband after returning from the second migration
from Abyssinia, and all her relatives were infidels, and if she returned to
her relatives, she would be tortured, killed, or forced to believe in
infidelity, so the Messenger of God married her to protect her from this
danger.
His marriage to Zainab, the daughter of Khuzaymah, was that her
husband Abdullah Ibn Jahsh was killed in the battle of Uhud. She was a
woman who was very kind to the poor and donated to the needy in era of
ignorance, therefore she was one of the honorable and famous women of
that period. She was called the Mother of the poor. The Messenger of
God wanted to protect her honor and appreciate her virtue by marrying
her.
The motive for his marriage to Umm Salma, whose real name was
Hind, and was previously the wife of Abdullah bin Abi Salma, the
cousin of the Holy Messenger of God and his foster-brother, he was the
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first to emigrate Abyssinia. Umm Salma was an ascetic, virtuous,
religious and wise woman. After her husband passed away, the Holy
Messenger of God married her because she was an old woman with
orphans and could not manage her orphans.
He married Safi'ia, the daughter of Hayy ibn Akhtab, the leader of
the Jew of Bani al-Nadhir, because her father Ibn Akhtab was killed in
the battle of Bani al-Nadhir, and her husband was killed by the Muslims
in the battle of Khayber, and she was among the captives in that battle.
The Messenger of God freed her and then married her, in order to
protect her from the humiliation of captivity and to make himself the
son-in-law of the Jews, maybe for this reason the Jews to avoid
conspiracy against him.
The reason for his marriage to Javay'riya, whose real name was
"Bar'ra" the daughter of Harith, the leader of the Jews of Bani alMustalaq, was because in the battle of Bani al-Mustalaq, the Muslims
had captured two hundred women and children of that tribe, the Holy
Messenger of God married Javay'riya to be related to all of them. The
Muslims, seeing the situation like this, said: All of them are relatives of
the Holy Messenger of God and they does not deserve to be captured,
and inevitably released everyone. The men of Bani Al-Mustaliq, because
they saw this behavior until the last person became a Muslim and joined
the Muslims, and as a result, a large number of people joined the might
of Islam, and this action of the Messenger of God and the reaction of the
tribe of Bani Al-Mustaliq left a good impression among Arabs.
The reason of the Holy Prophet's marriage to Maimuna, whose
name was "Bar'ra" the daughter of Harith Hilaliyah, was that she after
the death of her second husband, Abi Rahm, son of Abd al-'Ozzi, gave
herself to the Messenger of God to be his maid. The Holy Messenger of
God released her for her grace and married her. This was after the
revelation of a Verse that was revealed in this regard.
The reason for his marriage to Umm Habiba (Ramla), the daughter
of Abi Sufyan, was that when she emigrated Abyssinia with her husband
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Obaidullah ibn Jahsh for the second time, there her husband converted to
Christianity and she herself became steadfast in the religion of Islam.
This is an act that should be appreciated by Islam. On the other hand, her
father was one of the fiercest enemies of Islam and always gathered
armies to fight the Muslims. The Holy Messenger of God married her.
He did so in order to appreciate her for her good deeds, and for her
father to renounce enmity with him and for her to be safe from danger.
His marriage to Haftha, the daughter of Umar, was also due to the
fact that her husband Khanis ibn Khadaqah was killed in the battle of
Badr and she remained a widow.
The only wife who married to Holy messenger of God when she
was a virgin, she was Aisha, the daughter of Abi Bakr.
Therefore, if we pay attention to these characteristics of the Holy
Messenger of Allah, and the aspects of his life at the beginning and the
end of his life - which we explained at the beginning of our discussion and the abstinence that he had towards the world and the adornment of
the world, and even invited his wives to it. There can be no doubt that
the marriages of the Holy Messenger of God were not like the marriages
of other people, in addition, his behavior with the women, his endeavor
to restore the rights and respect of women lost in the centuries of ignorance, and the revival of their social character, all are another reasons
why he did not consider women as the only means of lust for men, and
all his effort was to rescue women from humiliation and slavery, at the
meantime, to make men understand that women are human! Even at the
last breath of his life also he recommended men to honor women and
said: "Care your prayers! Care your slaves, do not charge them with
what they cannot bear! Beware of God! Care your wives, they are
helpers in your hands ...!"
The conduct of the Holy Prophet of Allah in observing justice
between his wives, his good companionship with them, and his care of
their conditions was specific to the Holy Messenger of Allah, who, we
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will discuss about specification of his conduct in his lifetime in due
course referring to narrations and references in this regard, but as to why
more than four women were allowed for him, the answer is that this
ruling, like fasting "Vesal," that is, fasting for a few days in one
breakfast, is one of the characteristics of his esteemed person and is not
permissible for any of the nation. This issue was clear to the whole
nation, and that is why his enemies did not have the opportunity to
criticize him for it and for the polygamy, although they always waited to
see him do something contrary to expectations and to shout it out.
(Almizan: V. 4

P. 307.)
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PART SEVEN
FAMILY LIFE
OF THE HOLY

MESSENGER

OF

ALLAH
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Chapter One
THE SIMPLE LIFE
AND LIVELIHOOD
OF

THE FAMILY OF HOLY PROPHET

Wives Free Will to Choose the
Simple Livelihood of Holy Prophet
َواجك
ِ ي قُ ْل ِأل َ ْز
ُّ ِ« يا أَيُّ َها النهب
إِ ْن ُك ْنت ُ هن ت ُ ِر ْدنَ ْال َحياة َ الدُّ ْنيا َو زينَت َها
»! ًسراحا ً َجميال
َ س ِرحْ ُك هن
َ ُ فَت َعالَيْنَ أ ُ َمتِ ْع ُك هن َو أ
) 28 :( احزاب

“O, Messenger! Proclaim to your wives:
If you prefer the life of this world and its luxury
then I will provide valuable gifts
and let you free from the marriage bond in a fair manner!”
(Holy Quran; Ahzab: 28.)

The context of these two Verses indicates that apparently some of
the wives of the Holy Messenger of God said something or did a deed
which indicated they were not satisfied with their material life, and were
living in the house of the Holy Messenger of God with a difficult
condition of livelihood, and they complained to the Holy Prophet about
their living conditions and suggested him to expand a little in their lives,
and let them to enjoy much of the adornments of material life.
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Following this case, God sent the above Verses, and instructed His
Prophet to ask them to choose between staying and leaving, either they
go and live as they wish, or to stay and be patient with this life. The fact
is that he interpreted this meaning in such a way that if you want the life
of the world and its adornment, let me release you, and if you want God
and the Messenger of God and the Hereafter, you must have patience
with the present condition.
The above comment clears that:
First, it is not possible to combine the vastness of the worldly life
with its purity, so that you can enjoy every blessing and enjoy it, with
the wife of the Messenger of God and living in his house, and these two
do not go together.
Secondly, it indicates that each of the two sides of choice is bound
to the other, and the meaning of the will of the life of this world and its
adornment is that one should make the world and its adornment the
principle and goal, and to consider the Hereafter as well, or not; and the
meaning of the will of the Hereafter is that one should aim at it as the
principle, and one's heart should always belong to it, whether his or her
worldly life is also developed and is in full adornment and purity of life,
or it is entirely devoid of material pleasures.
Another thing is that compensation means the result of choosing
one of these two sides of different doubts. If they choose the life of this
world and its adornment, that is, the wives of the Holy Messenger of
God renounce to be his wife, the result and compensation is to that he
divorces them and pay them part of the wealth of this world, but if they
remain his wife and prefer the Hereafter to the life of this world and its
adornment, the result will be a great reward with God, of course not
absolutely, but on condition that they show both charity and do good
deeds.
Therefore, it is not a position to gain the great reward of God only
because some woman is the wife of the Holy Messenger of God, and
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God gives dignity and respect to whoever becomes his wife, but dignity
and respect is for his wife if she reveals beneficence and piety, and this
is why we see that when the God Almighty mentions the superiority of
their position for the second time, He restricts it to piety and Says: "O,
wives of the Messenger! You are not like an ordinary woman! You are
to be an example of piety...!" (Holy Quran; Ahzab: 32.) This restriction is like
the restriction that God Said about the dignity of the companions of the
Messenger of God:
“Muhammad is the Messenger of God
and those with him are stern to the disbelievers yet kind among
themselves. You can see them bowing and prostrating before God …
God has promised forgiveness and a great reward to the righteously
striving believers!” (Fat’h: 29.)
So it turns out that not all those who were companions of the Holy
Messenger of God are subject to this promise, but only those who had
faith and righteous deeds were involved. (Therefore, if one of the
companions is deviant, sinful, and oppressive, we cannot consider his
talking to the Holy Messenger of God as an atonement to his sins and
wrong deeds!)
In short, the absolute application of the Phrase: "Surely, the
most honorable among you in the sight of God is the most pious of
you!" (Hujarat: 13,) will never be restricted by these words, and still
remains in its power! Upon the judgment of its absolute application
nothing else like the lineage or any other cause can be the criterion of
dignity in the sight of God!
So, when God Said: “O, Messenger! Proclaim to your wives," it is
an order for His Prophet to convey these two Verses to his wives. The
requirement of this notification is that if they accept the first clause,
divorce them and pay their dowry, but if they take the second portion,
namely, God, the Messenger, and the House of the Hereafter, maintain
them as your spouses.
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The Phrase: “…Then I will provide valuable gifts, and let you free
from the marriage bond in a fair manner,” means when he divorces one
of them, he gives her some money to live on. The "fair manner," means
divorcing her without any hostility, quarrel, and change of bad words.
In this Holy Verse, there are discussions from the point of view of
jurisprudence that have been criticized by the commentators, but the
truth is that the rulings in this Verse are personal, and belong to the
person of the Holy Messenger of God, and there is no literal reason in
the Verse to indicate that it includes anyone other than that Holy
Prophet, and the details of this matter are given in the books of
jurisprudence.
“But if you are seeking God and His messenger,
and the abode of the Hereafter, then God has prepared
for the righteous among you a great reward!”
(Ahzab:29.)

If you choose to remain with the Messenger of God and his wife,
and endure the hardships of life, God has prepared for you a great
reward, but if only you be pious. In short, in addition to this choice, that
is, the choice of God, the Messenger, and the Hereafter, you have to be
good in practice too, because if you are content with this choice and you
are not good in deeds, you will incur a loss both in this world, deprived
of its pleasures, as well as in the Hereafter, and you have lost both of
them!
(Almizan: V. 16

P. 456.)

Spouses of Holy Prophet, the
Mothers of the Nation of Islam!
ى أ َ ْولى بِ ْال ُمؤْ ِمنِينَ ِم ْن أَنفُ ِس ِه ْم
ُّ « النهب
»!... َو أ َ ْز َو ُجهُ أ ُ هم َهت ُه ْم
) 6 :(احزاب
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The Prophet has more authority over the believers
than themselves. His wives are their mothers…!”
(Holy Quran; Ahzab: 6.)

It is a Religious Legislation that the wives of the Holy Messenger
of God are the Mothers of the Nation, a ruling special for the Holy
Prophet of Allah! This means the same as the respect of the mother is
obligatory for every Muslim, marrying her is forbidden to them,
respecting the wives of the Holy Messenger of God is also obligatory on
all of them, and marriage with them is forbidden on all! The God
Almighty clarifies the issue of the sanctity of marriage with them and
Says: "You have no right to marry his wives after him under no
circumstances!" (Ahzab: 53.)
Therefore, the comparison of the wives of the Holy Messenger of
God to the mothers of the nations is a simile in some maternal effects,
not all of them, because the mother has other effects besides the obligation of respect and sanctity of marriage. She inherits from her child, and
the child inherits from her, it is permissible for child to look at her
mother’s face, it is not possible to marry daughters that she has from
another husband, because they are as his sister born from his mother,
and also the parents and the grandfather of the mother, are his grandmother and grandfather, the brothers of mother are his uncles, and her
sisters are his aunts, but the wives of the Holy Messenger of God, have
no other maternal rulings than those two rulings.
(Almizan: V. 16

P. 414.)

Men and Women Achieving
God's Blessing and Great Reward
ت
ِ َت َو ْال ُمؤْ ِمنِينَ َو ْال ُمؤْ ِمن
ِ « ِإ هن ْال ُمس ِل ِمينَ َو ْال ُمس ِل َم
…ت
ِ َت َو الص ِدقِينَ َو الص ِدق
ِ َ َو ْالقَنِتِينَ َو ْالقَنِت
عده ه
»!...ً عظيما
ِ ً َّللاُ ل ُهم هم ْغ ِف َرة ً َو أَجْ را
َ َأ
) 35 :(احزاب

“God has promised forgiveness and great rewards to
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the Muslim men and the Muslim women,
the believing men and the believing women,
the obedient men and the obedient women,
the truthful men and the truthful women,
the forbearing men and the forbearing women,
the submissive men and the submissive women,
the alms-giving men and the alms-giving women,
the fasting men and the fasting women,
the chaste men and the chaste women,
and the men and women who remember God very often!”
(Holy Quran; Ahzab: 35.)

The Holy Religion of Islam does not differentiate between
men and women in terms of religiosity in the dignity and
honor of individuals, and in the following Verse the God Almighty
has expressed it in brief: "People, We have created you all male and
female and have made you nations and tribes so that you would
recognize each other. The most honorable among you in the sight of
God is the most pious of you. God is All-knowing and All-aware!"
(Hujarat: 13.) The God Almighty made this truth clear in the Verse: "I do
not neglect anyone's labor whether the laborer be male or female…!”
(Al-Imran: 195,) and then God specified it in the captioned Verse and stated
it more explicitly.
So, the confrontation between Islam and Faith in the Phrase: "The
Muslim men and the Muslim women," and: "The believing men and the
believing women," understands that the two are different, and there is a
kind of difference between the two, and the Verse that understands us
what is that kind of difference is: "The bedouin Arabs have said: We
are believers! Tell them: You are not believers, but you should say
that you are Muslims. In fact, belief has not yet entered your hearts ...
The believers are those who believe in God and His Messenger, who
do not change their belief into doubt and who strive hard for the
cause of God with their property and persons...!" (Hujarat: 14-15.) This
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Verse understand us that, firstly, the Surrender to Religion is in terms of
action, and action is related to the external organs of the body, but the
Faith or Belief is a matter of the heart, secondly, what we said that the
Faith is a matter of the heart, it means an internal belief, in the way that
the effects of that belief appears on the external and physical actions of
the believer.
So Islam is a practical submission to the religion, to bring all its
duties, to abandon what it forbade, and the Muslims, men and women,
are those who submitted to the religion in this way, but the Believers,
men and women, are those who have placed the religion of God in their
hearts, so that when you look at their actions, it is clear that this person
believes in God in his heart, thus every believer is a Muslim, but not
every Muslim is a believer.
"The obedient men and the obedient women," are those who are
constantly attached to obedience to God, and are always humble before
Him.
"The truthful men and the truthful women," are those who are both
sincere in their claim in faith, and they speak the truth, and they do not
break their promises.
"The forbearing men and the forbearing women," are these who are
patient both in times of calamity and disaster, and in times of obedience,
and where a sin has occurred in leaving it.
"The submissive men and the submissive women," the word submission means inner humiliation, the humiliation in heart, just as the
word humility means external humiliation, and with the organs of the
body.
"The alms-giving men and the alms-giving women," the word alms
means spending wealth in the way of God, one of the examples of which
is obligatory zakat.
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"The fasting men and the fasting women," refers to the fasting of both
obligatory and recommended fasts.
"The chaste men and the chaste women," are those who maintain their
sex organs, and do not use it except what God has made lawful.
"And the men and women who remember God very often,” are those
who remember God very often, both with the tongue and with the heart,
and this remembrance also includes prayer and Hajj.
"God has prepared for them
a great forgiveness and reward!"
In this Holy Phrase the God Almighty has mentioned their rewards
in an indefinite sense which indicates its being the most great and
unprecedented forgiveness and reward!
(Almizan: V. 16

P. 469.)
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Chapter Two
GUEST RECEPTION
IN

HOLY PROPHET’S HOUSE

Manner of Attending in Feeding
Invitations at Holy Prophet's House
« َيأَي َها الهذِينَ َءا َمنُوا ال ت َ ْد ُخلُوا بُيُوت النهبى
َُير ن َِظ ِرينَ ِإنَاه
َ ِإال أَن يُؤْ ذَنَ لَ ُك ْم ِإلى ط َع ٍام غ
ٍ َو لَ ِك ْن إِذَا دُ ِعيت ُ ْم فَا ْد ُخلُوا فَإِذَا ط ِع ْمت ُ ْم فَانتَش ُِروا َو ال ُمستَئْنِسِينَ ل َحدِي
»!... ث
) 53 :( احزاب

“Believers, do not enter the houses of the Prophet
for a meal without permission.
If you are invited, you may enter, but be punctual
(so that you will not be waiting while the meal is being prepared.)
When you have finished eating, leave his home.
Do not sit around chatting among yourselves.
This will annoy the Prophet but he will feel embarrassed to tell you.
God does not feel embarrassed to tell you the truth..!”
(Holy Quran; Ahzab: 53.)

Altogether in this Verses the God Almighty wants to understand
the Believers that in inviting to the house of the Messenger of God, do
not sit there before the meal waiting for the food to arrive, nor do you sit
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down after eating and make his house a place of social occasion and
storytelling
“This action of you annoys always the Prophet, and he is
ashamed of you….” This Phrase justifies the previous prohibition which
said: Do not sit in his house too much! The reason is that this action of
yours is annoying to the Prophet and he is ashamed of you to request
you to go out, but "God does not feel embarrassed to tell you the
truth..!” The truth here is the same reality that the Prophet is upset by
your behavior, and the truth is also the same proper etiquette, which God
taught people before.
(Almizan: V. 16

P. 505.)

Speak with Holy Prophet's Wives
From behind the Hijab!
»!...« و اذا سالتموهن متاعا فسئلوهن من وراء حجاب
)53 :( احزاب

"And when you ask the Messenger's wives what you Need,
talk to them from behind a screen;
that is good for the purity of your hearts as well as theirs!”
(Holy Quran; Ahzab: 53.)

This Verse is related to the things that the people need to ask the
wives of the Holy Messenger of God, and it means that if you have to
talk to one of the wives of the Holy Prophet because of a need that has
arisen for you, do talk from behind the screen.
"That is good for the purity of your hearts as well as theirs!” This
Phrase expresses the expediency of this ruling, and says: Because when
you talk to them from behind the curtain, your hearts will not be
tempted, and as a result of this procedure, it will keep your hearts purer.
(Almizan: V. 16

P. 506.)
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Permission to Meet
Close Family Members
علَي ِه هن فى َءابَائ ِه هن َو
َ « ال ُجنَا َح
»!... ال أ َ ْبنَائ ِه هن َو ال إِ ْخ َون ِه هن
)55 :( احزاب
"There is no blame on the wives of The Messenger,

if without veiling and screening they appear before their
Father, their sons, their brothers, their brothers' sons
and their sisters' sons, or their own womenfolk
or their slave women.
O, you wives of The Messenger! Be wary of Allah!
Verily, Allah is Witness over all things!”
(Holy Quran; Ahzab: 55.)

This Holy Verse has an exceptional meaning of the generality of
the ruling on hijab and says: The fact that we said that Muslims should
talk to them behind the hijab does not include fathers, children, brothers,
nieces, nephews, and a summary of their close families. They can talk to
them without hijab.
Some commentators have said: If God does not name their uncles,
it is because the uncle of one of the wives of the Messenger of God
might go and explain to his son that my nephew or niece is like that, and
so and so.
God also excluded the women of their relatives, where He Said:
"And their wives," He indicated only to the wives of the relatives who
believe in Islam, not infidels. This meaning has also been mentioned in
our interpretation of the same Clause. Also, among those who are
excluded are their own maids and slaves.
O, you wives of The Messenger! Be wary of Allah!
Verily, Allah is Witness over all things!”
In this Phrase, the above-mentioned Ruling has been emphasized,
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and especially because it has been addressed directly to the wives of the
Prophet: "Be wary of Allah," which shows a clear emphasis.
(Almizan: V. 16

P. 506.)

Chapter Three
MARRIAGES OF PROPHET
AND

ITS SPECIAL FEATURES

Seven Classes of Wives
Allowed to Marry with Holy Prophet
ى إِنها أَحْ لَ ْلنَا لَك أ َ ْز َو َجك الهتى
ُّ « يَأَيُّ َها النهب
ور ُه هن
َ َءاتَيْت أ ُ ُج
َو َما َملَ َكت يَ ِمينُك ِم هما أَفَا َء ه
»!...علَيْك َو
َ َُّللا
)50 :(احزاب

“O, Prophet, We have made lawful for you your wives,
whom you have given their dowry,
slave girls whom God has given to you as spoils of war,
the daughters of your uncles and aunts, both paternal and maternal,
who have migrated with you.
The believing woman, who has offered herself to the Prophet and
whom the Prophet may want to marry, it will be special for him, not
for other believers.
We knew what to make obligatory for them concerning their wives
and slave girls, so that there may be no blame on you!
God is All-forgiving and All-merciful!”
(Holy Quran; Ahzab: 50.)
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In this Holy Verse, the God Almighty explains for the Messenger
of God that there are seven class of women that He has made their
marriage lawful for him:
The first category: "Whom you have given their dowry."
The second category: "Slave girls whom God has given to you as
spoils of war." This refers to the slave-girls whom God has given to the
Prophet as booty in wars. If God mentioned that He has given them to
the Prophet as the war booties, is only as an explanation, not a
stipulation that God stated about the first category as the payment of
dowry.
The third and fourth categories of women who are permissible to
marry with the Holy Messenger of God are daughters of his (parental)
uncles and aunts.
Fifth and sixth categories are: The daughters of the Prophet's
(maternal) uncles and aunts. The Phrase: "Who have migrated with
you," refers to the days when the marriage of Holy Prophet were not
lawful with non-emigrated women, so in this Verse God Said: The
above-mentioned women are lawful on you provided that they have
emigrated with you, otherwise your marriage with them is forbidden.
(As it is stated in Majma 'al-Bayan the Phrase refers to the days that the
marriage with non-emigrated women was not lawful but later on the
Phrase became abrogated and such marriages became lawful.)
The seventh category of women with whom the Holy Prophet
could have married is a believing woman who submits herself to the
Messenger of God, and the Holy Prophet also wants to marry her. The
God Almighty has made it lawful for such a woman who wants to marry
herself to the Holy Prophet of God without dowry, if he wants he can
marry her. The Phrase: "It will be special for him, not for other
believers," declares that this ruling - that is, making a woman lawful for
a man just to give herself to him, is one of the particularities that belongs
to him, and does not apply to the believers. The Phrase: "We knew
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what to make obligatory for them concerning their wives and slave
girls!" This Phrase interprets the ruling of that allocation and says: We
know what We have made lawful for the believers and what wife and
what maid-servant was made lawful for them.
The Phrase: “So that there may be no blame on you,” justifies the
Ruling which was at the beginning of the Verse: "O, Prophet, We have
made lawful for you ...," or may be justifies the end of the Verse and
makes it clear that why this Ruling is particular for you, but the first
possibility seems clearer, because the content of the Verse was the
expression of Divine Mercy towards the Holy Prophet, and the purification of his sacred realm! The Holy Verse ended with the two words of:
"God is All-forgiving and All-merciful!”
(Almizan: V. 16

P. 502.)

Prophet’s Free Choice to Marry
Woman Requested his Marriage
»!... « ت ُ ْر ِجى َمن ت َشا ُء ِمن ُه هن َو تُئْ ِوى ِإلَيْك َمن ت َشا ُء
)51 :( احزاب

"You may refuse whichever
(of the woman who offer themselves to you,)
as you want and accept whichever of them you wish.
There is no blame on you if you marry
(one whom you had refused previously.)
This would be more delightful for them.
They should not be grieved but should be happy with
whatever you have given to every one of them.
God knows what is in your hearts.
God is All-knowing and All-forbearing!”
(Holy Quran; Ahzab: 51.)
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The context of the Verses indicates that the Holy Messenger of
God is free to accept or reject the woman who has proposed their
marriage with the Holy Prophet:
"There is no blame on you if you marry one whom you had
refused previously." This Phrase explains that if the Holy Messenger of
Allah wishes to marry one of those whom he has rejected before, there is
no blame on him, he can accept them again.
It is possible that the Phrase in question refers to the issue of
dividing time between spouses, and the Holy Prophet may not divide his
time among his wives at all, and does not restrict himself from going
each night to one of their chambers, and even if he divides, he can break
this division, or give priority to the one who is last, and make the one
who is first the last, or he can suspend one of the spouses, and not give
her a share, and or if he suspends, he brings her closer to himself again.
This meaning is more close and harmonized with the Phrase: "And
whomsoever you seek of those whom you have set aside then there is
no sin upon you. Such is best that they may be comforted and not
grieve…!” Because the outcome is that: If you want to get closer to the
spouse you had previously suspended, you can, and there is no problem
for you, but it is better and closer to their being happy and content with
what you have disposed them, and God knows what is in your hearts, for
the one you have put forward is happy, and the one you have delayed is
hoping for the day when her turn is forward. The narrations received
from the Imams (AS) confirm the same meaning.
"God is All-knowing and All-forbearing," meaning that God knows
the interests of His servants, because He is forbearing, He does not
hasten in punishing them.
(Almizan: V. 16

Order Forbidding the Future
Marriage of the Holy Prophet

P. 503.)
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»!... ُ يح ُّل لَك النِسا ُء ِمن بَ ْعد
ِ « ال
) 52 :(احزاب

“It is not lawful for you to marry other women
from now on; nor to replace one by another,
though their beauty be Pleasing to you,
except that you possess as slave-girls,
and God is watchful over all things!”
(Holy Quran; Ahzab: 52.)

The appearance of the Verse, assuming that it is independent of the
previous one, and has no connection with it, is that it forbids women for
the Holy Prophet, except the woman whom the Holy Prophet of God
gives her the choice, and she chooses God. The fact that God Said you
are not permissible to change women, confirms this possibility.
However, if it is assumed that it is connected to the previous
Verses, then its subject is a sanction beyond the six categories mentioned earlier.
So the meaning of the Clause "from now on," in the Phrase: “It is
not lawful for you to marry other women from now on," means after
those wives of the Holy Prophet of Allah, who did choose the Almighty
God and His Messenger, who are the same nine women, or after those
whom God mentioned in the Verse "O, Prophet, We have made lawful
for you your wives...," or after the lawful women we have allocated for
you, which according to the third possibility it will mean the women
from the close families.
The Phrase: "Nor to replace one by another," means that you
can no longer divorce some of your wives and marry to other wives in
their place: "Except that you possess as slave-girls...." It means except
the slave-girls, who are exceptional to the ruling that God announced at
the beginning of the Holy Verse.
“And God is watchful over all things!”
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The meaning of this Phrase is clear, and its purpose is to warn
people against opposition.
(Almizan: V. 16

P. 505.)

Marriage with Prophet’s Wives
An Eternal Forbiddance
سو َل ه
ُ « َو ما كانَ لَ ُك ْم أ َ ْن تُؤْ ذُوا َر
َِّللا
»!... ً َو ال أ َ ْن ت َ ْن ِك ُحوا أ َ ْزوا َجهُ ِم ْن بَ ْع ِد ِه أَبَدا
)54-53 :(احزاب

“You are not supposed to trouble the Prophet
or to ever marry his wives after his death,
for this would be a grave offense in the sight of God!”
(Holy Quran; Ahzab: 53-54.)

In the above Verse the God Almighty warns the Muslims that it
does not deserve you to bother the Messenger of God by disobeying his
commands - whether he ordered in respect of his wives or in case of
others - and it is not ever lawful for you to marry one of his wives after
his death, because this act is a great crime in the sight of God.
There is an indication in this Verse that probably some Muslims
have said that we will marry his wives after his death. In fact according
the Narrative Discussion that we put hereunder, the story is true.
"Whether you disclose anything or hide it,
Allah indeed knows all things!”
This Verse is in fact a caution with the tone of threatening against
those who bothered the Holy Prophet of God, or they said after his death
we will marry his certain wife.
It is stated in book "Dur al-Manthur," in regard of the Verse: "You
are not supposed to trouble the Prophet...," that Ibn Abi-Hatam
narrated from Sudai that he said: It has happened to us that "Talha ibn-
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Obaidullah said: Muhammad forbids us from marrying to our cousins'
daughter, then he will marry our women after us?! We also wait for him
to die, we take his wives after him! The Verse in question was revealed
about him.
Author: In the mentioned Verse about this story, several narrations have been received, some of which state that: Talha were meant:
Aysha, and Umm-Salma.
(Almizan: V. 16

P. 506.)

A Prohibition by Holy Prophet
To Satisfy his Wives
ى ِل َم ت َح ِر ُم َما أ َ َح هل ه
َّللاُ لَك
ُّ « يَأَي َها النهب
ت َ ْبت َ ِغى َم ْرضات أ َ ْز َو ِجك َو ه
َ َُّللا
»!ور هر ِحي ٌم
ٌ ُغف
) 1 :( تحريم

“O Prophet! Why do you prohibit yourself
what Allah has made lawful for you,
seeking to please your wives?
And Allah is all-forgiving, all-merciful!”
(Holy Quran; Tahrim: 1.)

In this Verse, there is a notice mixed with reproach, why did the
Prophet of God forbid himself some of God's permissible, but God did
not specify what he forbade, and what was the story?
But considering the contents of the Phrase: "Seeking to please
your wives," indicates that what the Holy Prophet forbade himself was
an act of lawful deeds, which the Messenger of God had practiced it, and
some of his wives were dissatisfied with that act and put the Prophet of
God in trouble and bothered him, to the extent that the Holy Prophet was
forced to swear that he would not do that act again.
Therefore, if in this Phrase the God Almighty addressed the Holy
Messenger of Allah by the title of: "O, Prophet," not "O, Messenger," it
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is because the subject was a personal issue related to his household, not
related to his Mission to be addressed to the people. Of course, if it was
related to his Mission to be informed the people, it was correct and
appropriate to use the title of: "O, Messenger!"
What is meant by prohibition in the Phrase "O, Prophet! Why do
you prohibit yourself?" It is not prohibition by God, but prohibition by
vows and oaths, which the next Verse also indicates this meaning and
refers to an oath and says: "Allah has certainly made lawful for you the
dissolution of your oaths...!" It turns out that the Holy Prophet of Allah
has forbidden that lawful thing by vow and oath to himself, because the
nature of the oath is that when it belongs to an action, it makes it
obligatory, and when it belongs to a practical abandonment, it forbids
that action, so it turns out that the Holy Prophet swore to leave that
action, and forbade that action on himself, of course, by oath. Yes, his
prohibition had such nature, which does not mean the sanctity of that act
has been legislated for himself, because the Prophet cannot prohibit
what God has made lawful for himself or for everyone, and he has no
such authority!
(Almizan: V. 19

P. 552.)
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Chapter Four
LIMITS AND PRIVILRGES
OF

THE PROPHET’S SPOUSES

Limits of the Spouses
Of the Holy Prophet
ى قُل أل َ ْز َو ِجك إِن ُكنت ُ هن ت ُ ِر ْدنَ ْال َحيَوة َ الدُّ ْنيَا َو ِزينَت َ َها
ُّ « يَأَي َها النهب
»!...ًسراحا ً َج ِميال
َ سرحْ ُك هن
ِ ُ فَت َ َعالَينَ أ ُ َمتِ ْع ُك هن َو أ
) 28 :(احزاب

"O, Prophet! Proclaim to your wives:
If you prefer the life of this world and its luxury then
I will provide valuable dowry and let you free from
the marriage bond in a fair Manner!”
(Holy Quran; Ahzab: 28.)

These Verses are related to the wives of the Messenger of God. At
first stages God orders His Prophet to remind them that they have no
portion from this world and its adornment except chastity and a fairly
adequate sustenance, of course, this is if they want to be his wife,
otherwise, they are like other people. Then God asks His Prophet to
address them to realize what a solemn position they are in, and how hard
they have to endure because of the honor bestowed upon them, so if they
fear God, God will double their reward. But if they commit an
indecency, their punishment will be doubled with Allah.
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Then the God Almighty Commands them to be chaste, to be the
attendants of their homes, like the other women do not show themselves
to strangers, to pray, to pay zakat, and to remember from what is revealed and recited in their homes the Holy Verses of Quran and the
Heavenly Wisdom! Finally, promises forgiveness and a great reward for
all righteous public of men and women.
(Almizan: V. 16

P. 456.)

Rewards for the Righteous Deeds
Of Holy Prophet's Wives
ً « َو َمن يَ ْقنُت ِمن ُك هن هَّللِ َو َرسو ِل ِه َو ت َ ْع َم ْل ص ِلحا
»!ً كريما
ْ َ َين َو أ
ِ ً عت َ ْدنَا لَ َها ِر ْزقا
ِ نُّؤْ ِت َها أَجْ َرهَا َم هرت
)31 :(احزاب

"But whoever of you who is a humble believer of Allah
and obeys His Messenger and does righteous Deeds,
to her We shall bestow her Reward doubled,
and We have prepared for her a worthy sustenance in The Paradise!”
(Holy Quran; Ahzab: 31.)

The "Humble Believer" means one who is "Obedient and Submitted," and is always "Preserver and Endure in servitude, obedience,
and submission."
The meaning of the Verse is that each of you, the wives of the
Messenger of God, should be humbled for God and His Messenger, and
be enduring in obedience and submission to God and His Messenger,
and do righteous deeds. We will then double your reward, and will
prepare a generous provision for you, that is, Paradise!
(Almizan: V. 16

Double Punishment for the Sins
Of the Spouses of the Holy Prophet

P. 460.)

ت ِمن ُك هن بِفَ ِحش ٍة ُّمبَيِنَ ٍة
ِ ْ « يَنِسا َء النهبى َمن يَأ
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ين
ِ يُضعَف لَ َها ْالعَذَاب
ِ َض ْعف
على ه
»!ً َّللاِ َيسِيرا
َ َو كانَ ذَ ِلك
)30 :(احزاب

"O, wives of the Prophet!
Whoever of you commits a gross indecency,
her punishment shall be doubled,
and that is easy for Allah
(Holy Quran; Ahzab: 30.)

In this Verse, the God Almighty changed the form of address from
His Prophet about his wives, and directed towards his wives, in order to
emphasize their duty that is incumbent upon them. This Verse and the
next Verse are a way of interpreting and explaining the Phrase: "Be sure
that Allah has prepared for the good-doers of you a great Reward,"
which explains both in positive aspect, that how great reward they have,
or of negative aspect that none of them but the good-doers have great
reward!
The word "gross indecency," in the Phrase: "Whoever of you
commits a gross indecency," means an action that has culminated in
ugliness and obscenity, such as bothering the Holy Messenger of God,
and slandering, backbiting, and the like; whose indecency is manifest
and obvious, and the sins that whose ugliness are clear to all.
"Her punishment shall be doubled," means that in case one of the
wives of the Prophet of Allah commits a gross indecency her doubled
punishment will be twice. The proof for this issue is that in respect of
the good-doers of them God mentioned: "To her We shall bestow her
Reward doubled!"
This Holy Verse ends with the Phrase: "And that is easy for
Allah," which indicates that being the wife of the Holy Prophet alone
never relieves her from doubled punishment, there is no criterion for
one's honor but the Piety, and being the wife of the Holy Prophet is an
honor when she is Pious, but with sin, it has no effect other than turning
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away, and bringing more misery.
(Almizan: V. 16

P. 459.)

Exclusive and Hard Duties
Of the Prophet's Wives
« يَنِسا َء النهبى لَ ه
ساء
ِ الن
ِ َستن َكأ َ َح ٍد ِمن
ْ ْتن فَال
ِإ ِن اتهقَي ه
ض
ٌ تخض ْعنَ ِب ْالقَ ْو ِل فَ َيط َم َع الهذِى فى قَ ْل ِب ِه َم َر
»! ً َو قُ ْلنَ قَ ْوالً هم ْع ُروفا
)32 :(احزاب

“O, wives of the Prophet!
You are not like an ordinary woman:
You are to be an example of piety,
so do not speak with a soft voice while speaking to a man,
lest one in whose heart is a disease may feel tempted for you;
and speak in the manner of enjoining good!”
(Holy Quran; Ahzab: 32.)

This Verse denies the equality of the wives of the Prophet with
other women, and says: You are not equal to other women if you employ
piety, and raises their status in the same condition as it was said, then
forbids from some kind of deeds, and commands to some other deeds.
The commands and prohibitions related to their inequality with other
women, because after God States that you are not like other women, so
do not speak with a soft voice while speaking to a man, (like other
women do not make your sound charming,) and sit in your houses, and
do not behave flirtatiously and coquetting ... although these behaviors
are common between the wives of the Prophet and other women.
From this we understand that warning them that you are not like
other women is for emphasis, and God wants to emphasize these duties
on them, as if the God Almighty Says that you are not like others, it is
obligatory to you to try observing these duties, and be more careful in
the religion of God than other women.
The confirmation, or rather the reason that the duty of his wives is
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more severe and intense, is that their reward and punishment are double,
as you find in the previous Verse that the God Almighty called it double,
and it is not reasonable for the duty to be the same for all, but the
punishment and rewards for some are doubled, so if the punishment and
rewards for some are doubled, we must understand that their duty is
emphatic, and their responsibility is heavier.
"So do not speak with a soft voice while speaking to a men, lest
one in whose heart is a disease may feel tempted for you!" The God
Almighty after starting with the exaltation and elevation of the status of
the wives of the Messenger of God because of their attribution to him,
He added that this exaltation of their position is conditional on Piety.
God said that their virtue is not due to their connection with the
Messenger of God, but due to their Piety. Then in this Phrase God warns
them that they should not speak with a soft voice to men to tempt in
their hearts, to cause evil thoughts arousing their lust, as a result the man
who is sick-hearted may become greedy. The heart disease here means
not having the power of faith, the power that prevents a person from
desire for lust.
"And speak in the manner of enjoining good,” that is, say a
common and direct word, a word that Islamic law and custom (not every
custom) likes it, and it is a word that conveys only its meaning (not
adding with amorous gestures so that the listener, in addition to
understanding its meaning, may feel tempted for you!)
(Almizan: V. 16

Enjoining Obedience and worship,
Forbidding Social Display

P. 460.)

َبر َج ْال َج ِه ِليه ِة األُولى
ُّ َبرجْ نَ ت
« َو قَ ْرنَ فى بُيُوتِ ُك هن َو ال ت ه
َو أَقِ ْمنَ الصلَوة َ َو َءاتِينَ ه
الزكوة َ َو أ َ ِط ْعنَ ه
»!... َُّللاَ َو َرسولَه
)33 :(احزاب

“And stay in your houses; and do not exhibit your beauty and
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ornaments as the manner of the women of the time of ignorance;
establish prayer, and pay alms and obey Allah and His Messenger.
Verily, Allah's Will is to remove away impurity from you,
the people of the Messenger's Household,
and to purify you with a Thorough Purification!”
(Holy Quran; Ahzab: 33.)

After enjoining the wives of the Holy Prophet to stay at home and
avoid social displays like the women of the ignorance era before Islam,
the God Almighty instructs them in the Phrase: “Establish prayer, and
pay alms and obey Allah and His Messenger,” namely, to obey the
Religious Commands. If God mentions only prayer and zakat among all
the commands, it is because these two commands are the pillars of
worships and transactions. Then after mentioning these two, the God
Almighty mentioned comprehensively that: Obey God and His
Messenger!
Obedience to God is obedience to His religious duties, and
obedience to His Messenger is to obey what he commands and forbids
with his guardianship, because his commands and prohibitions have also
been legislated by God. The God Almighty has assigned the Prophet as
the Guardian of the believers: "The Prophet has more authority over
the believers than themselves!" (Ahzab: 6,) and called his command as
God's Command.
(Almizan: V. 16

Emphasis on Commands and Duties
Of Holy Prophet’s Spouses

P. 462.)

كرنَ َما يُتْلى فى بُيُو ِت ه
كن
ْ « َو ا ْذ
ت ه
الحك َم ِة
ِ ِم ْن َءا َي
ِ َّللاِ َو
ِإ هن ه
»! ً َّللاَ كانَ لَ ِطيفا ً َخ ِبيرا
)34 :(احزاب

"Wives of the Prophet,

remember the revelations of God and Words of wisdom
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that are recited in your homes.
God is Most Kind and All-aware!”
(Holy Quran; Ahzab: 34.)

This Verse is an admonishment and recommendation which is
repeated to the wives of the Holy Prophet to observe the duties that God
has already posed on them, and another emphasis on the word "your
homes," (because God wants them to understand that people should
learn to obey the Command of God from you, then you do not deserve to
forget the commands of God while Quran is revealed in your homes.)
The meaning of the Verse is that you wives of the Prophet should
remember what is recited in your homes of the Verses of God and
Wisdom, it has always be in your memory, so that you do not ignore it,
and do not exceed the path that God has specified for you!
(Almizan: V. 16

P. 468.)
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IN ISLAM
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Chapter One

STATUS OF WOMAN
IN ISLAM

Islamic Woman’s
Identity
اس
ُ « يا أَيُّ َها النه
ِإنها َخلَ ْقنا ُك ْم ِم ْن ذَ َك ٍر َو أ ُ ْنثى
ُ َو َج َع ْلنا ُك ْم
َعارفُوا
َ شعُوبا ً َو قَبائِلَ ِلت
ِإ هن أ َ ْك َر َم ُك ْم ِع ْندَ ه
َّللاِ أَتْقا ُك ْم
ِإ هن ه
“!علي ٌم خَبير
َ ََّللا
) 13 :( حجرات

“O, mankind!
Verily, We created you all from a male and female,
and appointed for you tribes and nations to be known to each other
verily, in Allah's sight the most honorable of you
is the most pious of you;
and Allah is the informed owner of knowledge!”
(Holy Quran; Hujarat: 13.)

Islam states that woman is a human like man, and every human
being, whether male or female, is an individual of human beings, in
whose material and element of creation two male and female human
beings have participated and intervened, and none of this two persons
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are superior to each other except in Piety, as his and her heavenly book
said.
The Holy Quran considers every human being to be a creature
taken and composed of two human beings, male and female, who are
both equally the material of his existence and evolution, and the human
(whether male or female) is evolved from the accumulation of a
substance taken from those two persons.
The Holy Quran did not say in introducing a woman like that Arab
poet of ignorant era: “The mothers of the people are not but a few vessels
where the sperm is deposited…,” or the other poet: “The sons of our sons are
our sons, but the sons of our daughters, are the sons of outsider men.” But
Quran introduced each human individual (whether a girl or a boy,) a
creature taken and composed of the man and the woman, as a result all
human beings are like each other. There is no more perfect and
profound expression than this expression. Then the God Almighty after
expressing this equality, defined the Piety as the only criterion of
superiority.
The God Almighty Said in another Verse:
"I do not neglect anyone's effort,
whether the doer be male or female.
You are all related to one another…!”
(Al-Imran: 195,)

In this Verse, God States that no one's efforts and deeds are wasted
in the Sight of Allah, and justified this meaning to the fact that because
you are some of others, expressing explicitly the result of the previous
Verse which Said: "We created you all from a male and female...,"
which means that the man and woman are both of the same kind, and
there is no difference in their principle of creation and foundation.
Then God Almighty explains the same meaning in the way that the
action of either of these two classes is not wasted by God, and the action
of one does not remit to the other, unless the person himself invalidates
his action.
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The Holy Quran announces aloud:
"All people will be held in pledge for their deeds!"
(Muddather: 38.)

Not like the people before Islam who said: Women's sin is their
responsibility, but their good deeds and benefit of existence belong to
men! (We will refer to this in detail later.)
So when, according to these Verses, the deeds of both kinds
(whether good or bad) are written on his or her own account, there is no
superiority for anyone except by Piety! Considering the fact that one of
the stages of Piety is Virtuous Moralities (such as Faith in its various
degrees, and such as Beneficial Deeds, mature and solid intellect, good
morals, patience, and forbearance,) so a woman who has a high degree
of Faith, full of knowledge, or she has a mature and solid intellect, or
she has a greater share of Moral Virtues, such a woman is inherently
more esteemed in Islam and is higher in rank than a man who is not her
equal, let he is who and what! Therefore, there is no dignity and
advantage in Islam except to Piety and Virtue.
There is another Verse which is even clearer than the meaning of
the previous Verse, which says:
"Whoever leads a righteous life,
whether a male or female, and is a true believer,
We will surely vivify him/her in a pure life, and
We will pay them their reward by the best of what they used to do!"
(Nahl: 97.)

Also the following Verse, which says:
"Whoever does righteous deed,
whether a male or female, and is a believer,
then those will be admitted to Paradise,
where they will receive provision without limit."
(Ghafir: 40.)
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Again the following Verse, which says:
”Any believer, male or female, who acts righteously,
will enter Paradise and will not suffer the least bit of injustice!"
(Nissa: 124.)

In addition to above Verses which explicitly declare equality
between men and women, there are other Verses in Quran that explicitly
condemn the disregard for the affairs of women, including the following:
"And when the news of the birth of a female child is broken to one of them his
face darkens and he hides his inward grief and anger! He hides himself from his
folk shamefully regarding the news and he wonders whether he should keep her
with contempt, or bury her beneath the dust? Verily, evil is their judgement
regarding such discrimination!"
(Nahl: 58-59.)

Where God Says that the father of the female child tried to hide
himself out of shame from the people, was because the people of that era
considered the female birth a disgrace to the father. The source of this
way of thinking was that men at such times thought that this girl will
soon grow up and will be a playground for young folks! This way of
thinking is in fact a kind of men's domination over the women, yet it be
in a sexual matter that is obscene and ugly to speak about, as a result, its
disgrace would last as a mark of infamy and shame in the father's family
forever.
This way of thinking forced the Arabs of ignorance to bury their
innocent daughters alive.
The other reason for this case, which was the first cause of this
mental deviation, in the past, and God Almighty did condemn this act
and emphasized:
“And when the female infant, buried alive, shall be questioned:
- For what sin was she put to death?"
(Takvir: 8-9.)
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The remnants of such superstitions remained among the Muslims
after the advent of Islam, and they inherited from one generation to
another, and so far they have not been able to wash away the disgrace of
these superstitions from the heart, as we see if a man and a woman
committed adultery, the disgrace of adultery stays with a woman forever, even if she has repented, but it puts not such disgrace upon man,
even if he has not repented, even though Islam considers this blameworthy act a disgrace for both man and woman. Islam considers both of
such man and woman to be punished and condemns them both to one
hundred beats of lashes.
(Almizan: V. 2

P. 406.)

Woman and her
Social Status in Islam
سبُوا
َ َ « ِل ِلرجا ِل نَصيبٌ ِم هما ا ْكت
»!...سبْن
ِ َِو ِللن
َ َ ساء نَصيبٌ ِم هما ا ْكت
) 32 :(نساء

"To men belongs a share of what they have earned,
and to women a share of what they have earned…!”
(Holy Quran; Nessa: 32.)

Islam has established equality between men and women in terms
of managing the affairs of society and the interference of the will and
action of the two in this planning, and the reason is that as a man wants
to eat, drink, wear, and other needs in his survival, and he tries to obtain
them, and so is the woman, therefore the Holy Quran says: “You are
fellow-creatures/ The one of you is as the other!"
So, just as a man can decide his own destiny, act independently,
and owns the result of his action, so a woman has such rights without
any difference:
“Every soul receives whatever it gains,
and is liable for whatever it does!”
(Baqara: 286.)
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Therefore, man and woman are equal in what Islam considers it as
"Right," and according to the Phrase 82 Surah Yunus: "Allah will prove
the Truth...!" The fact is that God Almighty has placed two qualities in
the creation of woman, and by those two qualities, woman is privileged
over man.
The first is that: The God Almighty positioned the woman in the
parable as a field for the emergence and develop of human kind, so that
the mankind may evolve and develop within this oyster, until it reaches
the process of birth. Therefore the survival of mankind depends on the
existence of woman, because she is a farmland, and like the other
farmlands she has her own rules and with the same rules she is
distinguished from men.
The Second is that: God in creation softened the creation of
woman, since this creature must attract the opposite sex, the man, and
the man must be attracted to her in order for the human race to remain,
and marry her and endure the hardships of home and family. God
softened the creation of woman, in order that she has to endure the
hardships of having children and the suffering of running the house.
God softened and diluted her consciousness and feeling, since these two
characteristics, one in her body and the other in her soul, both has an
effect on the social duties assigned to woman.
This was the social status of the woman, and with this statement
the social status of the man is also known, as well as the complexity and
problems that exist in the common rules between the two and the rules
specific to each of them in Islam. The Holy Quran says:
“And do not wish the bounty which Allah by bestowing it,
has raised some of you above others:
To the men a share from what they have earned
and to the women a share from what they have earned;
and ask Allah of His Bounty whatever you wish and need.
Verily, Allah is the Knower of all Things!”
(Nessa: 32.)
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What God means by this statement is that the deeds that each man
and woman give to their society cause them to be assigned to a bounty
from God. Some of the bounties of God Almighty are attributed to one
of these two groups. Some are for men and some are for women .
For example, the God Almighty has given the man virtue and
superiority over the woman in the sense that his share of inheritance is
twice that of the woman, and God has given the woman the virtue over
the man in the sense that the expenses of house have been exempted
from the woman, so no man should wish that I wish I was not in charge
of the house, and neither should the woman wish that my share of the
inheritance was equal to my brother! God has attributed some other
superiority to the act of the one who acts, it does not belong to the
woman or the man, but everyone who does certain acts will attain those
virtues (whether male or female,) and whoever does not do such acts
who will not attain those virtues (whether male or female,) and no one
can wish to have such superiority, like the virtue of Faith, Knowledge,
and Intellect, and other virtues that the religion considers them a virtue.
This kind of virtue is a bounty from God that He gives to
whomever He wills, therefore at the end of the Verse God Says: "Ask
Allah of His Bounty whatever you wish and need!"
The proof for what we explained above is the Verse:
"Men have guardianship over women,
because God has given superiority to some of you over others.
The reason is that men give women alimony and dowry from their property,
therefore the righteous and competent women should be obedient to their
husbands in love affairs and in preservation of their honor, interests, and
reputation in their absence,
as God has protected their interests!"
(Nessa: 34.)
(Almizan: V. 4

P. 534.)
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Common Laws and Special Rules
Between Man and Woman
In Islam, a woman is a partner of man in all the rules of worship
and social rights, she can be as independent as man, and she is no
different from man (neither in inheritance nor in business, nor in
education and learning, and not in obtaining the right that has been taken
away from her, nor in defending her right, nor in other rulings,) except
in cases where the nature of the woman herself requires her to be
different from the man, as under:
The main points of the above cases are: First engaging in Running
the Government and Judiciary, as well as participating in Jihad, in attack
to enemy (but participating in war to help the men, like medical treatment and healing the wounded soldiers is allowed.) The next issue is the
inheritance which the share of a woman is half of men's share. Another
issue is the hijab and covering the positions of adornment of woman's
body. The last issue is the wife's obedience to the husband in any desire
that is related to love affairs and enjoyment.
On the other hand, The God Almighty compensated for these
deprivations by placing alimony, that is, the cost of living, on the father
or husband, and obliging her husband to use his utmost ability to support
her wife, in the meantime, God has also given the right of upbringing the
child and his nursing to the woman.
The God Almighty has provided such a facility for the woman that
has protected her life and honor, and even her reputation. God has even
exempted her to worship during the days of menstruation and the days of
puerperium, and prepared for her all kinds of leniency in her different
states.
Thus, from all the above, it was understood that a woman has no
obligatory duty in order to acquire knowledge more than to know the
principles of teaching and the requirements of religion (i.e., the rules of
worship and current laws in society,) and in the practical aspect she has
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the same rules that a men have, in addition that the obedience to her
husband is also obligatory for her, but, of course, not in everything the
men says and wants, but only in matters of love affairs. In the meantime
in arranging the affairs of her individual life, that is, going in search of
work, business, and industry, as well as in arranging the household
affairs, participating in social affairs and public interests, such as going
to university or engaging in industries and professions useful to the
public and beneficial in the communities, while maintaining the limits
set for her, none of them are obligatory on women.
The necessity of these things being non obligatory for women is
that her entry into any of the fields of science, business, education, and
the like is a grace she has bestowed on her community, and an honor she
has earned for herself. Islam has also considered this pride permissible
among women, unlike men who cannot boast except during war, and is
forbidden for men.
This is what comes out from our previous statements, which is also
confirmed by the tradition of the Holy Prophet. If our discussion did not
last longer, we could explain examples of the behavior of the Holy
Prophet with his wife Khadijeh (SA) and his daughter Fatemeh (SA) and
his other wives and women of his nation, and what the Prophet of Allah
has recommended about the women, as well as a summary of the
method of the Imams of the household and their women such as Zainab
(SA), daughter of Imam Ali(AS,) Fatimah and Sakina daughters of
Imam Hussein(AS,) and others other. We could also quote some of the
recommendation about the women narrated by them!
(Almizan: V. 2

P. 410.)

Basis of Social Laws of Islam
Concerning Man and Woman
The basis on which Islam has legislated the above-mentioned
rules is nature and creation. We made clear the quality of this foundation
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where we discussed the social status of women, but here, too, we give
more explanation and say:
There is no doubt for a sociologist and a debater in matters relating
to sociology, that social duties and the man-made tasks derived from
them must ultimately lead to nature, because this was a characteristic of
human natural ability that from the very beginning of his creation led
him to form a community for his kind, as we see, there has never been a
time when mankind has not had such a community for his kind. Of
course, we do not want to say that the society that human beings formed
according to the requirements of their nature has always been healthy.
No, it is possible that some factors have led that society from the
channel of health to the channel of corruption, just as some factors may
take the natural and healthy body of a person out of its natural integrity
and impair it in creation, or deprive it from natural health and afflict
with disease and pest.
So, the society in all its aspects, whether it is a righteous and
virtuous society or a corrupt, ultimately leads to nature. The fact is that,
the corrupt society has encountered in its course of life with a factor
which has corrupted it, and prevented it from attaining the good effects
of a society (unlike the virtuous society.)
So this is a fact that scholars have referred to in their social
discourses, either explicitly or by remark, and before all of them, the
Book of God Almighty has referred to it with the clearest expression and
Said:
“He who gave everything its creation and then guided it!"
(Taha: 50.)

“One Who created man and shaped him with the due proportion!
One Who Ordained man's life also guided him to the Right Path!”
(A’ala: 2-3.)

“And inspired it [with conscience of]
what is wrong for it and what is right for it!”
(Shams: 8.)

Also the other Verses that are about the issue of predestination.
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Therefore, all beings, including human beings, have been guided in
their existence and in their lives towards the goal for which they were
created, also in their creation they are equipped with every device and
tool that is needed to achieve that goal. His consistency and blissfulness
life is the kind of life whose vital actions are in accordance with the
creation and nature, a full and complete conformity that ultimately its
duties and tasks lead to nature, a rightful end! This is the truth that the
following Verse refers to and says:
“Set the face of your heart towards the upright religion. It is
harmonious with the nature which God has designed for people. The
design of God cannot be altered. Thus is the upright religion, but
many people do not know!”
(Room: 23.)
(Almizan: V. 2

P. 412.)

Natural Requirements in Equality of
Duties and Social Rights of Man and Woman
Now let us see what nature says in social duties and rights between
individuals, and what is required? Considering this meaning that all
human beings have human nature, we say: What nature requires is that
rights and duties, namely, all what is given and what is received, should
be equal between human beings, and does not allow a group enjoys
more rights and another group is deprived of its basic rights, but the
requirement of this equality in rights, which the social justice holds it, is
not that all social positions should belong to all members of society
(such a thing is not possible at all.) How is it possible, for example, a
child, being a little boy, and an ignorant idiot, being an uninformed
ignorant occupies the position or the job of someone who is both perfect
in intellect and has experience in that position or job, or a disabled
person, for example, gets in charge of the work that can only be done by
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the one who is strong and powerful, however to whom such a work
belongs, the fact is that the equality between the righteous and unrighteous is the corruption of both, and it destroys both the righteous and
the unrighteous.
Rather, what the social justice requires and interprets the meaning
of equality is that in society, every rightful owner achieves his right, and
whoever goes as far as he can, not more than that, so the equality
between individuals and between classes is only for this meaning that
every possessor of a right achieves his own right, without another right
disturbing his right, or being ignored and totally invalidated out of
enmity, coercion, or by any other motives. This is what the Holy
Phrase: "The wives have rights similar to the obligations upon them, in
accordance with honorable norms; and men have a degree above
them, and Allah is All-mighty and All-wise." (Baqara: 228,) refers to it as
we have already explained, because this Phrase, while accepts the
natural difference between women and men, meantime asserts their
equality in rights!
On the other hand, the commonality of the two kinds of men and
women in the principles of existential gifts, that is, in having thought
and will, which these two are themselves the generators of authority,
requires that women also be in freedom of thought and will, and
consequently in having authority to be a partner with a man, just as a
man is independent in taking control of all aspects of his personal and
social life, except for those things that are forbidden, so must a woman
be also independent. Islam also which is a natural religion has given this
independence and freedom to the woman in a perfect way, as we have
discussed in the previous statements.
(Almizan: V. 2

Proper Treatment with
Women in Islamic Society

P. 413.)
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وف
ِ اشرو ُه هن بِ ْال َم ْع ُر
ُ ع
َ  َو... «
َ
فَإِن َك ِر ْهت ُ ُمو ُه هن فَ َعسى أن ت َ ْك َر ُهوا شيْئا ً َو يجْ َع َل ه
»!ً َّللاُ فِي ِه خَيرا ً كثِيرا
)19 : (نساء

"And you should treat women in a famous way (honorably.)
If you dislike them, you may dislike something and
Allah brings through it a great deal of good!”
(Holy Quran; Nessa: 19.)

The word "famous" means anything that people in their community
know, and do not deny, and are not ignorant of, since the Command of
God Almighty is restricted to associate with women in famous way,
therefore naturally it means to associate with women in a way that it is
known among the Muslims, who are obliged to fulfill this Command.
The association that is known and common among men, is that a
person from the society is a part of the society builders, that is, he is
involved in the formation of the society, and his involvement is equal to
the involvement of other members, and in the result of his effect in
achieving the purpose of cooperation and public cooperation is equal to
the effect of other people, and finally all individuals should be tasked to
do something according their possibility and ability which the society
needs the product of their work, and tasked to devote to himself what he
needs from the product of his work, and to give the surplus to other
members of society, in return for what he needs from the surplus of the
product of the work of others, this is the very association and
companionship which is known to the people of society. But if a person
from the society behaves differently - and it is clear that other than this
there is only one assumption - others oppress him and nullify his
independence of membership for the society, make him subservient and
non-independent, that is, others benefit from his work, but he cannot
benefit from the work of others, and they exclude him.
The God Almighty has stated in His Holy Book that all people,
without exception, whether men or women, are branches of the same
tree, and are components and dimensions for the unique nature of
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humanity, and the complex in formation needs all these components, the
same amount needed by men will be needed by women, as God said:
"You are all from each other!” (Al-Imran: 195.)
This general rule does not contradict the meaning that each of the
two kinds of men and women have their own characteristics, for
example, the kind of men have intensity and strength, and the kind of
women naturally have tenderness and affection, because the nature of
humanity in both its Genetic life and its social life needs to express
intensity and strength, and it needs to express affection and mercy as
well, just as it needs others to express intensity and strength towards him
as well as the love and mercy. These two characteristics are two
manifestations of the public absorption and repulsion in the human
complex.
On this account, the two kinds, male and female, are balanced in
terms of social dignity and in terms of existential effect, just as the
members of the male group, with all their differences in natural and
social affairs, some are strong, learned, alert, great, chief, master, and
noble, but some others are weak, ignorant, stupid, subordinate, valet, and
inferior, and also have other differences like this, at the same time, they
are balanced in terms of social dignity and in terms of effect that they
have on the building of this human complex.
Therefore, it can be said, but it should be said, that this is a Ruling
that arises from the taste of a healthy complex, free from tending to
extremes, from the taste of a complex that is formed and acts according
to the tradition of nature, and does not deviate from it. Islam also in the
Verse under discussion and in its other instructions tried to eliminate the
deviation of society and lead it to the same tradition of nature, so for
such a society there is no choice but to carry out the Ruling of parity in
association. This is what we mean in other words by the social freedom
and freedom of men and women, and the truth is that man, because he is
human, has thought and will, and also has authority, he can choose what
is good for him from what is harmful, and in this he has independence,
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and the same man, when he enters society, has the same authority, but to
the extent that he does not disturb the happiness of the human society.
He has the independence in choice just in this framework, and no
obstacle can prevent him in his choice, or make him an unquestioning
subordinate in choice of others.
This meaning also does not contradict with some classes or some
people from the same class enjoy some advantages or are deprived of
some privileges due to their interests. For example, men in Islam can
become judges and rulers, and go to jihad, and it is obligatory on them to
pay alimony to women, and other rulings like this are specific to them,
and women are deprived of them, and the confession of the immature
children is not valid, and they cannot trade independently, and such
children are not obliged to do the duties of Islam. This kind of rulings
are mentioned in the books of jurisprudence regarding the individuals
who are deprived of financial possessions.
So, all these differences are the characteristics of the rulings that
apply to classes and individuals of the society, and the reason is the
difference that is in their social value, while all share in the principle of
having human value and social value, because the criterion in having the
principle of human value relates to having the thought and will, which
everyone have them.
Let us also say that these specific rules are not specific to the Holy
Law of Islam, but are more or less found in all civil laws and even in all
communities that have a tradition for themselves, even if they do not
have a law, and their life is forested. Considering these matters, if we
want to include them all in a short phrase, the most comprehensive of
those phrases is the Phrase under discussion, which says: "...Treat
women in a famous way (honorably.)"
The Phrase: "If you dislike them, you may dislike something and
Allah brings through it a great deal of good," shows that the God
Almighty Stated a certain and known thing, as a questionable and
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probable one, in order not to provoke the instinct of prejudice in the
listener.
The question is that why Quran tried to avoid provoking the
audience's prejudices and customs with a mild interpretation?
The answer is that the human complex on that day, that is, at the
time of the revelation of the Holy Quran, did not grant the women her
real position. They hated to consider women as part of human society, to
classify them as an essential class like the men. The societies of that day
were societies that considered the women either as a dependent one from
outside the community attached to it. They either accepted such attachment only because they need them for their work and use, or they were
societies that considered them as a human being, but imperfect in
humanity, such as children and insane men, with the difference that
children eventually mature one day and become full-fledged human
beings, and the insane as well, they would probably recover one day, but
women did not reach full humanity forever, so they would have to live
under the domination of men forever, and perhaps this was the reason
why God did not State in the above Phrase: (If you hated marrying
women,) but Stated: (If you hated women,) He wanted to refer to such a
point.
(Almizan: V. 4

P. 404.)

Executing Illegal Opinions of
Spouses and children is prohibited
عد ًُّوا لهك ْم
َ « يَأَي َها الهذِينَ َءا َمنُوا إِ هن ِم ْن أ َ ْز َو ِج ُك ْم َو أ َ ْولَدِك ْم
فَاحْ ذَ ُرو ُه ْم َو ِإن ت َ ْعفُوا َو ت َصفَ ُحوا َو ت َ ْغ ِف ُروا فَإ ِ هن ه
َ ََّللا
!ور هر ِحي ٌم
ٌ ُغف
ِإنه َما أ َ ْم َولُ ُك ْم َو أ َ ْولَدُك ْم فِتْنَةٌ َو ه
»! ع ِظي ٌم
َ َّللاُ ِعندَهُ أَجْ ٌر
) 14 :(تغابن

"Believers,
some of your wives and children may prove to be your enemies
so beware of them. However, if you would pardon, ignore and
forgive, know that God is All-forgiving and All-merciful!
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Your property and children are a trial for you,
but the reward which one may receive from God is great!”
(Holy Quran; Taghabun: 14-15.)

Making the enmity of the spouses dependent on the believers is the
common cause of the Ruling, and understands that some of the spouses
of the believers who are at enmity with them do so because their
husbands have Faith, and enmity for the sake of faith can only do so.
There is a reason that these unbelieving women want to turn their
husbands away from the principle of faith, or from the righteous deeds
that require faith, such as giving alms in the way of God and migrating
from the land of disbelief, and the husbands do not accept, therefore the
women are forcibly hostile to them, or they want to impose great
disbelief and sins on them, such as stinginess and refraining from giving
alms in the way of God, because they like husbands instead of being in
the way of God, the advancement of God's religion, and sympathy with
God's servants, to love and be interested in their own children and wives
and to steal and usurp people's property to ensure their comfort.
So, the God Almighty has considered some of the children and
wives as enemies of the believers, of course, the enemy of their Faith,
and because they are the enemy of their faith, they force husbands and
fathers to renounce faith in God, and not to do some righteous deeds, or
commit some great and deadly sins, and the believers may obey some of
the wishes of their wives and children because of their love for them,
and therefore in this Holy Verse God Says: Beware of such women and
children, and do not take their pleasure before the pleasure of God!
The three command: Pardon, ignore, and forgive, want to
encourage the believers to overlook if their wives and children show the
effects of the above-mentioned enmity, and at the same time to be
careful not to be deceived by them.
“Your property and children are a sedition (trial) for you…!” The
word "sedition" means troubles that have the aspect of temptation, and
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the temptation of property and children is because these two worldly
blessings are attractive ornaments of worldly life, the human soul is so
attracted to them that considers them as important as the Hereafter and
obedience to his Lord, and puts himself very seriously at the edge of
doubt, finally tends toward them and neglects the Hereafter, as the God
Almighty Said in another Verse: "Wealth and children are ornaments
of the life of this world!" (Kahf: 46.)
“But the reward which one may receive from God is great!” The
Verse is interpreted to prohibition, it wants to forbid neglecting God
through full interest in wealth and children, and says: By love and
interest in wealth and children do not leave God because the great
Reward is with Him!
(Almizan: V. 19

P. 515.)
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Chapter Two

NATURAL DIFFERENCES
BETWEEN

MAN AND WOMAN

Quranic Declaration on Woman's Right, and
Natural Differences between Man and Woman
The woman became independent for herself and self-reliant thanks
to the blessings of Islam. Her will and action, which was tied to the will
of man until the advent of Islam, was separated from the will and action
of man, and came out of the guardianship of man. She reached a position
that the pre-Islamic world, with all its antiquity and in all its periods, had
not given such a position to a woman. Islam gave a position to women
that you will not find such a position for a woman in any corner of any
page of human history, and a Proclamation on Women's Rights like the
proclamation of the Quran which says:
“There will be no sin upon you in respect of what they may do with
themselves in accordance with honorable norms!”
(Baqara: 234.)
But this does not mean that whatever they asked of the man, they
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asked of her, while there are factors in women that are also present in
men, but women differ from men in other aspects.
(Of course, the aspect that we say about is an aspect of their kind,
not a personal one, in the sense that the average woman is behind the
average man in perfection, and in the means of physical development.)
In short: Although it is possible to find one or two extraordinary
women, as well as one or two backward men, but according to the
physiology of average women in terms of brain, heart, arteries, nerves,
body muscle, and weight are different from average men, that is, they
are weaker.
That is why the female body is softer and subtle, and the male
body is rougher and stronger, and delicate emotions such as friendship
and tenderness of heart and desire for beauty and adornment are more
dominant in women than in men. On the contrary, the power of reason
is more dominant in man than in woman, so the life of a woman is an
emotional life, just as the life of a man is a life of reason.
Because of this difference between men and women, Islam has
differentiated between men and women in public and social duties and
responsibilities, the consistency of which is one of these two things,
namely reason and feeling. What has more to do with reason than
feeling (such as guardianship, jurisprudence, and war,) allocated for
men, and the tasks related more to emotion than reason allocated for
women, such as raising children and managing the house and the like.
(Almizan: V. 2

P. 414.)

Wisdom in Difference of Inheritance Share
Between Man and Woman
The Divine Law has compensated for most of a man's duties by:
Making his share of the inheritance twice the share of the woman's
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inheritance, in exchange for the alimony that the man gives to the
woman.
In other words, if we assume the inheritance of a man and a
woman to be eighteen Dollars, give both nine Dollars and then take
three Dollars of it (which is one-third of a woman's share) from him and
give it to the man, the man's share is twelve Dollars, because the woman
also benefits from half of these twelve Dollars.
As a result, the return of this division is that what is wealth in the
world the two-thirds of it is for men, both real estate and movables, and
two-thirds for women, one-third of which is for them, and another third,
which is in the hands of men, the women benefit from it.
So, from what has been said, it has become clear that the majority
of men (not all of them) are stronger in the matter of management, and
as a result, most of the management of the world, or in other words,
production is in the hands of men, and most benefits, enjoyment, and
consumption belong for women, because women's feelings prevail over
their reason.
In addition to what has been said, Islam has observed facilities and
discounts for women, which have also been mentioned.
(A detailed discussion of the laws of inheritance and its principles is given
in Verses 11 to 14 of Surah Nissa in page: 78; Volume 1 of AlMizan, to which we
invite dear scholars to refer.)
(Almizan: V. 1

P. 78.)
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Chapter Three

MALE AND FEMALE
PRIVILEGES

IN ISLAMIC LAW

Male Mastery over Female
In Nature and in Islam
ساء
ِ ِعلَى الن
َ َالرجا ُل َق هوا ُمون
ِ «
ض َل ه
»!...على بَ ْعض
بِما فَ ه
َ ض ُه ْم
َ َّللاُ بَ ْع
)34 :(نساء

"Men are standing guard over women, because of the advantage
Allah has granted some of them over others,"
(Holy Quran; Nissa: 34.)

If we study and pay attention to the way of mating and the
relationship between male and female animals, we will see that among
the animals, in the matter of mating, there is somewhat and a kind of, or
in other words, a smell of male mastery over the female, and we quite
feel as if the male animal considers itself the owner of the female
reproductive system, and consequently the owner of the female, and that
is why we see males quarrel over one female, but females never quarrel
over one male.
(For example, a donkey, a dog, a sheep, or a female cow when they
see that the male has jumped on another female, never attacks that
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female, but the male of these animals when it sees a male chasing the
female gets angry and attacks that male.)
We also see that the act courtship or marriage proposal in humans,
is also performed in animals (which is in each kind of them in a special
form) and this is performed by the male animal, and it has never been
seen that a female who has proposed to the male. This is not but the
animals, with their instinctive understanding, understand that in the act
of mating, which takes place with the subject and the object, the subject
is male, and the object is female, and therefore the female inevitably
understands herself as submissive.
This meaning is different from the meaning observed in males that
the male is obedient to the desires of the female (because our
conversation is only about the act of mating and the superiority of the
male over the female, but in other acts such as satisfying the needs of the
female and providing her pleasures, the male is obedient to the female,
and the return of this obedience (male to the female) is obedience to love
and lust and more enjoyment. Therefore, the root of this obedience is the
animal's power of lust, and the root of it is the superiority and ownership
of the animal's rutting and male-hood power and has nothing to do with
the foregoing issue.
This meaning that the necessity of intensity and power for the male
sex and the necessity of softness and acceptance for the female sex is
something that the belief for that is more or less found in all nations, to
the extent that it has found its way into different languages of the world,
in a way that a hero and everything that does not surrender is called a
"man," and every person who is soft and everything that is cordial is
called a "woman," for example, they say: My sword is a man, that is, it
is a winner, or a certain male plant or a male place, and.... This is
happening in the human race and among different societies and different
nations in general, although it can be said that its flow (with more or less
differences) is common among nations.
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The Religion of Islam, has also considered this natural law valid in
the legislation of its laws and has said:
"Men are standing guard over women, because of the advantage
Allah has granted some of them over others,"
(Nissa: 34.)

Islam with this decree, made it obligatory on spouse to obey the
husband's request for cohabitation and agree to submit herself to him.
(Almizan: V. 4

P. 543.)

Philosophy of Male Mastery over
Female in Divine Law
This meaning is not hidden from anyone that the Holy Quran
always strengthens the sound reason of human beings, and prefers the
side of the reason to the desire of the soul, pursuit of lusts, and affection
to sharp emotions. To preserve and maintain this Divine Grace from
wasting the God Almighty gives advices. This meaning is so clear from
the Verses of the Quran that there is no need to give a Quranic proof,
because the Verses that explicitly or by reference, or by any language
and expression express this meaning are not one, two, or ten that we can
quote them.
The Holy Quran, meanwhile, has not overlooked the issue of pure
and correct emotions, and also the good effects that those emotions have
on training of individuals, and has accepted its effect on the stability of
society. The God Almighty mentions two attributes of the emotional
attributes as two praiseworthy attributes of the believers and says that
the believers are cruel to the infidels and merciful and kind among
themselves: “Muhammad, the Messenger of Allah, and those who are
with him are stern and hard against the disbelievers but kind and
compassionate among themselves!” (Fat’h: 29.)
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In Holy Verse: "He created for you mates from your own selves
that you may take comfort in them, and He ordained affection and
mercy between you!" (Room: 21,) the God Almighty considers the
affection and mercy, which both are emotional affairs, as His Own two
Blessings and endowments, and Stated: God has created for you wives
of your own sex, in order your hearts may be at peace with their desire
and love, and He has placed between you men and your wives fondness
and mercy!
Also in other Verse the God Almighty Asks His Holy Messenger
to: "Say, who has forbidden the adornment of Allah which He has
brought forth for His servants, and the clean things of His provision?"
(A'araf: 32,) which in this Verse also God introduced the interest in
adornment and sustenance, which both relates to emotions, as legitimate,
and as a rebuke from those who considered it forbidden, Says: Who has
forbidden the adornment of Allah which He has brought forth for His
servants?
The fact is that the Holy Quran modifies emotions by harmonizing
them with the reason, and gives them the title of following the reason, so
that the reason also does not consider it permissible to suppress that
amount of emotions.
One of the stages of strengthening the reason in Islam is that what
is legislated of the rulings are based on the strengthening the reason, as
evidenced by the fact that the God Almighty has prohibited every action,
situation, and dispute that is detrimental to the endurance of the reason
and causes the reason to be overclouded in cases of judgment or in
ruling the affairs of the society, such as drinking alcohol, gambling, all
kinds of greedy transactions, lies, slander, backbiting and the like.
It is well known that no scholar, by studying the same amount of
the rulings of the Religion of Islam, should not expect that Islam entrusts
in general matters, public affairs, social and universal aspects but to
those whose privilege is having more reason, because administrating the
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social affairs such as Government, jurisprudence, and war require a
stronger reason, and on the other hand depriving those who have the
privilege of sharper emotions and carnal desires to take over those
affairs. It is also known that the male kind is privileged to have a
stronger reason and weak emotions than the female kind, and the female
kind are privileged to have less reason and more emotions than the
males.
Islam has the same procedure, and in the above Verse the God
Almighty Said: "Men are standing guard over women!" It was also the
Tradition and Procedure of the Holy Prophet of God in all over his
lifetime, he did not surrender the administration of any nation to women,
nor did he give any women a position of jurisprudence, nor did he invite
women to war - of course, to fight, not merely to participate in jihad, for
service and surgery, and the like.
But other than the above affairs, the Holy Prophet did not forbid
women in other public and social affairs, such as education and learning,
nursing of the sick, their treatment, and the like, which involvement of
emotions were not in conflict with the usefulness of such actions, and
the procedure of the Holy Prophet of Allah indicates the acceptance
many of these deeds.
Of course, the Verses of the Holy Quran are also not free from
indications to the permission of such works for women, because the
requirement of a woman's free will in her personal will and action makes
her able to act on such tasks.
For it does not make sense, on the one hand, to exclude women
from the guardianship of men in such matters, and to regard their
property as respectable to men, and, on the other hand, to forbid them
from managing and reforming their property in any way, and nor does it
make sense to give them the right to sue, or testify, in self-defense in
court, while preventing them from appearing in court and appearing
before a governor or judge, as well as other means of independence and
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freedom.
Yes, the scope of women's independence and freedom is so wide
that it does not interfere with the husband's rights, because we said
before that if the husband is present in the homeland, the wife is under
his guardianship, of course, the guardianship of obedient, and if the
husband is absent, or for example, he is in trip, the wife has to maintain
her tasks in his absence. It is clear that considering these two duties,
none of the permissible affairs of a woman is permissible if it interferes
with these two duties.
(Almizan: V. 4

P. 547.)

A Discussion on Women's Liberation
In Western Civilization
There is no doubt that the pioneer in freeing women from captivity
and securing their independence in the will and practice was Islam, and
if the West (in recent times) has taken a step in this aspect for women, it
has imitated Islam, (and what evil way did they imitate and face with it,)
and the reason why they could not fully imitate is that the rules of Islam
are intertwined like links in a chain.
The method of Islam, which is a prominent and influential ring in
this chain, is therefore effective in that chain, and the imitation that the
Westerners have made of this method has only taken a tiny part from the
method of Islam. It is known that how ineffective it will be alone.
In short, the Westerners have based their method on the allencompassing equality of women and men in Rights, and have worked
for years in this regard, but in this effort the difference in creation of
women and their post-perfection (which already mentioned briefly,) has
not been considered.
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Their general opinion is almost that the post-perfection and postvirtue of woman is not documented by her creation, but is documented
by the misbehavior with which she has been trained for centuries, and
from the beginning of the creation of the world until now, she has lived
in an artificial limitation, otherwise, the nature and creation of woman is
no different from man.
The objection to this statement is that, as the Westerners themselves have acknowledged, society, from the earliest day of its formation, has briefly and implicitly ruled to the post-perfection of women
from men, and if the nature of man and woman was the same it was
definitely and forcibly showed the contrary to that ruling even in a short
time, and also the creation of the chief female organs or non-chief
female organs changed its position throughout history, and became like
the creation of a man.
This is confirmed by the method of the Westerners themselves,
who, although they have tried for years and have used their utmost care
to save the woman from backwardness and to provide her precedence
and promotion, have not been able to establish equality between women
and men, and the world's statistics show that in these countries, in the
occupations that Islam has deprived women of, namely, jurisprudence,
guardianship, and war, there is a majority and precedence for men, and
fewer women have always been in charge of such jobs.
(Even in the United States of America there is a confidential
instruction circulated each year among official organizations, which
determines the employment ratio of females and blacks in a minor
ratio than the white males!!!! Amin.)
As for the results of the Westerners' propaganda for equal rights
for men and women, and what they obtained of their efforts in this way,
we will explain in a separate chapter as much as possible, God willing!
(Almizan: V. 2

P. 417.)
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PART NINE
Conditions
Of MARRIAGE

IN ISLAM
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Chapter One

THE FORBIDDEN
MARRAIGES

Forbidden Groups
In Marriage
ْ « ُح ِر َم
»!...ع همات ُ ُك ْم َو
َ علَ ْي ُك ْم أ ُ همهات ُ ُك ْم َو بَنات ُ ُك ْم َو أَخَوات ُ ُك ْم َو
َ ت
) سوره نساء23-24 (

“You are forbidden to marry your mothers, daughters, sisters,
paternal aunts, maternal aunts, nieces, your foster-mothers,
your foster-sisters, your mothers-in-law, your step-daughters
whom you have brought up and with whose mothers you have had
marital relations. It would not be a sin to marry her if you did not have
marital relations with her mother.
You are forbidden to marry the wives of your own sons
and to marry two sisters at the same time excluding what is already
past.
God is All-forgiving and All-merciful!”
“You are forbidden to marry married women except your slave-girls…!”
(Holy Quran; Nissa: 23-24.)

All These Verses are the Decisive Verses, which enumerate the
groups of women, with whom marriage is prohibited, or allowed.
The preceding Verse, which prohibited marriage with fathers'
wives, is connected in theme with these Verses, too.
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The Verses give a list of all those women with whom marriage is
absolutely prohibited without any condition or exception. This is clear
from the Phrase immediately after enumeration of prohibited relatives:
"And lawful for you is (all) besides that!"
That is why all scholars unanimously say that the verse prohibits
son's daughter and daughter's daughter as well as father's mother and
mother's mother; and that the Verse: "Do not marry women whom your
fathers married," prohibits grandfather's wife too. From this, we may
easily understand that the prohibition of marriage with the mentioned
women in the above Verse has no condition or exception.

1- MARRIAGES FORBIDDEN BY BLOOD-RELATIONSHIP
The following verse refers to the list of those women whose
marriage are prohibited by blood-relation:
"Forbidden to you are your mothers and your daughters and your
sisters and your paternal aunts and your maternal aunts and brother's
daughters and sister's daughters…!"
The blood-relations are seven in number:
1- Mothers 2- Daughters 3 – Sisters
4- Paternal Aunts 5- Maternal Aunts
6- Brother's Daughters

7- Sister's Daughters

First Group: "Mothers" are the women to whom the birth of a
human being leads, and to whom one's lineage is connected by birth,
whether that woman gave birth to one without intermediaries, or with
intermediaries, like the mother of the father, who first gave birth to the
father, and then we were born of that father, or mother's mother, who
first gave birth to our mother, then our mother gave birth to us, or
through several intermediaries, such as the mothers from whom the
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ancestor was born.
Second Group: "Daughters" are any girl whose own birth, or her
parent’s birth, or the birth of her grandparents are from same ancestor.
Third Group: "Sisters" are daughters and wives who are related to
us by birth, namely, they were born to our parents, or only to our father,
even though her mother is not our mother, or that she was born to our
mother, even though her father is not our father.
Forth Group: "Paternal Aunt" is the father's sister, or the sister of
the grandfather, whether this relation are from the parents of both, or
whether it is only from the father, or whether only sister and brother
from the mother.
Fifth Group: "Maternal Aunt" is a woman who was born to one
parent with our mother or our grandfather, or was born to only one
father or only one mother.
Sixth and Seventh Group: "Brother's Daughter and Sister's
Daughter," their relations also are not limited to our brothers or sisters
from the same father or mother only, but it includes the Brother's
daughter or Sister's daughter who relate us by each of our father or
mother only, are nephews and nieces for us.
The meaning of what God Said: You are forbidden to marry your
mothers, daughters…, this means that your marriage with them is
forbidden. But this meaning does not accord with the Phrase: "except
your slave-girls," because we know that this exception is an exception to
the act of cohabitation, not to the attachment of marriage, which will be
expressed soon, and also does not accord with the Phrase: "Besides
these, it is lawful for you to marry other women if you pay their
dower, maintain chastity and do not commit indecency," in a statement that will also come soon.
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So the truth is that the subject of the ruling of inhibition, which is
not mentioned in the Verse, and is taken as granted, is not the attachment
of marriage, but is the (sex affair) but if the Holy Quran did not specify
its name, was in order to observe politeness in speech, because this is the
manner of Quran to observe the chastity of speech.
If in the Verse under discussion the God Almighty addresses
especially the men and States that it is forbidden for you men your
mothers and daughters to marry to, and ... although it was possible that
He would address the same address to the women and would Say: It is
forbidden for you women to marry your children and fathers, or would
say in general and without specifying the addressee that there is no
marriage between a woman and her child and her father, but the fact is
that according to the interpretation of Holy Verse: "Men are standing
guard over women...!" (Nissa: 34,) usually by nature, the proposal of
marriage, and reproducing offspring is the work of men, and it is only
the men [and the male of every animal,] who seek a mate, [and it has
never been seen that the female seeks a male from an animal, or a
woman to choose the husband goes to houses.]
As for the fact that God addressed the addressee in the Verse and
Said: "For you (in plural,)" and also made the inhibition belong to the
group of all seven classes and Said: "Your mothers and daughters ...," it
was because it includes all Men and the mothers, and daughters, etc., in
general, it conveyed the meaning that it is forbidden for any of your men
to marry his mother and daughter.
2- MARRIAGES FORBIDDEN BY MARRIAGE-RELATIONSHIP
»!...ع ِة َو أ ُ همهاتُ نِسائِ ُك ْم و
ض ْعنَ ُك ْم َو أَخَوات ُ ُك ْم ِمنَ ه
َ الرضا
َ « … َو أ ُ همهات ُ ُك ُم الالهتي أ َ ْر

“You are forbidden to marry … Your foster-mothers, your foster-sisters,
your mothers-in-law…!”
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Now begins the list of the women whose marriage prohibited
because of the relationship established after marriage, not by the blood
relationship, for which the following Verse refers: "… And your mothers
that have suckled you, and your foster sisters, and mother of your
wives…! "
They are also seven: Six are mentioned in this Verse and one in the
preceding Verse: "… And marry not women whom your fathers
married! "
This Verse, in its context, indicates that the Legislator of Islam has
established the ruling of motherhood and childhood between a girl and
the woman who breastfed her, that is, the law considered the breastfeeding woman as the mother of that girl and the girl as the child of that
woman, likewise, it has also established the rule of brotherhood between
a boy and his sister-in-law, because the Legislator of Islam has considered this motherhood and childhood and also brotherhood and sisterhood
as an accepted reality, therefore the issue of breastfeeding and milkdrinking according to the law creates a familial relationship. This
meaning, as we shall express soon, is one of the characteristics of
Islamic law.
A tradition narrated by both Shiia and Sunnis, states that the Prophet
said: "Verily, Allah has prohibited through suckling what He has
prohibited through blood-relationship." (For example, if according the
blood-relationship God has considered the mother forbidden to marry to
her child, He has also made the foster-mother forbidden to breastfeeding
child.) It follows that suckling creates prohibition parallel to the
prohibited blood-relationship, that is, foster-mother, foster-daughter,
foster-sister, foster paternal aunt, foster maternal aunt, daughter of foster
brother and daughter of foster-sister; a total of seven groups are the
prohibited groups.
But what amount of the suckling, and what conditions concerning
its quantity, quality, and duration, creates the prohibition; and other
relevant rules; these topics are explained in the Islamic jurisprudence,
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and are outside the scope of this book.
The Phrases: "Forbidden to you are … Your foster-sisters, or sisters
from suckling," do not refer to the girl, whom the boy suckled with her
mother's milk, but it refers to the girl who suckled with boy's mother's
milk, the milk that produced in mother’s breast through his father, but if
a mother had milk from a divorced husband, then married to my father,
then got me, during her pregnancy period she has suckled a girl, that girl
will not be proved as my foster-sister. All other babies also that become
relative through suckling are those who would suckle with the milk
belonging to my father.
The Verse: "Forbidden to you are… Mothers of your wives,"
indicates another forbidden group because of the marriage relationship.
It makes no difference whether the man had established sexual relation
with that wife (her daughter,) or not.
In the next clause which refers to stepdaughters, the daughters of a
man's wife from a previous husband, and states: “Forbidden to you
are… your step-daughters whom you have brought up and with whose
mothers you have had carnal relations. It would not be a sin to marry
them if you did not have carnal relations with their mother.” The
stepdaughters are those girls who came from a wife's previous husband;
but it is the present husband who looks after the children. It is he, who in
most cases, if not all cases, looks after them and brings them up.
The adverbial clause: "Who are in your guardianship,” refers also
to an occasional not permanent condition, mostly it happens that the
daughters of our wife grow up in our lap, not permanently (since it is
possible that our spouse has left her daughter to her relatives or to
relatives of the daughter,) therefore it is said that marring the wife's
daughter is forbidden to her husband, whether she has been raised in
husbands house or someone else. Therefore, the adverbial Phrase: "Who
are in your guardianship, (or living in your house,)” is an explanatory
restriction, not the so-called avoidance restriction to conclude that it is
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permissible to stepfather to marry her if not raised in his house.
It is also possible to maintain that the Phrase: "Who are in your
guardianship, (living in your house,)” points to the underlying wisdom
which is in the abovementioned legislation of the law, and understands
that why it is forbidden to marry some women because of bloodrelationship, and others of marriage-relationship (which we will describe
later.)
The wisdom is that, there is continuous and constant mingling
between men and these girls; they are usually together in the homes,
consequently, it would have been impossible to avoid incest (merely with
prohibition of fornication) if they were not prohibited forever, (as will be
explained later.)
Thus, the adverbial Phrase: "Who are in your guardianship, (living
in your house,)” refers to the meaning that since the stepdaughters grow
mostly up with stepfathers, and are often with them, therefore the same
wisdom and criteria which was in the prohibition of mothers and sisters'
marriage was also in them. (Just as we explained the adultery with those
groups in particular, we also explained adultery with stepdaughters.)
In any case, we want to say that the adverbial Phrase: "Who are in
your guardianship, (living in your house,)” is not an avoidance
restriction, and it does not want to say that it is only stepdaughters who
live in your house and grew up in your skirt are forbidden for you, but if
she is in other's house or is an older girl and not grow up in your skirt you
can marry her, and can have both her and her mother!!!
The reason for this claim and the meaning that we have obtained
from the Verse is that in the Phrase: "It would not be a sin to marry her
if you did not have marital relations with her mother," the God
Almighty specifies this and States: If no intercourse has taken place with
stepdaughter's mother, you can marry the stepdaughter.
It turns out that having intercourse with mother is the cause of the
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prohibition of marriage with stepdaughter. So, if the adverbial Phrase:
"Who are in your guardianship, (living in your house,)” was an avoidance restriction, like the above Phrase the God Almighty should also
State the same condition as Stated in the above case and Said: If your
stepdaughter is not raised up in your skirt, you can marry her, and as soon
as we see that God has not mentioned it, we understand that there is a
difference between these two conditions, the adverbial Clause in first case
is avoidance restriction but in the second case it is not, and it is an
explanatory restriction
The Clause: "[Forbidden to you are…] the wives of your sons
who are of your own loins," denotes the "sons", who are the male child
begotten by a human being through birth, either direct or through a son
or daughter, [how low so ever]. The conditional clause "who are of
your own loins," excludes wives of the so-called "sons of adoption,"
which, in Arabs before Islam, were known as legal sons of a man. The
Holy Quran wants to explain that marriage with the wives of these kind
of sons is permitted, but marrying the wives of the sons, who are of the
man's own loin, is illegal.
The Clause: "[Forbidden to you are…] marrying two sisters
together," ordains prohibition of marrying sister of a wife as long as the
wife is alive and is married to the man. The expression makes it clear
that man is forbidden to have both sisters together in his marriage at the
same time. There is no hindrance if a man marries a woman and then,
after her divorce or death, marries her sister. The proof may be seen in
the well-established conduct of the Muslims going back to the Prophet's
time.
The exceptional Clause: "Except what has already passed," has
the same implication here as it had in the preceding Verse: "And marry
not women whom your fathers married, except what has already
passed." It looks at the custom, prevalent among the Arabs of the era of
ignorance, of having two sisters in marriage together. This Clause
proclaims pardon to what they had done in the past, [before this Verse
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was revealed.] It does not mean that such marriages, [if they were
contracted earlier] could continue even after the revelation. The Verse
clearly shows that from now, such marriages, are prohibited and
unlawful, cannot continue. We have seen in the "Traditions," under the
Verse: "And marry not women whom your fathers married, except
what has already passed," how the Prophet had separated between the
sons and the wives of their fathers, at once after that Verse was revealed,
although the marriages had been contracted before its revelation.
Question: What is the use of pardoning a previous marriage, which
was dissolved soon after revelation of the Verse, and did not continue?
What was the benefit of saying that: that past union was not prohibited was lawful - when it had already ceased to exist?
Reply: It had great benefits, because the effects of that marriage
were continuing even after the marriage was dissolved, like legitimacy
of children, recognition of various relationships and other related
matters.
In other words, there is no use in saying that a past marriage,
which had joined two sisters together, was lawful or unlawful, when
both or one of them had died, or both or one of them had been divorced.
However, it is quite meaningful to declare that, that past conjunction
was not "unlawful" at that time. It was necessary for the welfare of the
offspring of such marriages, as it gave them legitimacy and established
relationship between the children and their natural fathers and other
relatives, which in its turn had bearing on inheritance, marriage, and
other so many family affairs.
Therefore, the Clause: "Except what has already passed," is an
exception to the ruling, not on the basis that it is related to the past deeds
before the law of Islam, but on the basis of the effects contrary to
religious laws remained from that past deeds.
Also it is possible to apply this exception to all the Clauses
mentioned in the Verse - without restricting it to the last Clause:
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"[Forbidden to you are…] marrying two sisters together." It is true that
the Arabs did not commit all the prohibitions mentioned in the Verse,
and they did not marry their mothers, daughters or other prohibited
relatives, however, at the time of the revelation of these Verses, there
were many nations, like the Persians, the Romans, and several other
civilized and irreligious societies, which married various prohibited
women, each society following its own custom. Islam recognizes the
validity of the prevalent marriage-systems of non-Muslim societies, and
confirms the legitimacy of their children when they enter into the fold of
Islam. (Of course, the first explanation is more obvious.)
The clause: "Surely Allah is Forgiving, Merciful," explains the
reason of the above-mentioned exception. It is one of those places,
where Divine Forgiveness belongs to the effects of a deed, not to the
deeds that were full of sins and disobediences.
The Clause: "[Forbidden to you are…] all married women except
those whom your right hands possess, (the slave girls,)" refers to those
women who are presently married to a husband. The Holy Phrase states
that apart from the fourteen groups (mentioned in the preceding two
verses,) man can marry all women except the married women, whom no
one is allowed to marry with.
Consequently, the exceptional Clause, “except those whom your
right hands possess, (the slave girls,)" will exclude one's married slave
girl from this prohibition, namely, the master of a married slave woman
may take away that woman from her husband, keep her untouched for
the prescribed term, then have sexual relation with her, and thereafter
return her to her husband. It has been also been narrated in traditions.
"Allah's Ordinance to you,” means: Adhere to Allah's Command,
which is ordained and prescribed for you!
(Almizan: V. 4

P. 416.)
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Faith, the Marriage Provision
With Idolatress
»!... ت َحتهى يُؤْ ِم هن
ِ « َو ال ت َ ْن ِك ُحوا ْال ُم ْش ِركا
) 221 / ( بقره

"Do not marry pagan women unless they believe in God.
A believing slave girl is better than an idolater,
even though the idolaters may attract you.
Do not marry pagan men unless they believe in God.
A believing slave is better than an idolater,
even though the idolater may attract you.
The pagans invite you to the fire,
God invites you to Paradise and
Forgiveness through His Will.
God shows His Evidence to people
so that they may take heed!"
(Holy Quran, Baqareh: 221.)

It is important to mention that the main purpose of marriage
performance is the marital relationship, not the verbal marriage contract
which is recited and signed in the marriage ceremony and is common
among any nation and religion.
The appearance of the Verse, which says: "Do not marry pagan
women…," prohibits only the marriages with pagan women and men,
not marrying “the people of the book.”
(Almizan: V. 2

P. 303 )

Who is a Polytheist and
Who is an Unbeliever?
The POLYTHEIST, means one who ascribes a partner to "Allah".
They are also called "Pagans or Idolaters." It is well-known that
polytheism may be open or hidden, and these two qualities may be of
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various degrees and grades. The same is the case with belief and
disbelief.
The most open kind of polytheism is to believe that there is more
than one god and to take and worship idols and treat them as intercessors
before God. Less open is the polytheism of the people of the book, as
they deny the prophet-hood of Muhammad (PBUH), and, especially their
belief that 'Uzayr’ was the son of God, or Christ was the son of God, and
so is their claim that they themselves are sons of God, and His beloved:
“The Jews and the Christians say: We are Allah's children and His
beloved ones." (Maeda: 18.)
All this is polytheism, but less manifest than that is believing in
that the apparent causes independently create their effects; like believing
in that a medicine gives its effect independently, then relying on these
causes.
The most hidden polytheism is the one from which only the
chosen servants of Allah, with pure hearts, can escape. That is to be
forgetful of Allah and to divert attention to other than Him. All of these
are polytheism.
But this does not mean that we apply the word polytheist to all
those who hold the ranks of polytheism, as we know that if a Muslim
abandons prayer or any other obligation, he disbelieves in that
obligation, but we do not apply the word infidel to him. For example,
the God Almighty called the abandonment of Hajj an act of disbelief,
and Said: "And it is the duty of mankind toward Allah to make
pilgrimage to the House for those who can afford the journey to it and
should anyone renege on his obligation, Allah is indeed without need
of the creatures!" (Al-Imran: 97,) of course, we do not call such one a
polytheist, but he is one who disbelieved in one duties of God, and even
if we can apply it, we should say that he is an infidel to Hajj.
Likewise. the other attributes used in Quran, such as: the righteous, the obedient, the thankful, and the purified, or the transgressors,
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and the oppressors, and so on, are not equal to the actions from which
these attributes are derived, the one who has only a righteous deed, one
worship, one thanksgiving, and one purity, or only one immorality, and
one oppressor, he is not called the righteous, the obedient, the thankful,
the purified, or the immoral, and the unjust. This is an obvious fact, so
there is a rule to call these titles the name or attribute of someone, but
attributing a deed to some person has another ruling.
In addition, this meaning is not well cleared that the Holy Quran
has also applied the word polytheist to the People of the Book, contrary
to the word of unbelievers, but as far as we know, this word has been
applied to non-People of the Book, for example: "Faithless from among
the People of the Book and the polytheists were not set apart until
the proof had come to them!" (Bayyina: 1.)
Or the God Almighty Said:
"The polytheists are indeed unclean: so let them not approach
the Holy Mosque!” (Taubah: 28,) or Said:
"How shall the polytheists have any valid treaty with Allah and
His Messenger?" (Taubah: 8,) and again Said:
"And fight against the disbelievers collectively!” (Taubah: 36,) and
“Kill the polytheists wherever you find them!” (Taubah: 5,) and others.
So, considering above explanations it is clear that the appearance
of the Holy Verse, which says: "Do not marry pagan women," prohibits
only the marriages with pagan women and men, not marrying the people
of the book. Also if a man converted in Islam but has a pagan wife he
must divorce her, unless she also converts in Islam to maintain their
marriage relation valid.
(Almizan: V. 2

P. 303 )
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Privilege of Muslim Slave-Girl
On the Idolatrous Woman
 َو َأل َ َمةٌ ُمؤْ ِمنَةٌ َخي ٌْر...«
»!...ِم ْن ُم ْش ِر َك ٍة َو لَ ْو أ َ ْع َج َبتْ ُكم
)221 :(بقره

“…A believing slave girl is better than an idolater,
even though the idolaters may attract you…!”
(Holy Quran; Baqara: 221.)

The people in the days when slavery was common, despised
slaves, and were ashamed of marrying them, and if anyone did so he was
rebuked, so in the Holy Verse the God Almighty named the slave girl as
the believer, but He did not name the polytheist woman as a free one,
even though we said that the people despised the slave girl and avoided
marrying them. This is the reason for what God wants to say that: A
woman with faith, even if she is a slave, is better than a polytheist
woman, even though she is free, and has lineage, wealth and other
advantages that are usually pleasing to people.
(Almizan: V. 2

Philosophy of Prohibition
The Marriage with Idolaters

P. 307 )

ار
ِ  أُولئِكَ يَ ْدعُونَ إِلَى النه...«
َو ه
»!...عوا ِإلَى ْال َجنه ِة َو ْال َم ْغ ِف َر ِة ِبإ ِ ْذ ِنه
ُ َّْللاُ َيد
)221 :(بقره

“…The pagans invite you to the fire,
but God invites you to Paradise and Forgiveness through His Will!”
(Holy Quran; Baqara: 221.)

This Holy Phrase refers to the wisdom of forbidding those two
types of marriage. God States that the polytheists, because they believe
in falsehood, go astray. Naturally, the immoral habits which cause the
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disbelief and immoralities to be attractive in the heart of human,
gradually blinds him to see the path of Truth, and penetrates his heart, so
that his words and deeds invites to polytheism, and leads to destruction,
and finally sets a person on fire.
So the polytheists, both men and women, invite to the fire, but the
believers, on the contrary, by the way of Faith and their Piety, call man
towards paradise and forgiveness, by their words and deeds, and by the
permission of God, because God has allowed them to invite people to
Faith, to lead them to salvation and happiness, which ultimately ends to
paradise and forgiveness.
(Almizan: V. 2

P. 307.)

Prohibiting Marriage of Non-Purified
With Purified Believers
ت
ِ « ْالخَبيثاتُ ِل ْلخَبيثينَ َو ْالخَبيثُونَ ِل ْلخَبيثا
الطيِبُونَ ِل ه
لطيِبينَ َو ه
الطيِباتُ ِل ه
َو ه
ت
ِ لطيِبا
»!أُولئِكَ ُمبَ هرؤُنَ ِم هما يَقُولُونَ لَ ُه ْم َم ْغ ِف َرة ٌ َو ِر ْز ٌق َكريم
)26 :(نور

"Indecent woman are for indecent men
and indecent men are for indecent woman.
Decent women are for decent men
and decent men are for decent women.
The decent people are innocent of what people allege.
They will receive Mercy and Honorable Sustenance!”
(Holy Quran; Baqara: 221.)

The chaste Believers, men and women are decent, and each
belongs to the other. They are, according to the rule of faith and
chastity, free from wrong allegations for which there is no evidence.
They are, because of their faith, deserved to forgiveness, as the God
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Almighty Said: "...Have faith in Him. He will forgive you some of your
sins!" (Ahqaf: 31,) and for the same reason they will have a generous
sustenance.
The said sustenance is the same purified life in this world and the
hereafter, and the good reward of the hereafter, which is promised them
in the Verse: “Whoever does good whether male or female and he is a
believer, We will most certainly make him live a happy life, and We
will most certainly give them their reward for the best of what they
did!” (Nahl: 97.)
What is meant by "indecent" in the "indecent men and women"
which are other than the believers, is that they have a filthy state, and
they take on to themselves an unpleasant condition due to disbelief.
(Almizan: V. 15

P. 137)

Assigning Marriage of
Indecent Women to Indecent Men
If the God Almighty attributes indecent women to indecent men,
and indecent men to indecent women, it is because of their being from
same kind and category, as a result such people are not free from tending
to lewdness and harlotry. Of course, this attribution singly is not a
ruling condemning them to have such tendency.
So, we can note a few clear points from the above statements:
First: The Holy Verse is general in terms of words and describes
the believers as pure forever, even if the reason for the revelation of the
Verse is a special case.
Second: It indicates that the believers by religion are deserved to
be acquitted of what is alleged upon them and do not establish evidence.
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Third: It indicates that all believers are deserved to forgiveness and
sustenance.
All this, of course, is an apparent ruling, such is the appearance of
the believers, and the appearance of the infidels is contrary to that,
because the believers are respected by God.
(Almizan: V. 15

P. 137)
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Chapter One

Attitude of Quran
About

DIVORCE
Permission for Divorce in
Quran and its Wisdom
« َو ِإن َيتَفَ هرقَا يُ ْغ ِن ه
َّللاُ كالًّ ِمن س َعتِ ِه
َو كانَ ه
»! ً َّللاُ َوا ِسعا ً َح ِكيما
) 130-131 :(نساء

“But if they separate,
Allah will suffice each of them out of his bounty,
and Allah is All-bounteous, All-wise!”
(Holy Quran; Nessa: 130-131.)

If a man and woman decided to separate and divorce, the God
Almighty, by His Vast Grace, will make both the man and the woman
needless. The purpose of making them needless is that God makes both
of them needless in all matters related to marriage, and gives the man a
sympathetic, lovable wife ..., and gives the wife a husband who will pay
her alimony better than before along with marital pleasure and other
marital accessories, because it is not the case that God Almighty created
a certain man for a certain woman, so that if one separates from the
other, it will no longer have another pair, but the tradition of marriage,
namely, men's marrying women and women's going to husbands is a
natural tradition. Where we see that men marry the women and women
marry to men, this behavior relates to an invitation hidden in their
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nature, if the certain women would divorce the other one takes her place,
and vice versa.
“And Allah is All-bounteous, All-wise!
To Allah belongs whatever is in the heavens
and whatever is on the earth…!”
These two Phrases justify the previous ruling and says: If we said
that the God Almighty will make both of them needless through His
Vast Grace, it was because Allah is All-bounteous, All-wise!
Also because the Kingdom of all that is in the heavens and in the
earth belongs to the God Almighty!
(Almizan: V. 15

P. 166)

Strict “Limits of God”
In Divorce
َ َطله ْقت ُ ُم النِسا َء ف
َ ي ِإذا
ط ِلقُو ُه هن ِل ِعدهتِ ِه هن
ُّ ِ« يا أَيُّ َها النهب
صوا ْال ِعدهة َ َو اتهقُوا ه
َّللاَ َربه ُك ْم ال ت ُ ْخ ِر ُجو ُه هن ِم ْن بُيُوتِ ِه هن
ُ َْو أَح
ش ٍة ُم َبيِنَ ٍة
َ فاح
ِ َِو ال َي ْخ ُرجْ نَ ِإاله أ َ ْن َيأْتينَ ب
َ َّللاِ فَقَ ْد
َّللاِ َو َم ْن يَت َ َعده ُحدُودَ ه
َو تِ ْلكَ ُحدُودُ ه
ُسه
َ ظلَ َم نَ ْف
ُ َّللاَ يُحْ د
ال تَدْري لَعَ هل ه
» ً ِث بَ ْعدَ ذلِكَ أ َ ْمرا
)1 :(طالق

“O Prophet of Allah!
When you and your nation,
divorce women divorce them at the time of 'Iddah'
(the time when they are clean from monthly menstruating
and have not had intercourse with their husbands,)
and keep the account of the 'Iddah,"
and fear God, your Lord,
and do not turn them out from their homes,
nor shall they go out,
unless they commit a gross indecency,
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in which case you can expel them.
All these are the "Limits of God,"
and whoever transgresses the "Limits of God," has wronged himself.
You do not Know, may be by Allah's Will a new situation appears!”
(Holy Quran; Talaq: 1.)

The Phrase "All these are the "Limits of God," and whoever
transgresses the "Limits of God," has wronged himself," means that
whosoever transgresses those rules mentioned for divorce has in fact
transgresses the Limits of God and disobeys his Lord. In fact, all Rulings
of God are the limits for His servants' deeds, and whoever transgresses
those Rulings, he has in fact transgresses and does not observe the
Limits of God, and whoever disobeys the Commandments of his Lord,
he has persecuted himself.
The Phrase: "You do not Know, may be by Allah's Will a new
situation appears!” means that no one knows, maybe God Almighty
created something after this, that is, something that changes the situation
of this couple, and the husband's decision to divorce his wife has
changed, and he tended to reconcile with her, because the bridle of
hearts is in the Hands of God, his wife's love may be found in his heart,
and he may return to his former life.
(Almizan: V. 19

P. 526)

Divine Commandment on
Rights of Divorced Parties
وف
ِ علَ ْي ِه هن بِ ْال َم ْع ُر
َ « َو لَ ُه هن ِمثْ ُل الهذي
ٌعلَ ْي ِه هن دَ َر َجة
َ َو ِل ِلرجا ِل
ٌ ع
َو ه
»!زيز َحكيم
َ َُّللا
) 228 :(بقره

The wives have rights similar to the obligations upon them,
in accordance with honorable norms;
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and men have a degree above them,
and Allah is All-mighty and All-wise!”
(Holy Quran; Baqara: 228.)

The term "Norm" means any action that public opinion considers it
to be a known act, and is familiar with it, and is compatible with the
taste that the people of each community acquire from their type of social
life, and does not repel it.
The term "Norm" is repeated in the Verses under discussion, and
it is mentioned in twelve cases, because God Almighty is concerned that
the act of divorce and its addendums should be done according to natural
traditions, and it should be a healthy act, therefore the term "Norm"
involves the guidance of reason, the rule of Religion, moral virtue, as
well as ethical and human traditions (it is a "Norm" practice that has
been done both according to the guidance of reason, and according to
the rules of Religion or the current law in society, at the same time it
should not conflict with moral virtues, so that the ethical traditions do
not consider it contrary to ethics.)
Since the Religion of Islam has based its legislation on nature and
creation, therefore the term "Norm" according to Islam is what people
consider to be famous, of course, the people who have not deviated from
nature and from the system of creation. One of the Rulings of such a
society is that all individuals and components of the society should be
equal in any ruling, and consequently the rulings against them also
should be equal to the rulings that are in their favor. Of course, this
equality must be observed considering the value of the individuals in the
society. The person who has an effect on the perfection and growth of
the society in various aspects of community life should be different from
a person who does not have that amount of effect. For example, for a
person who rules society, the value of his governmental duty should be
preserved, and for a scholar, his knowledge, and for an ignorant, his
ignorance, for the strong worker, his strength, and for the weak, his
weakness should be considered, then equality should be applied between
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them. The one who has a right should receive his right. On this basis,
Islam has legislated the rulings for the benefit of women and also against
women, thus it creates equality between what is for her benefit with
what is against her, and at the same time Islam has also considered the
weight that a woman has in social life, and the impact she has on marital
life and on the survival of the generation, and Islam believes that men
have a higher degree of superiority over women in this marital life,
which it means this degree is the same superiority and dignity.
It is clear from this that the Phrase: "...And men have a degree
above them...," is an adverb that complements the previous Phrase and
results in the same meaning: That God Almighty among divorced
women with their husbands have observed equality, and at the same time
considered the degree and dignity that men have over women, so the
amount that God has ruled for their benefit, the same amount has ruled
against them no more! (Note. We will have a detailed discussion in this
regard, later.)
(Almizan: V. 2

P. 349)

Release of the God-Fearing
From the Deadlocks of Life
ْ َُّللاَ يجْ عَل لهه
ق ه
،ً مخ َرجا
ِ  َو َمن يَت ه... «
،َو يَ ْر ُز ْقهُ ِم ْن َحيْث ال يحْ تَسِب
ْ َو َمن يَت ََو
على ه
،َُّللاِ فَ ُه َو َحسبُه
َ كل
إِ هن ه
،َّللاَ بَ ِل ُغ أ َ ْم ِر ِه
قَ ْد َج َع َل ه
»! ً شىءٍ قَدْرا
ْ َّللاُ ِلكل
)3-2 :(طالق

“And one who regards piety in Allah's Way,
He will make a way for him to get out of the hard situation
And Allah provides sustenance for a believer
from where he could not even Imagine.
And a believer who puts his Trust in Allah,
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He will make him free from the need of mankind,
and Allah's Support is sufficient for a believer.
Verily, Allah will fulfill His Command:
Certainly Allah has set a measure for everything!”
(Holy Quran; Talaq: 2-3.)

The God Almighty Says: Whoever avoids the prohibitions of God
for the sake of God and the fear of Him, and does not violate His Limits,
and does not violate the sanctity of His Laws, acts accordingly, the God
Almighty provides him with a way out of the difficulties of life, because
God's Legislations are natural laws and the God Almighty invites man
through that laws to something that his own nature requires, and satisfies
the need of his nature, and provides the happiness of his world and
hereafter. God provides him with wife and property and everything else
that is the source of his life's happiness and purity of his life, in a way
that he himself does not imagine and does not expect it.
Therefore, the believer should not have the fear that if he fears God
and respects His Limits and therefore does not take advantage of those
prohibited women, the happiness of his life will not be provided, and he
will be deprived of livelihood. No, it is not so, because Sustenance is
guaranteed by God Almighty and God is able to provide it.
"And a believer who puts his Trust in Allah," and who relies on
God, withdrawing himself from his carnal desires, preferring the Will of
God Almighty over his own will, and prefers the action that God wants
to what he likes, in other words, to devote himself to the religion of God
and follow His Commandments: "God will make him free from the
need of mankind!" God will suffice him and becomes his Supporter,
then what he desires, God Almighty wants the same for him, of course,
what he recognizes according to his nature as the joy of his life and
happiness, not what his false imagination considers happiness and joy.
Where the God Almighty Said that: God will suffice him and
becomes his Supporter, the reason is that God Almighty is the Last
Cause, that all causes end to Him, as a result, when God Wills
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something He does it and achieves what He wants, without anything can
change His will, He is the One Who States: "No word is to be changed
in My Presence!" (Qaf: 29,) Nothing stands between He and His Will,
because God is the One Who Says: "Allah judges, and there is none
who may repeal His judgement!" (Ra'ad: 41.) All other causes that human
beings resort to in satisfying their needs are owned their causality by
God, and they own the amount that God has given them, and every
person in power has the amount of power that God has given him,
therefore, he can use his power to the extent that God has given
permission.
So, God alone is sufficient for whomever has trusted Him, no other
cause may have such authority: "Verily, Allah will fulfill His Command!"
God achieves whatever He Wills. He is the One Who States: "All His
command, when He Wills something, is to Say to it: Be! And it Is!"
(Yassin: 82.) Again Says: "Certainly Allah has set a measure for everything!" (Talaq: 3.) Therefore there is nothing unless it has a definite
measure and a definite limit, but the Glorious God is a Being Who is not
limited by any limit, and nothing surrounds Him, and He Himself
Surrounds everything!
This was the meaning of the Holy Verse. Since this Verse is
revealed along with the Verses related to the divorce, it corresponds to
the case of divorce. The Verse in question is one of the prominent
Verses of the Holy Quran.
(Almizan: V. 19

P. 526.)
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Chapter Two

Joint Marital Life
After

DIVORCE
Return of Husband to
Joint Life
»!صالحا
ْ « َو بُعُولَت ُ ُه هن أ َ َح ُّق ِب َر ِده هِن في ذلِكَ ِإ ْن أَرادُوا ِإ
) 228 :(بقره

“And their husbands have a greater right
to restore them during this duration,
if they desire reconciliation!”
(Holy Quran; Baqara: 228.)

The ruling in this Verse, that is, the husband's return to his wife in
the days of 'Idda,' is specific to a revocable divorce, and does not include
irrevocable divorces. The Phrase: "If they desire reconciliation,"
understands them that the recourse should be for the purpose of
correction, not for the purpose of harming, which is explicitly forbidden
in the third following Verse: "And do not retain them maliciously in
order that you may transgress!"
The Phrase: "Their husbands have a greater right to restore,"
conveys that both the husband should have a right in a divorced woman,
and every other suitors, but the husband has greater right than others,
since the word (restore) refers to husband's returning, and it cannot be
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fulfilled except with the same first husband, because if others marry that
woman, they will marry in a separate marriage, but only the husband can
return to his first marriage without a new wedding, and can do that
woman his wife again.
Of course, we should also say that the Holy Verse is about the
women who had marital relation, and are menstruating, and are not
pregnant, but those women whose husbands have not had intercourse
with them, or who are not of menstrual age, or are immature, or have
reached the point of menopause, and or are pregnant have another ruling
that other Verses are subject to their ruling.
(Almizan: V. 2

P. 347.)

Treatment with
Divorced Spouses at Home
« أَس ِكنُو ُه هن ِم ْن َحيْث س َكنتُم ِمن ُوجْ ِد ُك ْم
»!...علَي ِه هن
ُّ ُ َو ال ت
َ ضارو ُه هن ِلتُضيِقُوا
) 7-6 :(طالق

“House them where you live, in accordance with your means,
and do not harass them to put them in straits,
and should they be pregnant, maintain them until they deliver.
Then, if they suckle the baby for you, give them their wages
and consult together honorably;
but if they make things difficult for each other,
then another woman will suckle the baby for him!
Let the affluent man spend out of his affluence,
and let he whose provision has been tightened
spend out of what Allah has given him.
Allah does not task anyone except according to what He has given
him. Allah will bring about ease after hardship!”
(Holy Quran; Talaq: 6-7.)
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The God Almighty States: You should house the woman you have
divorced in the same dwelling where you live and provision her, of
course, everyone according his ability, the rich of his wealth, the poor as
much as he can. You have no right to harm her so that it will be difficult
for her to stay in that dwelling, and to put her in distress in terms of
clothing and alimony.
The God Almighty instructs: If divorced woman is pregnant, you
should pay her alimony so that she can give birth to her child. If she is
willing to breastfeed her baby, it is up to you to pay for her
breastfeeding, because the wage for breastfeeding is in fact child
support, which is the responsibility of the father.
"And consult together honorably!" The God Almighty orders
both party, man and woman, to consult about easement of the child to
agree on a way to child's welfare in a proper and normal condition, so
that none of them and the child may suffer more than usual, neither the
man suffers more payment than normal, nor the woman may suffer by
taking less, nor the child by less than two years of breastfeeding, nor
will any other harms occur on both party.
“But if they make things difficult for each other, then another
woman will suckle the baby for him!” Although the literal meaning of
this Phrase is that if one of you wants to harm the other, and your
dispute is not resolved, soon another woman other than the mother of the
child will breastfeed him, but this means that another woman must
breastfeed the baby soon before the baby goes hungry.
“Let the affluent man spend out of his affluence.” The order in
this Holy Phrase concerns the rich husbands, when one of them divorces
his wife having child, he should extend the livelihood of the divorced
wife and infant child during her days of "Idda" and during the
breastfeeding time.
“And let he whose provision has been tightened spend out of
what Allah has given him!” God Says: He who is poor and in need of
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livelihood, and cannot extend the life of his divorced wife and infant
child, he can spend as much as he can from what that God Almighty has
given him.
The Holy Phrase: "Allah does not task anyone except according
to what He has given him," means that the God Almighty does not
oblige anyone to perform the duty that he is not able to fulfill it. He
assigns everyone the task to the best of his ability. Thus, in the issue of
poor husbands, God has not asked him to extend the livelihood of the
divorced wife. The above Phrase seeks to negate the hardship of the
Divine Duties, one of which is to provision the divorced spouse.
In the Phrase: "Allah will bring about ease after hardship,” the
God Almighty has offered comfort and empathy to the poor, and gives
them the good news that He Will soon provide welfare and easement for
them after distress and hardship.
(Almizan: V. 19

P. 533.)

Strict Forbid of Hiding the
Pregnancy of Divorced Wife
« َو ال يَ ِح ُّل لَ ُه هن أ َ ْن يَ ْكت ُ ْمنَ ما َخلَقَ ه
حام ِه هن
ِ َّللاُ في أ َ ْر
ِإ ْن ُك هن يُؤْ ِم هن ِب ه
»!...اَّللِ َو ْاليَ ْو ِم ْاْل ِخر
)228 :( بقره

”And it is not lawful for them
to conceal what Allah has created in their wombs
if they believe in Allah and the Last Day!”
(Holy Quran; Baqara: 228.)

The Holy Verse wants to forbid divorced women from the act of
concealing their menstruation or pregnancy in order to be released
earlier than due term of 'Idda,' or try to conceal it in order to cause
difficulty on husbands' recourse, or for other purposes. If the God
Almighty connected the issue of concealment in this Verse to: "If they
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believe in Allah and the Last Day,” but He did not relate the principle of
the Ruling to such restriction, it is because God wants to encourage such
women to obey His Ruling, and to show stability in its performance.
Because this restriction implicitly states that this Ruling is one of the
essentials of faith in God and the Day of Judgment, which is the basis of
Islamic Legislation, then no Muslim is needless of this Ruling. This
interpretation is like telling a person if you want goodness you have to
associate with good people, or should we say to the patient: If you want
healing and recovery, you should abstain.
(Almizan: V. 2

P. 347.)

Forbidding the Elders of Wife to
Prevent her Return to Joint Life
َ « َو إِذا
طله ْقت ُ ُم النِسا َء فَبَلَ ْغنَ أ َ َجلَ ُه هن
ض ْوا َب ْينَ ُه ْم ِب ْال َم ْع ُروف
ُ فَال ت َ ْع
َ ضلُو ُه هن أ َ ْن يَ ْنكِحْ نَ أ َ ْزوا َج ُه هن ِإذا ت َرا
ُ ع
ظ بِ ِه َم ْن كانَ ِم ْن ُك ْم يُؤْ ِم ُن بِ ه
اَّللِ َو ْاليَ ْو ِم ْاْل ِخ ِر
َ ذلِكَ يُو
ْ َ ذ ِل ُك ْم أ َ ْزكى لَ ُك ْم َو أ
ط َه ُر
َو ه
»!َّللاُ يَ ْعلَ ُم َو أ َ ْنت ُ ْم ال ت َ ْعلَ ُمون
)232 :( بقره

“When the waiting period of the divorced women has ended,
you )her relatives) must not prevent them
from marrying their (previous) husbands again
if they might reach an honorable agreement,
this is a Decree by which only those among you who believe
in Allah and in The Hereafter will be admonished by;
it secures happiness and bars the family from corruption.
That is more decent and purer for you;
Verily, Allah knows what is to your advantage, but you do not
know.…!”
(Holy Quran; Baqara: 232.)

Apparently, the address in the Phrase: "You must not prevent
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them," is addressed to the elders of divorced women and those who,
although they do not have guardianship over women, but the women
observes formality with them, and cannot oppose them. The meaning of
"their husbands" in the Phrase is their men before divorce.
So the Verse indicates that the elders and relatives of a divorced
woman should not prevent the said woman from reconciling with her
husband if she wants to reconcile, so if after the expiration of her
waiting period she was satisfied to remarry her ex-husband, the
guardians and family elders should not prevent her for the sake of their
personal motives, that is, to interfere in their restoration due to the
hostility having with the previous groom, and how often it happens that
they interfere!
The Holy Verse only indicates this point, but the fact that the
second marriage also needs permission of elders, but nothing is meant
by the Verse! Because, firstly, the Clause: "Must not prevent them...,"
indicates possibly to removing such guardianship, or at least to ineffectiveness of such authority, secondly, addressing it to the family elders
only has no indication to such meaning, because this justification of
addressing accords both with the effect of the guardianship and the lack
of it, finally, it is clear that the prohibition in this Verse is not an
Obligatory Ruling at all, to argue whether it indicates the effect of the
guardianship or not, but it is an Instructive Ruling which wants to guide
the people to the benefits and interests of this reconciliation, as God
States at the end of the Verse: "That is more decent and purer for you."
This is the best reason why the mentioned Phrase is Instructive.
The Clause: "When the waiting period of the divorced women
has ended," refers to the expiring the term of "Idda," because if the term
of divorced women has not come to an end, the husband can return her,
even if the woman's parents or relatives are not satisfied, because God
has already Said: "And their husbands have a greater right to restore
them during this duration." In addition to the fact that the Clause
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"from marrying," is explicit in marriage after the waiting term of "Idda,"
which is a new marriage, but it is not necessary to have a new marriage
within the waiting term, and it is a return to the previous marriage.
“This is a Decree by which only those among you
who believe in Allah and in the Hereafter
will be admonished by…!”
The above Phrase is like the Phrase already was stated where
forbidding women from concealing the condition of their wombs, and
God Said: “And it is not lawful for them to conceal what Allah has
created in their wombs, if they believe in Allah and the Last Day!” If
Among all the issues of marriage the God Almighty emphasized only in
these two cases and Said: If they believe in God and the Day of
Judgment, namely, if they believe in the religion of Monotheism, it was
for the fact that the religion of Monotheism always calls the humans for
unity, not separation, and all the Prophets were missioned to unite and
connect, not to separate and disconnect.
The Holy Phrase: "That is more decent and purer for you," means
either the returning wife to her husband is decent and purer, or not
preventing elders of wife is decent and purer, both are the same, but the
reason why it is decent and purer is that such a return is a return from
enmity and separation to healing and connection, and strengthens the
instinct of Monotheism in the hearts, and according to it, all religious
virtues will grow, and the habit of chastity and modesty will develop and
flourish among women, thus it is clear that such education is more
effective in covering up the shortcomings of women and the purity of
their hearts.
On the other hand, there is another benefit in this return, their
hearts are protected from being inclined to indulge, in contrary if the
elders or relatives forbid them from marrying her ex-husband, in which
such a danger will most likely occur.
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Islam is the religion of cleanness, purity, and knowledge, as God
Almighty Said: "...To recite to them His Words of Revelation, In order
to purify them from the dirt of disbelief and paganism; and to teach
them the Book of Truth and Wisdom!" (Juma: 2,) and also Said: "...But
He Desires to purify you!" (Maeda: 6.)
"Allah knows what is to your advantage, but you do not
know.…!” The meaning what God States that you do not know is that
you do not know except what God has taught you, and what you know
He has taught you!
(Almizan: V. 2

P. 357.)
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Chapter Three

Waiting Period
After

DIVORCE
Calculating Waiting Period (Idda)
To Determine the Divorce
َ ي إِذا
طله ْقت ُ ُم النِسا َء
ُّ ِ« يا أَيُّ َها النهب
َ َف
ط ِلقُو ُه هن ِل ِعدهتِ ِه هن
»!...صوا ْال ِعدهة
ُ َْو أَح
)1 :(طالق
"O Prophet!
When you divorce women,
divorce them at the conclusion of their term
and calculate the term…!”
(Holy Quran; Talaq: 1.)

"Idda" means that a woman abstains from a new marriage during
that period, until the period prescribed by the Religion expires, so that
the duration of 'Idda' is calculated from the day of divorce. This is done
in such a way that the divorce takes place after the last purification
provided that no sexual intercourse has taken place. The calculation of
the waiting term begins from that date until three menstruation and
purification, after which she can get married.
The Phrase: "And calculate the term," means counting and
keeping the record of the numbers of menstruations and purifications,
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which is the criterion of the 'Idda.'
The purpose of this order is to take care of the wife, because
wife has the right to alimony and housing during this period, and
husband has to pay her expenses, and not to expel her from house.
the other hand there is a right for the husband too, he can overlook
divorce and resume life with her.
(Almizan: V. 19

the
her
On
the

P. 524.)

Staying Divorced Wife at Home
During Waiting Period
« َو اتهقُوا ه
»!...َّللاَ َربه ُك ْم ال ت ُ ْخ ِر ُجو ُه هن ِم ْن بُيُوتِ ِه هن
)1 :(طالق

“…Have fear of God, your Lord,
and do not expel them from their homes,
during their waiting period…!”
(Holy Quran; Talaq: 1.)

In the above Phrase the Almighty God by Stating the "Fear of God,
your Lord," emphasized on the Ruling that He prohibited the husbands
do not expel the divorced wives from the houses they lived in, until
expiring the waiting term, and God called the husbands' houses as their
houses, i.e., wives’ houses.
In the meantime the Phrase: "And the wives also must not go out
of their homes, unless they commit proven indecency," forbids women
from leaving the house, just as the previous Phrase forbade the husbands
from expelling them, except they commit a proven indecency. Such sins
that according the narratives received from the Imams of the Prophet's
Household, are as: Adultery, blasphemy, or harassment of the family.
(Almizan: V. 19

P. 525.)
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Actions to Be Done before
And after the Waiting Period
ٍ« فَإِذَا بَلَ ْغنَ أ َ َجلَ ُه هن فَأ َ ْم ِس ُكو ُه هن بِ َم ْع ُروف
»!... ٍارقُو ُه هن ِب َم ْع ُروف
ِ َأ َ ْو ف
)2 :(طالق

“Then, when they have completed their term,
either retain them honorably or separate from them honorably,
and take the witness of two fair men from among yourselves,
and bear witness for the sake of Allah.
To comply with this is advised whoever believes in Allah
and the Last Day.
and he who Regards piety in Allah's Way,
He will Make a way for him to get out of the hard situation!”
(Holy Quran; Talaq: 2.)

This Verse intends to advise the both parties that if they like to
return together do not wait the term to be expired, but to decide as
earlier as possible, because if the term expires the wife cannot stay at
husband's house any more, and no return is possible. The meaning of the
Clause: "...Or separate from them honorably," is that the husband not
to think about returning on the last days of the term that the term to be
expired and the separation is achieved completely.
What is meant by "either retain them honorably," is that if the
husband returns and wants to keep his divorced wile, he should treat her
with a good manner from then on, and observes the obligatory rights that
God has given to the wife over the husband, and what is meant by
separation in a honorable way is to respect the legislated rights of
women.
The Phrase: "And take the witness of two fair men from among
yourselves," means that you should use two righteous men of yourselves
to be witness to the divorce: "to bear witness for the sake of Allah!"
"This admonition will be accepted by a person who believes in
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Allah and the Hereafter!" In this Verse, the God Almighty refers to the
Rulings that have already been stated, as well as Commanding to piety
and sincerity in testimony and the prohibition of transgression to the
limits of God, finally God Says: All these are matters that the believers
are preached by, to submit to the Truth, to be disgusted with falsehood.
At the same time this interpretation refers also to the fact that deviating
from these Rules, or changing it, means departing the Faith.
(Almizan: V. 19

P. 525.)

Waiting Period for Pregnant Women
Or Disappointed of Menses
حيض ِم ْن نِسائِ ُك ْم
ِ « َو الالهئي يَئِسْنَ ِمنَ ْال َم
ارت َ ْبت ُ ْم فَ ِعدهت ُ ُه هن ثَالثَةُ أ َ ْش ُه ٍر
ْ ِإ ِن
َو الالهئي لَ ْم يَ ِحضْنَ َو أُوالتُ ْاألَحْ ما ِل
ض ْعنَ َح ْملَ ُه هن
َ َأ َ َجلُ ُه هن أ َ ْن ي
ق ه
َّللاَ يَجْ َع ْل لَهُ ِم ْن أ َ ْم ِر ِه يُسْرا
ِ َو َم ْن يَت ه
ذلِكَ أ َ ْم ُر ه
َّللاِ أ َ ْنزَ لَهُ إِلَ ْي ُك ْم
ق ه
»!ً ظ ْم لَهُ أَجْ را
ِ س ِيئا ِت ِه َو يُ ْع
َ َّللاَ يُ َك ِف ْر
َ ُع ْنه
ِ َو َم ْن يَت ه
)5-4 :(طالق

“For the women who have passed the age of their monthly periods,
if you have your doubts, the prescribed time will be three months;
and for those who have no monthly courses yet,
also three Months will do for the prescribed time;
and for the women who are pregnant
their term is the time that they give Birth.
And a person who regards piety in the Path of Allah,
Allah will make things easy for him!
This is Allah's Command which He has sent down to you;
and a person who regards piety in obeying Allah's Commands,
He will remove his evil deeds from him
and will expand His Reward for him!”
(Holy Quran; Talaq: 4-5.)
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The word doubt in the Verse, refers to the doubt in menopause,
because a woman may not practice menstruation, but she doubts that not
this is due to her old age or due to a temperament complication.
So the meaning of the Verse is that those women who go through
menopause, if you doubt the reason for their menopause, whether it is
because of menopause, or because of a temperamental complication, if
you divorce them, they should observe the waiting term for three
months.
Women who did not see menstruation at the age of menstruation
also have a divorce period of three months.
The end of waiting period for divorced wives who are pregnant is
the day they give birth.
The last Phrase of the Verse says: “And a person who regards
piety in the Path of Allah, Allah will make things easy for him;” That is,
the one who fears God and regards Piety the God Almighty makes all
affairs easy for him, namely makes all hardships and difficulties that
occur to him easy.
“This is Allah's Command which He has sent down to you!” The
Phrase says, what the God Almighty Stated in the previous Verses are
the commandments that He has revealed to you, and where He Said:
"And a person who regards piety in obeying Allah's Commands, He
will remove his evil deeds from him, and will expand His Reward for
him,” referred to the fact that obeying the Commandments of God is
itself one stage of the Piety, like the avoiding prohibitions, which is
another stage of Piety, and perhaps this implies that obedience to
commands is also associated with avoiding prohibitions, and that
prohibitions is to abandon the obedience.
Covering the evil deeds or great sins is done with Forgiveness.
The misdeeds are the minor sins, as a result it is the Piety which
removes the great sins, and altogether the Phrase: "And a person who
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regards piety in obeying Allah's Commands, He will remove his evil
deeds from him, and will expand His Reward for him,” is the same as
the following Verse in its meaning, where the God Almighty Said: "If
you avoid the major sins that you are forbidden, We will absolve you
of your misdeeds, and admit you to a Glorious Abode." (Nissa: 31.) It is
evident from these two Verses that the meaning of Piety is avoiding the
great sins, as the Holy Imam has said: "The Piety is the avoidance from
prohibitions of God!"
It also turns out that opposition to the Rulings that God Almighty
has revealed about divorce and "Idda" is a great sin, because the Piety
mentioned in the Verse includes the mentioned issues too, and it is not
possible that it does not include the issues of the Verse itself, therefor
the mentioned opposition does not include the sins that God may Cover
and Forgive, otherwise the meaning of the Verse will be disturbed.
(Almizan: V. 19

P. 530.)

Narratives about Sunnah-Divorce
And Idda-Divorce
It is narrated in book 'Kafi,' through Zararah from Imam Baqir
(AS) that he said: Any divorce that is not according to the 'Sunna'
(tradition) or according to 'Idda' (with Waiting Term) is not valid.
The narrator added that I asked Imam Baqir to explain to me the
Sunna-divorce and the Idda-divorce. He said: Anyone who wants to
divorce his wife he should wait her to menstruate till she purifies, then to
divorce once without having sexual intercourse with her, and asks two
witness to testify this divorce, then keeps her under his care untill she
menstruates two more periods and purifies, thus if she menstruates for
the third time, her 'Idda period', is over, and the marital relationship
between the two is completely severed, so that if the man wants to
remarry her, like other foreign men, he should propose like other suitors,
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if she wants, he can marry her, if not he cannot. The man should pay her
alimony and her housing while she is in his house on waiting period, and
if the man dies during her waiting term, the divorced wife will inherit
from the husband, and the same is if the woman dies, the man inherits
from her, but after the end of the waiting period, there is no alimony or
inheritance.
Then he said: As for the Idda-divorce, that the God Almighty Said:
"When you divorce women, divorce them at the conclusion of their
term, and calculate the term…,” the Ruling is that if one of you wants
to divorce his wife, he should care her to menstruate, then to clean from
it, he then can divorce her once, without having sexual intercourse with
her after purification, and ask two just witnesses also testify to the
divorce. If he wished to return his wife some days later, of course,
before her next menstruation, he should ask the witnesses to testify so,
and to have intercourse with her, to keep her with himself, till she
menstruates. After menstruation and purifying from menstruation, he
should divorce her again, without having intercourse with her, and ask
the witnesses testify the divorce, and again, whenever he wants to return
her, of course, before her menstruation, he should also take witnesses to
his recourse, and after recourse he can have intercourse with her, and
keep her with him, so that she menstruates for the third time, and after
she purified from menstruation, and before having intercourse with her,
he can divorce her. This divorce must also be witnessed. This time the
marital relationship between he and his wife is completely severed, and
he can no longer return to her within the 'Idda term,' or marry her
outside, unless she marries another one (so called: Dissolvent,) and if he
divorces her, the ex-husband can marry her again.
Zararah says: Someone asked Imam: If a woman is one of those
who does not see any blood, what should be done? Such woman should
be divorced according to the Sunnah.
It is narrated by Safwan that I heard from Imam Sadiq (AS) in
reply to a man who said I divorced my wife three times in one assembly,
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Imam said that it is not valid, whether you have not seen in the Book of
God that instructs: "O Prophet! When you divorce women, divorce
them at the conclusion of their term, and calculate the term! Have
fear of God, your Lord, and do not expel them from their homes,
during their waiting period. And the wives also must not go out of
their homes, unless they commit proven indecency!" Then Imam told
the man whether you did not see that God Said: "You never know,
perhaps God will bring about some new situation?" Then Imam said:
Anything that is contrary to the Book of God and Sunnah must be
returned to the Book of God and Sunnah.
It is narrated in book Kafi, through Wahb Ibn Hafs, from one of
the two Imams of Sadig and Baqir (AS), who said about a divorced
woman who is in waiting period, that during the time she is in the
husband's house observing 'Idda', she better reveals her adornment to her
husband: "You never know, perhaps God will bring about some new
situation," so that maybe God Almighty will pour her love into her
husband's heart again, and remove the hatred and enmity from her
husband's heart.
In Qomi's Commentary, under the Phrase: "And for the women
who are pregnant their term is the time that they give Birth," it has
been narrated that if a pregnant woman is divorced, her end of waiting
period is when she gives birth and empties her womb, even if there is
only one day time between divorce and birth of child. Then she can get
married after giving birth and purifying herself, and also vice versa, if it
takes nine months between divorce and childbirth, her waiting period is
nine months, and she cannot get married except after giving childbirth.
It is narrated in Dur Al-Manthur that Mughira told Sha'bi that I
could not accept the words of Ali ibn Abi-Talib(AS) who said: The
waiting term of a woman whose husbands is dead is the end of the two
menstruation. Sha'bi said: But not only should you accept it, you should
accept it as the clearest things you have accepted, because the same Ali
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ibn Abi-Talib(AS) said many times that: The holy Verse "And for the
women who are pregnant their term is the time that they give Birth,"
relates only to the divorced women.
(Almizan: V. 19

P. 533.)

Ruling of Idda-Divorce,
Its Philosophy and Benefits
َ « َو ْال ُم
ٍطلهقاتُ َيت ََربهصْنَ ِبأ َ ْنفُ ِس ِه هن ثَالثَةَ قُ ُروء
َو ال يَ ِح ُّل لَ ُه هن أ َ ْن يَ ْكت ُ ْمنَ ما َخلَقَ ه
حام ِه هن
ِ َّللاُ في أ َ ْر
إِ ْن ُك هن يُؤْ ِم هن بِ ه
»!...اَّللِ َو ْاليَ ْو ِم ْاْل ِخر
)228 :(بقره

Divorced women shall wait by themselves
for three periods of purity after menses,
and it is not lawful for them to conceal
what Allah has created in their wombs
if they believe in Allah and the Last Day…!”
(Holy Quran; Baqara: 228.)

The Waiting Term of divorces is that a divorced woman should not
have any love affairs by any man, and should not accept marriage with
anyone, during the waiting period, but what is the purpose of the waiting
term, and what is the wisdom in its legislation? Its purpose is that in the
womb of the divorced woman the semen of men will not be mixed with
each other, and the lineages will not be corrupted.
If a divorced woman is pregnant, it should be known that she was
pregnant by her first husband, not the second, and if it was not obligatory, it would not be known which of the two husbands is father of such
a child. (Of course, this wisdom is not a general issue to occur in all
cases the same, because laws and rulings always revolve around the
prevailing interests and wisdom, not general wisdoms,) so if a sterile
woman also divorces, she must observe the waiting period, too.
(Almizan: V. 2

P. 345.)
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End of Waiting Period,
To Keep or Abandon the Spouse
” َو ِإذَا طله ْقت ُ ُم النِسا َء فَبَلَ ْغنَ أ َ َجلَ ُه هن
ٍسر ُحو ُه هن ب َم ْع ُروف
ِ فَأ َ ْم ِس ُكو ُه هن ب َم ْع ُروفٍ أ َ ْو
ض َرارا ً ِلت َ ْعتَدُوا
ْ َو ال
ِ تم ِس ُكو ُه هن
ُو َمن يَ ْفعَ ْل ذَ ِلك فَقَ ْد ظلَ َم نَ ْفسه
ت ه
»!...ً َّللاِ ُه ُزوا
ِ َوال تَت ه ِخذُوا َءا َي
)231 :(بقره

“When you divorce your wives
and their waiting period has almost ended,
you may resume marital relations with honor
or leave them with kindness.
Do not force them to live with you in suffering
to satisfy your hostility.
Whoever commits such transgressions,
he has only harmed himself.
Do not make jest of God's words…!”
(Holy Quran; Baqara: 231.)

The God Almighty Instructs: After the expiration of the waiting
term, you are free to keep or leave your spouse, and we know that this is
not the case after the expiration of the term. In the Phrase: "Do not force
them to live with you in suffering...," God forbids the husband to retain
the wife with the intention of harassing and harming him, just as He
forbade him releasing her provided not to ask her dowry: "Whoever
commits such transgressions, he has only harmed himself!"
This Verse refers to the Wisdom of forbidding re-marriage with the
intention of harm. The fact is that the purpose of marriage is to complete
the happiness of life, and this happiness will not be accomplished except
with the peace and comfort of each couple, and helping each other to
resolve the instinctual needs of each other! Re-marriage is that the
husband returns to his wife again after separation, and returns to peace
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and tranquility after turmoil and discomfort! How far is this purpose
with the purpose to return with the intention of harm?
So the one who returns with the intention of harming has in fact
wronged himself, forcing him to deviate from the path that the nature of
humanity leads him to!
In the Verse in question it has nothing to do with the essence of
restraint and release, stingy and generous, but the principle of the
Religion has all been based on providing the general interests of human
beings, and to reform the corruptions that are found in the human
society, thereby to accomplish the happiness of human life! For this
purpose God has mixed practical instructions with moral instructions, in
order to educate the population and purify the souls, and to spread the
higher teachings, namely Monotheism, Guardianship, and other pure
beliefs. Therefore, whoever is content only with the appearances of the
rules in his religion and turns away from the other facts, indeed, he has
ridiculed the Revelations of God.
In the Verse in question it has nothing to do with the essence of
restraint and release, stingy and generous, but the principle of the
Religion has all been based on providing the general interests of human
beings, and to reform the corruptions that are found in the human
society, thereby to accomplish the happiness of human life! For this
purpose God has mixed practical instructions with moral instructions, in
order to educate the population and purify the souls, and to spread the
higher teachings, namely Monotheism, Guardianship, and other pure
beliefs. Therefore, whoever is content only with the appearances of the
rules in his religion and turns away from the other facts, indeed, he has
ridiculed the Revelations of God.
What is meant by "Blessing" in the Phrase: "And remember
Allah's blessing upon you, and what He has sent down to you of the
Book and Wisdom," is the Blessing of Religion, or the Truth of
Religion, which we have said is the same happiness that is obtained by
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acting according to the Laws of Religion, like the Happiness which is
exclusive to the intimacy and fondness between husband and wife.
The reason that the meaning of Blessing is the Blessing of Religion
is that God Almighty has called Religious Bliss a Blessing in the
following Verses, and Said: "Today I have perfected your religion for
you, and I have completed My blessing upon you!" (Maeda: 3,) and also
Said: "And to complete His blessing upon you!" (Maeda: 1,) and He also
said: "So you became brothers with His Blessing!" (Al-Imran: 103.)
The following Phrase is as an interpretation for this Blessing: "And
what He has sent down to you of the Book and Wisdom, to advise you
therewith,” it is an interpretation of this blessing, and forcibly the
purpose of the Book and Wisdom is the appearance of the Religious
Legislations and its interior, or in other words it refers to the Rulings and
the Wisdom of the Rulings.
It is also possible the purpose of the Blessings, is the absolute
Divine Blessings, whether Creational Blessings or otherwise, as a result,
the meaning of the Phrase is as follows: Remember the truth of the
meaning of your life, and realize it, especially pay attention to the
virtues and benefits that are in the relationship between the husband and
the wife, and consider the teachings related to that relationship the God
Almighty has stated in the language of preaching, and has explained the
Wisdom of its apparent Rules, that if you pay full attention to those
preaching, you will gradually reach a point where you will no longer
leave the Straight Path at any cost! You must never waste the Perfection
of your Life and the Blessing of your Existence, fear God, so that your
hearts will realize that God knows everything, in this case your
appearance will no longer oppose your inner self, and you will no longer
have such boldness against God, that you destroy the inner side of God's
Religion disguised as repairing its outer appearance.
(Almizan: V. 2

P. 355.)
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Waiting Term for Wife
After Husband's Death
ً « َو الهذينَ يُت ََوفه ْونَ ِم ْن ُك ْم َو يَذَ ُرونَ أ َ ْزواجا
َ واج ِه ْم َمتاعا ً ِإلَى ْال َح ْو ِل
ِ َو
ِ صيهةً ِأل َ ْز
ٍغي َْر ِإ ْخراج
ٍعلَ ْي ُك ْم في ما فَ َع ْلنَ في أ َ ْنفُ ِس ِه هن ِم ْن َم ْع ُروف
َ فَإ ِ ْن خ ََرجْ نَ فَال ُجنا َح
ٌ ع
َو ه
!زيز َحكيم
َ َُّللا
َ َو ِل ْل ُم
! َعلَى ْال ُمتهقين
ٌ ت َمتا
ِ طلهقا
ِ ع بِ ْال َم ْع ُر
َ وف َحقًّا
َكذلِكَ يُبَيِ ُن ه
»! ََّللاُ لَ ُك ْم آياتِ ِه لَعَله ُك ْم ت َ ْع ِقلُون
)242-240 :(بقره

“Those of you who die leaving wives
shall bequeath for their wives providing for a year,
without turning them out; but if they leave,
there is no sin upon you in respect of what they may do with
themselves observing honorable norms.
And Allah is all-mighty, all-wise!
For the divorced women there shall be a provision,
in accordance with honorable norms, an obligation on the God wary!
Thus does Allah clarify His signs to you so that you may apply reason!”
(Holy Quran; Baqara: 240-242.)

The Holy Verse was revealed before the legislation of the waiting
period for wife after the husband's deaths, that is, four months and ten
days, because the ignorant Arab wives stayed at home for a whole year
after the death of their husbands and did not marry. This Holy Verse
recommends to men to make a will for their husbands and set aside
money, which they will give to them after their death, money that will
cover their expenses for a year, without being evicted from their homes.
Since this is a right for spouses, and the right is something that can be
both asserted and waived, so God Says: If the wives of the dead husband
leave the husband's house during this period, then you, the heirs of the
husband, are no longer guilty of not giving that property, and or if they
want to marry properly, you are no longer responsible.
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Considering the above explanations it becomes evident that the
Verse in question has been abrogated through the Holy Verse which
determines the Waiting Period for the wives after their husband's death
as four months and ten days, as well as through the Verse which
determines the heritage for such wives to the amount of one per eight for
women with children, and one per four for women without children to
be paid from the property of the husband.
“For the divorced women there shall be a provision, in accordance
with honorable norms, an obligation on the God wary!”
This Holy Verse is about all divorced wives, but the fact is that,
fulfillment of this ruling has been conditioned to the attribute of Piety,
and is not a mandatory ruling, but it is recommended. “Thus does Allah
clarify His signs to you so that you may apply reason!”
(Almizan: V. 2

P. 370.)
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Chapter Four

DIVORCE
Before

COPULATION
Divorce before Copulation,
Its Waiting-Period and Dowry
ت
ِ َ« َيأَي َها الهذِينَ َءا َمنُوا ِإذَا نَ َكحْ ت ُ ُم ْال ُمؤْ ِمن
ث ُ هم طله ْقت ُ ُمو ُه هن ِمن قَ ْب ِل أَن ت َ َمسو ُه هن
علَ ْي ِه هن ِم ْن ِعدهةٍ ت َ ْعتَد ُّون َها
َ فَ َما لَ ُك ْم
»! ًسراحا ً َج ِميال
َ سر ُحو ُه هن
ِ فَ َمتِعُو ُه هن َو
)49 :(احزاب

"O you who have faith!
When you marry faithful women
and then divorce them before you touch them,
there shall be no period for you to reckon.
But provide for them and release them in a graceful manner!”
(Holy Quran; Ahzab: 49.)

The meaning of the Verse is that when a believer divorces a
believing woman after he has married her but before any sexual
intercourse, she has no longer to wait for a waiting period, and it is
obligatory on man first to divorce her without any violence and hostility,
and second to benefit her with something of his property.
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This Verse is absolute, and it includes the case that they have
determined the dowry for the woman, as well as the case that they have
not determined. In short, this Holy Verse because of its being absolute
includes the case where they have determined the dowry to pay it, and
have even to give her something of the property to benefit and enjoy
with.
Since the Verse included both cases, the Verse: "If you divorce
your wives before the sexual intercourse and the amount of dowry
has been fixed, pay your wives half of the amount of their dowry...!"
(Baqara: 237,) binds it up a case that they have not determined the dowry,
because the Verse says: And as you divorce women before you have
sexual intercourse, if you have set a dowry for them, they will have only
half of the dowry, then the Verse in question is a proof where they have
not set a dowry.
In Islamic Traditions, it is narrated in book "Faqih' through Jabir

from Imam Baqir (AS) that the meaning of "to give her something of
the property to benefit and enjoy with," is that you should do good to
them as much as you can, because a divorced woman returns to her
home with misery, fear, great sorrow, and scolding of opponents, and
because God Himself is Generous and Benevolent, He loves the people
of generosity and modesty, and the dearest of you is the one who has
more generosity and greatness in respect of his wife.
It is also narrated in book "Kafi," through Halabi, from Imam
Sadiq (AS), that he said in response to the question about a man who
divorced his wife before performing a marital act with her: If he has
determined his dowry, half of it he must pay, and if it is not specified, he
must benefit her from the amount of money that is usually given to such
a woman.
(Almizan: V. 16

P. 503.)
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Rule on Payment of Dowry
At Divorce before Copulation
َ علَ ْي ُك ْم إِ ْن
سو ُه هن
ُّ طله ْقت ُ ُم النِسا َء ما لَ ْم ت َ َم
َ « ال ُجنا َح
ضةً َو َم ِتعُو ُه هن
ُ أ َ ْو ت َ ْف ِر
َ ضوا لَ ُه هن فَري
ُعلَى ْال ُم ْقتِ ِر قَدَ ُره
َ علَى ْال ُمو ِسعِ قَدَ ُرهُ َو
َ
»!علَى ْال ُمحْ سِنين
ِ َمتاعا ً بِ ْال َم ْع ُر
َ وف َحقًّا
)236 :(بقره

“There is no sin upon you if you divorce women
while you have not yet touched them
or settled a dowry for them.
Yet provide for them the well-off according to his capacity,
and the poorly-off according to his capacity
with a sustenance that is honorable,
an obligation on the virtuous!”
(Holy Quran; Baqara: 236.)

1-

Cases where no dowry is specified in marriage contract:

The meaning of the verse is that not performing the marital act and
also not determining the dowry does not prevent the validity of the
divorce.
“Yet provide for them the well-off according to his capacity, and
the poorly-off according to his capacity,” it is obligatory on you when
divorcing your wife while you did not determine her a dowry in her
marriage contract, to give her something, something that the custom of
the people likes, of course, everyone according his capacity as he can
afford. The rich as much as it suits his condition, so that the situation of
his divorced wife after the separation and before the separation does not
differ significantly, and the poor as much as his capacity.
Of course, this ruling is specific to a divorcee for whom no dowry
has been set, and does not include all divorced women, and it is also
specific to a woman with whom her husband has not had any sexual
intercourse. The reason for this meaning is the next Verse which
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expresses the rules of other divorced women.
“An obligation on the virtuous!”
From the appearance of this Phrase, although it seems that the
attribute of being virtuous and benevolent is involved in the ruling,
but we know from the outside that benevolence is not obligatory,
we, then conclude that benevolence is recommended and the ruling
in the Verse is a recommendation, not an obligation. However, the
explicit narrations through the Imams of the Prophet's Household
have made the ruling in the Verse obligatory, and perhaps the
reason in it is the same as what God has already Said: "A marital
relation can only be resumed after the first and second divorce,
otherwise it must be continued with fairness or terminated with
kindness...!" (Baqara: 229,) which in this Verse God made the
benevolence obligatory in respect of the women who were
divorced with fairness. Thus, in this Verse also the ruling of being
benevolent has obligated on man who divorces his wife. And God
is more knowledgeable!
It is narrated in book "Kafi" from Imam Sadiq (AS) that he
said about a man who divorced his wife before sexual intercourse:
It is a duty for him to give half of the wife's dowry, of course, if he
has set a dowry for her, and if he has not set it he must pay half of
the dowry that is usually set for such a woman: (Para-dowry)
2- Cases where the dowry is specified in marriage contract:
َ « َو إِ ْن
سو ُه هن
ُّ طله ْقت ُ ُمو ُه هن ِم ْن قَ ْب ِل أ َ ْن ت َ َم
ضت ُ ْم
ْ ف ما فَ َر
ْ َو قَ ْد فَ َر
ْ ِضةً فَن
ُ ص
َ ضت ُ ْم لَ ُه هن فَري
ُ إِاله أ َ ْن يَ ْعفُونَ أ َ ْو يَ ْعفُ َوا الهذي بِيَ ِد ِه
ِع ْقدَة ُ النِكاح
ب ِللت ه ْقوى
ُ َو أ َ ْن ت َ ْعفُوا أ َ ْق َر
ض َل بَ ْينَ ُك ْم
ْ َس ُوا ْالف
َ َو ال ت َ ْن
إِ هن ه
»!َّللاَ بِما ت َ ْع َملُونَ بَصير
)237 :(بقره
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“If you divorce your wives before the sexual intercourse
and the amount of dowry has been fixed,
pay your wives half of the amount of their dowry
unless she or her guardians drop their demand for payment.
To drop such a demand is closer to piety.
And do not forget Generosity and Grace among yourselves;
God is Well-Aware of what you do!”
(Holy Quran; Baqara: 237.)

The meaning of the Verse is that if you divorce women before
sexual intercourse, but at the beginning of the marriage you set a dowry
for them, it is obligatory for you to give them half of that dowry, unless
the divorced women themselves or their guardians forgo it. In this case
all the dowry will be canceled. If the wife has already taken it, she must
return it, or the husband who has already given the full dowry grants her
half of the dowry that he demands from the wife. The above points clear
the issue mentioned in the Holy Phrase: "Unless she or her guardians
drop their demand for payment," that in the matter of dowry, there is
three people who can grant the dowry: One is the wife, second is her
guardians, and the third is the husband, and each of these three people
can bestow and overlook the half of the dowry.
In any case, the Holy Verse considers granting half of the dowry
closer to Piety, and this is because when a person renounces what is his
legitimate right, he is certainly overlook everything that is not his right
and is forbidden to him, and he is more stronger and more capable to
give it up!
"Do not forget Generosity and Grace among yourselves!"
The Grace or Bounty means a lot more, with the difference that
Grace, as the scholars have said, is used in the virtues and the
praiseworthy deeds. The Grace that is used in this Phrase means that it
is worth for a human being to apply this Grace in his living complex,
and the people of the community to associate with each other and live in
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the realm of that Grace, and the main purpose was to encourage people
towards fairness and Grace to each other, in order the people of that
society can easily forgo their rights, also the husband may facilitate and
alleviate his wife, and his wife also may not be mush strict with her
husband.
(Almizan: V. 2

P. 367.)
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Chapter Five

PROHIBITION
OF DOWRY RETURN

IN DIVORCE
Prohibiting Extradition of
Man's Prepaid Dowry
ٍ« َو إِ ْن أ َ َر ْدت ُ ُم ا ْستِبْدا َل زَ ْوجٍ َمكانَ زَ ْوج
ً شيْئا
َ َُو آت َ ْيت ُ ْم ِإحْ دا ُه هن قِ ْنطارا ً فَال ت َأ ْ ُخذُوا ِم ْنه
! ً أ َ ت َأ ْ ُخذُونَهُ بُ ْهتانا ً َو إِثْما ً ُمبينا
ض
ُ ْف ت َأ ْ ُخذُونَهُ َو قَ ْد أ َ ْفضى َب ْع
ٍ ض ُك ْم ِإلى َب ْع
َ َو َكي
»!َو أ َ َخ ْذنَ ِم ْن ُك ْم ميثاقا ً غَليظا
)21-20 :(نساء

“If you want to divorce a woman so that you can marry another,
do not take back the dowry which you had paid
even if what you paid was a large amount of gold.
To do this is a slanderous act and a manifest sin!
How can you take it back when you have had intimate relations,
and made a solemn agreement with each other? “
(Holy Quran: Nissa: 20-21.)

The meaning of the Verse is that if you want to divorce some of
your wives, and marry another woman in his place, do not take back
anything from the dowry that you gave to your divorced wife when she
got married, even though that dowry was very much. What you want to
get without his consent is very little compared to what you have given.
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“How can you take it back when you have had intimate
relations!” God asks in surprise, how do you get her right from her,
even though you and she were one soul in two bodies, or in other words,
you were two souls in one body?
Receiving dowry without the consent of the divorced wife is
transgression and cruelty, because the husband with the woman he
divorced, had already through the marriage, and through the closeness
and intimacy been associated as if they were one identity and oneself!
Whether is it not astonishing, and is it not a transgressing to himself, in
fact, to transgress such a spouse? Definitely is!
The fact that God Said: "Made a solemn agreement with each
other," apparently this solemn agreement refers to the provisions of the
marriage contract, one of which was the amount of dowry, which is
determined at the time of marriage, and is the wife's claim from her
husband.
(Almizan: V. 4

P. 408.)

Preventing Husband to Harass
Spouse to Overlook the Dowry
ض ما آت َ ْيت ُ ُمو ُهن
ُ  َو ال ت َ ْع... «
ِ ضلُو ُه هن ِلت َ ْذ َهبُوا بِبَ ْع
ش ٍة ُم َبيِنَ ٍة
َ فاح
ِ ِِإاله أ َ ْن َيأْتينَ ب
وف فَإ ِ ْن َك ِر ْهت ُ ُمو ُه هن
ِ َو عا ِش ُرو ُه هن بِ ْال َم ْع ُر
شيْئا ً َو يَجْ عَ َل ه
»!ً َّللاُ في ِه َخيْرا ً َكثيرا
َ فَعَسى أ َ ْن ت َ ْك َر ُهوا
)19 :(نساء

“Do not create difficulties for your wives
in order to force them to give-up part of what you had given
to them to set themselves free from the bond of marriage,
unless they have clearly committed adultery.
Always treat them reasonably.
If you dislike them, you could be disliking that which
God has filled with abundant good!”
(Holy Quran: Nissa: 19.)
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This Holy Verse forbids husband to create difficulty for his wife,
no matter in which way, in order to force her to give something from her
dowry to husband only to terminate her marriage contract and save
herself from the harassment and tightness of livelihood. Legally it is
forbidden for the husband to create such constriction for this purpose,
unless the wife commits an obvious prostitute and adultery, in which
case the husband can constrain her to divorce her by asking money.
This Verse does not contradict with another Verse in which the
God Almighty gives instructions about bestowing dowry: "And it is not
lawful for you to take back anything from what you have given them,
unless the couple fear that they may not maintain Allah's bounds. So
if you fear they would not maintain Allah's bounds, there is no sin
upon them in what she may give to secure her release." (Baqara: 229.)
Because this Verse generally forbids forcing a woman to give anything
of her dowry, unless this bestowing is with the consent of the parties, but
the Verse in question allocates the above Verse, and excludes a case of
the cases about the forcing, and that is the case if the woman has
committed prostitution.
(Almizan: V. 4

P. 404.)
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Chapter Six

DIVORCE
BY

OATH
Rule of Separation from
Spouse by Oath
ُّص أ َ ْر َب َع ِة أ َ ْش ُه ٍر
ُ « ِللهذينَ يُؤْ لُونَ ِم ْن نِسائِ ِه ْم ت ََرب
فَإ ِ ْن فاؤُ فَإ ِ هن ه
َ ََّللا
!ور َرحي ٌم
ٌ ُ غف
عزَ ُموا ه
الطالقَ فَإ ِ هن ه
»!علي ٌم
َ سمي ٌع
َ َو إِ ْن
َ ََّللا
)227-226 :(بقره

“Those who swear by God
not to ever have any carnal relations
with their wives (will not be punished,) if they decide to resume
marital relations again within four months.
God is All-forgiving and All-merciful!
If they choose divorce, God is All-hearing and All-knowing!”
(Holy Quran: Baqara: 226-227.)

In the language of Sharia, the term "Oath" is mostly used in one
kind of swear, and that is where a husband swears out of anger and in
order to harm his wife that he will not go to her anymore. It is the same
case mentioned in the above Verse.
The word "Oath," in the above Verse, in addition to its own
meaning, includes meanings such as abstaining and the like, so the word
itself makes understand that the meaning of the oath is to abstain from
association with women, and that in the Holy Verse it has been limited
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to four months. This indicates that the limitation of four months is the
same limit that the Shari'a and the Legislator of Islam has set for leaving
association with spouses, and they cannot leave association for more
than that period. It is understood from these indications that intention of
divorce is the determination of divorce itself, not just the decision on it,
as the sequence of the Verse which says "If they choose divorce, God is
All-hearing and All-knowing," indicates this sense, because hearing
relates to attribution of what has happened, not to the decision of the
heart.
It is a fact that when the God Almighty Said: "God is All-forgiving
and All-merciful," it indicates that breaking the oath of leaving
association with wife and returning to her is not a sin, and if the Shari'ah
has prescribed an atonement for breaking it, it does not indicate that
breaking it is a sin, as the Phrase in question has no indication that the
atonement can be abandoned, because atonement is not forgivable. The
following Verse refers to the atonement for breaking the oath, which
says: "God will not hold you responsible for your thoughtless oaths.
However, He will question you about your deliberate oaths. The
expiation for breaking an oath is to feed ten needy people with food,
typical of that which you feed to your own people, to clothe them or
to set a slave free. One who cannot pay this, he must fast for three
days to expiate his oaths. Keep your oaths. Thus, does God explain His
Laws so that you may be Grateful!” (Maeda: 89.)
Therefore, the meaning of the Verse is that whoever swears that he
will not approach his wife anymore, the ruler of Sharia will wait for four
months, and did not punish him, if he returned and fulfilled his duty on
his wife, and made sexual association with her, and paid the atonement
of his oath, the ruler will not punish him, and if he decided to divorce
her, and divorced her, he has no punishment, because the divorce is also
another case to be exempt from punishment, and God is All-Hearing,
All-Knowing!
(Almizan: V. 2

P. 338.)
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Traditions on the
Divorce by Oath
It is narrated in book of "kafi's Principles," from Imam Baqir and
Imam Sadiq (AS) that they said: If a man swears that he will no longer
have intercourse with his wife, the wife cannot protest for four months
and has no right, and there is no sin for husband till this period expires.
There is no problem if during this time he made sexual association with
her, and if not, and the woman has remained silent, satisfied, and has not
complained, there is still no problem an no sin for man, but if after four
months the wife complains, the ruler of Sharia warns her husband that
either to cancel his oath and associate with his wife, or divorce her! But
if both decided to divorce, the man should abstain from her so that the
wife passes a menstrual period and be cleansed of it, then the husband
should divorce her.
After the divorce, for three menstrual periods, he himself is more
proper to get his wife than others, and he can return during this period!
This is the same return that God Almighty has revealed in His
Holy Book, and the Holy Messenger of God has made it his tradition,
and has acted according to it.
Author: There are differences between Shiites and Sunnis in the
details of this return and its related issues, but since it is a discussion
related to jurisprudence, for more details we should refer there.
(Almizan: V. 2

P. 341.)

Traditions on the
Other Kinds of Divorce
It is narrated in "Qomi's commentary" from Imam Sadiq (AS) on
the following Phrase: "And it is not lawful for you to take back
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anything from what you have given them, unless the couple fear that
they may not maintain Allah's bounds... there is no sin upon them in
what she may give to secure her release." (Baqara: 229.) The "Consensual
Divorce" is not the case that you torture your wife so much to say:
"Halal Seal, Free Soul," but this is lawful when the wife says: I lie you
when I swear by you, I will not keep it, and from now on I will leave the
house without your permission, I will have sexual intercourse with the
strange men on your bed, I will not take ablution shower after intercourse with you, or she says that I will not obey anything from you, until
you divorce me. If she says this, then it will be lawful for her husband to
take back what he has given her, or in addition to that, some of his wife's
property, that she is able to pay, and with the consent of both parties to
divorce her, in a time she is cleansed from menses before any sexual
intercourse with him, while the witnesses also are present.
In such a situation, the "Consensual Divorce" will be valid, even
though it is a one-time divorce, and the husband can no longer recourse
to the woman during the waiting period, and after the waiting period
also he will become like the others suitors, if the wife agrees he can
remarry, if not he cannot remarry her, then if he remarries her, there are
still two other chances for him for divorce, and it is appropriate for the
husband to bet on the wife, the bet of the "Consensual Divorce" right as
already had.
(The difference between a "consensual divorce" and a "reciprocal divorce" is
that in first case only the woman seeks separation, and for this reason the man can
take back the dowry he has given, and also demands something from the woman's
property, or binds up the divorce to her payment of a certain amount or property.
But in a "reciprocal divorce" both of them seek separation, and therefore the
husband cannot ask for anything other than taking back the dowry.
In the "reciprocal divorce" the man bets that if you go back to your dowry
and ask for it, I will go back to my right to remarry you, or says that if you ask me
for anything you have given me, I will return to your marriage!) [Explanation by:
Persian Translator.]

Again Imam said: Consensual, Reciprocal, and Choice Divorces
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are valid when happens after wife's cleansing from menses without
sexual intercourse, and witnessed by two just witnesses. The woman
who is divorced by consensual divorce, if she takes another husband and
divorces again, she is lawful for her first husband to marry with.
Imam also said: A man who has divorced his wife with consensual
or reciprocal divorce, he cannot recourse to his wife during her waiting
period, unless the woman becomes penitent, then she can return what
she has taken from her husband and recourse to him.
(We should explain more about the "Choice Divorce." It happened after the
Verse: "O Prophet! Say to your wives: If you desire the life of the world and its
glitter, come, I will provide for you and release you in a graceful manner!" (Ahzab:
28,) was revealed to the Holy Prophet, (Refer to: Part Seven. Chapter One,) and he told
his wives that they have Free Will to Choose the simple livelihood of Holy Prophet
or divorce and leave. The followers of the Sunni school have unanimously hold
that according this Verse a husband can divorce his wife on the base of choice, and
as soon as he said that she is free to choose divorce, if the wife is also satisfied, the
divorce actually becomes valid. But the school of the Imams of the Holy Prophet's
Household holds that this ruling is specific to the Holy Messenger of God. In fact
the above narration, although it is from Imam Sadiq (AS), is not accepted and
practiced because of its contradiction and discordance with other narrations.)
[Explanation by: Persian Translator.]

It is also narrated in book "Faqih" from Imam Baqir (AS) that he
said: When a woman explicitly says to her husband that I will not obey
any order from you anymore, whether she gives an explanation or not, it
is permissible for a man to take something from her and divorce her, but
if the man gets something, he can no longer recourse her on the waiting
period.
(Almizan: V. 2

P. 381.)
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Chapter Seven

RESTRICTION
ON

MULTIPLE DIVORCES

Restriction on Multiple Divorces
And Returns, and its Wisdom
َّ « ال
تان
ُ طال
ِ ق َم َّر
»!...سري ٌح ِب ِإحْ سان
ْ َ فَ ِإ ْمساكٌ ِب َم ْع ُروفٍ أ َ ْو ت
)229 :(بقره

“Revocable divorce may be only twice;
then let there be either an honorable retention,
or a kindly release…!”
(Holy Quran: Baqara: 229.)

The meaning of divorce in the Phrase: "…Divorce may be only
twice," is the reciprocal divorce that the husband can recourse to his
divorced wife within the waiting period, therefore the Holy Verse gives
two options to the husband, one to keep his wife, that is, to recourse her
within the waiting period, second to wait her to end the waiting period.
But the third divorce is what the God Almighty has Stated its
ruling in the next Verse: "And if he divorces her, she will not be lawful
for him until she marries a husband other than him...!" (Baqara: 230.)
In the Phrase: "Then let there be either an honorable retention,
or a kindly release…!" apparently the purpose of the "kindly release" is
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to set the divorced wife free to separate or not, namely the woman after
being divorced twice, she is no longer condemned to allow her husband
to recourse her within the waiting period, the husband must not to
recourse her till the waiting period expires.
The reason why the God Almighty conditioned, in a delicate sense,
the retention to "honorable" and the release to "kindly,' is that it happens
pretty much the husband wants to keep wife in the marriage bind in
order to harass and bother her. It is evident that such a retention is
hideous and nasty, not "honorable." In fact, one who divorces his wife
and still leaves her alone until before her waiting period expires, then
recourses her, but again divorces, and repeats this ugly procedure again,
his wife-keeping is ugly not "honorably," and such a wife-keeping is
forbidden in Islam. The kind of wife-keeping is permissible and lawful
in the Shari'a that if the husband returns to his wife after divorce, he
should return with some kind of healing and reconciliation, in a way that
the purpose of God Almighty which had in the creation of man and
woman, that is, the tranquility, peace, and intimacy of souls to be
obtained between the two.
It was about the retention that we said there are two types, and
Islam has allowed "honorable retention," and prohibited the other
kinds.
In respect of the term: "Kindly Release," which means abandoning
a woman, it is also considered in two ways, one is that a man divorces
his wife in order to inflict anger and resentment, which it is an ill-favor
and non-honorable divorce, but the other way which is prescribed by the
Shari'a, and it is the divorce the God Almighty has revealed rulings for
which, and it is a divorce that is honorable in the custom of the people
and the Shari'a does not deny it, as it is stated in the following Verses:
"Either retain them honorably or release them honorably!" (Baqara: 231.)
The principle term in use is "honorably," although it was changed in the
captioned Verse to: "kindly," in order to coincide with the rest of the
contents of the Verse, where the God Almighty Said: "And it is not
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lawful for you to take back anything from what you have given
them...!" (Baqara: 229.)
Explanation: Conditioning in divorce the "retention and release" to
"honorable and kindly," are all for the sake of these two actions, that is,
holding the woman and leaving her, is done in a way that does not
corrupt the Shari'a ruling, with the difference that in case of separation,
the Shari'a did not want to be content with a separation that is only in a
honorable way, but also wanted it to be "kindly!" To put it simply, in
the case of keeping a woman, it is enough to keep her honorably, that is,
the man does not mean the returning to the woman is for harassing and
bothering her, as God Said: "And do not retain them maliciously in
order that you may transgress" (Baqara: 231,) but in case of leaving a
woman, it is not enough to be "honorable," because a man may say to
his wife that I will divorce you and release you on condition that you
return some of the dowry you took from me, and she will be satisfied.
This kind of divorce may be acceptable and considered "honorable" to
the public opinion, but this form of divorce is possible, but for the
Shari'a it is not enough, therefore God bound it with another condition,
that is, treating the divorce woman with kindness and beneficence.
If the God Almighty added this additional term to this Verse, but
did not do it in the next Verse, was for the reason that He stated in the
next Verse another condition as: "And it is not lawful for you to take
back anything from what you have given them!" By this Phrase the
God Almighty wanted to compensate both the loss and the disadvantage
that the divorced woman suffers with, because the divorce is a loss for a
woman and deprives her from the marital life, which is one of the
benefits of a woman in her life, and Islam wanted the women not to be
harmed in either way.
“Unless the couple fear that
they may not maintain Allah's bounds…!”
The meaning of what God said: "Unless they are afraid that they
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do not observe the limits of God," is that such a belief is to be strong in
their hearts, and the meaning of God's Limits, are His commandments
and prohibitions, His religious obligatory duties and prohibitions. The
condition in the Verse is to be done when both spouses recognize that
they do not have a moral agreement, and as a result neither he can meet
her needs, nor she can meet his needs, finally, the continuation of their
marital life may lead to enmity with each other. In such a case, it is
allowed for man to ask something from his wife's dowry from her and
divorce her, and if the wife agrees to and returns something of the dowry
to man, she has not helped the husband to commit sin, because we said
that it is lawful for the husband to take something of wife's dowry in this
case, and it is not unlawful.
“So if you fear they would not maintain Allah's bounds,
there is no sin upon them in what
she may give to secure her release!”
In the previous Phrase it was assumed that the couple were two
people, but in this Phrase the addressee is assumed to be a group, and
said: So if you are afraid that they do not observe the Limits of God ...
and this seems to indicate that the mentioned fear should not be an
unconventional fear, but the moral misconduct of the couple should be
such that if one by one all of you Muslims become aware of their
situation, you will also be afraid of it. If the situation of the two is such
that it is not unsustainable for any of the intellectuals of the people and
only the couple themselves say that in our opinion the situation is not
sustainable, then either because they are both seeking lust, or both are
tempted by the intensity of holiness, or any other motive they may have,
in such an opportunity it is permissible to take back the dowry of the
woman.
The question is that, even though the withdrawal of the dowry
(whether it is lawful or forbidden) is related to the husband, why did the
Phrase made it lawful for both of them, and said that there is no problem
for you both the husband and wife? The answer is that taking back the
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dowry if it is forbidden for a man, it is forbidden to the wife also to give
it back, because giving back a dowry in this case is, in fact, to assist a
sin and oppression, but it is lawful only when to be paid according the
rule of a consensual divorce, that is not forbidden for a man to take
dowry from the woman, and not forbidden for the woman as assisting
the oppression, so it is right to say it is lawful for both of them.
“These are Allah's Bounds,
so do not transgress them,
and whoever transgresses the bounds of Allah
it is they who are the wrongdoers!”
In the Verse, there is a reference to the Teachings that were mentioned in the two Verses under discussion, and it was a bunch of
Jurisprudential Rulings mixed with Moral Rulings, and part of academic
issues based on the Essential Teachings.
It is possible to perceive from the Holy Verse an indication of the
impermissibility of division between the rules of jurisprudence and
moral teachings, and also it can be said that the Verse has indications to
the meaning that acting merely on the rules of jurisprudence, applying
saintly dogma on the appearances of religion is never enough, because
the jurisprudential rules of religion are like the skeleton of a building, a
skeleton in which life is not tolerable at all, and the moral rules are as
decoration of that building.
For example, the jurisprudential and legal rules of marriage are
harsh rules, in which neither the husband has the right to command his
wife nor the wife has the right to leave the house without his permission,
but the same jurisprudential laws when combined with the moral rules
given by Islam about marriage, then a very enjoyable and applicable law
will appear. Also the jurisprudential rulings about worship, supplication,
prayer, and mention are as the skeleton that its single appearance merely
does not lead man to the purpose of religion, which is the happiness of
humanity, but when this corpse is combined with spirit and meaning of
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worship, which is the stability and firmness of the soul, then there will
be laws that humanity will need it and no law will replace it.
(Satisfying with practicing the appearances of religion, disregarding its spirit
is, in fact, nullifying the interests of Shari'a and destroying the purpose of the
religion, because Islam, as we have repeatedly said, is the religion of action, not
the religion of words, and the Shari'a means action and effort, not an assumption.
Muslims did not reach this level of moral and cultural decline, except for the
reason that they were content to perform outward rituals of religion, and were
unaware of the spirit of religion and its essence.) [Explanation by: Persian Translator.]
(Almizan: V. 2

P. 350.)

Third Divorce Ruling, and
Unlawful Return (Rule of Dissolvent)
َ « فَإ ِ ْن
َ ً طلهقَها فَال ت َِح ُّل لَهُ ِم ْن َب ْعدُ َحتهى ت َ ْن ِك َح زَ ْوجا
ُغي َْره
َ فَإ ِ ْن
علَ ْي ِهما أ َ ْن يَت َرا َجعا
َ طلهقَها فَال ُجنا َح
َ إِ ْن
ظنها أ َ ْن يُقيما ُحدُودَ ه
َِّللا
َو تِ ْلكَ ُحدُودُ ه
»! ََّللاِ يُ َبيِنُها ِلقَ ْو ٍم يَ ْعلَ ُمون
)230 :(بقره

“And if he divorces her,
she will not be lawful for him until she marries
a husband other than him,
and if he divorces her, there is no sin upon them to remarry
if they think that they can maintain Allah's bounds.
These are Allah's bounds,
which He clarifies for a people who have knowledge!”
(Holy Quran: Baqara: 230.)

This Verse states the Ruling on the third divorce, which is the
prohibition of remarriage, and says that after a husband divorces his wife
three times, he can no longer marry her by a new marriage or remarriage, except after if another man marries her, if he divorces her, then he
can marry her for the fourth time. Although in such a case, marriage or
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cohabitation with that woman is forbidden for the man, but the God
Almighty attributed the prohibition to the woman herself, saying that
this woman is no longer permissible for him, so that he understands that
the prohibition is not only related to sexual intercourse, but also to it and
to marriage. God has also referred to the fact that the meaning of the
Phrase: "Until she marries a husband other than him," is that she
should marry another husband, and that husband should have sexual
intercourse with her, therefore the marriage alone is not enough. Then,
if the second husband divorces her, it is no longer an obstacle to the
marriage of the two, that is, the first couple, but they can return to each
other's marriage, and by mutual agreement, making a new contract of
marriage. We should remember that in this case the God Almighty
Stated: "There is no sin upon them to remarry," that means the
remarriage depends to the consent of both of them, despite the first two
divorces, which remarriage depended only on the consent of the man,
but here it depends on both parties. In the meantime, God did emphasize
that this is the time when they give a strong possibility that they can
observe the Limits of God.
If the God Almighty repeated the term "Bounds of God" twice in
the Phrase "These are Allah's bounds," although it might be enough to
bring a pronoun, it was because the meaning of these Bounds is different
from the previous Bounds.
(Almizan: V. 2

P. 354.)
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Chapter Eight

ABOLITION
OF

ZHIHAR-DIVORCES

Abolition of "Zhihar-Divorce"
(Attributing Wife as Mother)

« ما َج َع َل ه
َّللاُ ِل َر ُج ٍل ِم ْن قَ ْل َبي ِْن في َج ْوفِ ِه
»!...َو ما َجعَ َل أ َ ْزوا َج ُك ُم الالهئي تُظاه ُِرونَ ِم ْن ُه هن أ ُ همهاتِ ُك ْم
)4 :(احزاب

"God has not created two hearts inside any one human being.
God does not consider your wives whom you renounce
by Zhihar as your mothers…!”
(Holy Quran: Azhab: 4.)

It was customary in era of ignorance, when a man was angry with
his wife and wanted to divorce her, he used a kind of divorce that he told
his wife: "Your back is as my mother's back," or he told: "It is for me to
consider your back as my mother's back." They called this act the Zhihar
and they considered it a kind of divorce, which Islam abolished it.
Therefore, the meaning of the Verse is that the God Almighty does
not consider your wives as your mothers just as you tell your wife I
make you Zhihar , or say your back is the same for me as my mother's
back. Since God has not issued such a Rule, so there is no effect for this
term, and the Legislator of Islam has not considered it valid.
(Almizan: V. 16

P. 411.)
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Complaints of Spouses
Divorced by Zhihar
س ِم َع ه
َّللاُ قَ ْو َل الهتي تُجا ِدلُكَ في زَ ْو ِجها
َ « قَ ْد
َّللاِ َو ه
َو ت َ ْشت َكي ِإلَى ه
َحاو َر ُكما
ُ َّللاُ َي ْس َم ُع ت
ِإ هن ه
»!سمي ٌع بَصير
َ ََّللا
) 1 :(مجادله

“God has heard the woman who argued with you
regarding her husband,
and complained to God.
God heard everything the two of you discussed.
Indeed Allah is all-hearing, all-seeing!”
(Holy Quran: Mujadila: 1.)

The first four Verses of Surah Mujadila have been revealed about
Zhihar, which in the Arab of ignorance was one of the types of divorce,
in which when a man wanted to make his wife unlawful for himself, he
would say: "Your relationship with me is like my mother' back!" By
saying this, his wife separated from him, and she was forbidden to him
forever. After the rise of Islam, one of the Muslims of Medina divorced
his wife by Zhihar, and later regretted his actions. His wife went to the
Holy Messenger of God, and told him the situation and asked him for
solution, in order her husband could return to her. She would argue with
the Prophet of God and complaint to the Glorious God. It was here that
the Verses in question were revealed.
The Phrase: "The woman who argued with you regarding her
husband, and complained to God," appears that the woman was trying
to find a way not to separate from her husband.
The meaning of the Verse indicates that: The God Almighty
accepted the request of the woman who argued with you about her
husband, who had divorced her by Zhihar, and she complained of her
grief and misery, and God interceded for your conversation, since God
hears the voices and sees the sights.
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In the second Verse God States: “As for those of you who
repudiate their wives by Zhihar, they are not their mothers; their
mothers are only those who bore them…!” In this Verse, God Says:
Those who use the term Zhihar against their wives, by doing so, their
wives will not become like their mothers. Their mother is the only one
who gave birth to them.
With this statement, the ruling of Zhihar, which was known among
the Arab people in ignorance, was revoked and its effect, which was
eternal prohibition, was nullified, and its other effect, which was wife's
replacing as a mother to her husband, was denied.
Then, for the second time, God has emphasized the matter with the
Phrase: "The words that they speak are certainly detestable and
sinful," and Stated: Those who use the custom of Zhihar against their
wives and say them they are as their mothers, they say both a disgusting
word and an evident lie.
But their words are disgusting, because the Religion (which is the
criterion of all likes and dislikes,) denied it, and did not legislate it, and
did not validate the legislation of ignorant people of ignorance era! But
it is a lie, because it contradicts what is in outside and real, (in outside
and reality the mother is the mother and the wife is the wife!)
(Almizan: V. 19

P. 312.)

Atonement for "Zhihar-Divorce,"
Penalty for Users of Ignorance-Rules
« َو الهذينَ يُظاه ُِرونَ ِم ْن نِسائِ ِه ْم ث ُ هم يَعُودُونَ ِلما قالُوا
سا
رير َرقَبَ ٍة ِم ْن قَ ْب ِل أ َ ْن يَت َ َما ه
ُ ْفَتَح
ُ ع
ظونَ بِ ِه َو ه
»!َّللاُ ِبما ت َ ْع َملُونَ خَبير
َ ذ ِل ُك ْم تُو
)3 :(مجادله

“Those who repudiate their wives by zhihar
and then retract what they have said,
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shall set free a slave before they may touch each other.
This you are advised to carry out,
and Allah is well aware of what you do!”
(Holy Quran: Mujadila: 3.)

The Holy Verse makes it clear that the act of Zhihar does not mean
divorce, and this does not contradict the obligation of atonement,
because such a woman may be, befor Zhihar, was a woman already
practiced Zhihar and was close to man, but coition with her before
giving atonement to be forbidden.
Considering the previous Phrase: "Indeed Allah is all-excusing, allforgiving," that if it does not have a clear indication to the sinfulness of
acting Zhihar, is not also empty of having such indication, because
mention of atonement in the next Verse, then adding the Phrase: "These
are Allah's bounds," and following it by the Phrase: "There is a painful
punishment for the faithless," likely indicates that the forgiveness of
Zhihar's sin is conditional on the expiation.
Those who repudiate their wives by zhihar and then retract what
they have said, shall set free a slave before they may touch each other.
The fact that God Said: "Before they may touch each other," it
indicates that the ruling in the Verse is for the one who practiced Zhihar
and then wished to return to the situation he had with his wife before the
Zhihar, and this is a proof that what is meant by return to what they
have said is to return to the breach of the covenant they made by Zhihar.
The meaning of the Verse is that: Those who make some of their
wives Zhihar and then decide to go back to what they have uttered (i.e.,
the word Zhahir,) and to breach it and have sexual intercourse with their
wives, they must release a slave before intercourse.
Then the God Almighty added the following Phrase to the above
Phrase and Said: "This you are advised to carry out, and Allah is well
aware of what you do," to declare that the order to free a slave is a
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recommendation from God Almighty, due to His knowledge of your
deeds, because God is All-Knowing to human actions. Thus the Atonement, then, has the nature of eliminating the bad effects of the Zhihar.
“He who cannot afford to free a slave shall fast for two successive
months before they may touch each other!” (Mujadila: 4.)
This Phrase expresses the second nature of the three attributes of
atonement, which is related to the first attribute, that is, one who has the
duty but not to have the power to free a slave, such a person can fast for
two consecutive months instead, after which it becomes lawful for him
to have sexual intercourse with her wife. In this Phrase, for the second
time God Almighty added the Clause of: "Before they may touch each
other," so that no one thinks that this duty is specific to the first nature
of atonement.
The Phrase: "If he cannot do so, he shall feed sixty needy
persons," (Mujadila: 4.) states the third nature: If the oppressor committing
Zhihar could not free the slave, and in the second stage he could not fast
for two months, in the third stage he would feed sixty poor people! The
details of each of which have been mentioned in the jurisprudence
books.
“This, that you may have faith in Allah and His Apostle!” In this
Phrase the God Almighty States that He has legislated such a Ruling,
and has made such atonement obligatory, He maintained thereby the
marital relationship, in order that whoever wants to be able to return to
his wife.
On the other hand, the fact that we punished him for these
atonements so that he would not return to the traditions of the age of
ignorance. All this is because you believe in God and His Messenger,
and put aside the customs of ignorance.
“These are Allah's Bounds,
and there is a painful punishment for the faithless!”
(Mujadila: 4.)
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The meaning of the above Phrase is that if the God Almighty have
made the above three natures of atonement obligatory, or in general, He
has established the Rules in Shari'a, are all the Limits or Bounds of God,
and you should not violate them with your opposition. The disbelievers
who do not accept the limits of Zhihar or all the Limits and Rules
Legislated by God, they have a painful punishment!
“Indeed those who oppose Allah and His Messenger
will be subdued just as were subdued those before them.
We have certainly sent down manifest signs,
and there is a humiliating punishment for the faithless!
The Day when Allah will raise them all together,
He will inform them about what they have done.
Allah has kept account of it, while they forgot it,
and Allah is Witness to all things!”
(Mujadila: 5-6)
(Almizan: V. 19

P. 313.)
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Chapter One

MARRIAGE
OF
WIDOWS AND DIVORCED
WOMEN

Marriage Proposal for Widows
And its Conditions
ْ ضت ُ ْم بِ ِه ِم ْن ِخ
ساء أ َ ْو أ َ ْكنَ ْنت ُ ْم في أ َ ْنفُ ِس ُك ْم
ْ ع هر
ِ ِطبَ ِة الن
َ علَ ْي ُك ْم فيما
َ « َو ال ُجنا َح
ً ست َ ْذ ُك ُرونَ ُه هن َو ل ِك ْن ال تُوا ِعد ُو ُه هن ِس ًّرا ِإاله أ َ ْن تَقُولُوا قَ ْوالً َم ْع ُروفا
ع ِل َم ه
َ
َ َّللاُ أَنه ُك ْم
ْ
َ
ُ
ُتاب أ َجلَه
ُ ع ْقدَة َ النِكاحِ َحتهى يَ ْبل َغ ال ِك
ُ َو ال ت َ ْع ِز ُموا
َّللاَ يَ ْعلَ ُم ما في أَ ْنفُ ِس ُك ْم فَاحْ ذَ ُروهُ َو ا ْعلَ ُموا أ َ هن ه
َو ا ْعلَ ُموا أ َ هن ه
َ ََّللا
»!ور َحلي ٌم
ٌ ُغف
)235 :(بقره

“There is no sin upon you in what you may hint
in proposing to recently widowed women,
or what you may secretly cherish within your hearts.
Allah knows that you will be thinking of them,
but do not propose marriage with them secretly,
unless you say honorable words,
and do not resolve on a marriage tie
until the prescribed term is complete.
Know that Allah knows what is in your hearts, so beware of Him;
and know that Allah is all-forgiving, all-forbearing!”
(Holy Quran: Baqara: 235.)

The meaning of the above Verse is that in case you decide to offer
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a marriage proposal to a widowed woman there is no problem for you
either point it by allusion, or express your desire by indication, or keep
things hidden in your heart about who you are looking forward to give
her the marriage proposal, after she completes the obligatory waiting
period, or, for example, you wish that when will I be able to associate
with her? Or things like that.
"Allah knows that you will be thinking of them...," This Phrase
justifies the negation of sin from those who propose marriage to the
widows and offer it. What we said that there is no problem to propose
and offer the marriage proposal, the reason is that, desiring women is a
desirable feeling in the nature of man, and the God Almighty never
forbids what is your natural instinct and the type of your creation, but He
also prescribes it. The issue of women itself is one of the things that
clearly indicates the Rules of Islam all is based on nature and there is no
non-natural rule in Islam.
"And do not resolve on a marriage tie until the prescribed term
is complete!" The reason why the God Almighty has related the
resolving of the Marriage tie to the intention and decision, which is a
matter of feeling and heart, He referred to the fact that the nature of this
kind of ties and attachments differ from the sensual ties, and this kind of
ties relates to the heart, intention, and belief, because the principle of
being a husband on the part of a man and being a wife on the part of a
woman is a matter of rational credit, which has no homeland except
within the belief and perception. What we perceive outside, there is
only such man and such woman, and his being a husband and hers being
a wife is not something that exists outside of them.
Thus, it can be said that in this Holy Verse, both a metaphor is
used, which called a serious decision as a tie, and an indication is also
used, which calls the issue of marriage a kind of tie. The meaning of the
prescribed term refers to a ruling made by God Almighty, which a
divorced or widowed woman should observe an obligatory waiting
period, and not get married within that period.
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So the meaning of the Verse is that you should not apply the
marriage contract until the obligatory waiting period of women have
reached the end, and this Holy Verse reveals that there is a fact in that
Verse and in the Verse before, which said: "There is no sin upon you in
what you may hint in proposing to recently widowed women...,"
which it is only about discussion on proposing the marriage proposal to
such women within the waiting period, and talking about contract. In
fact, the point of the previous Verse is that there is no problem for you in
giving proposal of marriage to the said women to do so and so, but in the
Verse under discussion, God emphasizes that in case of the said women
do not apply any marriage contract as long as their obligatory waiting
term is valid.
"Know that Allah knows what is in your hearts, so beware of
Him...!" In this Holy Verse, it is mentioned three attributes of God
Almighty, which are: The Knowledge, the Forgiveness, and the
Judgment. This is the very reason that the opposition to the ruling in the
two above mentioned Verses, that is: Giving the marriage proposal
within the divorced or widowed women’s obligatory waiting period,
offering, and settling secret promise and confidential contract is a deadly
deed. The God Almighty does not love them as He should, although He
has prescribed it for some interests.
(Almizan: V. 2

P. 365.)

Wife's Duty and Choice
After Death of Husband
ً « َو الهذينَ يُت ََوفه ْونَ ِم ْن ُك ْم َو يَذَ ُرونَ أ َ ْزواجا
ً ع ْشرا
َ يَت ََربهصْنَ بِأ َ ْنفُ ِس ِه هن أ َ ْربَعَةَ أ َ ْش ُه ٍر َو
وف
ِ علَ ْي ُك ْم فيما فَ َع ْلنَ في أ َ ْنفُ ِس ِه هن ِب ْال َم ْع ُر
َ فَإِذا َبلَ ْغنَ أ َ َجلَ ُه هن فَال ُجنا َح
َو ه
»!َّللاُ ِبما ت َ ْع َملُونَ خَبير
) 234 :(بقره

“As for those of you who die leaving wives,
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they shall wait by themselves four months and ten days,
and when they complete their term, there will be no sin upon you
in respect of what they may do with themselves
in accordance with honorable norms.
And Allah is well Aware of what you do!”
(Holy Quran: Baqara: 234.)

Before Islam, different nations had different superstitions about the
wife of a dead husband, some believed that she should be burned with
her dead husband, or buried alive in her husband's grave, others believed
that she should not marry any man until the end of her life, this was the
belief of the Christians, and some said: She should abstain from any man
for a year after the death of her husband, this was the belief of Arabs in
era of ignorance. Others believed this period must be near to one year,
for example, nine months, which is the belief of some civilized nations.
Others believed that the deceased husband had a right over his
wife, and that was to abstain from marrying others for a while. All these
superstitions stemmed from a feeling they had, the feeling originated
from the marriage association, and it is evident that the base of this
feeling is the participation in life, and the love and affection, which, the
love itself, in fact, has a respect that must be observed, but the love must
be mutual, and both spouses must respect it, if one of them died the
other party should respect it and not marry, but it is more obligatory and
necessary for the wife to observe this respect, because the wife must
observe modesty, secrecy, and do chastity too.
Therefore, it is not proper for a woman whose husband is dead to
expose herself to marriage as a vulgar commodity that everyone
manipulates, so this is the motive for the various rulings that have been
created in this regard in different nations, and Islam has legislated that
such a woman should not marry before about one third of a year, that is,
four months and ten days, within which she should observe the
obligatory waiting period, so called: "Idda."
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"And when they complete their term,
there will be no sin upon you
in respect of what they may do with themselves
in accordance with honorable norms!"
This Verse gives the authority and freedom to the widowed women
after the end of the waiting period, in what they do, so if they want to get
married, they can, and the relatives of the deceased cannot keep doing
this, arguing that such a thing is not customary in our family!
Because such customs, which are based on ignorance, blindness, or
stinginess or jealousy, cannot deprive a woman of her right, because
women themselves have authority, and this is their lawful and legitimate
right, and no one in Islam can forbid the lawful act.
“And Allah is well aware of what you do!”
Since the wording in the Verse included the legislation of the
ruling on the obligatory waiting period, and the right of women to marry
after the end of that period, both of these Rules require that the God
Almighty recognize the deeds of the servants and be aware of their
goodness and corruption. Therefore, among the Finest Names of God
Almighty, the name of "All-aware" was appropriate for interpreting this
Ruling, to make it understood that if God Almighty Ruled such a Ruling,
it was because He well Knew of an action that is forbidden and which
action that is permissible, therefore, the women must refuse to marry in
some cases, and in other cases they can do whatever they want.
(Almizan: V. 2

P. 363.)

Widows with Orphans, with Properties,
And with Attractive Beauty
ساء
ِ ِب في يَتا َمى الن
ِ علَ ْي ُك ْم فِي ْال ِكتا
َ  َو ما يُتْلى... «
ب لَ ُه هن
َ الالهتي ال تُؤْ تُونَ ُه هن ما ُك ِت
َ َو ت َْر
غبُونَ أ َ ْن ت َ ْن ِك ُحو ُه هن
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»! دان
ْ َ َو ْال ُم ْست
ِ ض َعفينَ ِمنَ ْال ِو ْل
)127 :( نساء

“…Concerning girl orphans
whom you do not give what has been prescribed for them,
and yet you desire to marry them
and about the weak among children…!”
(Holy Quran: Nissa: 127.)

In the above Verse the God Almighty describes women as: "whom
you do not give what has been prescribed for them, and yet you
desire to marry them...!" This is in fact a description for the orphans of
these women, God says: God Almighty reveals to you what which is
recited to you about orphans, the orphans of the women who are wealthy
and beautiful, but you do not give them the rights that God has ordained
for them.
This description refers to the kind of deprivation that such women
had in the era of ignorance, the deprivation that caused the Almighty
God to legislate these rulings in their favor and abolished the oppressive
tradition that people had in the ignorance era over such women. By this
way God saved them from that hardship and distress, because in
ignorance it was customary to usurp the property of the orphaned
woman, anything she had inherited for her orphans from her previous
husband. They put their cruel hand on both the property of the orphans,
and on the woman herself, if she was beautiful, in order to make sexual
intercourse and enjoy of her beauty. They would possess their property
and use it in their own interests, but if she had no beauty did not make
any love affair with her, however would not let him marry another man
in order to use her property.
The meaning of the Phrase: "What has been prescribed for
them," indicates that it is a Genetic Prescription, which is the same
Divine Predestination, and one of those Predestinations is that a woman
and every other human being should get married when they reach the
age of marriage, another is that everyone is free to possess in his own
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property, and nobody should prevent him from managing his property
and furniture, so the man who prevents a woman from taking possession
of her personal property and her marriage, he has prevented something
that God Almighty has destined in His creatures, including this creature.
(Almizan: V. 5

P. 161.)

Heavenly Laws of Islam
Regarding the Women and Orphans
ساء قُ ِل ه
َّللاُ يُ ْفتِي ُك ْم فِي ِه هن
ِ ِ« َو يَ ْست َ ْفتُونَكَ فِي الن
ساء
ِ ِب فِي يَتا َمى الن
ِ علَ ْي ُك ْم فِي ْال ِكتا
َ َو ما يُتْلى
َ ب لَ ُه هن َو ت َْر
غبُونَ أ َ ْن ت َ ْن ِك ُحو ُه هن
َ ِالالهتِي ال تُؤْ تُونَ ُه هن ما ُكت
ْط
ْ َ َو ْال ُم ْست
ِ دان َو أ َ ْن تَقُو ُموا ِل ْليَتامى بِ ْال ِقس
ِ ضعَفِينَ ِمنَ ْال ِو ْل
َو ما ت َ ْفعَلُوا ِم ْن َخي ٍْر فَإ ِ هن ه
! ً ع ِليما
َ َّللاَ كانَ بِ ِه
)127 :(نساء

“They seek your ruling concerning women.
Say: Allah gives you a ruling concerning them
and what is announced to you in the Book
concerning girl orphans whom you do not give
what has been prescribed for them,
and yet you desire to marry them
and about the weak among children,
that you should maintain the orphans with justice,
and whatever good you do, indeed Allah knows it well!”
(Holy Quran: Nissa: 127.)

The Rulings that are legislated in Islamic Law for the benefit of
women and to the disadvantage of men are the Heavenly Decrees and
Divine Rulings, that the Holy Messenger of God has no intervention in
their Legislation, not only does he not interfere in the legislation of these
rules, but also in any other legislations, including the legislation of rules
about the orphans of the women.
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The God Almighty has generally commanded the Holy Prophet to
treat the orphans justly and fairly.
The Phrase: “They seek your ruling concerning women," indicates
that if the people requested the Holy Prophet for a Decree concerning
the women, they meant a Decree that includes all rulings which were not
common among Arabs of the ignorance era, and Islam originated and
established them. It is evident that such rulings were related to women's
rights in inheritance and in marriage, but nothing to cover the rulings of
the orphans of women, and the like. The reason is that such issues are
related to a certain group of women, not all women, because not all
women have dead husbands, and not all of them also have orphans under
care. Besides, the Phrase which regards the issue of orphans is another
Phrase, that is: "And what is announced to you in the Book concerning
girl orphans...!" Therefore what the people sought for was a Ruling
regarding women, just as they are women, so that it includes all women
of the world and all kinds of women.
Therefore, the meaning what God has issued a Decree about
women and said: "Say, God has issued a Decree about women," is the
same statement that God Almighty had in the first Verses of Surah
Nissa, and here, it was necessary to direct the issue of Decree to the God
Almighty, and redirect it from the Holy Messenger of God, so that the
Phrase finds its clear meaning as: Women request you to issue a Decree
regarding them, tell them that issue of Decree depends on God, and God
has issued the Decree at the first Verses of the Surah.
(Almizan: V. 5

P. 158.)

Prohibiting Usurp of Widows' Inheritance,
Depriving them from Remarriage
ً يح ُّل لَ ُك ْم أَن ت َِرثُوا النِسا َء َك ْرها
ِ « يَأَيُّ َها الهذِينَ َءا َمنُوا ال
ض َما َءات َ ْيت ُ ُمو ُه هن
ِ َو ال ت َ ْعضلُو ُه هن ِلت َ ْذ َهبُوا بِبَ ْع
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إِال أَن يَأْتِينَ بِفَ ِحش ٍة ُّمبَيِنَ ٍة
وف فَإِن َك ِر ْهت ُ ُمو ُه هن
ِ اشرو ُه هن بِ ْال َم ْع ُر
ُ ع
َ َو
فَعَسى أَن ت َ ْك َر ُهوا شيْئا ً َو يجْ عَ َل ه
»! ً َّللاُ فِي ِه خَيرا ً كثِيرا
)19 : (نساء

“O you who have faith!
It is not lawful for you to inherit women forcibly,
and do not press them to take away part of what you have given
them, unless they commit a gross indecency.
Consort with them in an honorable manner;
and should you dislike them, maybe you dislike something while
Allah invests it with an abundant good!”
(Holy Quran: Nissa: 19.)

The Holy Verse, considering that always or often what is hated by
the wives of the dead husband is to be deprived of remarriage and their
inheritance to be usurped. God wants to forbid this meaning and Say
that, as this possession of inheritance is hated by the owner of the
property, it is not lawful.
The fact that the God Almighty Said: "And do not press them to
take away part of what you have given them," implies prohibiting the
man to force the woman not to follow her right to receive the dowry that
a man should give to a woman, and not to possess her property in a way
other than dowry, and in short, the Holy Verse forbids to inherit
women's property while they are not satisfied.
(Almizan: V. 4

Prohibition of Son's Marriage
With his Father's Wife after Death

P. 403.)

ِّ َ ْ ُ ُ َ َ َ
ُ َْ َ
ساء
ِ « و ال تن ِكحوا ما نكح آباؤكم ِمن الن
َ إ َّال ما َق ْد َس َل
ف
ِ
َ ُ َّ
ً َ َ َ ً ْ َ َ ً َ
»! فاحشة و مقتا و ساء سبيال
ِ ِإنه كان
)22 : (نساء
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“Do not marry any of the women whom your fathers had married,
excluding what is already past.
That is indeed an indecency, an outrage, and an evil course!”
(Holy Quran: Nissa: 22.)

In Islamic narrations, it is quoted in book 'Dur-Manthur' from
Muhammad ibn Ka'b al-Qarzi that he said: In ignorance era, the custom
was that when a man passed away, leaving a woman behind, his son
would take precedence over anyone else to marry father's wife, of
course, if he wanted her for himself, or he would allow her to marry
another man.
This was the case with the father's wife, not the woman from
whom the son was born. It was at this time that Abu Qays, the son of
Aslat, passed away, and his son Muhsin succeeded him, and he married
his father's wife, gave him no alimony, nothing from the inheritance of
the father. After the appearance of Islam she went to the Holy
Messenger of God, and informed him. The Messenger of God asked her
to go and wait may the God Almighty Reveals an instruction in this
regard. It did not take long that God Almighty Revealed the following
Verses:
“Do not marry any of the women whom your fathers had married,
excluding what is already past,” as well as the Holy Verse:
“It is not lawful for you to inherit women forcibly…!”
(Nissa: 19.)
(Almizan: V. 4

P. 414.)
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Chapter Two

MANAGING OF ORPHANS’
PROPRTY AND HERITAGE
Preparation of Quran to
Implement the Inheritance Law
ٍواحدَة
ِ اس اتهقُوا َربه ُك ُم الهذي َخلَقَ ُك ْم ِم ْن نَ ْف ٍس
ُ « يا أَيُّ َها النه
َو َخلَقَ ِم ْنها زَ ْو َجها َو بَ ه
ث ِم ْن ُهما ِرجاالً َكثيرا ً َو نِسا ًء
َو اتهقُوا ه
حام
َ َّللاَ الهذي ت َسائَلُونَ ِب ِه َو ْاأل َ ْر
ِإ هن ه
»!ً علَ ْي ُك ْم َرقيبا
َ ََّللاَ كان
)1 : (نساء

"O mankind!
Be wary of your Lord
who created you from a single self,
and created its mate from it,
and, from the two of them, scattered numerous men and women.
Be wary of Allah,
by whose Name you swear to settle your differences
and have respect for your relatives
Indeed Allah is watchful over you!”
(Holy Quran: Nissa: 1.)

The Holy Verses 2 to 6 of Surah Nissa are an introduction at the
beginning of Surah Nissa to provide the basis for expressing the Rules of
Inheritance, and the important issues of the Marriage Rules.
These two chapters are the greatest and important chapters of
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the governing laws in human society, because they have the greatest
effect on the formation and existence of society and its survival. First,
is the issue of marriage, which serves to clarify the status of births and
children, and indicates which person is part of which complex, and
what factors were involved in his existence and development. Second,
is the issue of inheritance, which is also one of the most important
factors in the formation of society, because inheritance divides the
available wealth in the world, which is the base of society life, and the
potency of the human complex, in life and survival.
From this it becomes clear why and with what attention the God
Almighty provided such a preparation to express these rulings at the
beginning of Surah, and without any foreword presented the issue of
spreading the human race from a man and a woman, and Said:
“O mankind! Be wary of your Lord, who created you from a
single self, and created its mate from it, and, from the two of them,
scattered numerous men and women…!”
In this Holy Verse, the God Almighty wants to call people to piety
and reverence for their Lord, people who are united in the essence and
reality of humanity, and in this reality, there is no difference between
their men and women, their young and old, their weak and strong, and
invites people to realize this indifference about themselves, so that men
no longer oppress women and seniors no longer oppress the juniors, and
not to pollute with their oppression the society that God has guided them
to have, a society that established with the vital rules and laws to
complete their happiness and well-being, the society that God Almighty
inspired them to establish, to facilitate their way of life, and preserve the
existence and survival of the individuals and public.
Then the God Almighty commenced to explain the Rules pertaining to the human society, the Rules on which the Principles and Requirements of the human society depend on. In fact, reforming societies and
diverting people from the false social traditions to which they are
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accustomed, and to which their thoughts are nurtured, their flesh and
blood are grown, their ancestors have died on those traditions, and their
morals have developed on them, it is really a difficult task and utmost
difficult issue.
Considering above, the Legislation of the above-said Rulings, had
really required that preparation and introduction in order to gradually
draw the minds to the erroneousness of their ignorant traditions. This
meaning becomes clear when the reader pays attention and thinks about
the state of the human world in general and the Arab world in particular,
(which was their land and the place of revelation of the Holy Quran,) at
that period, then it becomes clear to him why the God Almighty did not
state the above-mentioned Rules without any introduction, and why the
Holy Quran has also gone through a gradual process to express all its
Rules, and its Verses have also been revealed gradually.
(Almizan: V. 4

P. 213.)

Divine Decree to Preserve
The Orphans' Property and Interests
« َو آتُوا ْاليَتامى أ َ ْموالَ ُه ْم
َبيث بِ ه
َ َو ال تَتَبَدهلُوا ْالخ
ب
ِ الط ِي
َو ال ت َأ ْ ُكلُوا أ َ ْموالَ ُه ْم ِإلى أ َ ْموا ِل ُك ْم
»! ً ِإنههُ كانَ ُحوبا ً َكبيرا
)2 :(نساء
"And )as a guardian( render to the orphans their property;

and do not exchange your worthless property
for their good ones;
and do not consume their property along with your own;
for verily, it is a grave sin!”
(Holy Quran: Nissa: 2.)

This Holy Verse has commanded the Muslims to render the
property of the orphans to them. This is a preparation to express the
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next two Phrases, which say: "Do not exchange the pure for the filthy,"
and it means that do not exchange your worthless property for orphan's
good ones, (because sometimes it happens that, for example, the
orphan's sheep grow better than the guardian's sheep, and the devil
tempts man to replace his own low property with orphan's good
property.)
The meaning of the Phrase: "Verily, it is a grave sin," it means that
this act is a great sin.
(Almizan: V. 4

P. 263.)

Ending Pre-Islamic Custom to Marry
Orphan Girls to Usurp their Property
« َو ِإ ْن ِخ ْفت ُ ْم أَال ت ُ ْقسِطوا فى ْال َيت َ َمى فَان ِك ُحوا
ع
ِ َِما طاب لَ ُكم ِمنَ الن
َ ساء َمثْنى َو ثُلَث َو ُربَا
فَإ ِ ْن ِخ ْفت ُ ْم أَال ت َ ْع ِدلُوا فَ َو ِحدَة ً أ َ ْو َما َملَ َكت أ َ ْي َمنُ ُك ْم
»!...ذَ ِلك أَدْنى أَال تَعُولُوا
)3 :(نساء

"If you fear that you may not deal justly with the orphans,
then marry [other] women that you like,
two, three, or four.
But if you fear that you may not treat them fairly,
then marry only one, or marry from among your slave-women.
That makes it likelier that you will not be unfair!”
(Holy Quran: Nissa: 3.)

In the era of Arabs ignorance, there were always wars, bloodsheds,
plunders, night attacks, terrors, and assassination, which never stopped
and continued incessantly, therefore the number of orphans increased
thereby. Then Arabian tribal chiefs and mighty people possessed the
orphan daughters of the dead fathers with whatever they had of property,
and mixed it with their own property. They did, not only, observe any
justice in their act, but sometimes, after ending the property of orphans,
they divorced them and left them alone, naked and hungry, without
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having a house to live in, no sustenance to support themselves, no
husband to protect their fame, and no one to marry them to pay their
expenses.
This is the time that the Holy Quran, with the strongest tone,
forbade this ugly and evil habit and this gross oppression. The God
Almighty intensified its prohibition on oppressing orphans and possessing their property! It is the same in other Verses also that the Holy
Quran intensifies the prohibition on possessing and eating their property.
Among these Verses are:
“Those who wrongfully consume the property of orphans are,
in fact, consuming fire in their bellies
and they will suffer the blazing fire!”
(Nissa: 10,)

and “For verily, it is a grave sin!”
(Nissa: 2.)

The result of this aggravation was that Muslims, as has been said,
became thoughtful hardly and afraid of the critical consequences of
seizing the property of orphans and tried to expel the orphans from their
houses, in order not to be harmed by possessing their property and
violating their rights. If a person was willing to keep an orphan with
him, he tried to separate his or her share of water and bread, even if
when something was left too much of the orphan's food, they would not
come near it for fear of God Almighty, and the food would rot. As a
result the people found much problem, and complained to the Holy
Prophet of Allah, and asked for a solution, then the following Verse was
revealed:
“And they ask you concerning the orphans.
Say: It is better to set right their affairs,
and if you intermingle with them, they are of course your brothers:
Allah knows the one who causes corruption from the one
who brings about reform,
and had Allah wished He would have put you to hardship.
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Indeed Allah is all-mighty, all-wise!”
(Baqara: 220.)

In this Verse, the God Almighty allowed them to keep orphans in
their houses, and to take care of them, and to look after their living
affairs, in the meantime, to get associated with them, because the
orphans are their brothers.
This order did create a relief to settle the troubles of people in this
regard, and removed their worries.
If the reader pays attention to this meaning, then returns to study
again the following Verse, which says: "If you fear that you may not
deal justly with the orphans, then marry [other] women that you
like!" (Nissa: 3,) and thinks about the relation of it with its previous Verse:
"And (as a guardian) render to the orphans their property," then he
will realize that the Verse in question develops the subject between two
Verses, and justifies the prohibition mentioned in the previous Verse, to
clarify the meaning of the two Verses as under:
1- Observe piety in case of orphans!
2- Do not exchange your worthless property for their good ones!
3- Do not consume their property along with your own!
4- Even if you are afraid that you will not be able to do justice to
orphan girls, and you are afraid that you will possess their property,
and you are disgusted with marrying them for that reason, you can
leave them alone, and marry with other women one, two, three and
four.
(Almizan: V. 4

P. 264.)

Maintaining and Managing the
Property of the Retarded Orphans
سفَها َء أ َ ْموالَ ُك ُم
ُّ « َو ال تُؤْ تُوا ال
ً َّللاُ لَ ُك ْم قِياما
الهتي َج َع َل ه
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سو ُه ْم
ُ ار ُزقُو ُه ْم فيها َو ا ْك
ْ َو
»! َو قُولُوا لَ ُه ْم قَ ْوالً َم ْع ُروفا
)5 : (نساء

"And do not give to the feeble-minded your property
which Allah has made means of support for you;
but feed and clothe them out of it
and speak to them with nice and decent words!”
(Holy Quran: Nissa: 5.)

The feeble-minded are those who have less reason and unable to
make intelligent decisions or judgments. Its meaning varies according to
the difference of intentions, for example, a person who is incapable of
managing his worldly affairs is called a feeble-minded, and a person
who is fully aware of his worldly affairs but neglects about his Hereafter
and commits immorality, namely, he is irresponsible in this case, is also
called feeble-minded.
What is understood from the appearance of the Holy Verse is that
the God Almighty wants to forbid overdoing in donating idiots, and
Says: Do not put at their disposal the property more than their need. It is
noteworthy that the discussion of the Holy Verse is about the property of
orphans (which God instructs the guardians of orphans to take care of
their affairs and try to increase their property.) This indicates that the
meaning of the feeble-minded here is not the idiots in general, but only
the feeble-minded of orphans.
We also understand from the Clause: "Do not give to the feebleminded your property," that the issue has a kind of relationship with the
guardians of orphans, not all other idiots, as it is also evident from the
Phrase: "But feed and clothe them out of it...!”
In any case, if the meaning of the feeble-minded in the Verse is
only the idiots of orphans, then the meaning of the Clause: "Your
Property," will be their properties. If the God Almighty has attributed
the properties of the orphans to their Guardians (the addressees of the
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Verse,) was for this consideration that the total wealth that exists on the
planet and below it, and finally in the world belongs to all the inhabitants of this planet, and if some of this property belongs to some inhabitants of the earth and some to others, is only to reform the general human
condition, which is based on the principle of ownership and appropriation, and when the case is so, it is necessary for the people to help its
realization, and to understand that the whole human is a single society,
and all the world property belongs to this society, therefore, it is
obligatory for all individuals of the human being to preserve this wealth
and prevent it from being wasted, and for this purpose the idiots should
not be allowed to squander and misspend this wealth foolishly, but the
wise people should take care of the affairs of idiots as well as the
underage and insane children.
In this Holy Verse, there is an indication to a General Rule that
regards the Islamic society, the Ruling is that the society has a single
personality for itself, and this single personality owns all the property on
earth, and God Almighty has provided the life of this single personality
with these properties, and ordained it as its sustenance, so it is necessary
for this personality to manage the affairs of that property, to expose it to
growth and development, and to do something to increase it day by day,
in order to be sufficient to all and every individual. In order to apply
this purpose it should maintain the best economic and moderate way in
use of living materials and protect it from wastage and corruption.
One of the requirements of this Principle is that the guardians of
human societies should take the affairs of idiots in their own hands and
do not give their property to them to spend it at unwise ways, but it is
obligatory to the guardians to guard and check their property to be
reformed and developed, and try to increase it by circulating it in
business and any other means of productivity. The guardian may pay a
salary to the feeble-minded from the profit and return of the business
(not from the main property,) in order to preserve the original property
from being finished or destroyed, as a result, the feeble minded to be
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involved with deprivation and misery.
It is clear from this that the Phrase: "But feed and clothe them out
of it...,” means that their livelihood should not be from the capital and
the principle of property, but to be out of it, that is, they make living
from the income of property.
It is not unlikely that the Holy Verse refers to the Guardians'
Authority in all affairs of the mental-incompetents, in the sense that it
understands us that: God is not pleased with the affairs of idiots and
insane people and any other mental-incompetents to be different from
other people, but it is obligatory to the Islamic Society to take care of
their affairs. If there is one of the parents, such as a father or grandfather, he should supervise the affairs of the mental-incompetent, but if
there was not any of them, then the Islamic Religious Government
should do so (and appoint someone as a guardian.) If the Government of
Muslims is not religious, and an ungodly governor rules over them, then
the believers should perform this obligation according the details are
given in jurisprudence books.
The Issue that the Real Owner is the God Almighty, is a Quranic
Truth, on which many important Islamic Rules and Laws are based,
and in fact, it has an underlying aspect in relation to most of the Rules
of Islam.
(Almizan: V. 4

P. 270.)

Dealing and Speaking with
Mentally Retarded Orphans
»! ً « َو قُولُوا لَ ُه ْم قَ ْوالً َم ْع ُروفا
)5 : (نساء

“And speak to them with nice and decent words!”
(Holy Quran; Nissa: 5.)

The above Phrase is a moral Phrase, which if it is observed the
issue of guardianship will be accomplished, because the idiots, although
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are restrained and forbidden from taking possession of their property,
but they are not tongue-tied animals, that they do not distinguish good
speech from bad, but they are humans, and they should be dealt with as
humans, and their guardians should speak to them as they speak to
ordinary human beings, not indecently, and in their association with
them should be associated with a human being.
It is clear from this point that we may not take the Phrase in
question in the sense of its literal meaning, that is, speaking alone, but in
the sense of its figurative meaning, the absolute association and companionship, and say: It means that the guardians of idiots must deal with
them as a human in every aspects, in speaking, in socializing and in
associating.
(Almizan: V. 4

P. 274.)

Determining Orphans' Age of Growth
To Hand over their Property
« َو ا ْبتَلُوا ْاليَتامى َحتهى إِذا بَلَغُوا النِكا َح
فَإ ِ ْن آنَ ْست ُ ْم ِم ْن ُه ْم ُر ْشدا ً فَا ْدفَعُوا ِإلَ ْي ِه ْم أ َ ْموالَ ُه ْم
َو ال ت َأ ْ ُكلُوها إِسْرافا ً َو بِدارا ً أ َ ْن يَ ْكبَ ُروا
َ ََو َم ْن كان
وف
ِ ف َو َم ْن كانَ فَقيرا ً فَ ْل َيأ ْ ُك ْل ِب ْال َم ْع ُر
ْ غ ِنيًّا فَ ْل َي ْست َ ْع ِف
علَ ْي ِه ْم
َ فَإِذا دَفَ ْعت ُ ْم ِإلَ ْي ِه ْم أ َ ْموالَ ُه ْم فَأ َ ْش ِهدُوا
َو َكفى بِ ه
»!ً اَّللِ َحسيبا
)6 :(نساء

"Test the orphans when they reach the age of marriage.
Then if you discern in them maturity,
deliver to them their property.
And do not consume it lavishly and hastily lest they should grow up.
As for him who is well-off, let him be abstemious,
and as for him who is poor, let him eat in an honorable manner.
And when you deliver to them their property,
take witnesses over them,
and Allah suffices as reckoner!”
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(Holy Quran; Nissa: 6.)

The first Phrase means to test the idiot orphan. It means that this
test must continue from beginning his or her discernment age until it
reaches the age of marriage, then if you find that he or she gets to the
intellectual growth, give their property to their own hand.
So this interpretation implies to some extent to the continuation of
the test, and it implies that when an orphan child wants to reach the level
of discernment and intellect, that is, to the point where he or she can be
tested, try to test them, and this test should continue until their marriage
and becoming a man or woman.
The nature of the issue also requires this, because in one or two
stages the growth of the child cannot be detected, but this test must be
repeated to achieve the observation of growth in the child, because the
child, after being in the stage of discernment, gradually reaches the stage
of puberty, then the stage of marriage, and then the stage of growth.
The meaning of the whole Phrase is to test the orphans, and as a
result if you see the growth from them, so give them their property.
This statement makes us understand that reaching the level of
marriage is not the reason for giving the orphan's property to the orphan,
but it is appropriate when the cause is complete and the orphan can deal
with his property independently, which is an indication to achieve the
growth.
So it turns out that Islam has not taken the issue of puberty in
the same sense everywhere: In matters of worship, punishment, and
atonement, it has considered maturity as: Reaching the legal age, that
means the age of marriage, but in case of possession the property,
confessions and the like, it has added another condition, and that is
reaching the level of growth. The detail of which is mentioned in the
jurisprudential books.
This is one of the gentle considerations that Islam has used in the
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stage of legislating its laws, because if it did not condition the issue of
growth and waived the condition of growth in financial possessions and
the like, the system of social life of people like orphans would be
disrupted, and the weak potency on his possessions and confessions may
cause other people to misuse of his weakness, and in the easiest way,
with a few soft words and false promises, took all his livelihood means
off his hand, and lead the orphan to the black day with one or more false
deals.
So the "Term of Growth" is a condition that the intellect considers
its potency in such matters as necessary and obligatory, but in the
worship, it is clear to everyone that there is no need for growth, and the
same is in respect of punishment and atonement, because recognizing
and understanding the meaning that adultery is bad and its perpetrator is
doomed to punishment, or beating and killing people is an evil deed and
its perpetrator is condemned to the rulings of penalty and atonement, it
does not need to reach the growth. Every human being has the power of
such discernment even before reaching maturity. Understanding these
meanings does not differ before and after the growth.
“Deliver to them their property, and do not consume it lavishly
and hastily lest they should grow up…!” Consuming lavishly, means
transgression and exceeding the limit of moderation in action, and
"hasting lest they should grow up," means to give them their property
before they grow up and take their right forcibly.
In the Holy Verse, there is a confrontation between consuming
with lavishly and consuming after the orphan grows up, and this
confrontation understands that there is a difference between the two. The
first is that consuming lavishly is a violation on the property of the
orphan without the need to consume it, and without the guardian of the
orphan deeming himself entitled to that property, but he consumes the
property of the orphan only because of injustice and carelessness, but in
the second case, taking parts of the orphan's property before he grows up
means that the guardian of the orphan considers himself entitled to this
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share, and considers himself entitled to have a wages for taking care of
the affairs of the orphan, and wants to take the wages of his labor, but
Islam tells him: Now that the orphan is an adult, let him work on his
property, and now that he is an adult, he does not need you, and he may
prevent you from taking possession of his property, so before he stops,
and prevents you, give him his property.
So both types of possession are forbidden, unless the guardian of
the orphan is poor and has no choice but to work to have some
livelihood, or to work for the orphan and meet his own necessary needs
from the wages of his work. This, in fact, means to gain a wage in
business, or if the job of the orphan is the construction works, he works
for him to take wage. That is the reason why the God Almighty
mentioned in His Holy Book: "As for him who is well-off, let him be
abstemious, and as for him who is poor, let him eat in an honorable
manner." That means if the guardian who is rich and does not need to
take the property of orphan for his living, then he should follow the path
of chastity and not take anything from the property of the orphan, but if
the guardian is poor let him to meet his need properly from the property
of the orphan.
(Almizan: V. 4

P. 275.)

Method of Returning
Orphan Property
»! علَ ْي ِه ْم
َ « فَإِذا دَفَ ْعت ُ ْم إِلَ ْي ِه ْم أ َ ْموالَ ُه ْم فَأ َ ْش ِهدُوا
)6 :(نساء

"And when you deliver to them their property,
take witnesses over them!”
(Holy Quran; Nissa: 6.)

The above Phrase contains one of the legal provisions of Islam,
and commands that when handing over the property of an orphan to him,
his guardian must do this in the presence of the witness, so that to secure
himself and prevent any later contention and dispute, because it is
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possible later on the orphan may claim that my guardian does not give
me my property even though I have reached the level of marriage and
growth.
The Almighty God has added to the above Ruling the Phrase: "And
Allah suffices as reckoner,” in order to connect the legislated Rulings to
its principal origin, to understand us that any Ruling of the Divine
Rulings has a source and connection to one of the Finest Names and
Attributions of the God Almighty. If He has legislated these Rulings in
regards to the orphan cases, is because He is the Reckoner, and does not
issue the Rulings of his servants without a precise accounting, and
whatever He legislates is definite and calculated. This is for the purpose
of completing the religious and Islamic education, because Islam begins
the education of the people on the basis of Monotheism, and witnessing
in transactions and trades, although it often settles disputes and conflicts,
but the strong cause for the resolution is a spiritual matter, and that is
Piety and the fear of God, which is sufficient in reckoning, and therefore
if the guardian of the orphan and the witnesses and the child himself
have this meaning in their hearts and minds, then the settlement of the
dispute is one hundred percent certain and there will be no dispute.
(Almizan: V. 4

P. 278.)

Guardianship
For Orphans
Now that you, the esteemed Reader, have paid attention to these
points, now again have a careful look at the two Holy Verses, and see
with what a Unique Expression the God Almighty has Explained all the
issues about the guardianship! We are going also to summarize its
contents in three following parts:
First: There is mentioned the most important and necessary points
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regarding the guardianship of the properties of orphans and any other
feeble-minded person, and has clarified the way of its taking delivery
and preserving, then how to use it in a field of business to gain profit,
and how to custody the property and how to hand it over to the child,
and also when to take it and when to hand it over to the orphan. In
addition, by stating the public interest of this issue, strengthened its
basis. The Public interest of this issue is that the wealth - all over the
world - is to circulate the wheel of human life, not to accumulate it and
use to show as an excel over others, and the like.
Second: The God Almighty has included a moral principle in His
statements that if a human being observes it, he will be educated
according to the mentioned laws, and the following Phrase is one of
them, which says: "And speak to them with nice and decent words!”
(Nissa: 5.) When you did undertake the guardianship of an orphan or
insane child do not be arrogant or rude to him, but your treatment with
him must be full of love, politeness and good manner.
Thirdly, God has established Monotheism as the basis of all those
rules, the Monotheism that alone governs all the practical and moral
rules of the Quran. Assuming that the practical rules and moral precepts
become weak in terms of effect, the effect of Monotheism will continue
in all cases. This meaning has been expressed in the Phrase: "And Allah
suffices as reckoner!"
(Almizan: V. 4

P. 278.)
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Chapter Three

JUSTICE
IN
AFFAIRS OF ORPHANS

Upraise to Observe Justice
In Affairs of Orphans!
ْط
ِ « أ َ ْن تَقُو ُموا ِل ْل َيتامى ِب ْال ِقس
َو ما ت َ ْف َعلُوا ِم ْن َخي ٍْر فَإ ِ هن ه
»! ً عليما
َ َّللاَ كانَ ِب ِه
)127: (نساء

“You should stand firm for securing justice to orphans.
Whatever good deeds you do, Allah is the Well-Aware of it!"
(Holy Quran; Nissa: 127.)

The God Almighty Tells you to stand up for justice in the affairs of
orphans. This Phrase means, in fact, deviating from a Particular Ruling
and paying attention to a General Ruling, a Ruling that is more inclusive
than that Particular Ruling. Already the God Almighty issued a Ruling
about the property of widows having orphans, now He talks about their
property and about things other than property.
In the Phrase: "Whatever good deeds you do, Allah is the WellAware of it," the God Almighty reminds the men of ignorance era that
what the God Almighty has made obligatory to them regarding the
women, and their orphans, such Rulings are for their benefit, and the
God Almighty is All-aware of it. God gives this reminder in order to
encourage them to act on those Rulings, because when they understand
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that God is All-knowing of their actions, they will be encouraged and
avoid opposing Him, since God Sees both their opposition and Knows
all about it.
(Almizan: V. 5

P. 162.)

Narratives on the
Orphans' Heritage
It is narrated in "Ayashi's commentary," through Yunus ibn Ya'qub
who said: I asked Imam Sadiq (AS) about the Verse: "And do not give
to the feeble-minded your property," that who are the feeble-minded?
He said: The one you do not trust him!
In the same book, he narrated from Ibrahim ibn Abd al-Hamid who
said: I asked Imam Sadiq (AS) about the meaning of the Verse: "And do
not give to the feeble-minded your property," he said that one who
drinks wine, he is also a feeble-minded!
It is also in the same book, narrated through Ali ibn Abi Hamzah
from Imam Sadiq (AS) who said: I asked Imam about the Verse: "And
do not give to the feeble-minded your property," he said: They are the
feeble-minded orphans. You have preserve their property until you feel
they have reached the stage of growth. I said: So why the Holy Verse
mentions "your property," instead of the property of orphans? Imam
answered: It is addressed to those who inherit orphans.
In "Qomi's commentary," it is narrated from Imam Baqir (AS) that
he said about the Verse in question: When a man recognizes that his
wife or child is stupid and corruptive, he should not dominate any of
them over his property, because God Almighty has provided one's
property as a means of his living consistency and his livelihood.
The Author (Allameh) says: There are many narrations in this
regard and these narrations confirm our previous statement that we said
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the stupidity has a wide meaning and has levels such as the feebleminded, which causes them to be prohibited of possession, and also the
stupidity of the child before reaching adulthood, the next stage is the
foolishness of a woman who is lustful, the next stage is the foolishness
of the drunkard, and the next stage is the absolute foolishness of those
who are not trusted. Therefore, according to the differences between
these stages and examples, the meaning of giving them the property and
wealth also differs!
In these meanings, many narrations have been received, both
through the Imams of the Holy Prophet's Household (AS) and others. Of
course, there are jurisprudential issues and narrations related to those
issues, which if the reader wants to know about it, he should refer to the
books of Hadith, and also the jurisprudential books.
(Almizan: V. 4

P. 282.)

Retribution for Oppressing the Orphans,
The Worldly Punishment
ً ضعافا
ِ ًش الهذينَ لَ ْو ت ََر ُكوا ِم ْن خ َْل ِف ِه ْم ذُ ِريهة
َ « َو ْل َي ْخ
علَ ْي ِه ْم فَ ْليَتهقُوا ه
»! سديدا
َ خافُوا
َ ًَّللاَ َو ْليَقُولُوا قَ ْوال
) 9 :(نساء

“Those who are concerned about the welfare of
their own children after their death,
should have fear of God when dealing with the orphans,
and guide them properly!”
(Holy Quran; Nissa: 9.)

The content of this Verse is in fact a threat to the aggressors over
the inheritance of the children of the deceased father, and considering
this meaning the Phrase: "And guide them properly,” will be an
instruction for them to take a practical method in case of the orphans,
and abandon the improper way of treatment with them, (i.e. the method
of depriving orphans and eating their property and violating their rights.)
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The appearance of the Verse examples the mercy and compassion
on the helpless, homeless, and small children, who are not under the care
of anyone and have no one to manage their affairs and guard their
benefits and eliminate their losses and remove humiliation and misery
from them.
It should also be noted that the threat in the Verse is not specific to
those who currently have themselves weak and powerless children,
because the Verse refers to: "After their death," so this is a figurative
Phrase that is given for the purpose of expressing the present sense, and
it means those who are in such a situation, that is, there is mercy of
humanity in their hearts and they have compassion for the disabled
offspring and orphans, and such people are the real humans, especially
Muslims who are cultured with the Etiquette of God and adapted with
the Divine Morality, (and those who are not like them are not human
beings,) therefore, the meaning of the Verse will be as following:
- If people have humanity - they should be concerned and fear
God in the matter of orphans, because the orphans of the
people, like his own orphan, are a weak offspring worthy of
mercy, so one should be concerned about their condition and
their situation so that do not be oppressed and do not violate
their rights. So, the theme of the Verse is that everyone who is
worried about humiliation and is afraid of it, must rise to
prevent it, because all human beings have this concern.
In this Holy Verse, the people are not ordered to have mercy and
kindness upon the orphans, but rather to have fear of God and Piety, and
this is only to threaten them with: What you ill-treat upon the orphans
of the other people and deprive them of their property and rights, it
will be soon after your death happens upon your own offspring and
orphans! The God Almighty wants to warn them that any disaster that
they have caused on other orphans the same will return to their own
orphans.
(Almizan: V. 4

P. 316.)
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ُ « ِإ هن الهذينَ يَأ ْ ُكلُونَ أ َ ْموا َل ْاليَتامى
ً ظ ْلما
ُ ُإِنهما يَأ ْ ُكلُونَ في ب
ً طونِ ِه ْم نارا
»! ً سعيرا
ْ س َي
َ َصلَ ْون
َ َو
) 10 :(نساء

“Verily, those who consume properties of the orphans unjustly,
They only send fire into their Bellies;
and they shall soon enter the Blazing Fire!”
(Holy Quran; Nissa: 10.)

The content of this Holy Verse, like the content of the previous
Verse, is related to the Verse: "Men have a share in the heritage left by
parents and near relatives!" (Nissa: 7,) and in fact threatens and warns
people from transgressing and possessing the heritage of the orphans,
and violating their rights. This Verse is one of the Verses that indicate
to the embodiment of deeds in the Resurrection. It comes out from this
Holy Verse that the property of an orphan unjustly possessed and eaten
in this world, will be embodied in the Hereafter in the form of eating
fire.
(Almizan: V. 4

P. 321.)

How the Cruelty to Orphans
Returns to the Oppressors' Orphans?
Whoever oppresses an orphan, that is, takes his property from his
hand, the same oppression will soon return to his orphans or his
descendants! This is one of the strange Truths of Quran, and one of the
requirements and examples of another Truth which is found in other
Verses of Quran, and that is a fact indicating a connection between the
good and bad deeds of human and between the external events.
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There are Verses in the Holy Quran that indicate this meaning,
such as the following Verses:
- "Whoever acts righteously, it is for his own self, and whoever
does evil, it is to its detriment, and your Lord is not tyrannical to the
servants!" (Fussilat: 46.)
- "So whoever does an atom's weight of good will see it! And
whoever does an atom's weight of evil will see it!" (Zalzala: 7-8.)
- "Indeed if one is God Wary and Patient Allah does not waste
the reward of the virtuous!" (Yusuf: 90.)
- "Their share in this world will be disgrace!" (Hajj: 9.)
There are another Verses like them in Quran, which indicate that
deeds (whether good or evil) have a kind of reaction and somehow
return to the owner of the action in this world.
What comes to mind from these Verses - of course, our minds,
which are accustomed to the ideas that have been established and
experienced in our society - is that this reflection of man's deed goes
back only to himself, and everyone receives only and tastes the so-called
fruit of his act, bitter or sweet. But there are other Verses that indicate
the issue of reflection is wider than this, and sometimes the effects of a
person's good deeds reach his children and descendants, and also the
effects of their misdeeds spread on their offspring, as the God Almighty
mentioned in the following Verse:
- "The tumbling wall belonged to two orphans in the town
whose father was a righteous person. Underneath the wall
there was a treasure that belonged to them. Your Lord
wanted the orphans to find the treasure through the Mercy of
your Lord when they mature!” (Kahf: 82.)
It appears that the righteousness of the father of the two orphans
was involved in the Will of God Almighty to send them Mercy.
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There is another Verse that indicates the effect of man's ugly deed
reaches his children. As mentioned in the Verse in question which we
have already discussed on it, which says:
“Those who are concerned about the welfare of
their own children after their death,
should have fear of God when dealing with the orphans,
and guide them properly!” ( Nissa: 9.)
But if we ponder on the Word of God Almighty, we realize that the
real reason for this effect is the practical request of man on the one hand,
and the Acceptance of God Almighty on the other. We have already
mentioned in the interpretation of the Verse: "And if My servants ask
you about Me, I am near answering the calls of those who call to Me!"
(Baqara: 186,) that the Word of God Almighty indicates that what the
incidents happen on man from God is by his own request, in short, the
request is not only by word, but also by the actions that affect the
occurrence of that event, and have the aspect of precedence for it, in
fact, his action is also as a request from God, which the God Almighty
referred to it in the following Verse in Quran:
-

“Everyone in the heavens and the earth asks Him. Every day
He is engaged in some work!” (Rahman: 29.)

- “And He gave you all that you had asked Him. If you
enumerate Allah's blessings, you will not be able to count
them!” (Ibrahim: 34.)
On the other hand, any action that a person does for his own
benefit or for others (whether it is good or evil,) if he likes the
occurrence of that action on others, who are also human beings like him,
in fact, it will be pleasing to himself too, and it is not possible for him to
do something that he does not like for himself, and is not requested for
himself, to act it on others. So in fact, in all the deeds that all the human
beings do, the humanity is under consideration. This is the fact that
becomes evident to the human beings that if one does good to someone,
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he has asked God for this goodness for himself, a request and the prayer
that will certainly be accepted, and cannot be rejected, and also if he
does evil and oppression to someone, he has asked and liked the same
evil for himself, as well as if he liked any evil deed and oppression for
the children and orphans of the other people, in fact he has desired and
liked it for his own children. That is why the God Almighty said:
“Everyone has a cynosure (or Qiblah) to which he turns; but what
matters is to be ahead of others in good deeds!”
(Baqara: 148.)

Because the meaning of this Verse is to overtake in goodness so
that your purpose and goal will be good deeds.
On the other hand, the participation of several people in blood, all
of whose blood is branched from one father and one mother, constructs a
single unity, which their vertical proportion are interpreted as a Nation,
so that any situation occurs on one side around this unit, and any
incident occurs for that side, in fact, it occurs to the base of unit, and the
base is considered as all its sides.
Therefore, it becomes clear with this statement that any dealing
which a person makes with others or their children have no way of
reflecting that action on himself or his children, unless God so Wills and
Prevents this reflection. This exception we made was because there are
innumerable causes and factors in the universe that man cannot
encompass all of them, so it is possible that other factors prevented the
reflection of action that we do not know about it, as we can see from the
following Verse that such factors exist:
“Whatever misfortune befalls on you people,
it is the result of your own deeds.
But Allah Forgives a great part of them!”
(Shura: 30.)
(Almizan: V. 4

P. 318.)
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Narratives about
Oppression to Orphans
In "Ayashi's commentary," it is narrated from Imam Sadiq and
Imam Riza (AS) that they said: God Almighty has threatened two
punishments for consuming the property of the orphans, one of which is
the punishment of the Hereafter, the same fire, but the second is the
punishment of this world. The Verse: “Those who are concerned about
the welfare of their own children after their death, should have fear
of God when dealing with the orphans, and guide them properly!”
( Nissa: 9.) The meaning of this Verse is that they should be afraid that
their children will be orphaned and suffer the same fate that befell the
orphans of the people, that is, they lost their father and the scavengers
like these ate their property.
It is also narrated from "Qatada" in commentary of "Durr Manthur,"
that he said: It was narrated to us that the Holy Messenger of God said:
Fear God and observe the condition of two helpless groups, one orphan,
and the second woman, whom God Almighty has orphaned her on one
hand, and on the other hand He has Recommended about her to others,
on the one hand He has tested her by taking her father from her hand,
and on the other hand God has tested you with her, (to find out how he
comes out of the orphanage fire, and how do you get out of fire by
helping her?)
Author says: There are lots of narrations received through Shiites

and Sunnis about consuming the property of orphans and that this act is
a grave and deadly sin!
(Almizan: V. 4

P. 324.)

Equal Right and Brotherhood Decree
On Orphans with their Guardians
صال ٌح لَ ُه ْم َخي ٌْر
ْ ع ِن ْاليَتامى قُ ْل ِإ
َ َ« َو يَ ْسئَلُونَك
ُ َو إِ ْن تُخا ِل
»!طو ُه ْم فَإ ِ ْخوانُ ُكم
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) 220 :(بقره

"And they ask you concerning the orphans.
Say: It is better to set right their affairs, and if you intermingle with
them, they are of course your brothers!”
(Holy Quran; Baqara: 220.)

This Holy Verse indicates a kind of reduction and facilitation,
because first it allows guardians to mingle with the orphans, then it says:
If God Wills He will help you! It becomes clear from this interpretation
that the Muslims already had heard a rebuke from God concerning the
orphans guardianship, which made their hearts anxious and fearful, and
this anxiety compelled them to ask about the orphans, and indeed it was,
because some strongly-worded Verses had been revealed about the
orphans, such as the Verse:
“Indeed those who consume the property of orphans wrongfully, only ingest fire into their bellies, and soon they will enter the
Blaze!” (Nissa: 10,) and:
“Give the orphans their property, and do not replace the good
with the bad, and do not eat up their property by mingling it with
your own property, for that is indeed a great sin!” (Nissa: 2.)
In the first Verse, The God Almighty has called the consuming
property of orphan as eating fire, and in the second Verse has called it a
grave crime.
It appears that the Verse in question was revealed after the Verses
of Surah Nissa, so considering this fact, the narrations quoted in respect
of this Verse will be validated. The Phrase: "Say: It is better to set right
their affairs...," also indicates that the issue of 'setting right' is the good
and real reform, not the formal one. The Clause following this Phrase
also refers to this fact: "Allah knows the one who causes corruption
from the one who brings about reform!"
The Phrase: "And if you intermingle with them, they are of
course your brothers!” refers to the equality that God Almighty has
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established among all believers. God Wants to declare nullification of
all the attributes and identifications that lead to the privilege of one class
from another, which is the root of all kinds of corruption among the
people, for example, one enslaves another human being, the other one
oppresses some others and by humiliating them wants to show his greatness, and all other kinds of oppressions and aggressions! Yes, with such
a proclamation of brotherhood that establishes a balance between the
two classes of people, between the weak orphan and strong guardian,
between the rich and poor, and also between every imperfect and
perfect! The God Almighty Stated elsewhere in the Holy Quran that:
“Believers are each other's brothers!” (Hujarat: 10.)
So, it turns out that the Holy Verse prescribes such intermingling
with orphans that is brotherly mixing, the kind of brotherly mixing to be
equal in rights among the people, and what is consumed from his
property is equal to what they pay him, therefore the Verse in question is
opposite to the Verse: "Give the orphans their property, and do not
replace the good with the bad, and do not eat up their property by
mingling it with your own property, for that is indeed a great sin!"
(Nissa: 2,) and this contrast is one of the evidences that in the Verse in
question there has been granted a kind of decrease and facilitation, for
which the rest of the Verse is also an indication: "Allah knows the one
who causes corruption from the one who brings about reform!"
So the meaning of the Verse is that mixing with orphans is
permissible if necessary, and this is the same reduction that already
mentioned, but it should be like the mixing of two brothers, that is, with
equal rights, then there is no room for fear and worry, because if this
action is intentioned as a correction, that is, a real correction, not a
formal one, is a good deed, and since the truth of the action is not hidden
from God, so do not be afraid that He will accuse you only because you
have intermingled, because God distinguishes the corruptor from the
reformer.
(Almizan: V. 2

P. 296.)
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Narratives Related to Brotherly
Conduct with Orphans
It is narrated from Imam Sadiq (AS) in "Qomi's" commentary
about the following Verse: "And they ask you concerning the
orphans," (Baqara: 220,) he said: After the following Verse was revealed:
“Indeed those who consume the property of orphans wrongfully, only
ingest fire into their bellies, and soon they will enter the Blaze!” (Nissa:
10,) anyone who had an orphan in his house threw him out of the house,
and asked the Holy Messenger of God what else they could do? In
response, the following Verse was revealed: “And they ask you
concerning the orphans. Say: It is better to set right their affairs…!”
(Baqara: 220.)

It is narrated in Durr-Manthur from Ibn Abbas that he said: When
God Almighty has revealed the Verse: "Do not approach the orphan's
property, except in the best possible manner!" (An'am: 152,) and: "Verily,
those who consume properties of the orphans unjustly...!" (Nissa: 10,)
those people who had an orphan in their own house, they separated their
own food and drink from the food and drink of the orphan, they gave
him his share more than their share, and if it was too much and the
orphan could not consume all that food and drink, they also did not
consume it until it becomes wasted. This was difficult for them. Finally
they brought the issue to the Holy Messenger of God, and the God
Almighty revealed this Verse: "And they ask you concerning the
orphans. Say: It is better to set right their affairs, and if you
intermingle with them, they are of course your brothers!” (Baqara: 220.)
From then on, they mixed their food with orphans, and ate and drank
with them together.
(Almizan: V. 2

P. 301.)
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PART TWELVE
BASIS OF
INHERITENCE
LAW
IN QURAN
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Chapter One

DETERMINING
THE

HEIRS
Introduction for Executing
Inheritance Law
َدان َو ْاأل َ ْق َربُون
ِ « ِل ِلرجا ِل نَصيبٌ ِم هما ت ََركَ ْالوا ِل
َدان َو ْاأل َ ْق َربُون
ِ َِو ِللن
ِ ساء نَصيبٌ ِم هما ت ََركَ ْالوا ِل
»! ً ِم هما قَ هل ِم ْنهُ أ َ ْو َكث ُ َر نَصيبا ً َم ْف ُروضا
) 7 : (نساء

“Men have a share in the heritage left by parents and near relatives,
and women have a share in the heritage left by parents and near
relatives, whether it be little or much,
a share ordained by Allah!”
(Holy Quran; Nissa: 7.)

In this Holy Verse, a general Law and a new Tradition has been
legislated which was unfamiliar in the minds of the responsible ones,
because the issue of inheritance, as legislated in Islam, had no precedent,
but the customs and traditions were such that some Heirs were deprived
of inheritance, and this custom was so common that it was as if a
secondary nature had arisen for the people, so that if they heard
otherwise, their emotions would be aroused (of course, the false
emotions they had in this case.)
For this reason, before legislating the ruling of inheritance, God
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Almighty, in order to prevent their false emotions from being hurt and to
accept the Law of Islamic inheritance in them, first consolidated the love
of God and religious self-sacrifice and also the brotherhood among the
believers, and then legislated the inheritance between the two brothers,
and thereby finally abrogated the tradition that already existed in
inheritance and saved the believers from the deep-rooted and old
prejudice towards those customs and habits.
Then, after the framework of religion was strengthened and the
government of religion was organized, the God Almighty Legislated the
inheritance law among the close member of family. Islam legislated the
law of inheritance when a large number of believers accepted it in the
best possible way.
(Almizan: V. 4

P. 314.)

Identification of
Heirs
With this introduction that we explained, it became clear that the
Holy Verse served to clarify and remove any doubts and illusions, and
the God Almighty by the Phrase: "Men have a share in the heritage left
by parents and near relatives," wanted to establish a general law and
rule, therefore the ruling of this Verse is absolute and is not bound by
any circumstances and attributes. The same is the subject of this Ruling,
which is men, is general, and is not assigned to any connected attribute,
as a result, the men of the future, namely, the little boys also will have
the same share as the men of today.
After the establishment of the above Rule, the God Almighty Says:
"And women have a share in the heritage left by parents and near
relatives!" This Phrase is the same as the previous Phrase for
establishing the Rule and it is also like a general Rule with no allocation
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in it, therefore it includes all women, without any allocation or restriction. God has sent this independent Phrase in order to clarify the Ruling
with no room for doubt, and also for this purpose He added the Phrase:
"whether it be little or much," to give more explanation and to make it
understood that: Just because the inheritance of a Muslim is small,
should not cause them to be careless in dividing it.
At the end the God Almighty Said: "A share ordained by Allah,"
which in meaning is an emphasis on emphasis and serves to exceed in
clarifying and removing ambiguity, that the shares of inheritance are
specified and definite, there is neither error nor ambiguity in it.
For the sake of these two aspects: that is, the generality of the
Ruling of the Verse and the absence of ambiguity in it, the scholars have
argued to this Verse that the ruling of inheritance is general and even
includes the inheritance of the descendent of the Holy Messenger of
God! (This statement rejects the false statement of those people who,
upon a false hadith, after the death of the Holy Prophet of God said
that: The property of the Messenger of God is charity after his
death!!!) (By Persian Translator of Almizan.)
(Almizan: V. 4

P. 314.)

Inheritance of
Wife and Husband
َدان َو ْاأل َ ْق َربُون
ِ ي ِم هما ت ََركَ ْالوا ِل
َ « َو ِل ُك ٍل َج َع ْلنا َموا ِل
ْ َعقَد
ت أَيْمانُ ُك ْم
َ ََو الهذين
فَآتُو ُه ْم نَصي َب ُه ْم
ِإ هن ه
» ً َيءٍ شَهيدا
َ ََّللاَ كان
ْ على ُك ِل ش
)33 :(نساء

"To everyone We have appointed heirs
to property left by parents and relatives.
And also with whom you have made a covenant,
give to them their portion.
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Verily, Allah is Ever-Witness over all things!”
(Holy Quran; Nissa: 33.)

Since this Holy Verse is in the same context with the previous
Verse: "And do not wish the bounty which Allah by bestowing it, has
raised some of you above others!" (Nissa: 32,) and since in the captioned
Verse it is commanded that you give the share of each shareholder, and
also said that the God Almighty has appointed to everyone heirs to
property left by parents and relatives, such as his children and relatives,
all confirming the meaning that the Verse in question, in addition to the
previous Verse, wants to summarize the rulings and orders passed in the
Verses of inheritance and will. Since in those Verses there were details
of the Legislations, and before those Verses also God had given a brief
account of the Legislations which He explained later, and Said: “Men
have a share in the heritage left by parents and near relatives..." (Nissa:
7.) all of which shows that this Verse represents a general regulation
about inheritance, which all the details of the rulings go back to it.
Considering above the meaning of the three groups mentioned in the
Holy Verse, namely: Parents - relatives - and those who you have made
a covenant, are the same groups that are mentioned in the Verse of
inheritance, i.e. 1 - children, 2 - relatives, and 3 - the husband and wife.
The third class in the Verse in question is forcibly matched to husbands
and Wives.
So when the God Almighty Said: (To every one of you,) it means
that for each of you, whether you are a man or a woman, we have
appointed heirs, that is, we have appointed heirs in inheritance, so that
they may inherit what remains of the wealth from you.
If the Verse interprets the couple as "with whom you have made a
covenant,” (those who have tied your hands,) wanted, in fact, to use a
remarks, because it was customary in Arabs to make a deal or a treaty
with each other, at end, they shook hands to announce that the deal was
over, or, say, tied the contract, as a result the meaning of the Phrase:
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"those who have tied your hands," is: With whom you have made a
covenant.
The Phrase: "Give to them their portion," means the same share
of the heirs that is stated in the Verses of Inheritance. The context of
this Phrase is the result of the previous Phrase, which said: "To
everyone We have appointed heirs," and at the end, the God Almighty
justified His Ruling: "Give to them their portion," by the Phrase:
"Verily, Allah is Ever-Witness over all things!”
(Almizan: V. 4

P. 540.)

Contribution to Poor Relatives,
Orphans, and the Needy

ُ
ساكين
ض َر ْال ِق ْس َمةَ أُولُوا ْالقُ ْربى َو ْال َيتامى َو ْال َم
َ « َو ِإذا َح
»! ً ار ُزقُو ُه ْم ِم ْنهُ َو قُولُوا لَ ُه ْم قَ ْوالً َم ْع ُروفا
ْ َف
)8 :(نساء

“And if at the time of dividing inheritance,
kinsmen and orphans and the poor are present,
provide them with something out of it,
and speak to them with kind words!”
(Holy Quran; Nissa: 8.)

From the appearance of the Verse it is evident that it refers to the
presence of the relatives of the dead at the dividing time of inheritance,
who do not inherit due to the existence of the legal classes, and the God
Almighty orders the heirs to give them something of the inheritance.
Considering above, the named group are the poor relatives of the
dead, because their name are stated in the Verse among the orphans and
the needy. The tone of the Phrase is also a witness to this meaning:
"Provide them with something out of it, and speak to them with kind
words,” which is a tone to provoke their feeling and invitation to mercy
and liberality, as a result, the Verse is addressed to the heirs of the dead,
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those who inherit from him.
The commentators have differed as to whether it is obligatory or
recommended to pay something to them. Since this argument is related
to jurisprudence, we do not want to involve in this discussion. They have
also disputed in the Verse itself, whether it is Decisive or has been
abrogated by the Verses that define the classes of inheritance? (Because
according to the Verses of inheritance, presence of a relative of the first
class, the second class does not inherit, and according to the Verse in
question, something is given to all relatives if they were present during
the division of the inheritance.) ((By Persian Translator of Almizan.)
But there is no cause or motive for abrogation, because there is no
contradiction between the two. The Verses of inheritance determine the
heritage and share of each heir, and this Verse indicates that the non-heir
receives some sustenance in general, but there is no indication whether
this is obligatory or recommended, and what is its size and amount?
Therefore, there is no reason to consider the Verses of inheritance as an
abolisher for it, especially where donating sustenance to a non-heir is
recommended, as the above-mentioned Verse also is not empty of
appearance in this sense.
(Almizan: V. 4

P. 315.)

Priority of Blood Relatives
In Inheritance
ي أ َ ْولى ِب ْال ُمؤْ ِمنينَ ِم ْن أ َ ْنفُ ِس ِه ْم
ُّ « النه ِب
َو أ َ ْزوا ُجهُ أ ُ همهات ُ ُه ْم
ب ه
ُ حام بَ ْع
ٍ ض ُه ْم أ َ ْولى بِبَ ْع
ِ ض في ِكتا
َِّللا
ِ َو أُولُوا ْاأل َ ْر
َهاجرين
ِ ِمنَ ْال ُمؤْ ِمنينَ َو ْال ُم
ً إِاله أ َ ْن ت َ ْفعَلُوا إِلى أ َ ْو ِليائِ ُك ْم َم ْع ُروفا
ُ ب َم ْس
»! ً طورا
ِ كانَ ذلِكَ ِفي ْال ِكتا
)6 :(نساء

“The Prophet has more authority over the believers
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than themselves.
His wives are their mothers.
The relatives are closer to each other, according to the Book of God,
than the believers and the emigrants.
However, you may show kindness to your guardians.
This also is written in the Book!”
(Holy Quran; Nissa: 176.)

The meaning of priority in the Phrase, which said: The relatives are
closer to each other, is priority in inheritance (inheriting from each
other), and the meaning of the Book of God is either the Preserved
Tablet, or the Holy Quran, or the Surah of Quran, and the Phrase: "Than
the believers and the emigrants," refers to those from whom the blood
relatives have more priority in heritage.
The word "Believers" here are the non-immigrant believers, and
the meaning of the Verse is that the blood relatives, some of them have
priority to others than the immigrants and the other believers, who
inherited from each other on the basis of religious brotherhood, and this
priority is in the Book of God. It may be probable that the Phrase:
"Than the believers and the emigrants," is an expression of the blood
relatives of the immigrants and non-immigrants, in which case the
meaning is as follows: The blood relatives of the immigrants and nonimmigrants, some of whom are closer than the others.
This Verse is an abrogation of a ruling that was enforced in the
early days of Islam, and it was that those who left their homeland and
what they had in the homeland in order to preserve their religion, or
befriended each other solely for the sake of religion, they inherited from
each other. This Holy Verse abrogated that ruling and said: From now
on, only relatives inherit from each other.
The Phrase: "However, you may show kindness to your
guardians," is an intermittent exception, and the purpose of showing
kindness to your guardians is to will something of property to them,
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which in Islamic Law it is limited to one third of wealth or less.
"This also is written in the Book!”
This Phrase means that the above-said ruling is what has been
written either in the Preserved Tablet, in Quran, or in the Surah.
(Almizan: V. 16

P. 415.)

Restriction of Inheritance in Kinship
And Abolition Brotherhood Ties
« َو الهذينَ آ َمنُوا ِم ْن َب ْعدُ َو ها َج ُروا َو جا َهدُوا َم َع ُك ْم
ب ه
ُ حام بَ ْع
ٍ ض ُه ْم أ َ ْولى بِبَ ْع
ِ ض في ِكتا
َِّللا
ِ فَأُولئِكَ ِم ْن ُك ْم َو أُولُوا ْاأل َ ْر
إِ هن ه
»! علي ٌم
َ َّللاَ بِ ُك ِل
َ ٍش ْيء
)75 :(انفال

“And those who believed afterwards
and migrated, and waged jihad along with you,
they belong to you;
but the blood relatives are more entitled to inherit from one another
in the Book of Allah.
Indeed Allah has knowledge of all things!”
(Holy Quran; Anfal: 75.)

This Verse is about guardianship of inheritance, which God
legislates among blood-relatives and kinships, and makes it exclusive to
blood-relatives, but the other types of guardianship are not limited to
blood-relatives.
This Verse abrogates the previous Ruling which was to inherit due
to brotherhood, because before this Verse, the Holy Prophet used the
ruling of inheritance among the Muslims in the early days of the
immigration. It is clear that the Holy Verse absolutely proves inheritance
by kinship, whether the heir has a share or not, and whether (as among
Sunnis,) he inherits rest of division of shares or not.
It is narrated in Durr-Manthur from Ibn-Abbas that the Holy
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Messenger of God, established brotherhood among his companions, and
some of them inherited from others, until the above Verse was revealed,
and thereafter Muslims abandoned this kind of inheritance, and they
inherited from each other only on the basis of kinship.
(Almizan: V. 9

P. 190.)
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Chapter Two

DIVISION LAWS
OF

INHERITANCE

Beginning of Inheritance
Verses in Holy Quran
َدان َو ْاأل َ ْق َربُون
ِ « ِل ِلرجا ِل نَصيبٌ ِم هما ت ََركَ ْالوا ِل
َدان َو ْاأل َ ْق َربُون
ِ َو ِل ِلن
ِ ساء نَصيبٌ ِم هما ت ََركَ ْالوا ِل
»! ً ِم هما قَ هل ِم ْنهُ أ َ ْو َكث ُ َر نَصيبا ً َم ْف ُروضا
) 7 : (نساء

“Men have a share in the heritage left by parents and near relatives,
and women have a share in the heritage left by parents and near
relatives, whether it be little or much,
a share ordained by Allah!”
(Holy Quran; Nissa: 7.)

From this Verse begins the law and the rules of inheritance, and
the previous Verses were the introduction to this legislation, and before
stating the detail of each issues, the God Almighty gave a brief and
comprehensive statement to be considered as a general rule. God
wanted to understand us that after approving the birth of a person from
another person, or his blood-relationship with him, there would no one
be deprived permanently from his inheritance. No one of the young
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children and wives of the dead will no longer be deprived of their
inheritance like in the ignorance era of Arabs.
In addition to proving this Rule, the God Almighty warned people
to know that depriving the orphans of the inheritance requires that the
other heirs oppress their property! God had also intensified this
prohibition in elsewhere in Quran, and ordered the heirs to give a
sustenance out of the property inherited from the dead to his poor
relatives, orphans and the needy, who were present during the division
of the inheritance, and Said: Give them a share of the property even
though they are not heirs.
(Almizan: V. 4

P. 313.)

Shares of Inheritors
Rules for Dividing
The Inheritance
« يُوصي ُك ُم ه
َّللاُ في أ َ ْوال ِد ُك ْم
»!... ظ ْاأل ُ ْنثَيَي ِْن
ِ ِللذه َك ِر ِمثْ ُل َح
)11 :(نساء

"God directs you regarding the inheritance of your children:
To the male shall be as that given to two females…!”
(Holy Quran; Nissa: 11.)

1- Share of the Females and Males
The Ruling that one share is for a girl and two shares for a boy is
special for children born without any mediation of the deceased.
The Almighty God used another interpretation in issuing above
Ruling: "To the male shall be as that given to two females!" This
formula was applied to point out that the customs of ignorance (which
forbade women to inherit) was invalidated in Islam, as if God has
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intended to present the invalidity of that false custom and ruling this real
inheritance costume by granting the women the right of inheritance as a
known valid Rule, and Said: Men inherit like women, but double! In
other words, the God Almighty set the inheritance of women as a
principle in His Legislation, and mentioned the inheritance of man as a
dependent to it, in order that if people want to know how much the
man's inheritance is, they need first of all to know that how much the
inheritance of the woman (the dead's daughter) is, so that they may
double it, and calculate the double of it and give the share of the dead's
son.
This is a statement that some Scholars have mentioned, and it is
true, it can be confirmed that the Holy Verse has not explicitly and
independently mentioned the inheritance of men, but it has mentioned
the inheritance of women in this way, and if God has specified
something about the share of men made it by mentioning the shares that
women have with men, as seen in the next Verse and the Verse at the
end of the Surah.
Wisdom in Difference of Inheritance Share
Between Man and Woman

The Divine Law has compensated for most of a man's duties by:
Making his share of the inheritance twice the share of the woman's
inheritance, in exchange for the alimony that the man gives to the
woman.
In other words, if we assume the inheritance of a man and a
woman to be eighteen Dollars, give both nine Dollars and then take
three Dollars of it (which is one-third of a woman's share) from him and
give it to the man, the man's share is twelve Dollars, because the woman
also benefits from half of these twelve Dollars.
As a result, the return of this division is that what is wealth in the
world the two-thirds of it is for men, both real estate and movables, and
two-thirds for women, one-third of which is for them, and another third,
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which is in the hands of men, the women benefit from it.
So, from what has been said, it has become clear that the majority
of men (not all of them) are stronger in the matter of management, and
as a result, most of the management of the world, or in other words,
production is in the hands of men, and most benefits, enjoyment, and
consumption belong for women, because women's feelings prevail over
their reason.
In addition to what has been said, Islam has observed facilities and
discounts for women, which have also been mentioned.
(A detailed discussion about the laws of inheritance and its principles
is given in Verses of Surah Nissa in Volume 1 of AlMizan,
to which we invite dear scholars to refer.)
(Almizan: V. 1

P. 78.)

2- Share of Grandchildren and Below
Children through intermediaries or grandchildren, great-grandchildren, and below, their ruling is the ruling of the person through
whom they are connected to the dead, and therefore the children of the
sons, even if they are daughters, receive two shares, and the children of
the daughters, although If they are sons, they will receive a share, of
course, if at the time of the death of grandfather or grandmother, none of
their immediate children are alive, otherwise he or she will be their heir
and they will not inherit the grandchildren and the descendants.
3- Share of Brothers and Sisters, and their Children
ُ ُور
ٌث َكاللَةً أ َ ِو ْام َرأَة ٌ َو لَهُ أ َ ٌخ أ َ ْو أ ُ ْخت
َ « َو إِ ْن كانَ َر ُج ٌل ي
ُ ُس فَإ ِ ْن كانُوا أ َ ْكث َ َر ِم ْن ذلِكَ فَ ُه ْم
ث
ِ ُش َركا ُء ِفي الثُّل
ُّ واح ٍد ِم ْن ُه َما ال
ِ فَ ِل ُك ِل
ُ سد
َ صيه ٍة يُوصى ِبها أ َ ْو دَي ٍْن
ار
َ غي َْر ُم
ِ ِم ْن بَ ْع ِد َو
ٍ ض
َّللاِ َو ه
صيهةً ِمنَ ه
»!علي ٌم َحلي ٌم
َ َُّللا
ِ َو
)12 :(نساء
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“If the deceased, either male or female,
has no surviving heirs such as parents or children
but has a brother or a sister,
the brother or sister will each inherit one-sixth of the legacy.
If there are more than just a brother or a sister, they will share
one-third of the legacy.
This is after the payment of any debts and things bequeathed
(non-bothersome,) have been excluded from the legacy,
It is a Guide from God, the All-knowing and Forbearing!”
(Holy Quran; Nissa: 12.)

This is also the Ruling on brothers and sisters and their children,
that is, if the deceased has no heirs from the first class, neither father nor
mother nor child nor offspring, and his heir is the second class, i.e.,
brother and sister, and grandfather and grandmother. If his brother and
sister are alive, the brothers will inherit twice as much as one sister, and
if all the brothers and sisters of the deceased died before his death, then
the heirs of deceased will be the children of them, the children of
brothers will inherit twice as much as the children of sisters, even if the
children of the brothers are girls, and the children of sisters take half of
them, even if they are boys.
The Clause: "Non-bothersome," which means not harming others,
apparently refers to bothering the heirs by creating debts through the
deceased man before death, as if the deceased wanted to incur a debt in
order to deprive the heirs from the inheritance, or to bother the heirs
both by debt (as stated above) and by the will to bequeath more than
one-third of the property.
4- Share of Females More than Two
»!...َين فَلَ ُه هن ثُلُثَا َما ت ََرك
ِ « فَإِن ُك هن نِسا ًء فَ ْوقَ اثْنَت

“If they are only females and more than two,
then they will have one third of what is inherited.”
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The position of this Phrase after the Phrase: "To the male shall be
as that given to two females…!” indicates that the first Ruling is applied
where the dead had a son and a daughter, or a brother and a sister, but if
his heirs in any class are only women, the ruling will be same as the
above Phrase.
5- Share of One Female
ْ « َو إِ ْن كان
»!... صف
ِ َت
ْ ِواحدَة ً فَلَ َها الن

"And if there is only one female,
then she will have one half…!”
If the heir of the dead was a female, a girl, she would take half of
the property of the dead.
6- Share of Two Daughters
The God Almighty did not mention the share of the two daughters
here, because it was obtained from the previous Phrase: "To the male
shall be as that given to two females…," because when both male and
female are heirs of a dead and the share of male is like the share of two
females, the inheritance is divided in three, of which two parts are for
male and one part is for female, as a result the share of a female will be
one-third, naturally the share of two females will be two-third.
7- Share of Fathers and Mothers
َُس ِم هما ت ََرك
ُّ واح ٍد ِم ْن ُه َما ال
ِ « َو ِألَبَ َو ْي ِه ِل ُك ِل
ُ سد
ٌِإ ْن كانَ لَهُ َولَد
ُ ُفَإ ِ ْن لَ ْم يَ ُك ْن لَهُ َولَدٌ َو َو ِرثَهُ أَبَواهُ فَ ِِل ُ ِم ِه الثُّل
ث
»!...سدُس
ُّ فَإ ِ ْن كانَ لَهُ ِإ ْخ َوة ٌ فَ ِِل ُ ِم ِه ال

“And to his parents each one of them one sixth
of what is inherited if he has children.
If he has no children and his parents are the heirs,
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then to his mother is one third;
if he has siblings then to his mother is one sixth.
The fact that the God Almighty has attributed the parents to their
child in the above Phrase is itself an indication that the parents in the
inheritance classes are also at the same class as the children of the dead.
The next Phrase refers to a case that there is no child for the dead and
the heir of the deceased is exclusive to the parents, but if there is
"brothers" for the dead, as they are in the second class, they will not
have any share in heritance while the first class exists, however, the only
effect that exists in the existence of the brothers is that they do not allow
the mother to inherit one-third.
8- Share of Husbands and Wives
ٌف ما ت ََركَ أ َ ْزوا ُج ُك ْم ِإ ْن لَ ْم َي ُك ْن لَ ُه هن َولَد
ْ ِ« َو لَ ُك ْم ن
ُ ص
َالربُ ُع ِم هما ت ََر ْكن
ُّ فَإ ِ ْن كانَ لَ ُه هن َولَدٌ فَلَ ُك ُم
صيه ٍة يُوصينَ ِبها أ َ ْو دَي ٍْن
ِ ِم ْن َب ْع ِد َو
ٌالربُ ُع ِم هما ت ََر ْكت ُ ْم ِإ ْن لَ ْم يَ ُك ْن لَ ُك ْم َولَد
ُّ َو لَ ُه هن
فَإ ِ ْن كانَ لَ ُك ْم َولَدٌ فَلَ ُه هن الث ُّ ُم ُن ِم هما ت ََر ْكت ُ ْم
»!... صونَ بِها أ َ ْو دَيْن
ُ صيه ٍة تُو
ِ ِم ْن بَ ْع ِد َو

) 12 :(نساء
“For you shall be a half of what your wives leave,
if they have no children;
but if they have children,
then for you shall be a fourth of what they leave,
after paying off any bequest they may have made or any debt they
may have incurred
And for them it shall be a fourth of what you leave,
if you have no children;
but if you have children,
then for them shall be one-eighth of what you leave,
after paying off any bequest you may have made or any debt
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you may have incurred!”
(Holy Quran: Nissa: 12.)

9- Payment of Debts and Wills of the Dead
»!...صيه ٍة يُوصي ِبها أ َ ْو دَيْن
ِ « ِم ْن َب ْع ِد َو

"All after a will is carried through or a debt.”
Reference to the “Will” in this Phrase is the same Recommended
Command in the Verse: "Prescribed for you, when death approaches
any of you and he leaves behind any property, is that he make a
bequest for his parents and relatives, in an honorable manner, an
obligation on the God wary!" (Baqara: 180,) that Says: When one's death
approaches and he has a good deal of property, it is better for him to
determine a share for his father, mother, and relatives, in addition to the
inheritance that God has ordained for them.
The question arises here that the importance of the Recommended
Order is less than an obligatory duty, and it was appropriate to first
mention the issue of paying the debts of the deceased, which is
obligatory to pay, then to mention the issue of the Will. It is right, but
however we can say it happens sometimes mentioning the less important
matter precedes the important one in expressing (not in practice,)
because the important duty does not need to be recommended for its
strength of proof, unlike the less important matter which needs more
assertion and emphasis, and one of its rules is to mention it before, as is
applied in the above Phrase.
With this justification, another point becomes clear, and the point
is God's describing the Will with its recipient. The reason is that the
God Almighty wanted to convey the emphasis, as well as points to the
fact that the heirs should observe the honor of the dead and carry out his
Will, as God stated same in the next Verse and emphasized it as
following: "Whoever alters it after having heard, then the sin will be
upon those who alter it!" (Baqara: 181.)
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(That is worth to note that in the Phrase regarding the share of brothers and
sisters, the God Almighty added a Clause to the payment of the debts and wills of
the deceased as: “This is after the payment of any debts and things bequeathed
(non-bothersome,) have been excluded from the legacy,”
The Clause: "Non-bothersome," which means not harming others, apparently refers to bothering the heirs by creating debts through the deceased man before
death, as if the deceased wanted to incur a debt in order to deprive the heirs from
the inheritance, or to bother the heirs both by debt (as stated above) and by the will
to bequeath more than one-third of the property.)

10- Level of Heirs’ Importance and Priority
ً ب لَ ُك ْم نَ ْفعا
ُ « آباؤُ ُك ْم َو أَبْناؤُ ُك ْم ال تَد ُْرونَ أَيُّ ُه ْم أ َ ْق َر
َّللاِ إِ هن ه
ضةً ِمنَ ه
»!... ً عليما ً َحكيما
َ ََّللاَ كان
َ فَري

“You parents and your children,
you do not know which is closer to you in benefit,
These fixed shares are Decreed by Allah;
and Allah is the Absolute Knowing Decreer!”
The address in these two Phrases is to the heirs, which in fact
includes the general Muslims who inherit from their dead. This is a
declaration that is induced as a reference to the secret in difference of
shares in the inheritance of fathers and children. It is a kind of education
for Muslims, which is declared with the tone: "You do not know!" The
like of these expressions is common in the language of every speaker.
Besides, it cannot be addressed at all to non-heirs, that is, to the people,
and God wants to say that you, the people, who die sooner or later and
leave your property as an inheritance for parents and children, you do
not know the benefit of which of these three classes is closest to you,
because if so, there will be no reason left for the Phrase: "Which is closer
to you in benefit!"
Since the appearance of the Phrase shows that the word 'benefit'
means benefiting heirs from the property of the deceased, not benefiting
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the deceased from heirs, so the God Almighty wants to say to the heir
that what do you know which of your relatives will die sooner and the
benefit of which relative will reach you sooner? The fact that God
mentioned fathers name before the sons, it indicates that the inheritance
of the fathers reaches sooner to the heirs than the inheritance of the sons.
Therefore, the issue of inheritance and the difference of shares in it
are regulated according to the effects that the "Kinship" has, and the
degree of difference that human emotions have towards the Kinship.
For explaining this meaning, we imagine humanity into three classes:
One, the present class, second parents of the present class, and the third,
the class of children. Then we say: The existing man is more kind and
interested in his child, than in his parents, because he considers the child
to be the follower of his existence, but he does not consider the parents
as a follower of his own existence (but feels himself a follower of the
two.) As a result, the connection of the second class is stronger and its
existence is more attached to the present class than the third class, which
is the grandson of that class.
If we consider the benefiting of the inheritance of the dead according to this connection, it is necessary that the present generation inherit
more from the second class, that is, the class of fathers, rather than from
the third class, namely, the future generation, and in other words, the
children. Although it is possible that at first glance it may seem contrary
to this meaning, and contrary to the above theory, it is thought that the
relationship between the child and the father is greater than the
relationship between the father and the child.
The Verse in question, which says: “You parents and your
children, you do not know which is closer to you in benefit," is itself
one of the evidences of the meaning that God Almighty has legislated
the ruling of inheritance like all other rules of Islam according to the
creational and external rules.
In addition to the absolute Verses of the Holy Quran, which refer
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to the principle of legislation, also indicate this generality, such as the
Verse: "Be devoted to the upright religion. It is harmonious with the
nature which God has designed for people. The design of God cannot
be altered. Thus is the upright religion!" (Room: 30,) which indicates that
the rules of Islam have been legislated according to the current system in
Genesis and Creation. With such Verses, how can it be imagined that in
Islamic law, the obligatory rules and immutable duties can be legislated
that have no roots in creation, even in general.
It is possible that from the Phrase: "You parents and your
children," the precedence of the 'children of the children' over the
ancestors could be understood, or at least inhaled, because the ancestors
do not inherit while the children and 'the children of the children' exist.
"These fixed shares are Decreed by Allah," means that you should
consider this ruling as a duty, and be committed to it. This Phrase is a
perfect and strong emphasis on the fact that the mentioned shares have
been offered to you by God Almighty and it is a decisive ruling and not
alterable.
11 - No Difference in Inheritance Ruling
Between Muslims with Holy Prophet
It should also be noted that since this Verse is Absolute, therefore
the requirement of it is that there is no difference between the Holy
Messenger of God and other people in inheriting wealth and benefiting
the heirs.
The similar of this application, or in other words, the Generality of
the Ruling, was already expressed in the Verse: "Men have a share in
the heritage left by parents and near relatives, and women have a
share in the heritage left by parents and near relatives, whether it be
little or much, a share ordained by Allah!" (Nissa: 7,) therefore what some
people have said that the general addresses of the Quran do not include
the Holy Messenger of God because it was delivered in the language of
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he himself, it is, of course, a false claim that should be ignored.
Yes, in this issue, there is a dispute between Shiites and Sunnis as
to whether the Messenger of God will inherit? Or what is left from his
worldly property is charity? (The source of this dispute is not a difference in
understanding the content of the Quran, but a narration that Abu Bakr narrated in
the story of Fadak! The unnecessary discussion about that narration is beyond the
scope of this book.)
(Almizan: V. 4

P. 334.)

Punishment for Transgressing
Limits of God on Inheritance
ص ه
ُ َّللاَ َو َر
ُسولَهُ َو يَتَعَده ُحدُودَه
ِ « َو َم ْن يَ ْع
ٌ عذابٌ ُم
»!هين
َ ُيُد ِْخ ْلهُ نارا ً خا ِلدا ً فيها َو لَه
)14 :(نساء

“But whosoever disobeys Allah and His Messenger
and transgresses the limits set by Allah,
he will be cast Into the fire, to abide therein;
and he shall have a humiliating Punishment!”
(Holy Quran; Nissa: 14.)

The meaning of God's Limits here is the Rules of inheritance,
duties, and shares that the God Almighty in these two Verses by mentioning the reward of obedience to God and to the Prophet in observing
those Limits and threatening the punishment of to the permanent and
humiliating fire against God's disobedience, and transgression of that
bounds.
(Almizan: V. 4

P. 336.)

"Kalaleh," the Share of
Sisters and Brothers
« يَ ْست َ ْفتُونَكَ قُ ِل ه
»!...َّللاُ يُ ْفتي ُك ْم فِي ْال َكاللَ ِة
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)176 :(نساء

"They ask you for a ruling. Say:
Allah gives you a Ruling concerning the Kalalah:
If a man dies and he has no children [or parents,] but has a sister, for
her shall be a half of what he leaves,
and as well, he shall inherit from her if she has no children.
If there be two sisters, then they shall receive two-thirds of what he
leaves.
But if there be [several] brothers and sisters, then for the male shall
be the like of the share of two females.
Allah explains [the laws] for you lest you should go astray,
and Allah has Knowledge of all things!"
(Holy Quran; Nissa: 176.)

From this Verse, the God Almighty expresses the shares of the
paternal, maternal relatives, or paternal relatives only, as interpreted by
tradition.
The meaning of “children” is both son and daughter, and the
presumption of the Holy Verse is in a place where the dead have left
neither a father nor a mother. If one of the parents was alive, the Holy
Verse would never leave their share unsaid.
The fact that God Said: "If a man dies and he has no children [or
parents,] but has a sister, for her shall be a half of what he leaves," He
refers to the share of the sister from her brother, and the share of brother
from his sister. It is clear from here that the same is the share of the
sister from sister, and the share of the brother from brother, because if
these last two shareholders had a separate share and ruling, God would
have stated in the Verse.
In addition to the Phrase: "For her shall be a half of what he
leaves," that it means also if the situation was reversed, that is, a woman
died and had no children and only had a brother or sister, all her
inheritance will be inherited by them. In addition, the Phrase: "If there
be two sisters, then they shall receive two-thirds of what he leaves.
But if there be [several] brothers and sisters, then for the male shall
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be the like of the share of two females," refers to the shares of two
sisters, and the share of several brothers and sisters, which has not been
limited to whom that the dead is man or woman, and it does not interfere
with shares.
What is specified in the Verse has four forms, one is the share of a
sister who is the only heir of the deceased, the second is the share of a
brother who is also the only heir, the third is the share of two sisters, and
the fourth is the share of a sister and brother both are heirs. The Ruling
of the other assumptions is clear from these four hypotheses, such as the
case where the dead have only two brothers, the two brothers inherit all
his property, and divide it equally among themselves. We use this
Ruling from the second form, which said that if the heir is one brother,
he will take all the property. Again, it is true in the case of the corpse of
a brother and a sister.
The shares mentioned in this Verse regards the case where there
are relatives such as a single paternal relatives or a single paternal and
maternal relative, and if they are both of them, it is as if someone who
died had a paternal and maternal sister, and a paternal sister, the paternal
sister does not inherit, which its Ruling is stated in the interpretation of
the first Verses of the Surah.
"Allah explains [the laws] for you lest you should go astray!"
(Almizan: V. 5

P. 251.)

Fixing a Bug in
Inheritance Sharing
They scholars have argued that there is no "Awl" in dividing
heritage. (Awl, means dividing equally the amount remained less or
more than the fixed shares of heirs.) On contrary, there are sects who
believe in "Awl," that is, they say: Wherever sum of the fixed shares of
heirs are more than the property, we reduce equally the portion of deficit
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from each share of heirs. (For example, if a woman dies and leaves the
parents, a daughter, and her husband, the heritage share of a daughter is
half (in other words, six twelfths,) and the share of the parents is one
third (or four twelfths,) and the husband's share is one-fourth (or threetwelfths,) as a result the sums of 6, 4, and 3 reach 13, while our
denominator is twelve. Those who practice the rule of "Awl" say that
they consider the denominator of the fraction as thirteen and divide the
property into thirteen shares. But, the Shiite sect of Islam, who adhere
the Imams of the Household of the Holy Prophet of Islam, they consider
the rule of "Awl" nullified, and they subtract the deficit from the shares
of father, his relatives, and daughters, but the other heirs receive the
fixed shares, because they believes that there is no doubt and confusion
in the Divine Ruling of shares in Quran, as we have already explained it
according the relative Verse.
(Almizan: V. 2

P. 315.)
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PART THIRTEEN

RULE OF WILL
AND ITS BASIS

IN QURAN
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Chapter One
RULE OF WILL IN QURAN,
its
Limit, and Execution

Rule of Will in Islam
And in other Countries
Islam removes the Rule of Will from the title of inheritance, and
gives it an independent title, because it has an independent criterion, and
that is respect for the will of the owner of the property, who has suffered
for a lifetime in preparing it, but in other traditions and between the
advanced nations it does not have an independent title, it seems as a
religious justification by which they break the restriction of law, the
owner of the property whose property passes to certain persons such as
the father and the head of the family, and if he wishes to give part of his
property after his death to some of other inheritors, he has to resort to
the Will. The legislators, for this reason, try always to enact laws that
limit the issue of Will that causes to invalidate the Inheritance Ruling.
This restriction has continued up to this day.
But Islam, since fourteen centuries ago, has restricted the issue
of will to a reasonable portion, and considered its influence to be
limited to one-third of the property of the owner.
Thus, from the Islamic point of view, a will is not valid except for
one-third, and for this reason some civilized nations today followed
Islam in their legislation, such as France, but the Islamic view differs
from that of the Western legislators, because Islam has encouraged
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people to make such a will, but Western law has either silenced it or
prevented it.
What is obtained after paying attention to the Verses of the Will in
Quran and the Verses of alms and zakat and khums and the absolute
almsgiving is that the meaning of these laws and regulations is that the
way to get open to about half of the property and two-thirds of its
benefits to be spent on the charities and needs of the poor and the needy,
for the sake of removing the distance between this poor and the rich, and
the poor class could be able to live better and independent. In addition,
this rules encourage the rich class how to spend their wealth in order to
decrease the distance between them and the poor class of society!
(Almizan: V. 4

P. 368.)

Rule of Will in
Holy Quran
ً ض َر أ َ َحدَ ُك ُم ْال َم ْوتُ ِإ ْن ت ََركَ َخيْرا
َ علَ ْي ُك ْم ِإذا َح
َ ب
َ ِ« ُكت
وف
ِ صيهةُ ِل ْلوا ِلدَي ِْن َو ْاأل َ ْق َربينَ بِ ْال َم ْع ُر
ِ ْال َو
»!... َعلَى ْال ُمتهقين
َ َحقًّا
)180-182 :(بقره

“Prescribed for you, when death approaches any of you
and he leaves behind any property,
is that he makes a bequest for his parents and relatives,
in an honorable manner.
A Right [an obligation] on the God wary!
(Holy Quran; Baqara: 180-182.)

The language of the first Verse is the language of obligation and
not recommended, because it is a method in Quran, wherever there is
mentioned: "Written on such a people," it means that this ruling or
destiny has become decisive and necessary over them. Since the last
Phrase also says: "A Right (an obligation) on the God wary," the word
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"Right," like the word "Written" has the meaning of necessity.
But since the God Almighty has made it "a Right over the Godwary," it seems that God wanted to weaken the implication of the
obligation, because if the "Will" was an obligatory Rule, it would have
been more appropriate for God to Say: "A Right on the Believers," but
since He Said: "On the God-wary," we understand that this duty is
something that only the "Fear of God," causes people to observe it, as
a result, it is not obligatory for all believers, but those who are Godwary strive to observe it.
Some commentators have said: This Verse has been abrogated by
the Verses of Inheritance (which determine the duty of the deceased's
property, whether he has made a will or not.) But if this statement is
true, its obligation has been abrogated, not its being a recommended one,
and its principle of popularity, and perhaps the restriction of the word of
Right to the word of the God-wary is also for expressing this purpose.
“And should anyone alter it after hearing it,
its sin shall indeed lie on those who alter it!”
That is, if one converts the Will of some person, the only sin of this
conversion is on those who convert the Honorable Will.
The consequence of which is that if one fears the Will of the
testator is for a sinful affair, or he is deviated, the executer corrects
among the heirs and acts in such a way that neither sin nor deviation
arises from it, he has not sinned, because if he has changed, he has not
changed the honorable will, but rather, he has turned the will from sin
into a will in which there is no sin or deviation:
"But should someone, fearing deviance or sin on the testator's
behalf, set things right between them, there is no sin upon him."
(Almizan: V. 1

P. 667.)
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Narratives about the
Rule of Will
It is narrated in Ayashi's commentary from Imam Sadiq (AS), he
narrated from his father, Imam Ali (AS,) that he said: Whoever does not
make a will at the time of his death for his relatives who do not inherit
from him, has ended his deed with sin.
In Ayashi's commentary, he narrated from Imam Sadiq (AS) who
said about this Verse: This is the Right that God has placed in the
property of the people, for the owner of this Command, namely Imam
(AS.)
I asked: Is there a limit to that? He said: Yes, I asked: What is the
limit? He said: The lowest is one-sixth and the highest is one-third.
(Author, Allama:)

This meaning has also been narrated by Saduq, and it is a very
tender use of the Verse by Imam (AS), in the sense that he connected the
Verse in question to the following Verse and stated that fine point:
“The Prophet has more authority over the believers than themselves. His wives are their mothers. The relatives are closer to each
other, according to the Book of God, than the believers and the
emigrants. However, you may show kindness to your guardians. This
also is written in the Book!” (Ahzab: 6.)
Explaining: The above Verse abrogates the ruling of inheritance to
brotherhood which was valid in the beginning of Islam and those who
entered into brotherhood with each other inherited from each other, the
Verse abrogated it and limited the ruling of inheritance to kinship and
then the God Almighty excluded the Goodness for Guardians and Said
briefly: Inheritance is only in the relatives, the religious brothers do not
inherit from each other, unless the owners of property want to do good
to their guardians, then the God Almighty called the Messenger of God
and his pure descendants as the guardians for the believers. This
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exception is the same case which the following Phrase included the
guardians to the inheritors: "However, you may show kindness to your
guardians," because the Messenger of God and the pure Imams are also
as the guardians for the believers. (Please note!)
In Ayashi's commentary, he narrated from one of the two Imams
Baqir and Sadiq(AS) that this Verse: "Prescribed for you, when death
approaches any of you...," has been abrogated by the Verses of Inheritance.
(Author, Allama:)

The requirement of adding the previous narrations to this narration
is to say: What is abrogated from the above Verse is only its obligation,
as a result its recommendation remains.
In Qomi's commentary, he narrated from Imam Sadiq (AS) that he
said: When a man recommends a will, it is not permissible for his
executer to change his will, but he must act according to what he has
commanded, unless he has willed against the Commands of God, that if
the executer wants to act on it accordingly he will commit sin and
injustice. In which case it is permissible for the executer to return it to
the right way and correct it. For example, if a man with several heirs
had all his property willed for one of the heirs and deprived others, this
is the exact situation that the executer can change the will and return it to
what is legal. This is where the God Almighty States: "One who is
afraid of the testator's deviations and sin and settles the matter
among the parties involved, he has not committed a sin!" (Baqara: 182,)
which the "Deviation" is deviating toward some of the inheritors and
ignoring some others, and the "Sin" is to order the repair of fire temples
or produce wine with his property, this is also the case that the executer
can refuse to act on his will.
(Author, Allama:)

The meaning that above narration has given to "Deviation" also
clarifies the meaning of the Phrase: "Set things right between them,"
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and understands us that the purpose is to set things right between the
heirs, so that there will be no conflict or dispute between them because
of the will of the testator.
(Almizan: V. 1

P. 668.)
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Chapter Two

LAST WILL
ON

JOURNEY

Last Will on Journey, and
Picking out the Witnesses
ُض َر أ َ َحدَ ُك ُم ْال َم ْوت
َ « يا أَيُّ َها الهذينَ آ َمنُوا شَهادَة ُ بَ ْينِ ُك ْم ِإذا َح
َ َران ِم ْن
غي ِْر ُك ْم
َ نان ذَوا
ِ حينَ ْال َو
ِ ع ْد ٍل ِم ْن ُك ْم أ َ ْو آخ
ِ ْصيه ِة اث
ت
ِ ض فَأَصابَتْ ُك ْم ُمصي َبةُ ْال َم ْو
ِ ض َر ْبت ُ ْم فِي ْاأل َ ْر
َ ِإ ْن أ َ ْنت ُ ْم
ِمان بِ ه
سونَ ُهما ِم ْن بَ ْع ِد ال ه
ُ ِتَحْ ب
ِاَّلل
ِ صالةِ فَيُ ْقس
ارت َ ْبت ُ ْم ال نَ ْشت َري بِ ِه ث َ َمنا ً َو لَ ْو كانَ ذا قُ ْربى
ْ ِإ ِن
َو ال نَ ْكت ُ ُم شَهادَة َ ه
»! ََّللاِ ِإنها ِإذا ً لَ ِمنَ ْاْلثِمين
)106 :(ماءده

“O, you who believe!
When death approaches one of you,
call to witness two just persons from among yourselves,
when making a bequest; Or two others from other than you,
if You are travelling in the land
and if the calamity of death approaches you;
Detain the two witnesses after their Prayers,
then if you suspect them, they should both swear by Allah, saying:
We will not sell this witnessing for any price,
though the beneficiary be a kinsman,
and we will not hide the testimony of Allah;
if we do certainly we shall be among the sinners!”
(Holy Quran; Maeda: 106.)
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The meaning of these two Verses is that if one of the Muslims
during the journey felt that his term (death) had come and wanted to
make a will, he should witness two just witnesses from the Muslims
during his will. If he does not reach such two people, two Jews and
Christians will testify, and if after his death his guardians did not accept
this will and were suspicious about it, they will arrest those two
witnesses until after the prayer. Swear the truth of their testimony to
God Almighty and thus end the conflict.
Therefore, if the guardians of the dead are informed that these two
witnesses have lied in their testimony or have betrayed in the case, they
will also present two witnesses on the truth of their own claim (betrayal
of witnesses). This is what is used from the appearance of these two
Verses.
So when the God Almighty Addressed: "O you who believe!" it
means that the Ruling is addressed to the believers and is specific to
them.
“When death approaches one of you, call to witness two just
persons from among yourselves…!” The presence of death is a remark
to dangerous events that compel man to make a will due to the feeling of
extreme danger, because typically man does not do such things according to his nature and without any feeling of danger such as serious
diseases and the like.
The appropriateness between the ruling and the subject and the
taste that is adopted and used especially in the Words of God Almighty,
indicate that the non-Muslims are meant only by the People of the Book,
namely, the Jews and Christians. Because the Word of God Almighty in
no case has honored the polytheists with any honor.
The oath they take is in the same way that they say: "We will not
sell this witnessing for any price, though the beneficiary be a
kinsman!" That is, we do not want material benefit from the testimony
that we give to the words of the testator, although the testator be our
relative. Gaining material benefit through testimony means that the
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witness deviates from the path of truth in order to achieve a benefit such
as wealth or persuasion and feelings of closeness in his testimony, and
reduces his testimony for these material purposes, which are a worthless
value.
Adding the word "Testimony" to the Word of God, in the Phrase:
"We will not hide the Testimony of Allah," is either in the sense that
God Almighty sees the truth, as the witnesses have seen, so in fact, as
the testimony is the testimony of the two, so is the testimony of God,
and as the God Almighty is more worthy of His Kingdom, so in fact, the
testimony is in principle the Right of God and His Kingdom, therefore,
the two witnesses worked as a subordinate, as the God Almighty Said:
"...Allah quite suffices as a witness!" (Nissa: 166,) and God also Said:
"...They do not comprehend anything of His knowledge except what
He wishes!" (Baqara: 255.) This is either from the view that the Testimony
is a Right that God has decreed among His servants, and it is obligatory
upon them to establish it as it is, and without distortion, and not to hide
anything from it, as it is said from this point of view that: The Religion
of God, although the Religion is the way of the servants of God. That is
why the God Almighty has also Said in this regard: "...Bear witness for
the sake of Allah!" (Talaq: 2,) and also Said: "...Do not conceal
testimony!" (Baqara: 283.)
(Almizan: V. 6

P. 285.)

Betrayal of Witnesses
In Last Will on Journey
ً على أَنه ُه َما ا ْست َ َحقها ِإثْما
ُ « فَإ ِ ْن
َ عثِ َر
يان
َ ومان َمقا َم ُهما ِمنَ الهذينَ ا ْست َ َح هق
ِ َعلَ ْي ِه ُم ْاأل َ ْول
ِ َُران يَق
ِ فَآخ
ِمان بِ ه
اَّللِ لَشَهادَتُنا أ َ َح ُّق ِم ْن شَهادَتِ ِهما
ِ فَيُ ْقس
َو َما ا ْعتَدَيْنا إِنها ِإذا ً لَ ِمنَ ه
»! َالظالِمين
)107-108 :(مائده

"But if it is found that both of them were guilty of a sin,
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then two others shall stand up in their place
from among those nearest in kinship to the claimants
and swear by Allah: Our testimony is surely truer than their
testimony, and we have not transgressed,
for then we would indeed be among the wrongdoers!”
(Holy Quran; Maeda: 107-108.)

This Holy Verse expresses the Ruling where it is revealed that the
witnesses, who were near to the dead on the time when he deceased,
have betrayed and lied in their testimony.
If it turns out that the two witnesses deserve punishment for the
lies and betrayals they have committed, the other two witnesses testify in
their place, and also testify to the lies and betrayal of the first ones:
"then two others shall stand up in their place, from among those
nearest in kinship to the claimants." These two new witnesses are of
the kinships of the deceased one, who the first two witnesses that were
closer to the dead in terms of Will, betrayed them. The new witnesses
which are of the guardians of the family: "Swear by Allah," and take the
place of the sinful witnesses.
"And we have not transgressed, for then we would indeed be
among the wrongdoers!”
The new witnesses should swear that: Our testimony to their lies
and betrayal is closer to the truth than their false testimony and their
claim on the will! We are faithful in this testimony, contrary to their
testimony, and we do not intend to transgress, because if we have the
intention of aggression, we will surely be among the wrongdoers.
“That makes it likelier that they give the testimony in its
genuine form, or fear that other oaths will be taken after their oaths.
Be wary of Allah and listen,
and Allah does not guide the transgressing lot!”
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This Holy Verse is in the position of expressing the Wisdom of the
Legislation. This Ruling, in the order that prescribed by the God
Almighty, is the closest way to reach the truth, and to reach the
prudence, as well as to prevent witnesses from transgressing in their
testimony, unless their testimony to be rejected after acceptance.
When we assume that the verification of a Will is unknown, there
is no other way to discover it than the testimony of those who have taken
as witnesses to his will by the deceased. Therefore, the most important
thing that makes one to trust them is to take advantage of their inner
faith and take an oath of them to God. On the assumption that they were
found to have lied and betrayed in this testimony, then they should be
encountered with the heirs and guardians of the dead, and ask them to
swear against the betrayal of the witnesses. These two method, that is,
the oath of those two witnesses and then rejecting the oath by the heirs'
oath, are the best means of forcing the witnesses to the say the truth and
are also the strongest obstacles to prevent them from deviation.
After expressing this Ruling, the God Almighty preached and
warned the people and Said:
"And fear from the disobedience of Allah and listen to Allah's
Commands and know that Allah does not guide the people who are
Rebellious and disobedient!”
(Almizan: V. 6

P. 286.)

